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Now you can select from the world of test and
measurement equipment as never before ...
instantly.
Today you can directly access a stockholding
of £110 million worth of the highest quality
second user equipment from over 50 of the
world's major manufacturers ... and all at a
price you can afford and trust.
Yes, trust. Because when Instrumex say
quality it also means trust. For not only has
every stock item been regularly serviced and
comes with a free calibration certificate if
required, but also carries a fullparts and
labour warranty of 3 months for computer
equipment and 12 months for test and
measurement equipment.
Our product range itself is enormous, it offers
you the widest selection of equipment in
Europe ... these are just a few examples:
HP 339A

Distortion Measurement £1750
Set

£3950

HP 2225A

Protocol Analyser
Noise Figure Meter
Thinkiet Printer - HPIB

HP 7570A

DRAFTPRO Plotter,

£3750

HP 4951C-102
HP 8970A

£5950
£250

A4 -A1

HP 9816S

Computer, 512K RAM

HP 9121D
DIGILEC EP804

Dual, Single -Sided Drive
Prom Programmer

FLUKE 9010A

Micro -System

£1850
£450
£650

£2250

Troubleshooter
FLUKE 9000A -Z80 Z80 Pod for 9010A

£700

HP 64100A-041

MDS Station
£5700
HP 64151S
Emulation Memory
£765
HP 64222S
8086 Emulator System
£1450
HP 3314A
20MHz HPIB Generator £2950
HP 8016A
Data Generator
£5000
HP 8340A
Synthesized Sweeper
£41500
HP 8350B
Sweep Mainframe
£3000
HP 8672A
Synthesized Signal
£21500
Generator
MAR 2022
1GHz Signal Generator £2150
PHILIPS PM3315 60MHz D.S.O.
£3950
(125MHz Clock)
TEK 2215
60MHz Scope
£750
TEK 2445
150MHz Scope
£2100
TEK 485
350MHz Scope
£4500

Prices are exclusive of carriage and VAT.

So call now and talk to one of our friendly and
experienced technical sales engineers and find
out how we can help you meet your immediate
and future equipment needs.

European Distribution Centre
Dorcan House, Meadfield Road, Langley
Berkshire SL3 8AL, ENGLAND

TELEPHONE 01 897 2434
Or you can call one of our
regional offices: -

Munich 089.2021021
Paris 1.69285829
Aberdeen 0224.899522
Manchester 061.9736251
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1990's and beyond Intelsats VI and VII will
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oure witnessing the second industrial
revolution: a PC -compatible computer that

runs on the world -standard, industry oriented STEbus.
Thanks to extensive use of custom ICs, we've packed
our 'STE PC' onto four boards: processor.
serial/parallel 1/0, disk and colour graphics

controllers. This division of functions means that for
many target systems - requiring only a CPU and I/O the basic board cost will be less than £350!
There have been industrial 'clones' before. This
one is different. The STEbus standard is so similar to
PC architecture that when we say Compatible. we
mean it. Any software developed for a standard PC

will run, on boards designed expressly for industrial

control and instrumentation applications.
STEbus is based on compact, low-cost, singleEurocards with the reliable DIN connector interface.
Standardised by the IEEE's P1000 committee. it's
supported by over 100 companies, opening the
gateway to a massive choice of compatible boards.
Just about any function you need is available off -the shelf. STE manufacturers even offer boards with a
standard 'signal -conditioning' interface to a wide
range of single-Eurocard real -world I/O. And the
world of 19 -inch industrial enclosures, racking and
accessories is yours to choose from.
It's never been so easy, or so cost-effective, to
design industrial computer systems before. Just look
at the diagram: everything that's listed (and more) is
available from Arcom alone: over 50 board choices!

or

TRUE PC -COMPATIBILITY ON THE INDUSTRY -

PROVEN STEbus

SPC88

.ondi:.

STEb

STE PC

Ribbon -cable bus to a

PROCESSOR

J PC -compatible

4.77MHz 8088.8087socket
a 256k RAM, up to 128K EPROM

compatible family of real -

J memory

world interfaces:

a mass storage

a thermocouple inputs

a Standard PC keyboard connectoJ

SPEGA

a input filtering
high -power solenoid

VIDEO CONTROLLER

a

full compatible with EGA/CGA
a 640 x 350 resolution in
16 of 64 colours

drivers

J digital I/O
J analog I/O

opts -isolator 1/0s

darlington driver

J 256k video RAM

outputs

DISK CONTROLLER
SPDC
J PC -compatible

up to four 3.5/5.25in disks
a supports DMA and interrupts

4.20mA
current/temperature

J motor control
J power supply

sensor input

a relay outputs, SSRs

, op -amp buffering,/

SERIAL/
SPCOM
PARALLEL I/O

amplification

a industrial

analog isolated 1/0

networking

J PC -compatible

1

a utility! options

a 2 serial ports

prototyping board

1 parallel port

rcom
CONTROL SYSTEMS LTD

Arcom Control Systems Ltd., Units 8-10,
Clifton Road, Cambridge CB1 4WH.
Phone: (0223) 411200 Fax: (0223) 410457
Tlx: 94016424 ARCS G Easylink: 19014905
A member of the STE Manufacturers & Users Group
Distributors: Dean Microsystems (07357) 5155:
Farrell Electronic Components (0532) 636311
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Innovation for
irrigation
Technology has by-passed the poorer nations of the world - the Third World - and,
since the growth of technology is self -fuelling, the relative densities of
technological ground cover in northern/western and southern/eastern areas
cannot, without some serious commitment, even begin to approach each other.
Differences in attitudes and scale are well known, but remain to beggar the
imagination. On a small canvas, there is the contrast between a difficulty in choosing
one's new video recorder and a decision on whether to eat today or tomorrow. Larger in
scale but possibly no more resistant to the western imagination are the agonies of
decision between the types of power station to build for the next century and the hope that
some day it might be possible to contrive a supply of water for irrigation and drinking.
All this has been in the western consciousness for many years but, in the main, that is
where it stays. There is a great amount of talk about the provision of technological help for
the backward nations, but precious little emergent hardware. It may be that the talk is
about the wrong kind of help anyway. When a nation's need are so very basic, discussion
on the frequencies to adopt for its very own satellite television broadcasting system can
appear sensationally irrelevant to the churlish, who have their eyes and feet on the
undernourished ground.
Yet, technology encompasses everything from the manufacture of toothpicks to
interplanetary travel: it ought not to be totally impossible to channel some of the effort
that goes into the production of equipment that offers only slight modification of the
western way of life, such as the enormous output of domestic electronic entertainment,
into small and relatively simple projects that would make a huge difference to someone
trying to scrape a living from the parched earth.
Without a doubt, funds raised by the wholely praiseworthy efforts we have seen in the
last few years have been desperately and instantly needed for "first -aid" relief of famine
and disease and it is galling to learn that the difficulties of distribution and political
manoeuvrings sometimes frustrate the efforts of relief organizers to put the aid where it is
needed.

Since it seems inevitable that some small fraction of such funds will always be lost in
this way, it may be that a little could be "officially" deducted and used to finance some kind
of longer -term assistance in the form of the development of low -tech equipment to
answer the call for better agriculture, power generation, communication, medical care,
water purification and much more.
It is possible that our own branch of engineering could offer solutions to some of the
problems - communication and power generation, for example. One wonders what would
be the effect if one hundredth of the effort that goes into the launching of one television
broadcasting satellite were used to reduce the incidence of future famine and pestilence'
by the development of a little practical, simple, reliable and affordable technology.
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Programming p.l.ds
Design and implementation of a low-cost microprocessor -controllable
programmer for fuse -link logic.
V. LAKSHMINARAYANAN

many logic tasks are too complicated
for s.s.i./m.s.i. devices and too sim-

ple for a microprocessor. Custom

chips reduce the number of components in the logic system hut designing them can he a long and expensive
process, which deters many would -he users.

Programmable logic devices, p.l.ds, provide an optimum solution for most medium -

115

complexity logic and control -sequence
applications. They combine programming
flexibility with high speed and an extensive
selection of interfacing options and they cut
costs by reducing inventory, package count
and p.c.b. size. Compared with custom i.cs,
p.l.ds have a very much shorter design time.
Programming a p.l.d. involves selectively
fusing NiCr links by applying specific voltage
levels to the device inputs and outputs. This
article describes the design and implemen-

S7
F7

p47

tation of a programmable logic device
(p.l.d.) programmer for Signet ics PLS100/
101 field -programmable logic arrays.

The programmer has bus -structured i/o
for connection to a microprocessor. Being
microprocessor controlled, the design can

Fig. 1. Logic -equivalent path of the fuse -programmable logic array.
TRUTH TABLE

easily be modified to suit many other types of
fusible -link p.l.d.

DO

DI

D2

D3

FE

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

1.5V

1

0

1

1

4.V

0

1

1

1

17V

A CLOSER LOOK AT PLDS
The PSL100, with three -state outputs, and
the PLS101, with open -collector outputs.
are bipolar programmable logic arrays with
48 And product terms and 8 Or sum terms.

Each Or term controls an output function

17V

which can be programmed to be either true
or false. True represents active high (Fr) and

2k2

false represents active low (F0*).

For each output function, the true state is
activated by any logical combination of 16

input variables, or their complements, for
up to 48 terms. To implement the desired
logic, the And and Or matrices and the output polarity have to he programmed.
Figure 1, the logic -equivalent path of the

p.l.a., shows that each input variable

is

present in both true and complement forms.
In the And matrix, there are 48 And gates.
each with 32 inputs designated I,, 15 and 10 15.

The And matrix produces 48 outputs. Po w.

each of which is a logical product of the
input variables.
Symbolically, P, =1,1k. where i is 0 to 47. j

is 0 to 47 and k is 0 to 15. For example,
output from the seventh And gate could be,
P7= 1012.171819115

(1)

TRUTH TABLE

2N 2905

2k2
ICIA

IC2 6

In

o

1

10V

1

0

0

1

1

4V

0

Not
Allowed

0

2N2905

rof pia
To FE

5V
IC9

1N914

Output -"

Fig. 2. Programming -voltage switching circuits. (a) is for lines 10 .7 and (b) is for VFE.

sum terms. So 7, each of which may be a
logical combination of up to 48 P terms, are
produced by the Or matrix so,

S,=

10k

2N 2905
10k

1N914

P,

j=0

Outputs of the And gates connect to Or gates
to obtain the sum terms. Each Or gate has 48

where i is 0 to 7. Output of the second Or

inputs, Po t7, from the And matrix. Eight

gate for example could be,

4

tam

10k

100

470n
20V

T

1k
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S.,=P1+P.i+P7+Ps+P:13

(21

Each output from the Or matrix can be
programmed either active low or active
high:
F,=CE - + S,

represents active -high programming and.

F,* = Cr+ g,

PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC DEVICES
Program nable logic devices. or p.l.ds. describes a group of i.cs including programmable
read-only memories (proms). programmable logic a -rays (p.l.as), and programmable array
logic (pals). Essentially, these devices consists of And and Or -gate arrays in a two -level
architect ire and are used for implementing logic functions.
A number of input variables. in both true and complement form, connect to an array of And
gates whose outputs in turn connect to the inputs of Jr gates. Programmable logic devices.
i.e. proms. p.l.as and pals, differ in the way that 7heir built-in logic can be used. Table 2.

represents active -low programming. For example output function F7 may he programmed active low, in which case.

F7*--a+g;

Each type of p.l.d. can be used to implement Boolean equations in sum -of -product form.
Programmable logic arrays arc the most flexible since both their And and Or arrays can be
programmed, but they are alsc the slowest of the th-ee types. Programmable roms have a
fixed number of inputs and outputs and do not permit any flexibility in the use of their built-in
logic. but they are faster than p.l.as.

PLD PROGRAMMING

All the inputs and their complements connect through fusible NiCr links to the And
gate inputs. Similarly, the And gate outputs

connect through fuse links the Or gate
inputs. Outputs of the Or gates connect to
one set of exclusive -Or gate inputs whose

Flexibility of programmable array logic the fastest of the three structures is in between
that of proms and p.l.as. Features such as programmable ro pins. buried state registers and
alterable clock functions make pals ideal for implementing logic functions.

There are two principal types of p.l.d.. namely 'use -based p.l.ds and erasable olds.
Fuse -based p.l.ds have fusible links made from materials such as nickel -chromium or
platinum silicide and can be programmed only once. Like eeproms and eproms. electrically
and ultra -violet -erasable p.l.ds have cell arrays that can be programmed more than once.
A virgir fuse -based p.l.d. has all its fusible links inta:t and is programmed by blowing open

inputs are also fusible links.

selected fuses with a p.l.d. programmer. Erasable p.l.ds have no connections at all; logic
functions are programmed by selectively making connections.
For both types of programming. the fuse Table 2 Differences between vas ions types of

Programming involves fusing the NiCr
links. Inputs of the And gates can he pro-

pattern. Cr map. can be produced by an programmable logic device.
assembler which translates Boolean equa- Function Nom
P.La.

grammed in one of the following ways.

Lions in a high-level language .nto a low- And
Or
level programming pattern.

Pal

Programmable Programmable
Programmable Programmable Fixed
Fixed

- In and In both absent - both links to he
fused (don't care).

- In present and I absent - In link to he
fused.

- In present and I absent - In link to he

Fig. 3. Voltage switching. In (a) above. four voltages -- OV. 4V. 10V and 17V

are switched
for output pins of the p.l.d. Three voltage levels for V are provided by the circuit in (b)
below.

fused.

101/

- In and In both present - not permitted.

Thus, in our earlier example, equation ( I ).
the links to be fused out are, 10, It, 11, 12, 13,
17, 'S.19,11,110,111,111,
13. to
15. 15, 16,
131,)1,,11.,,11;;, Ili, 114, 115. This leaves out the

essential I terms.
Similarly, other P terms can he program-

med as required. Each Or term can he
programmed in one of two ways.

TRUTH TABLE
10k

LA3

LA
1

LA7

OUTPUT F

1k5

1

10k

1

1

1

4V

0

1

1

10V

1

0

1

17V

However, unused variables must be programmed as don't -care for all programmed P

terms. Similarly, all Pn links in the Or matrix

lc ' n

tof pla
1k

10k

LA3

2k2

- Pn is present-don't fuse the Pn link.
- Pn is absent-fuse the Pn link.

In equation (21 the links associated with the
P terms which do not appear in the function
Sn should be fused. Similarly, the other Or
terms are programmed.
To summarize, all input variable links of
unused P terms are not required to he fused.

2N2905

17V

5V

2N2905

1N911,

The output of the programmer is a specific

2k2

sequence of waveforms which are impressed

upon the various pins of the fusible -link
p.l.a. These waveforms carry out the programming and the verification of the desired
logic.

100

LA7
IC12

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

corresponding to unused outputs and un-

The complete p.I.d. programmer consists of
a microcomputer, a programming module

used P terms are not required to he fused.

and power supplies. In my prototype a

Input data to the p.I.d. programmer consists of the logic functions that are required
to he generated by the p.l.a. These functions
have to be encoded in a particular manner.

3MHz clock and i/o ports formed the microcomputer. It communicates with the programming module through the address bus,

Z80 -based processor with 64Kbytes of ram, a
tty
Output)
5

ADVANTAGES OF PLDS
Programmable logic devices have the same flexible architecture as custom i.cs but they are
more readily available. cheaper and easier to design.
To obtain a committed gate array or custom i.c may take several months of effort. involving
the production of test vectors. An equivalent logic design imc lemented using p.l.ds can be
completed in a fraction of the time, which in turn can drastically reduce the overall evaluation
time of the product that the logic is part of.
Being standard off -the -shelf i.cs, p.l.ds retain their cost advantage when used in
high -volume production. Since each p.l.d. replaces several s.s.i./m.s.i. devices, p.c.b. size is
reduced. This high functional density also reduces production. inventory and testing costs.

Some p.l.ds include a security fuse which can be blown eter programming to prevent

100

TRUTH TABLE

D.

05

D6

Vcc

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

5V

1

0

1

8.75V

access to the programming structure and hence copying of the design.
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data bus and control signals i/o read, i/o

PROGRAMMING OTHER PLDS

I. All prowrite and i/o valid (1W.IW and
gramming and verification of logic functions

for the p.l.d. are under the control of this

10-,

FE

processor.
Software for carrying out these tasks was

28p .r

O

0-

17

written in Intel 8085 assembly language.
The HEX file was loaded into the microcomputer memory through a serial link

vc,

28

0

18

F£-it071

from a PDP 11/40 computer. A terminal and
keyboard which can communicate with the

o

Ck

o

C

16

3-0

C

c.p.u. through CP/M kernel form the programming station.

3

0

3

0

III 3

0

C
PLS161

C

PROGRAMMING MODULE

The programming module contains the
logic and circuits necessary to produce the
various voltages required for programming

10

o

C1+1

F7

o

7

and verifying the p.l.d. It consists of the

a

o

C

o

C

F0

0

Cr

o

Fo

0

following sub -assemblies.

3

FL

- Address -selection logic consisting of an
GNO

LS85 Obit comparator and an LS138 3 -of -8
decoder.

)5

F3

97. 7243614°

73

F3

150

Device types other than the PLS100/101 can be programmed by making modifications. With

- Data latching and voltage generation cir-

minor software modifications, using a piggy -back socket like the one shown here allows

cuits consisting of '07 buffers, LS374

24 -pin PLS161 p.l.as and PLS162/3 address decoders to be programmed.

latches and voltage -switching circuits.
- Power supplies consisting of voltage reg-

Similar modifications facilitate the programming of common proms like the 82S23/123,
which are widely used for microprocessor address decoding. Adding further latch i.cs and

ulators for 6V and 17V. with current

software to provide signals such as clocks, the PLS105 logic sequencer can be programmed.

regulators.
Address -selection

logic consists of two
Vin

levels. One level selects the Programming
module from the various cards connected to
the microcomputer system and the other

25V

Vout

12,10W

\A/

Corn

vadj

100

120p

1k

100n

30V

tion, the higher nibble of the address on A4 7
is compared with a four -bit dip switch value

address byte, A0.3. These decoders generate
clock signals for the nine LS374 data latches.

17V

t

gramming module. To achieve card selec-

also connect to the lower nibble of the

t

1k

selects individual latches within the pro-

in a digital comparator (LS85). If these two
four -bit values are equal, and simultaneousis low signifying an i/o operation, the
ly
programming module is enabled. When the
programming module is selected, the comparator enables two 3 -of -8 decoders which

V

Vol
317

7805

2k2

Table 1. Voltage levels required at various p.I.d. pins.
5V
8.75V 10V 17V
1.5V 4V
Pin name OV
10.15

X

Iro.7

x
x

V
CZ

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

In the data -latching and voltage switching circuits, two LS245 buffers provide communication between the programming module and microcomputer. Data flow direction is determined by these buffers, depending on whether a read or a write
operation is being carried out.

are chosen depending on the currents and
voltages required.
Figure 2(b) switches four voltage levels
i.e. 0, 1.5V, 4V and 17V, for VFF and the
circuit in Fig.3(b) switches three levels, 0,
5V and 8.75V. for Vcc. There are two units,

Data required for voltage -switching circuits is present on the data bus only during
certain times: at other times the data bus

one for VFF and the other for Vcc. Data

carries instructions and various kinds of

Truth tables for switching these various

data. For this reason, the data bus cannot be

voltages are given in Figs.2, 3.

truth -table for switching these voltages is

and the upper three bits, D4.6, control Vcc.

also given.

Latch IC10.11 in Fig.5 has two functions:

the voltage -switching circuits. Nine latches
connected to the data bus. ICI 7.9 II in Fig. 5.

firstly it switches voltages for CE and

circuits to be latched from the data bus when
required.

Various voltages required at the various
pins during programming and verification of
the programmable -logic array are shown in
Table 1.

secondly it produces control signals for the
latches controlling the other switching circuits. These two functions are carried out by
two four -bit latches (74LS175).

Voltage switching for CE of the p.l.a.
provides three voltage levels 0, 4V or 10V.
The latch enable signal generating part of
this circuit produces the enable signals for

Figure 2(a) switches three voltage levels.
0, 4V and 10y, for the eight input lines 10-7.

the other latches. These control signals

A similar -voltage switching circuit is used
for the eight input lines 18-15. Fig.6. Transistors for all the voltage -switching circuits

Four voltage levels. 0. 4V. 10V and 17V,
required for the output pins of the p.l.a. are

6

voltages needed to program the p.l.d.

nibble. D0.3 controls the VFF switching stage

directly connected to the control points of

allow data required for voltage switching

Fig. 4. Regulator i.cs provide some of the

named i.sc mand .1 in Fig.5.

switched by the circuit of Fig.3(a). The

Each of the p.l.d. programming -module
supplies, of 5V, 10V and 25V, is rated at more

than 1A. Other voltages are derived using
voltage regulators as shown in Fig.4. Current output of the 17V supply is limited to
350mA using a 7805 regulator configured as
a current regulator.
Figure 5 shows the complete circuit diagram of the p.l.a. programming module.

V. Lakshminarayanan obtained his B.E. in

Electronics Engineering from Bangalore
University in 1981 and an M.E. in Electrical
Communication Engineering from the Indian Institute of Science in 1983.
Software will be discussed in the next article.
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Fig.6. Circuit of the p.I.d. programmer.
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TAYLOR

R.F. EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS

ANIL;

19" RAC'( MOUNT CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
VESTIGIAL SIDEBAND TELEVISION MODULATCR
PRICES FROM £192.39 (excluding VAT & carriage)
CCIR 3 1203.93
Prices
CCIR/3-1 £260.64
CCIR/3 SPECIFICATION

Power requrement

- 240V 8 Watt (available other voltage)

Video Input
Audio Input
FM Sound Sib -CarneModulation
IF Vision
IF Sound

- IV Pk -Pk 75 Ohm
- .8V 600 Ohm
- 6MHz (available 5.5MHz)
- Negative
- 38.9MHz
- 32.9MHz (available 33.4MHz)
- SOus

Sound Pre-Emphast
Ripple on IF Saw Fite:
Output (any channel ,7-860MHz)
Vision to Scund Power Ratio
Intennoduletion
Spurious Harmonic Onput

- +6dBmV (2mV) 75 Ohm

CCM/3-1

- Specification as above but output level

- Sto I

- Equal or less than 60dB

- -40dB (60dB if fitted with TCFL1 filter or
combined via TCFL4 Combiner/Leveller
60dBmV 1000mV

[Other Options Avala=le

- I.F. Loop/Stereo Sound/Higher Powe7 Output

Alternative Applicansis

- CCM Surveillance up to 100 TV chumels
down ore coax, telemetry camera cgritrol
signals, transmitted in the same coast in the
reverse direction.

WALLMOUNT DOJBLE SIDEBAND
TELE\. ISION MODJLATOR
PRICES FROM ONLY£104.53 (excluding VAT & carriage)
CCIR/5 MODULATOR SPLCIFICATION

Power R_Nuirement

- 240V

Vide, Input
Audio Input
Vision tc Sound Power Ratio

- IV rms 30K Ohms
- 10 to I

Output

Mod-lla=n
Audio Sab-Carver

-

IV Pk -Pk 75 Ohms

- 6dBm V (2m V) 470-860MHz

- Negative

- 6MHz or 5 5MHz
- IS Deg temperature change 150K1-2
- less than 60dB
Intennoculation
- 50us
Sourel Pe -Emphasis
Doulle Sideband Moddator (unwanted sideband can be suppressed using TCFIA
Combiner/Leveller)
Frecgien--y Stability

19" RACK MOUNT VHF LHF
TELEVISION MODULATDR
PPI :'.,E AT ONLY £180.00 (excluding VAT & carriage)

Prices
CCIR 5-1
CCIR '5-2
CCIR 5-3
CCIR/5-4
CCIR/5-5

1 Modulator
2 Modulators
3 Modulators
4 Modulators
5 Modulators

£104.53
£159.99
£226.28
£292.56
£358.85

C1ANNEL COMBINER/FILTER/LEVELLER

to combine outputs of modulators
TCFL2
TCFL4
TSICO

2 Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3.5dB
4 Charnel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3.5dB
Enables up to ix TCFL4 or TCFL to be combined.

TAYLOR BROS
(OLDHAM) LTD
802 DEMODULATOR SPECIFICATION
- 45-290MHz, 470-860MHz
Frequency Rang?.
- +/- 1.8MHz
A.F.C. Cmtrol
Video 0-nput
- IV 75 Ohm
- .75V 600 Ohm unbalanced
Audio Output
- 4 Ohms
Audio Morutor Cutput

BIELEY STREET WORKS

LEE STREET, OLDHAM, ENGLAND
TEL: 061 652-3221
TELEX: 669911 TAYLOR G

Tunable by internal preset
Available for PAL S) stem I or BC

tOplons

Channel selection via remote swishing.
Crystal Controlled Tuner.
Stereo Sound.

FAX: 061-626-1736

EN'IER 6 ON REPLY CARD
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Radio frequency link
budgets
An understanding of the principles provides a powerful,
accurate and quick method of analysing the type of system
needed to achieve a specific link.
M.L. CHRISTIESON

For any radio communication link, the
basic requirement is that the received
carrier is strong enough for us to
recover the information modulated on it. The
exact signal to noise ratio needed of course
depends on the type of modulation and the
design of the demodulator.

It is very useful to he able to calculate the
carrier, or pre -detection, signal-to-noise ratio
from parameters such as transmitter power
and receiver antenna gain. This technique is

called a link budget calculation - a budget,
because the various parameters represent
gains and losses. Increasing antenna size and

power density =

where P,,=transmitter effective isotropic
radiated power.

The parameter needed is therefore the
distance between the transmitter and receiver. This may be known directly but in the case
of a satellite it may be calculated from the
orbit height and the elevation. This distance is
sometimes called the slant range. The applica-

tion of the sine rule to the orbit geometry
yields

d= slant range= cos 1E+ H) I lie+10

transmitter power are 'gains' or 'profit', while
increased distance and receiver noise are
losses. The aim of the calculation is to find out

10log(47rd21(1BWm

cos E

where H = sin-

Re cos E

Fig.1. A receiver is located d metres from a

if a system is good enough without going to

+h

the expense of building it.
First of all, we can calculate the amount of
power arriving at the receiving site. Obviously

transmitter. All the power radiated by the
transmitter passes through a sphere of

R,.= earth radius

radius d. Power density at the receiver is
therefore equal to the radiated power di-

this depends on the transmitter's effective
isotropic radiated power le.i.r.p.) which is
simply the r.f. power multiplied by the transmitting antenna gain. All antenna gains are
referred to a theoretical isotropic radiator.
Often it is the e.i.r.p. which is specified for the
transmitter.
Confusion can arise from the use of decibels, but this is the simplest method because it
results in manageable numbers. The convention here will be powers in dBW, i.e. decibels
above or below one watt. Some parameters are

h = height of orbit
E = elevation from horizon of satellite from station
Note that the equation for path loss requires d
in metres.

The amount of power collected by the

radiated power
Wm
sphere surface area
At point din terms of dBW.

10

BANDWIDTH CONSIDERATIONS
It was not necessary to consider bandwidth
while calculating the signal power, except that
we assumed it to be sufficient to allow most of

receiving antenna depends on its effective

the signal through. However as noise

aperture. For a dish the concept of aperture is
easy; but it is not so obvious in the case of, for
example, a dipole. However antenna gain and
aperture are related thus -

considered to have a constant power per unit

expressed both as a numerical ratio and in
decibels. If the ratio in decibels is R then the
numerical ratio will he written as R'.
It is first necessary to calculate the path
loss. i.e. the loss due to the distance between
the transmitter and receiver. This can he very
difficult to assess, as in an h.f. link for
example; but for line of sight paths, such as
satellites, it is very easy. The line of sight case
will be used here but of course if a path loss
model is available the method may he used
more generally.
Figure 1 shows a transmitting antenna and
a receiver located at a point d metres from it.
Clearly all the radiated power must pass
through the surface of the sphere of radius d.
The power density at the receiver is simply

vided by the sphere's surface area.

C' = 47rA
x2

where C' is the numerical gain, A the effective

aperture in square metres and X the wavelength in metres.

With this relationship any antenna, the
gain of which is known, may be used. If the
aperture size is to be used directly a correction

must be made for efficiency which for a
reasonable reflector varies between 50 and 80
per cent.
At this point the signal power. Ps. available
at the output of the antenna terminals can be
calculated.

Ps= P,,- 10log(47rd2)+ ioingA dBW
Since signal-to-noise ratio is the ratio of signal
power to noise power all that is now needed is
the noise power. However this is not as easy as
it sounds.

is

bandwidth, noise power is proportional to
bandwidth. Rather than state the bandwidth
at the start of the calculation it is easier to
calculate the noise power in a 1Hz band and
correct at the end. The noise powers involved
are rather small but by using the concept of
noise temperature we can make the calculations simpler and independent of bandwidth.
It can be shown that any resistor at above
absolute zero temperature produces noise
power proportional to its absolute temperature,
PN.=KTB watts

where PN' = noise power: K is Boltzmann's
constant, 1.38 x 10-231/K; B is the
bandwidth in hertz: and T is the
temperature in kelvins.
From this it can be seen that noise tempera-

ture is a measure of noise power per unit
bandwidth.

SOURCES OF NOISE

There are two main noise sources: internal.
i.e. that produced by the receiver itself, and
external, that received through the antenna.

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

External noise can be from the ground.
caused by electron movement at ambient

10.000

REARRANGING EQUATIONS

temperature, or from sources in the sky and
atmosphere. At low frequencies external or

The equations stated so far can now be.
collected together to produce a single

antenna noise dominates that produced by the
receiver.

Vt.

Figure 2 shows how antenna noise decreases with frequency, reaching a minimum
between 4 and 6GHz. Above 6GHz it starts to
rise again because of attenuation caused by
water vapour and oxygen in the atmosphere. It
may not be immediately obvious why it

appears virtually independent of antenna
gain. This is true only if noise is assumed to
arrive equally from all directions. A high gain
antenna receives noise strongly from one

relationship for predetection signal to noise
ratio

\ of

Is V

1000

Since SNR= Ps - PN, SNR =
Pero, -10 log (47rd2)+ 10 log A

-10 log (KTs BN)

\

Using the relationship between gain and
Elevation = 0°

aperture for an antenna,

w

47rA
X2

100

then

C,A2

A=
47r

direction while a low gain one receives weakly

from all directions: the result is almost the

Expressing the gain in dB, i.e. 10 log G', then
x2

same. If a strong point source of noise, such as
the sun, is in the antenna beamwidth, massive

errors will result. Low gain antennas have
difficulty differentiating between ground and
sky noise and allowance should be made for
this.

Using data such as that in Fig. 2, an
assessment of antenna noise temperature (TA)
may be made although it will not be particularly accurate. Every engineer seems to use a
different curve.

RECEIVER NOISE TEMPERATURE

10 log A=G+ 10 log (,Trr)
10

1Gliz
FREQUENCY

100 MHz

10GHz

and so the signal-to-noise ratio is given by

Fig. 2. Anteina noise decreases with fre-

13,2,-10 log (47rd2)

quency, falling to a minimum at about 5GHz.

- 10 log (KTs

Thus the system noise temperature Ts is

X2

G +10 logIzTn. I

Collecting terms, SNR can be expressed as

Peirp+G -10 log Ts -10 log K-10 log BN-

TA+Tc+TI +
a

kelvins

12

T

(a)(G',)

(a)(Ci)(G'2)

10167r
log (

d2

I

2

Most readers will be familiar with the concept

Note that gains are numerical ratios, not

of noise factor or figure for amplifiers and

expressed in decibels.

mixers. Using the noise figures for each item
in the receiving chain it is possible to calculate
overall system noise performance, which can

using PN= KT, BN watts where K is Bolt-

also be expressed as a noise temperature.

Ts may now be converted to noise power
zmann's constant and BN is the noise bandwidth.

Individual noise figures are converted to
noise temperature, thus -

T=290(N' -1) kelvins
where T is the input noise temperature and N'

the numerical noise figure (i.e. not in decibels).

The whole concept of system noise performance relies on referring all individual
noise temperatures to the antenna terminals.
If another reference point is used it is possible

Noise bandwidth will depend on the modulation and signal bandwidth: in the simplest
case it equals the signal bandwidth. It may be
less, for example, in the case of frequency
demodulation using a p.1.1.

Since both signal and noise power are now
known, the signal to noise ratio, SNR, may be
calculated:
SNR' =

as a cable has a noise contribution to the
system and therefore a noise temperature. It is
given by
Tc _ 290 ( 1 - a) kelvins

aperture is frequency dependent.

The second and third terms are often
combined, called 'G over T', and used as a
measure of receiver performance, i.e. G/T

=G-10 log T. Note that the value has no
physical meaning.
A specific G/T may be produced by a high
gain antenna and a poor receiver or by a low

gain antenna and a good receiver. Note that
the lower limit for Ts is TA.

Another term often encountered in the
literature is C/N or C/KT. This is the pre -

noise power

to be fooled.

Figure 3 shows an example receiving system. The individual noise temperatures must
be referred to the reference point and are then
simply added together. A lossy element such

signal power

The last term is often referred to as the path
loss as it is the loss between two isotropic
antennas. Note that it is frequency dependent
because the relationship between gain and

where SNR' is the numerical signal to noise
ratio.
As the signal power was calculated in dBW

detection signal to noise ratio in a theoretical
1Hz bandwidth and is a useful measure of link

performance independent of signal bandwidth, i.e. C/N. or C/KT=SNR + 10 log BN.

the noise power should be converted,

This means that
Pry = 10log PN'

C/N0=13,,,+ (G/T) -10 log K-10 log Lp

therefore SNR=Ps-PN.

where G/T is expressed in dB/K.

a

where Tc is the cable input noise temperature

and a is the numerical loss (i.e. 3dB means
a =0.5). Since antenna and cable temperatures are already at the reference point they

Antenna temp = TA

are ready for use.

The temperature of the first amplifier must

be reduced by the 'gain' of the cable. The
temperature of the second amplifier is re-

Cable

duced by all the preceding gains, i.e. the cable

Loss

and amplifier one. The mixer temperature is
reduced by the gains of the cable and amplifiers one and two. This is why, providing that

the first amplifier has significant gain, the
noise performance of subsequent stages is not
so important.
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First

Second

amplifier

amplifier

Mixer

OC

Gain= 61

Gain. G 2

Temp =

Temp = T2

Temp =TM

Reference point

Fig.3. Example receiver system. Individual noise temperatures must be referred to a
reference point then they can simply be added tcgether.

I 1

1671.2 d2

10 'Link budget estimating program system
25 'Earth radius
30 RE -6378

40 PI.3.14159
45 'radian/degree conversion constants
50 CDR-PI/180

or path loss.

Signal to noise ratio may be calculated once
the bandwidth has been stated -

PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT
PRINT"LINK BUDGET CALCULATION SYSTEM"
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT
INPUT"Enter orbit height, 35798km for

geostationarysatellites";H
110 INPUT"Enter elevation of satellite,
degrees..:EL

120 EL.ELCOR
125 'calculate slant range

130 SINAN-(RECOS(EL))/(RE+H)
140 GOSUB 510

150
160
170
180
190
200
205
210
220
230
240

SLR=COS(EL+ANGLE)*(RE+H)/COS(EL)
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT
PRINT"Slant range in km is "SLR
PRINT: PRINT
INPUT"Frequency in MHz";F
PRINT: PRINT
'calculate path loss
L=20.43430,(LAN3(SLR*F))+32.44
PRINT"Path loss is ";L;"dB"
PRINT: PRINT
INPUT"Enter satellite e.i.r.p. in dBW"
;P

250 INPUT"Enter antenna aperture diameter
in metres":D
260 INPUT"Enter efficiency, per cent.;ETA
270 ETA-ETA/100
280 LAM -300/F

285
290
300
310
320
330
340

'calculate antenna usable gain
UG..(4,,PI*PI(0/2)42.ETA)/LAW2
UG.10..4343.LOS(UG)
PRINT: PRINT
PRINT"Usable antenna gain is ";UG;.dEl.
PRINT: PRINT
INPUT"Enter receiver noise figure in
dB";NF
350 INPUT"Enter antenna noise temperature
in kelvins";TA
355 'calculate receiver temp
360 TR-,290*(EXP(NF/4.343)-1)
365 'calculate system temp
370 TS=TR.TA
375 'convert to dB
380 TS..10*.4343105(TS)
385 'calculate C/T
390 GOT-UG-TS
400 PRINT: PRINT
410 PRINT"SystemG/T is ";GOT;"dB/K"

420
430
440
450

CNO=P+GOT-L+228.6
PRINT"C/No is ";CNO;"dB.Hz"
PRINT: PRINT
INPUT"Enter noise bandwidth in kHz";13

460 lill31000

465
470
480
490

'calculate C/N
CN=CNO-10*.4343*LOG(B)
PRINT: PRINT
PRINT"Carrier to noise ratio at

detector is " ;CN; "dB"
500 GOTO 70

505 'arcsine subroutine
510 ANGLE=ATN(SINAN/SQR (-SINAN.SINAN+1) )
520 RETURN

SNR=C/N-10 log BN

A minor confusion can arise when
measurements are made from a receiver. The
quantity most often measured is IS N)/N, i.e.

the numerical ratio of i.f. power with the
signal on and off. It may easily be converted
thus,
N

SNR =10 log (-S+

-

At low ratios there is a significant difference
between the two, but over about 10dB they are
approximately the same.

USING THE EQUATIONS
One of the best ways to use these relationships
is on a computer or programmable calculator.
This enables many permutations to be tried in

the time it would take to do one by hand. The
listing shows a simple Basic program which
has been most useful. It uses only the simplest

Print statements so it could be viewed as
crude; but, in its defence, it should work on
most machines.
As can be seen from the equations, the level
of mathematical skill required to work on link
budgets is not great. But an understanding of

the principles provides a powerful, accurate
and quick method of analysing the type of
system required to achieve a specific link. It
has been used many times on satellites like
Meteosat, Tiros -N, ECS and Intelsats at v.h.f.,
S band. C band and Ku band. The results have
always been accurate to within a dB or so.

Mike Christieson is with Feedback Instruments at Crowborough in Sussex. His previous articles for Electronics & Wireless
World have dealt with the theory and prac-

by Chris Jesshope (of the University of South-

ampton). Technical Press - Unicorn Applied
Information Technology Reports series, Cower Publishing (tel. 0252-331551), 388 pages
A4, soft covers, £50 (ISBN 0-291-39728-X).

Major sections cover new technology; system architectures; parallel languages;

national Standards Organization's ambitious OSI standards for data communication.

Detection and Classification of Ice by Edward 0. Lewis, Brian W. Currie and Simon
Haykin. Research Studies Press, John Wiley
& Sons, 325 pages reproduced from camera-

ready typescript, hard covers, £36.45. Research study into surface -based radar sur-

veillance of ice at sea, also describing a
six -year radar evaluation programme and
ship trials of a new ice radar design devised
by the authors. This volume, edited by John
Clarke of RSRE, Malvern, is the first of a
series on radar and sonar.

Quick reference guide to dBASE III Plus by
Robert A. Byers. Microsoft Press, Penguin
Books, 69 pages 108 x 280mm, soft covers,
£4.95. Alphabetical guide to this database
management language, with a brief description of each keyword.

dBASE III Plus by Douglas Hergert. Microsoft Press Command Performance Series,
Penguin Books, 646 pages 188 x 234mm,
£21.95. Heavyweight reference guide with
over 300 alphabetical entries covering all
dBASE Ill Plus commands and functions.
Aimed at all classes of users, from casual to
advanced.

Managing your business with Multiplan by

reception of images from weather satellites.

ing project costs.

computer -controlled interactive video, expert
systems and computer graphics.

Television & Radio 1988; Yearbook of Inde-

pendent Broadcasting, edited by Mike
Melaniphy. Independent Broadcasting Authority, 190 A4 pages. £5.90. Review of the

year's activities on Britain's commercial

Logica. Marconi, NCUBE, Norsk Data,

squeezed out entirely), but these include
brief descriptions of innovations such as
d.b.s. and ITCA's experimental digital studio, plus a slightly confused account of the
new 'radio teletext' services which bring
Stock Market information to City financiers
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pages, hard covers, £30. Comprehensive,
and comprehensible, guidebook to the Inter-

tice of parabolic dish antennas and the

methods and applications; and the marketplace for parallel computers. Appendices
summarize products from Amdahl, Apollo,
BBN, Concurrent Computer, Control Data.
Convex, Encore, Flexible, Goodyear, Intel,
Numerix, Sension, Sequent, Stonefield and
Topexpress. The 27 articles are by various
hands (mostly British) drawn from industry
and higher education. Other volumes in this
series deal with fourth generation languages,

tion by T. Knowles, J. Larmouth and K.G.
Knightson. BSP Professional Books, 388

Ruth K. Witkin. Microsoft Press, Penguin
books, 528 pages 188 x 234mm, £17.95.
Hands-on guide to Microsoft's spreadsheet
for the IBM p.c., updated to cover release
3.0. Contents include a chapter on estimat-

-WOKS
Major Advances in Parallel Processing edited

Yearbook's 1988 edition is to be the last: in
future. Independent Broadcasting plans to
promote itself in other ways.

Standards for Open Systems Interconnec-

60 CRD180/PI
70
80
90
100

as they relax on their golf courses. The

radio and television networks, extensively
illustrated. Engineering matters are con-

fined now to just' 10 pages (the useful
transmitter coverage maps having been

Puzzled Programmers by Michael Wiesen berg. Microsoft Press, Penguin Books, 254
pages, soft covers, £10.95. At first glance,
this looks like the ideal Christmas stocking

filler for the computer user. But the 15
stories are rather slight, and their accompanying puzzles are connected to them only
loosely. (Sample puzzle: "Find all the nine digit numbers that are perfect squares and
that use the digits 1 through 9 once each".)
Brief hints are given on solving each problem and full solutions are supplied in Basic,
Pascal and C.

The Loudspeaker Design Cookbook mentioned in the October 1987 issue (page 994)
is available in the UK from Falcon Acoustics
Ltd, Tabor House, Norwich Road, Mulbarton, Norwich NR14 8JT. The cost is £15

including inland postage, or £15.50 to
Europe; in the US, the price for the second
printing of this book has been increased to
$19.95. Falcon also distribute The Audio

Amateur and Speaker Builder magazines
plus other literature on loudspeaker design.
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FIRST QUALITY SECOND USER EQUIPMENT

price

OSCILLOSCOPES
Tektronix

3500
2250

*

300MHz: 4 Input channels: Delayed t/base: Screen & cursor r/out
150MHz: 4 Input channels: Delayed t/base: Screen & cursor r/out
100MHz: Dual Trace: Dual delayed t/base

*

20MHz: Dual Trace: DIGITAL STORAGE

850

*
*

60MHz: Dual ch./4 memory: High speed DIGITAL SRORAGE
100MHz: Dual trace: Delayed Vbase:V.FAST PHOSPHOR STORAGE
SIGNAL GENERATORS/SWEEPERS

1850
1950

*
*
*
*

1-1024MHz:AM/FM varint.mod.osc:Phase-locked:Rev.Pwr.protection
1-990MHz:AM/FM:Phase-locked
RF/Microwave Sweep Generator Main-frame
2-18GHz Sweeper plug-in module for 8620 series maLn-frames

5500
2950
1500
5950

2465
2445

*
*

5220Ertec
n

Gould

1421
Philips

PM3310
PM3266

750

Hewlett
Packard

8640B/1/2
/3
8656B/001
8620C
86290B

SIGNAL/SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
Hewlett
Packard

334A
8903B

141T/....

*
*
*

Marconi

2305
TF2370

*
*

Distortion Meter 5Hz-600kHz
Audio Analyser-Distortion/Freq/Slg:Noise/AC & DC volts:.02-100kHz
Spectrum Analyser System: VARIOUS CONFIGS. from 20Hz-40GHz
Automatic Modulation Analyser
Spectrum Analyser: 20Hz-110MHz with built-in TracKing Generator

1500
3300

p.o.a
3500
6950

FREQUENCY COUNTERS
Hewlett
Packard

*
Marconi

2440

*

99014

*
*

9917

Microwave Frequency Counter: 0.5-18GHz: with options from:Frequency Counter:20Hz-20GHz
DC-50MHz Universal Counter/Timer
10Hz-560MHz Counter

3700
2850
150
275

TERMINALS/VDUs/GRAPHICS
DEC

VT220
VT240

*
*

Tektronix

4105
4107
4109

*
*
*

Video terminal and keyboard
Video terminal and keyboard
colour graphics terminal: 13"Screen :480x360 resolution
colour graphics terminal: 13"Screen :640x480 resolution
colour graphics terminal: 19"Screen :640x480 resolution

399
795
1395
2500
3650

PRINTERS/PLOTTERS
E

'')Z1 00
FX 105

*
*

160cps/132co1 printer. Centronics I/face
160cps/25cpsNLQ/132co1 printer. Centronics I/face

240
340

*

Thermal Text/Graphics printer. HP-IB I/face
2 pen/A4 graphics plotter RS232 I/face
6 pen/A3 graphics plotter. HP-IB or RS232 I/face
8 pen/A1 graphics plotter.Roll/Fanfold Feed. HP-IB/RS232 I/face

295
650
1250

Hewlett
Packard

2671G
7470A/1
7475A

*
*

Nicolet

Zeta 8

*

2750

MICROPROCESSOR DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS
Hewlett
Packard

*
*

64000 series : Configured Systems prices from:INTEL series 2,3 & 4: MOTOROLA & TEKTRONIX systems and
sub -systems, all available at attractive prices: We can supply a wide
Please call us for full details.
range of emulators

4500

PRICES EXCLUDE DELIVERY & VAX.
ALL ITEMS ARE COVERED BY OUR COMPREHENSIVE PARTS & LABOUR GUARANTEE I

PHONE 01 943 4477
CARSTON ELECTRONICS LTD. 2-6 QUEENS ROAD, TEDDI NGTON, MIDDX., TI.V11 OLR. ENGLAND. Te1.01 943 4477 Telex.938120

THE ABOVE ITEMS ARE A SMALL SAMPLE FROM OUR RANGE! SO WHATEVER
YOUR EQUIPMENT NEEDS, PLEASE CALL, WE MAY BE ABLE TO HELP
ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

ENTER 45 ON REPLY CARD
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II

CHAS 68000

Easy I/O Interconnection via 4mm sockets or

Professional on -board software facilities

0.1 PCB pins

Large open-plan board layout with full system
mimic allowing students to see the
microcomputer architecture

Trouble shooting accommodated with

include: Symbolic Assembler, On -Screen Editor,
Unified File System, accessing: Floppy Disk,
RS232 and Centronics Interfaces, De -Bugger
with Program Trace, Break Point Insertion and
Single Step Facilities

on -board switched faults and system test
points lain d for easy identification

Send for full details
ENTER 25 ON REPLY CARD

COMMERCIAL QUALITY
SCANNING RECEIVER

HIGH QUALITY - LOW PRICES

4+11 GHz SATELLITE TV RECEIVING EQUIPMENT
RECEIVERS, LNB's, LNC's, FEED HORNS,
ANTENNAS, ANTENNA POSITIONERS,
POLOROTORS, LINE AMPLIFIERS, ETC.
For further details contact

The IC -R7000, advanced technology, continous coverage communications receiver

has 99 programmable memories covering aircraft, marine, FM broodcast,

HARRISON ELECTRONICS
Century Way March. Cambs PE1580W Tel 10354)51289

Amateur radio, television and weather satellite bands. For simplified operation
and quick tuning the IC -R7000 features direct keyboard entry. Precise frequencies
can be selected by pushing the digit keys in sequence of the frequency or by turning
the main tuning knob FM wide/FM narrow/AM upper and lower SSB modes with
6 tuning speeds, 0.1, 1.0, 5, 10, 12.5 and 25kHz. A sophisticated scanning system
provides instant access to the most used frequencies. By depressing the Auto -M
switch the IC -R7000 automatically memorises frequencies that are in use whilst it
is in the scan mode, this allows you to recall frequencies that were in use Readout
is clearly shown on a dual -colour fluorescent display. Options include the
RC -12 infra -red remote controller, voice synthesizer and HP -1 headphones.

0
I

oliollri:edTewl..01,2h27do,319;iToenlebxy:

------N.B.

ICOM G

Awl!
CeareeksHews W. Cardiff.

Please send information on Icom products & my nearest Icom dealer

(Name/address/postcode:

Tel:
Status:
1.Pcto:leern (IIK) W. Dept. WW, FREEPOST, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8BR j

SMALL RUCTION ONLY LISTER
RING US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS MICR
MAY It IN STOCK

Latest bulk Government release -

Cossor Oscilloscope CDU150(CT531,3)
£150 only. Solid state general purpose
bandwidth DC to 35MHZ at 5MV/Cm - Dual
Channel
High brightness display (8-

10cm) full delayed time base with gated

mode risetime 'IONS illuminated graticule
1KHZ
Beam finder
Calibrator
squarewave power 100 - 120V 200V - 250
volts AC size W 26CM
14CM deep
WT 12.5 KG carrying handle. colour blue

protection cover front containing polarized
viewer and camera adaptor plate
probe
mains lead. Tested in lair condition
(1)
with operating instructions - £150.00.
RA17L
Communications
Racal

Receivers. 500KC S to 30MC/S

in 30

bands 1MC'S wide from £175 All receivers
are air tested and calibrated in our
workshop supplied with dust cover
operation instructions circuit in fair used
Racal Ancillary Units for all
condition
receivers mostly always in stock - Don 10
'2 mile canvas
Telephone Cable
containers or wooden dr _int new from £20

Army Whip Aerials screw type F sections
and bases large qty available now P.O .R. Test Equipment we hold a large stock of

modern and old equipment RF and AF
Signal
Generators
Spectrum
Analysers - Counters - Power Supplies
- Oscilloscopes - Chart Recorders all
speeds single to multipen XY Plotters A4
A3
- Racal Modern Encryption
Equipment
Racal Modern Morse
Readers and Senders - Clark Air

Operated Heavy Duty Masts P 0 R.
items

are

bought

direct

tr J.11

H

cc
Government being surplus equip .
is ex -works. S A E for engulf
demonstration
of
:ny
appointment for
items. also availability or price cringe
V A T and carriage extra
r

-

EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

JOHNS RADIO W1411THAll WORRS,

84 WHIltRAll ROAD LAST BIPRiNSILAW,
BRADFORD 8011 715 tEL NO (0214) 1241117.
witi41111 MOUNDANI IFSITOUIPMENT
VALVES
Pt NS
SOMITS SYNCOROS
t IC RID IVINC AND TRANSMIT I INS
LOUIPLATNI

ENTER 40 ON REPLY CARD
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Electromagnetically
induced atomic fission
Recent deyelopmetts in physical theory suggest that
fission could be induced an oscillatory field rather than by
the establishment of a critical mass.
CARL D. ADAMS

Scientific research can broadly be divided into three categories - theoretical, experimental, and applied. These
correspond to the creation of new ideas and
concepts, the testing of those concepts for
validity, and the application of them, once

verified, to practical uses. Of the three,
theoretical research is the most abstract,
and the least comprehensive, especially as

regards utility, to those not directly involved. It is also the most thankless and
unrewarding, at least until experimental
proof is forthcoming. When the ideas being
explored lie outside the accepted doctrine.
neither the mathematical symbology nor a

common terminology are available with
which to communicate them; and, even after

some degree of understanding has been
developed, the reaction from others is all too
often, "So what?"
For this reason, suggestions as to practical applications are essential in attracting a
wider interest, without which the necessary
resources for experimental investigation are

difficult to find. The theoretical basis of
electromagnetism has been undergoing
widespread examination during the past few
decades, and, despite the success of Maxwell's equations in describing the propaga-

tion of electromagnetic radiation without
resource to the properties of a transmitting

medium, the existence of that medium,
which is denied by current thinking, can no
longer be doubted. This is particularly true

in biology, where the theory of formative
causation proposed by Dr Rupert Sheldrakel
has enabled biologists to frame their ideas in
an acceptable manner. The many physicists

who desire to see more research into
theories of the ether are hampered, not only

by the lack of common terminology previously referred to, but also by the aforementioned "so what?" syndrome.
Terran Research has been exploring such

theories for well over a decade, but the
papers which have been prepared can be of

interest only to specialists; and, without
some promise of practical utility, it is unlikely that a wider audience can be attracted. It is
therefore the purpose of this short article to
provide a simple discussion of an exceedingly practical application of ether theory, albeit
one which few will have contemplated - the

disintegration of atomic nuclei by electro-
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magnetic means. This process has been
named "electromagnetically induced fission", and promises solutions to the most

7

difficult problems facing the atomic energy
industries - those of reactor instability and
radioactive waste products.
All present-day reactors rely on the creation of a critical mass of fuel to maintain a
sustained reaction, and little or no control
over the by-products of reaction is possible.
By stimulating fission using tuned electromagnetic fields, not only can a very small
mass of fuel be utilized, but the by-products
can, to some extent, be selected to produce
the least toxic and shortest -lived isotopes.
With the promise of such solutions available,
it is hoped that far more interest and effort
can be attracted to the development of ether
theory.
The accompanying series of diagrams uses
colour to represent the various forces under
discussion, and some brief preliminary explanation is required. It is now understood
that the ether is not a simple structure; it is

more accurate to conceive of there being
several different "aethers", or transmission
media. Moreover, each of these has finite
parameters; for instance, the medium which

transmits electromagnetic radiation has
accurately determined values of inductance
and capacitance - u. and e. - resulting in a
finite velocity of propagation through it. Of
particular relevance to our discussion is the
little -realised fact that it can only sustain a
finite intensity of electric field. If a spherical
body possesses a fixed electric charge, and its
diameter be progressively reduced, the elec-

tric field intensity at its surface increases
proportionately, not to infinity, as classical
theory would have, but until a limiting value
is reached. This limiting value is that which
obtains at the surface of the electron and the

proton, which is why they both appear to
have the same physical diameter. Any inter-

nal structure possessed by these particles
exists within this electric boundary, and is at

present inaccessible to our experimental
techniques. As will become evident, the
same is true of the structure of the nucleus.

Diagram 1 shows the electric field surrounding a negatively charged sphere, the
colour blue indicating negative polarity, and

the intensity (or saturation) of the colour
indicating the intensity of the field; the
colour white therefore represents "normal"

space, what may be termed unpolarized
ether. Red represents opposite, or positive,
polarity, as in diagram 2, and the conjunc-

tion of two opposing fields is shown in
diagram 3, where the expected zone of
neutrality between the fields appears in
DISTANCE

100

I Electron radii)

white. Diagram 4 shows how the conjunction of two fields of the same polarity results
in a localized region of high field intensity.
The effect of a conducting body on the field
of diagram 3 is shown in diagram 5, and the

increasing field intensity with decreasing
diameter previously referred to appears in
Fig.1. Conventional and modern views of forces in the atom. The graph at (a) shows the
traditional "square -law" repulsive force and the attractive interaction above the axis. In
the second graph, the repulsive force departs from the square law and is limited, with the
result shown in the third graph that the attractive force predominates at nuclear
distances to give a stable structure.
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diagram 6.
Turning to an analysis of atomic structure

using these diagrammatic techniques, the
electrical structure of hydrogen and helium
appears as in diagram 7, and it should be
remarked at this stage that the remaining
diagrams have at least one major limitation

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

- they are static, and cannot show the
continuous activity present in the real
world. For this, computer -generated animation is required, and such animated sequ-

ences will soon be available from Terran
Research. Diagram 8 shows the electrical
structure of more complex atoms, and this
too is somewhat approximate: there exists a
complex series of electrical standing waves
with harmonically related frequencies within the atomic field caused by the motion of

the electrons, and the analysis and representation of this dynamic pattern presents a
fascinating challenge.

The main point of our discussion, the
analysis of nuclear structure, can now be
approached, and the application of ether
theory requires a consideration of the differences between the conventional model and

4

the new one. With reference to the three
graphs it can be seen that there are forces of
attraction and repulsion both operating: the
electrical force is that of repulsion, and the

first graph shows that, according to traditional thinking, this force increases with the

square of decreasing distance, so that at
nuclear distances it attains an enormous
magnitude, far surpassing that of the attractive force.
To explain how a stable nucleus could be
formed under these conditions, a new force

was invented, called binding energy, and
later, the strong interaction. This force was
never observed or measured - being required by theory, it was simply accepted, and
has been so without question ever since. A
weaker force was later found to be operating
as well, the so-called weak interaction, and
this is the force shown on the upper,

5

6

attraction, part of the graph. Either theory

allows us to dispense with this fictitious
strong interaction, since we know that the

electrical force of repulsion does not increase indefinitely, but departs from the
square law curve at sub -atomic distances
and approaches a finite and limiting value, as

the second graph shows. The result, as is
apparent from the third graph, is that, at a
distance of some tens of electron radii, the
weak interaction, which in reality is a force
operating in another sub -stratum of ether,
begins to overpower the electrical force until
it dominates, giving rise to a stable nuclear

structure. The weak interaction is everywhere present, not just within the nucleus,
but is normally so weak as to be practically

unmeasurable: those with an interest in
gravitational theories will see an interesting
suggestion here.
Returning to our sequence at diagram 9,

aspects. Diagrams 11 and 12 show the same
sequence of events, but instead of the strong
interaction, we find a region of space form-

we see the process of nuclear fusion as

ing in which the electric field intensity has

proposed by the conventional model. Four

reached its maximum, and the weak interaction begins to dominate. This new region of

nucleons, two protons and two neutrons, are
drawing together to form the nucleus of the

helium atom - an alpha particle, as it

is

called. Although the neutrons are electrically neutral, the protons possess similar
charges, and a force of repulsion of considerable magnitude exists between them. At the
same time, however, the strong interaction
comes into play, gradually overpowering the
electrical force permitting the formation of a
stable assembly as in diagram 10. The weak

interaction plays a relatively insignificant

role. Our new model differs in
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several

space is called the nuclear zone, and is
coloured green, where the strong interaction was coloured brown. The weak interaction is in each case indicated by yellow.
When the nucleons enter the nuclear zone,

they are no longer subject to a repulsive
force, since the weak interaction dominates,
and is renamed the nuclear force. Thus, the

new model is both simpler. and more in
accord with observation: from the outside,
the nucleus appears somewhat fluid, since
the boundary of the nuclear zone can oscil-

late, as required by the "liquid drop" model

of nuclear structure, but contains a rigid,
geometric core, as required by other models.
It is the relationship between this boundary
(which does not exist in the older model) and
the inner structure which permits an understanding of nuclear phenomena.

The remaining diagrams use simplified
representations of the nucleus. In diagram
13, the yellow hexagon stands for the rigid
nuclear core, in which the nucleons form a
regular crystalline structure. Surrounding
this, and shaded green, is the nuclear zone,
and this is bounded in turn by the positive
electric field which surrounds all nuclei. The
boundary of the nuclear zone is not static - it
possesses a pattern of standing waves which

is unique for each element. Diagram 13
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shows four peaks and their associated
troughs, and these should he visualized as

oscillating - anyone who has seen slowmotion replays f(

hdrops

in space will

have little difficulty in correctly picturing
what is represented. The nucleus of diagram
13 is a stable one: in diagram 14 the distance
between the nuclear core and the boundary,
and the amplitude of the surface wave, are

both such that the boundary occasionally
intersects the core, and the nucleons are
then subject to electrical forces. This can
result in the core being fragmented, and
such a nucleus is unstable, or radio -active.

The frequency with which this happens is
determined by a number of factors which
need not he enumerated here, but is an exact

statistical function, and gives rise to the
measurable half-lives of all unstable iso-

Improving
stereophonic
image sharpness
Using two loudspeaker systems, it is possible to arrange
that the low and high frequencies in a sound field appear
spatially coincident

topes.

The artificial stimulation of radioactive
decay is usually accomplished by particle
bombardment: in diagram 15 an energetic
particle entering the nucleus so distorts the
structure of the core that it intersects the
surface wave, resulting in fission. The technique under investigation by Terran Research uses a different approach: by irradieating the nucleus with a precisely tuned

and oriented electromagnetic wave, the
boundary oscillations are excited to the
point where it intersects the core, again
resulting in fission, as in diagram 16. A

F. 0. EDEKO
The ultimate aim in the design of any
sound reproduction system is to be
able to convey to a listener an auditory
event that has identical spatial and spectral

characteristics to the original sound. To
accomplish this, the reproduction system
must be capable of reconstituting the wave -

front from a particular sound scene in an
exact form over a region of space occupied by

larger mass of fuel is considered in diagram
17. where it is shown that the target nuclei

a listener. The recording and replay processes involved must be holosonic in nature so
that they are capable of adequately sampling

are oriented in different directions, so that

and regenerating the wide temporal and

very few of them fragment: but if. as in

The above descriptions are necessarily
simplistic, hut show that a sound theoretical

spatial bandwidths encountered in practice.
Though the two -loudspeaker system, as it
exists today, approximates to these requirements and provides what is generally considered as an acceptable and economical form
of reproduction system, it has been shown
that the system has very serious problems.

framework can now be developed for investi-

The use of only two spatially separated

gating alternative techniques of atomic fission. and although several years research
and a great deal of effort will be required to
refine them for commercial application, the
severe environmental and social problems

speakers imposes restrictions on the ability

diagram 18, a strong external magnetic field
is

applied to align them to a common

orientation, a far greater proportion are so
affected.

caused by the world's energy demands justify

both. Those who oppose atomic energy on

the grounds that reactor techniques and
technology can he applied to weapons manu-

facture can take heart in the fact that the
new methods will he safer, will produce
fewer poisonous by-products, and will be far
less amenable to the furtherance of weapons
technologies. The promise of an abundant
and inexpensive energy source that atomic
energy held in its prime may soon he
attainable. The question remaining is in
regard to our own will and wisdom in its use.
1. "A New Science of Life". Sheldrake. R. Blond &
Briggs 1981. ISBN 0-85634-115-0.

of a system to reconstruct the original
acoustic wavefront. During recent decades.
much thought has been given to the spatial
and spectral aspects of sound reproduction
and considerable progress has been made in
improving stereophonic image quality' 8.
However, it takes only a comparison of a

musical sound scene reproduced via two
loudspeakers with the live performance to
appreciate that quite a lot still needs to be
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system.

LOUDSPEAKER ARRAY SYSTEM
This is generally believed to be the ideal

method of music reproduction". From
the wavefront-reconstruction standpoint,
this is essentially correct. Wavefront recon-

struction requires the reconstruction of
good -quality plane waves if sound images are

to be well resolved`. The ability of two
speakers to do this is limited to low frequencies. If however, loudspeakers are arranged
in an array in front of the listening area, then

the reconstruction of good -quality plane
waves over the listening area by all the
speakers will extend into the high frequencies: the more the number of speakers, the
better the quality of the plane wave and the
higher the frequency range.

Though these qualities are well known.
the inconvenience and cost of having many
amplifying channels and subsequently many
speakers have made the array system very

uninviting.

PROPOSED METHOD OF IMAGE

IMPROVEMENT
The quality of stereophonic images is greatly

achieved. Over the years, the spectral problem of stereophonic sound reproduction has

improved if the images are well defined or
sharp: this is possible in a two -loudspeaker
system. The problem of image sharpness in

largely been solved with the development

stereophony is centred on the fact that

and manufacture of amplifier and loud-

images due to the low -frequency compo-

speaker systems with constant frequency
response over the entire audio range and
with reduced distortion'. But there is room
for significant improvement in the spatial
characteristics of the system. The kind of
spatial improvement needed might, for ex-

nents of an auditory event are located in one
region, and those due to the high -frequency
components are elsewhere. Figure 1 shows
the curve of image -position variations with

ample. be produced by an enormous radiating surface which would cover the front wall
of a room.

position, while the high -frequency ones are

This is. however, inpracticable, so the

are to be expected must come not from

To increase the frequency range over which the two -loudspeaker arrangement
can reproduce sharp images, the system

improvements in the design of each loud-

shown in Fig. 2 still retains the two -speaker

speaker but rather from the use of additional

set-up, but each speaker cabinet houses
three separate cones: Flow -frequency

improvements in spatial performance which

Carl Adams is Director of Terran Research.
Eastwood. Australia

method of improving the spatial aspects of
sound reproduction is the loudspeaker array

ones. From the wavefront-reconstruction
approach. an obvious and rather well known

frequency: for frequencies up to 1000 Hz,

the image positions are virtually in one
located in different places. This will be
perceived as spreading of the image.

cone. M-mid-frequency cone, and HELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

high -frequency cone. The cones are displaced from one another along the horizon-

tal axis within each cabinet, such that the
low -frequency cone forms the biggest azimuth angle with respect to the listener in
the median plane and the high -frequency
cone has the smallest azimuth angle.
If the distance between the cones, DX, is

correctly calculated, then for a given
geometric layout, it is possible for such a

system to reproduce low- and high frequency images of a sound source in one
place, by feeding the low -frequency signals
into L, the mid -frequencies into M and the
high frequencies into the H -cone. Signal

separations are accomplished by using a
low-pass filter for the L -cone, a band-pass
filter for the M -cone and high-pass filter for
the H -cone. Technical specifications of the
filters will be examined later. With the cones
correctly fed with the corresponding signals,
the identical L -cones in the left and right
loudspeaker cabinets will reproduce an image in a given position within the stage width
defined by the intensity ratio used. An image

will correspondingly be reproduced by the
M -cones, but because the stage width of the
M -cones is less than that of L -cones, the
increased image displacement as frequency
increases will be related to a smaller stage
width and consequently the images due to

(*HD!' =

(5)

Substituting equation (4) into equation (5),
(6)
aii(Di.- DX) = oti.Di,
Therefore

DX = (Wail -

(7)

deduced from the curves in Fig. 3, which we
obtained from the system geometry having a
stage width of 230 cm12. For example, if R/L
= 10dB,
aH = 82/230 = 0.352
at. = 60/230 = 0.261
DX =29.73 cm= 30 cm
The M -cone is placed equidistant from the
L -cone and H -cone. For the given layout in
Fig.2. a cone separation of 15 cm was found
to be the optimum value.

doing, the low -range and high -frequency

through a low-pass filter with a cut-off

components of an auditory event can be

frequency of 1000 Hz. The M -cones are for
mid -range signal frequencies and should be

tant aspect of this process is the correct
determination of the cone separation, DX

connected to a bandpass filter. The cut-off
frequency (1000 Hz) of the low-pass filter
forms the lower cut-off frequency of the

(Fig. 2).

band-pass filter, while 2000 Hz is chosen as

images of low, mid -range and high frequensystem.

Cone separation DX is determined from
the image displacement curves at low and
high frequencies. Consider Fig. 3, which

shows the average, practical image displacement curves with interchannel intensity ratio for a low- and high -frequency
signal. The difference between the curves is

the spatial separation of low- and high frequency images and should be related to
the separation DX of the L -cone and H -cone.

In Fig. 3, let the low -frequency image
displacement in terms of stage width be
defined as a ck and high -frequency image as
ail. Image position, in terms of stage width,
is defined as:

-image displacement

(1)

stage width
Therefore, at low frequency,
image displacement = aL. 2DL
(2)
where 2DL is the stage width formed by the
two L -cones. For the high -frequency cones,
with a stage width of 2D11,
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20L=SW
DX/21

Oqi0

passed through the appropriate filters. The
curve of image -position variations with frefrequencies up to 1000 Hz, the image position is virtually constant. Therefore the
L -cones should be fed with signals passing

cy signals in the ordinary two speaker

..

In the proposed system in Fig. 2, the differ-

cones will be located in the same position as
the images from the L- and M -cones. By so

highly dependent on DX, which should be
such that it reflects the spatial separation of

quency (R/L= 0.3, D=14 cm). Ref. 12.

ent cones are fed with signals that have
quency shown in Fig. 1 shows that, for

Chances of the images from L, M and
H -cones being located in one place are

FREQUENCY (kHz)

Fig. 1. Image position variations with fre-

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
OF FILTERS

the L -cones and M -cones will coincide. In a

DETERMINATION OF CONE
SEPARATION

0

For a given ratio of R/L, cti and au can be

similar manner the image due to the H -

reproduced in one place, greatly enhancing
the reproduction of sharp images. An impor-

35-

(3)
image displacement = al 1.2Dii
From Fig. 2 it follows that
(4)
Dil = DI
DX
For the images of low- and high -frequency
signals to be located in one place, equations
(2) and (3) must be equal. That is

the upper cut-off frequency. The value of
2000 Hz marks the beginning of a new and
sudden rise in the curve of image -position
variation with frequency shown in Fig. 1.

The H -cones are designed for high frequency signals and should be connected
to a high-pass filter with cut-off frequency of
2000 Hz.
Theoretically , only the signal frequencies

Fig. 2. Geometric arrangement of proposed method of improving image sharpnes s. (10

30 degrees, SW- 230 cm.

12W

2500 Hz

E

80

IL

z
0
i= 40

within the ranges specified by the different
filters should be fed to the appropriate cones.
However, this is not possible in practice and
the problem of cross -over frequencies always
exists in any practical filter. To minimize the

influence of cross -over frequencies in the
reproduction of well defined images in the
proposed system, the filters should have a
large attenuation factor. From analysis, an
attenuation of 60 dB/decade is adequate for
the generation of sharp images in the proposed system for all frequencies up to 3000
Hz. Above this frequency, the phenomenon
of central -image disappearance is likely to

0

10

5

20

15

INTERCHANNEL INTENSITY RATIO ,dB)

Fig. 3. Image displacement with interchannel intensity ratio (10 subjects, 1/3 octave
pink noise, Ref.12).

Low pass

Band pass

Hugh pass

appear.

The question naturally arises here as to
whether signal phase delay due to the presence of the filter will affect the working of
the system. Any signal passing through a
filter network undergoes a phase change. In
the proposed system, this would not have
any effect. All the filters have an equal
roll -off value of -60dB/decade and therefore

equal phase angles for each component

-61
01

1

2

10

20

FREQUENCY (kHz)

Fig. 4. Filter response characteristics.
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30

interchannel intensity ratio in the proposed'
system using Fig. 2 and a value of DX = 30

cm. The cone input signals determined
using the response curves of the -60 dB/

Existing system

decade filters in Fig. 4 are shown in Table 1
for the different frequencies.
The computer simulations involve gener-

20

10

- - - - 100 Hz
- - 500
----- 1000

3.18

9.6

16.5

24.1

ating the wavefront due to the L, M and H

0

325

9.6

15.86

2428

cones along the X axis over a range of
where 2X, = 14 cm (head

1000

0

3.31

9.87

15.86

23.43

1500

0

3.45

10.1

15.78

22.5

width). For the layout in Fig. 2, the wave -

2000

0

3.59

10.4

15.99

21.68

front generated by the left and right speaker

2500

0

3.11

9

15.15

18.5

H(x) = LL exp jkrLi + RL exp jk rL2

20

Fig.

5. Image displacements with inter -
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1.0

0.0

0.0

500

1.0

0.0

0.0

1000

0.707

0.707

0.1

1500

0.3

1.0

0.3

2000

0.1

0.707

0.707

2500

0.0

0.5

0.88

RL, RM, RH

- signal amplitude to the low,
medium and high frequency
cones respectively in the right
speaker cabinet.

each sampled point along the

Existing system

z

X-axis.
20

rL2,rM2,rI12 - distance from respective low,

medium and high frequency
cones in the right channel to
each sampled point along the

z0
0

X-axis.

- - - - 100 Hz
- -- - 500

10

2ir

= -X is the wave constant.

1000
1500

LU

1500'

In generating the wavefront H(x), it

z

2000
2500

assumed that the radial amplitude reduction
in the divergent wavefront and variations in

5

0

15

10

20

INTERCHANNEL INTENSITY RATIO
(dB)

Fig. 6. Image displacement with interchannel intensity ratio in proposed system

(-20dB/decade filter).
frequency in the corresponding left and
right cones.
The response characteristics of low, high

and band-pass filters with a roll -off of
-60dB/decade are shown in Fig. 4 and such
a response curve will be used in computational analysis of the proposed system. The
cone input signals at each frequency are
determined from Fig. 4 taking into account
the cross -over effect. In doing this, analysis
has shown that any signal value less than
-20 dB can be neglected, since the presence
of such small signals in one cone or the other

has no significant effect on image
localization'

.

It is recognised that practical realization
of a 60dB/decade filter could be difficult and
expensive. To investigate what effects a
cheaper filter will have on the performance
of the system, analysis was also carried out

using filters with -20dB/decade attenuation.

(H)

low, medium and high frequency cone re-

ki,rm cru - distance from respective low,
medium and high frequency
cones in the left channel to

4.1

1)

where LL, LM,LII are signal amplitude to the

channel intensity ratio in proposed system
(60dB/decade filter).
3C

(M)

lowpass filter band pass filter high pass filter

Hz

spectively in the left speaker cabinet.

Ic1B)

Signal levels, V (maximum
(U

LH exp jkrui + RI1 exp jk
15

Table 2. Simulation: image localization in
the proposed system (-60dB/decade).
Frequency

Lm exp jkrmi + Rm exp jk rm2 +

2500*

10

R/L=1.0 R/L=0.8 R/L =0.5 Ft/L=0.3 R/L=0.1
0

2500

5

Image position azimuth angle. n' degrees)

Hz

100

- X,2.5x-.5..X, can be expressed as

1NTERCHANNEL INTENSITY RATIO

Frequency

500

system along the X-axis in the region

-- 1500

Table 1. Simulation: values of input signal
in cones (filter attenuation
60dB/
decade).
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can also be reproduced for frequencies up to
1500 Hz. Above this frequency, the curves

for low and high frequencies become increasingly diverse and lack of image resolution will occur.
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IMAGE LOCALIZATION IN PROPOSED
SYSTEM

demonstrate that sharp images can be reproduced in the proposed stereophonic system.
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Curves of image displacement using filters

publications to his credit. He is an associate

Computer simulations have been carried out
to determine image position variations with

with attenuation of -20 dB/decade are

member of the Institution of Electrical

shown in Fig. 6. In this case. a sharp image

Engineers.
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involves the wave front analysis of stereopho-
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RF MODULES

GASFET PREAMPLIFIER

TELEVISION AMPLIFIER

TUNED AMPLIFIER

FREQUENCY CONVERTER

LOW NOISE GASFET RF PREAMPLIFIERS - Frequency 20MHz to 1GHz. NF 0.6-7dB. Gain 25-40dB variable.
Remote/local operation. Power supplies and weatherproof boxes.

FREQUENCY CONVERTERS - Up/down conversion in the range 20-1000 MHz. High stability phase locked loop.
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Complete systems supplied with connectors.

Full technical information available on request.
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* 3 Resolution options.
* Storage of multiple pictures.
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* Menu driven.
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* Image enhancement
* edge detection.
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uniformity of operation. The range of equipment available is extensive, from a basic tf ato"""
111111.,
pocket D M M to the most sophisticated industrial energy monitor.

Full details from: Solex International,
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of EPROM

Unique de -bug window
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We can also supply most cross-assemblers/compilers
to make a complete low cost development system.
For more details contact:
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Engineering Solutions Limited
King House, 18 King Street, Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 1EF
Tel: (0628136052 Telex: 849462 Fax:10628174928
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Intelsat's future satellites
International communications to the year 2000 and
beyond will depend on Intelsat's forthcoming generation
of spacecraft.
P.T. THOMPSON
Intelsat, the International Telecommunications Satellite Organisation, is a
co-operative which at present comprises
114 member countries. To date, 40 satellites
have been procured and launched by Intelsat, though because of eight launch failures
not all of these have become operational.

Currently, the operational system consists of two Intelsat IVA satellites, four
Intelsat V, four Intelsat VM (the same as V
but with a maritime communications sub-

system which is leased to Inmarsat) and
three Intelsat VA.

Three Intelsat VA(IBS) were built, but
unfortunately the first fell victim to a launch

failure. The remaining two are in storage
awaiting launch by Ariane in 1988. These
satellites differ from Intelsat VA in that they

are capable of operating in the 14/12GHz
bands which are exclusively allocated to the
fixed satellite service and are ideally suited to
the Intelsat Business Service (IBS), a small
Earth -station service.

So, with 15 Intelsat V class satellites
constructed and 11 in orbit, what next?
In 1981, Intelsat completed the specifica-

tion for new generation of spacecraft to be
known as Intelsat VI. After competitive
bidding, five spacecraft were ordered from
Hughes Aircraft Company (HAC) in 1982
and are now under construction.
After assessing the remaining lifetime of
the operational satellites (which is limited by

the amount of station -keeping propellant

which can be carried) and the predicted
growth in international traffic, Intelsat developed a specification for a further generation, Intelsat VII. These satellites are designed for initial use in the Pacific Ocean
Region (POR) to provide adequate space
segment for this region of expanding traffic.

In the past, satellites were primarily designed for the more demanding Atlantic
Ocean Region (AOR) role. Consequently, in

terms of complexity Intelsat VII emerges
between Intelsat V (which it will replace) and
Intelsat VI. However, care has been taken to

ensure that the new Intelsat VII spacecraft
can be used in the AOR for less demanding
roles, as well as in the POR.

Right an engineer examines part of a
beam forming network (with its cover
removed) of the Intelsat VI satellite, believed to be the most complex yet developed for commercial satellite communications.
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Above: Intelsat VI prototype with its large
antenna reflectors supported by helium filled balloons for testing. The feed array

can be seen at the lower part of the
spacecraft
Left one section of the antenna feeds that
will be used to create the complex coverage areas of the Intelsat VI footprint
Right lower module of Intelsat VI, contain-

ing the propulsion system for station keeping and attitude control.

Intelsat issued a request for proposals
(RFP) for Intelsat VII on October 1, 1987,
and several teams of potential vendors are
preparing bids for evaluation. A contract
should be placed around September 1 next
for delivery and launch of the first spacecraft
in 1993.

Technical details of Intelsat VII, as developed for the RFP, are given below. But
specific implementation details will be left to
bidders, and until the successful bidder is
known such information will not be available.

INTELSAT VI

This highly complex satellite is by far the
most elaborate civilian satellite yet de -

24

veloped, and it is impossible in the space of
this article to describe it fully.
The five satellites (plus various development models) are being constructed by an

signs, unexpected development delays, requests for modifications by Intelsat to meet

international team led by Hughes Aircraft
Company as the prime contractor. Approximately 17% of the work was placed with

delays in launch vehicle availability.
However, the overall scene is very healthy,
with all major problems resolved and everyone getting anxious to fly the bird. The first
launch is now scheduled for 1989 (instead of
the end of 1986 as originally anticipated) and
the others are scheduled for 1990 and 1991.

non -US companies; the UK has about 7%. All

told, these satellites will cost Intelsat about
$600M - not a trivial sum, especially in view
of the possibility of a launch failure (launch
costs being extra!).
Major testing of the current 11 or develop-

ment model of the spacecraft has been
completed and the flight units are well in
hand. However, the original delivery dates
have not been met for a variety of reasons.
Among these have been the need for rede-

changing communications requirements,
and last but by no means least the current

LAUNCH VEHICLE
Intelsat VI was designed for launch by Ariane
4 and the Space Shuttle. However, because

of the tragic Challenger disaster and the
change in US policy relating to future Shut -
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1 IA 84.5MHz

BB

74

"

LI"

1414141

Global
2 (A col)

36MHz 36MHz 36MHz 41MHz

I.

1414141

2 Global
I (B pol)
36MHz 36MHz 36MHz 41MHz

337MHz

0
0

SE (Z4)

36MHz

X00pp

8

1SW (Z2)

127MHz

6

72MHz

ul

(MHz)

INE (Z3)

36MHz

Guardband N

on -orbit The satellite's complex channelization plan (right) employs six -fold fre-

being developed for the Space Shuttle

127MHz

127MHz

72MHz

72MHz

INW (Z1)

36MHz

MI6

P3-70-- 8
72MHz

127MHz
36MHz

72MHz

72MHz

NCO

191'T

11111 6

72MHz

?.

4o.

cn

The satellite will weigh approximately
2300kg in orbit at the beginning of its life,

and would have taken half the payload
capability of the Shuttle.

6.5

4

West

77MHz

72MHz

72MHz B B 72MHz 12.5

150MHz

77MHz

72MHz

72MHz

150MHz

MECHANICAL DETAILS
Intelsat VI is a spin -stabilized satellite standing some 5m high at launch and 11.8m when

the solar cell drum is lowered and the

6.5
East

Above: transponder layout for Intelsat VI, the consortium's high -capacity satellite.

antennas deployed.

Two large antenna reflectors (manufactured in the UK) are deployed on booms.
These highly -accurate reflectors are 2m and
3.2m in diameter.
Electrical power is supplied by one fixed
and one telescoping solar array panel. The
fixed panel is approximately 2.2m high: the
deployable panel is 3.8m high.

COMMUNICATIONS PAYLOAD
Intelsat VI provides a number of significant
enhancements over the Intelsat V series of
satellites whilst maintaining a high degree of

compatibility for transitioning and for
spares. Key features of the improvements are

increased capacity
improved coverage areas
increased frequency re -use
10-14 years operational life

increased e.i.r.p. (particularly global and
spot beams)

implementation of satellite -switched time
division multiple access.
The satellite will operate in the 6/4GHz
and 14/11GHz bands. Coverage areas for the

latter are two spot beams (East and West)

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

72MHz

Sections of the C band feed array for Intelsat VI

Right: Intelsat VII communications
subsystem channelization plan.
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I

Receive:
Hemi 1 & 2, I.h.c.p.
Zone 1 & 2. r.h.c.p.

which can be steered over the whole visible
Earth by ground command.
For 6/4GHz operation there are several
beams. Global coverage, i.e. coverage over

the whole of the visible Earth from the
satellite, is provided for some channels.
Others operate with 'hemi' beams, equiva-

lent to half a global. The hemi beams are
configured identically for all orbital locations of the satellite.

Receive:
I
Spot 1, H linear
Spot 2, V linear
14000

6220

6280

72MHz

72MHz

72MHz

36MHz

3995

4055

6425

3825

3905

4200

beacons

telemetry
3948.6

3947.5:11

77MHz

72MHz 34MHz 34MHz

14042.5

14125

14186 14224

77MHz

72MHz

72MHz

11075 or
11830

11155 or
11910

36

41

3952.5

x3952.0
CMD (TBD)

CMD(TBD)."-I

36

MHz MHz MHz I
6320 6360 6402.5
4095 4135 4177.5

112MHz

112MHz

6425
4200

14314

14438

14500

112MHz

112MHz

11514

11638

Transmit:
Spot 1. V linear
10992.5 or
10950
11747.5
or 11700

beams (circular polarization is used). Hence
the satellite has six -fold frequency re -use,
compared to Intelsat V's four -fold.

patterns to create a number of elemental
beams which merge to give the required
coverage. The conical feed horns are connected to the appropriate satellite channel

6111 6149

4

and isolated in polarization from the hemi

areas are created by the use of multiple feed
reflector antennas. Some 144 feeds can be
excited in prescribed amplitude and phase

6050

,

shape of which can be configured by ground

The complex hemi and zone coverage

5967.5

I

5925
3700

satellite is operating in.
Thus the satellite uses the same frequency
band in two hemi beams (spatially isolated
from each other) and again in the four zones.
These are spatially isolated from each other

MHz MHz

77MHz
Transmit:
Hemi 1 & 2, r.h.c.p.
Zone 1 & 2, I.h.c.p.
3700 3742.5
Receive:
Global A, I.h.c.p.
Global B. r.h.c.p.
Transmit:
Global A, r.h.c.p.
Global B. I.h.c.p.

Four 'zone' beams operating with the
opposite polarization to the hemi beams
provide independent coverage areas, the
command for whichever ocean region the

72MHz 36MHz

72MHz

LI

5925

34

77MHz

11700

11450

11200 or 11950
77MHz

72MHz

72MHz

11075 or
12630

11155 or
12710

112MHz

112MHz

Transmit:
Spot 2, H linear
10992.5 or
10950
or 125001 12547.5

11514
I

11200 or 12750
K -band
Global beacons

11198 I

11638

11700

I

11450

111452

transmit th.c.p.

rent planes of the b.f.n. the various coverage
zones can be reconfigured.

an interconnect switch matrix, almost any
strapping is possible between the different

terminating loads are all used to make up the

Frequency translation, amplification and
connection between the beams are provided

elements of the b.f.n. By switching in diffe-

by 48 transponders or channels. By means of

by means of a beam -forming network
(b.f.n.).
Couplers, phase -shifters, switches and

beam can be connected to any other. Cross -

frequency bands (6GHz to 11GHz and
14GHz to 4GHz). For two sets of these

NEXT MONTH
Industry Insight. The first of our special
features on the electronics industry
focusses on instrumentation, taking a close
look at oscilloscopes, frequency
measurement and digital meters. It runs to
over thirty pages.

111:141MCIISMII=11:=i111111REITIMENSMS=IN
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011"

The seven -per -cent rule. Ivor Catt offers a
piece on text compression, which may well
have important consequences in data
storage and processing. It could also mean
that there is an uncrossed bridge between

linguistics and computing which ought to
be investigated.

Fields and
waves on lines

IAlan Dower Blumlein. The Pioneers piece
this month features this most prolific and
. original of engineers, perhaps best known
for his work on scanning circuitry, the
long-tailed pair, stereophony and the Miller
integrator.

Harmonics and
intennod. in
long-tailed pairs

Pioneers A.D. Blumlein
Oscillators
using c-mos

Convolution. A description of how
convolution allows the processing of
analogue and sampled data to be carried out
in the time domain rather than in the
complex frequency domain.

invoices
When louse
instrumentation
amplifiers

Poynting the way is the title of Joules Watt's
piece on transmission lines, in which he
a. discusses the propagation of energy and
expresses the hope that the article might,
just possibly, help to dispel the canard that
r.f. technology is unfashionable.

26

Instrumentation amplifiers. The standard]
three -op -amp instrumentation amplifier is
not always better than a simple, single -op -

amp, differential amplifier. F.J.Lidgey's
analysis provides the reasons.

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

channels the interconnection matrix is able

to switch rapidly such that time -division
multiple access (t.d.m.a.) can direct bursts

to different coverage areas. This -rapid
switching is carried out on board the satellite to a prescribed pattern, which can be

Launch history of Intelsat satellites
Satellite Launch
SeriesFlightvehicle MonthYear Comments
1

I

2

I

II

1

reconfigured by ground command. The

II

satellite does not process or demodulate the

II

2
3

transmitted signals: in fact, the t.d.m.a.
network synchronizes itself to the satellite.

Full redundancy and reconfigurable
switching give a high level of protection
from failure of this satellite -switched
t.d.m.a. (s.s.t.d.m.a). The s.s.t.d.m.a.
switching network can be bypassed by static

switches if the satellite is used in a role

5

-

III
III
III
III
III
III
III
III

1

TO

2

TD
TD
TD
TD
TD

4
5

6

8
6

Intelsat maintains a very flexible approach to

where Intelsat VI satellites will be stationed.

1

VA
VA
VA
VA
VA
VA

1

2
4
5
3

6

Currently it is expected that three will be

2

located in the Atlantic Ocean Region and two
in the Indian Ocean Region.

1

INTELSAT VII
This new satellite is primarily designed for
the Pacific Ocean Region. Bidders have been

asked for varying lifetime estimates, from a
minimum of 10 years. The spacecraft is to be
compatible with the Ariane 4 and Titan III
launch vehicles.
A special feature of it is the possibility of

electric propulsion for its North -South
station -keeping, which could potentially
lead to 20 -year lifetimes. This option is
specified around a xenon ion thruster technology which has shown considerable poten-

3
4
5

VM
VM
VM
VM
VM

6
7

8

9

Jan
Dec
Jan
Jun
Aug
Nov

1971
1971

Feb

1975 Launch failure
1975
1975
1976
1977

AC

May
Sep
Jan

AC

Mar

AC
AC
AC

Sep
Jan
Mar

1977 Launch failure

AC
AC
AC
AC

Dec
May
Dec

1980

10

VA
VA
VA

11 AC e
12 AC e
VA IBS 14 AR2
VA IBS 13 AFt2
VA IBS 15 AR2

promotion of the use of off -the -shelf hardware, especially in the spacecraft bus area.
However, it is recognised that some modifications to existing designs are inevitable.

Thor Delta
AC(e): Atlas Centaur extended

Beam

(gain
sett.ng)

density
dBW/m2
high low

especially designed to permit 140Mbit/s
q.p.s.k. operation in the future.

To meet the required C -band antenna
performance, it is envisaged, but not speci-

fied, that about 95 feeds will be required

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

reconfigurable spacecraft antennas and adv-

anced spacecraft propulsion and bus detolerant network operation is present.
For a network employing more than 800
antennas in over 150 countries, it is essential
to take account of the impact of such infrastructure on the space segment. Thus new

E

E
E

transponder' concept will be gradually and
carefully supplanted in certain applications

Channel 9
Channel 9
SE 8 SW. Note 1
NE 8 NW. Note 1
NW/E. Channel 9
SW/E. Channel 9
NW/E. Channel 9
SW/E. Channel 9

-77.6-70.1 -14.0 26.5

14/11 GHz (Ku band)
Saturation fluic, G/T e.i.r.p.
density dBW/m` dB/K dBW Comments
Beam
Spot W
-77.3
-1.3 41.7 Outer coverage 72 MHz
Spot W.
1.7 44.7 Inner coverage 72 MHz
-78.0
Spot W
-1.3 44.7 Outer coverage 150 MHz
-77.3
Spot W
1.7 47.7 Inner coverage 150 MHz
-78.0
Spot E
-78.0
1.0 44.7

by advanced processing transponders.
Whether this will be initiated with Intelsat
VIII is a matter of pure speculation: it will be

dominated by the evolution of traffic requirements.
One feature of satellite communications
of the past that will remain is its ability to be

very flexible in adapting to changes in
communication requirements. This flexibility must continue to be exploited if satellite
systems in the future are to remain competitive in the communication arena.

Paul Thompson is Fixed Satellite Systems
Manager with British Telecom International. He has been closely involved with the

Intelsat consortium, of which BTI is a
member.

Table 2: Inte'sat VII communications characteristics

transponders can be switched to 14/12 GHz.

which are 112MHz wide. These have been

sing, inter -satellite radio links, fully-

fore likely that the current 'transparent
Comments

quency bands will provide for IBS and other
such services in these bands through ground

transponders (or channels) at Ku -band

cused on elements such as on -board proces-

developments are cost-effective. It is there-

Gil e.i.r.p.
dB/K dBW

-77.6 -67.1 -9.4 31.0
-77.6
-92 28.0
-70.1 -9.5 28.0
-77.6 -67.1 -7.0 31.0
-77.6 -67.1 -2.0 31.0
-2.0 28.0
-77.6
-77.6
-7.0 28.0
-70.1 -3.0 28.0
-70.1 -7.5 28.0

1. Low gain G/T = -7.5dB/K
2. Low gain G/T = -3.0d8/K

satellite is shown on page 26. There are four

Satellite communications has evolved so
unpredictably that to crystal ball gaze is a
punishingly inaccurate act! However, in
considering its longer -term requirements,
Intelsat research and development has fo-

and technology permit it and when such

6/4 GHz (C band)
Satura.

re -use, like Intelsat Vat C -band. This reduc-

The frequency plan of the Intelsat VII

frequencies. This is associated with Zone 2
and is known as Zone 2A. The satellite will
receive signals from both Zone 2 and Zone
2A simultaneously but will transmit only to

operation when the maturity of the network
Table 1: Intelsat VI communications characteristics

Intelsat VII will have four -fold frequency

selection of alternative frequencies. On a
channel -by -channel basis the 14/11GHz

A special feature of Intelsat VII is an
enhanced zone coverage for the C band

technologies will have to be phased into

E
E
E

operation in the 14/12GHz exclusive fre-

AC: Atlas Centaur
AR: Ariane

low Earth orbit

Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Global
Notes

reduce costs and to match the satellite to its
operational role. In addition, the beams are
not planned to be reconfigurable; but they
have some flexibility by means of extended
coverage areas for certain beams. However,

beams upside down.

Earth station operation and interference -

} Not yet launched

E
E

tion from Intelsat VI is quite deliberate, to

will be reversed, effectively turning the

velopment. In addition, a drive toward small

Mar 1985
June 1985
Sep
1985
May 1986 Launch failure

Natal
Hemi
Hemi
Zone

COMMUNICATIONS PAYLOAD

1978
1978

1981
1981
1982
Sep 1982
May 1983
Oct
1983
Mar 1984
June 1984 LEO. Centaur launch

West East tion flux

is

For some locations, it is envisaged that
the North -South orientation of the satellite

BEYOND INTELSAT VI AND VII

TD:

LEO:

conducted by ground command as required.

ground command.
In Ku band, coverage will be provided by
elliptical beams which will be steerable over
the whole Earth.

Mar

AC
AC
AR1
AR1
AC(e)

of four zone beams. The latter will be

one of them, the choice being made by

1972
1972
1973
1974

failure

tial in the last decade.

Another feature of the specification

Jul
Jan
Apr
Jul

AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC

1966 LEO (motor failure)
1967
1967
1967
Assembled but never
launched
1968 Launch failure
1968
1969
1969
1969 Launch failure
1970
1970
1970 Launch failure

-

Sep
Dec
Feb
May

8W
2
3
4
5

-

Sep

7M

7

Thus it is impossible to be definite as to

Oct
Jan
Mar

II

DEPLOYMENT

best possible configuration of space segment
can be adopted to meet traffic requirements.

TD
TD
TD

4M

where t.d.m.a. is not operational.

the deployment of satellites, such that the

Apr

-

II

3

1965 Early Bird
Assembled but never
launched

TD

along with reflectors of the order of 2.5m in
diameter.
Two hemi beam coverages will be provided, together with the activation of two out

G/T

Beam
Hemi 1
Hemi 2
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 2 A

(d8/K)

e i.r.p.
(dBW)

-8.5
-7.5

33.0
33.0

Spot 1 inner
Spot 1 outer
Spot 2 inner
Spot 2 outer
Spot 2 A inner
Spot 2 A outer

+4.8
+1.8
+2.3

-5.0
-3.0
-6.0
Global A.8 poln. ch. 10.11 -12.0
Global A.13 poln. ch. 12
-12.0

-0.7
0.0
-3.0

33.0
33.0
33.0
26.5
29.0
45.0
42.0
45.0
42.0
45.0
42.0

Saturation
flux density
(dBW/m`)
Low

High

-87

-73

-90

-73
-73
-73
-73
-73
-73
-76
-73
-76
-73
-76
-73

-87
-87
-87
-87
-87
-87
-87

-90

-87

-90

-87

The author wishes to acknowledge the
help of colleagues in Intelsat and Hughes
Aircraft Company in preparing this article.

Ariane's resumed launch programme
continued on November 21 with the successful placing in orbit of the West German
7V -Sat 1, Europe's first direct broadcasting

satellite. Although the Ariane-2 vehicle
worked perfectly, one of TV-Sat's two solar

panels failed to open, giving rise to fears
that the satellite's life might be shortened.
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FEEDBACK
Sibilant
distortion

and the DTI (National Weights

(Electronics & Wireless World,

emission/petrol-pump conflicts
in the early 1980s. Once understood, the design principles are
easy to incorporate; how come
the infinitely larger telephone equipment manufacturers' R&D
departments can't or won't im-

Peter I lirschmann commented

July 1987) that voices on the
BBC World Service sound natural and without undue emphasis
on sibilants.

The BBC, like most other
short-wave broadcasters, uses
compression and limiting on the
audio signal to keep the modulation level of the transmitters at a

relatively high level. This

is

necessary to maintain the audibility of the signal - especially
important considering the high
levels of interference that exist in
the short-wave bands.

Audio compressors and limiters can, however, exacerbate

problems with sibilance. The
BBC has taken some care to
ensure that the processing used

on its World Service transmission does not significantly contribute to this effect. A sophisticated multiband audio processor
is used which maximizes audibility while at the same time keeping distortion and sibilance low.
Sibilance can also be reduced

by careful microphone techni-

and Measures Laboratory) insist
on tough r.f. immunity testing of
equipment, initiated by the CB-

plement them?

Indeed, how come the BABT
doesn't apply the same criteria as

the DTI? Could it be that BT is
involved? Surely, in the long run

BT would be the beneficiary of
e.m.c. kit. I believe that design
without electromagnetic coinpatability is sloppy and negligent
-whatever the product.
D.J. Smith

while keeping sibilance effects to
a minimum.
Henry Price

Head of Engineering Information Department

new type of megger, a low voltage megger, and because of its
peculiar squeak it was given the
name of "Squeaking Megger" or
"Squegger".
I

have not heard the story

since and wonder if any of your
readers may have more information on the origin of this word.

loss obtains the impedances presented to the driving source and
to the output load must be purely
resistive and of such values as to

provide matched conditions.
Thus, an oscillator using the
input impedance of such a network for frequency discrimination will oscillate at this frequency when the maintaining ampli-

fier in the oscillator has zero
phase shift.

When the resistance R2

O.H. Davie
Reading

is

zero, the network presents zero
impedance at frequencies corresponding with co2LC(1± k)= 1, as

Coupling as a

stated. An inspection of the

way of life

equivalent T networks given in
my article makes this obvious.
This is not a desirable state of

is still in electronic journalism,
but not so happy with his treat-

affairs, since Sod's Law says that

Chillerton

ment of P.E.K. Donaldson's work
in the interesting article on cou-

unwanted frequency or, possibly,

Down v Emley
Moor

pling coefficients in the June

my colleagues at Chillerton

for a number of types of tuned

I read with interest the claim by

Down IBA, that they have the
highest microwave link dish in
microwave link at 910 feet.
We now claim the record, unless someone else, of course, can
prove to the contrary.
D.J. Long

sions to have good audibility,

device could be used to compare
high -value resistors. Here was a

1 was happy to see that Tom Ivall

tioned to give a natural sound

studio and careful choice of audio processor has, we believe,
allowed World Service transmis-

the grid resistor and that the

Nottingham

the United Kingdom. Emley

sibilance. This combination of
microphone technique in the

receiver varied with the value of

components and operating between resistive loads, at the frequency at which zero insertion

Burton Joyce

que in the studio. The BBC uses
high -quality microphones, posiwhich does not over -emphasize

It was also noted that the
audio note it produced in the

Moor has had, and still has, a

Transmitter Maintenance Engineer
IBA Emley Moor

E.H.
Armstrong

Mr Atherton's recent article on
the life of E.H. Armstrong and
his references to early work on

issue.

In Electronic Engineering circa 1945 I gave the design details

transformer, together with
equivalent circuits and the conditions for the onset of double
humping. Shortly afterwards I
up -dated it to include designs
based on insertion -loss characteristics. In dealing with inductively coupled circuits, it is useful to consider "k" as having a

value between +1 and -1, depending on the direction of connection and the degree of coupling.
Referring to the implantable
receiver, presumably power is

important and this implies that
the inductor L2 has a high Q.

the system will operate at the
both frequencies. The current
flowing in the secondary circuit
is independent of the coupling
coefficient at either of these frequencies for a loss -less transformer. In practice, the dissipation
in the components will make this
current somewhat dependent on
coupling.
In ultra -reliable equipment, is
it good practice to use an op -amp

to drive a pulse waveform into
the large input capacitance of the

Vmos transistors? Perhaps the
op -amp used is exceptional.

F.G. Clifford
Wynberg
Cape Town

South Africa

Early naval

radar

An effort is being made to compile a comprehensive record of
naval radar during World War II

the triode feedback oscillator and

Figure 2 shows a test circuit that
presents an inductance in series
with a parallel combination of a
13 ohm resistance and an induct-

the superheterodyne receiver,

ance, which can hardly be re-

- before it is too late. Such
records as currently exist are

called to my mind a story on the
origins of the term 'squegging'.
As a student in the early 1930s
I was told by a well known Scientific Officer of the Department of

commended as an elegant

somewhat scant and unrepre-

method of measurement. Would

sentative.
This was proposed at a reun-

cerning electronic call switches.
I am amazed that these devices
are not designed with e.m.c. in

Scientific and Industrial Re-

volts and amps around, the vol-

bridge in December 1985, of
former engineers and scientists

search, that the phenomenon of

tage across a low resistance of 0.5
ohms?

of the Admiralty Signals Establishment, Witley, Surrey, by Pro-

design electronic

had been noted in the Admiralty

It is well known that, for any
network using purely reactive

fessor J.R. Coales and J.D. Rawlinson.

BBC

Design in
solation

I

agree wholeheartedly with

Messrs Kyle (EWW August) and

Wilson (EWW November) in
their various comments con-

mind.

I

weighing -machine controllers
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grid blocking in r.f. oscillators
Research Laboratories in 1916.

it not be better to use a direct
measurement of the magnetic
field or, since there are lots of

ion, at Churchill College Cam-
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'FEEDBACK
For my part, I am writing

speed with which the cable itself

some notes on the ship -fitting,

moves, visitors would have to

smaller one to obtain the least
possible impedance at high fre-

commissioning and main-

wait two hours for a reply. Deter-

quencies.

tenance -at -sea aspects and

The traditional explanations
are quite adequate for "Catt's
anomaly", although they need

I have read the interesting
account by WA Atherton in

Radar Officers with good recall of

mined ones who set off on the
climb without waiting might be
disappointed to find me in profound absorption, from which I

their technical experiences over
this period.

might not arise for hours or even
days. Since I gave him an abacus

constant revision for other purposes, and that is why Catt's

mentioned in passing Dr Zwory-

N.P. Abbott
2 Hawkshaw Close

last Christmas, Thrimble has

Liphook
Hampshire

to visitors. This now gives me

would greatly welcome contacts

with any of the earlier RNVR

been fond of demonstrating this
time, after replying to the bell, to
scrape some lichen off the back
wall, and with flint to make a fire
and brew some strong tea with
which to welcome the climbers.
In a similar way when Thrim-

GU30 7DF

Catt's anomaly

those who decide what is taught
in schools, as they have produced
a

magnetic fields even lower than
in the bad old days of threefold

Anomaly, and that his references

ment of water propagates back

per wires, 5mm apart and each

are to his own work (E&WW,

up to the pool some 50m away at
a speed about that of the speed of

1mm in diameter, carrying a

logic transition of +5V from left
sound in water, though only a to right. The step is followed by
trickle - and a brackish one at 18mA to the right in the positive
that - actually comes out, in- wire and 18mA to the left in the
dicating a low water velocity. negative wire, the characteristic

As one who is to some extent

'disciplined in the art', I do indeed fail to grasp his point.

At the bottom of my mountain
lives an old man who acts as my
servant. Having compassion for

his arthritic joints, I permitted
the installation of a mechanical
signalling system consisting of a

Personally I believe the pipe to be

impedance being 275 ohms. Also

infested with a variety of fauna,
and refuse to drink from it.
So it is also that the propaga-

behind the step comes surface

tion of a charge pulse along

thin steel cable, sliding in the

conductors, at a speed

forks of trees, and having a small
bell attached to each end, one in

approaching that of light, does
not require the electrons to drift
at anything like that speed - the
rearrangement is what travels,

his mean hovel and one in my
cave. Should I require provi-

charge of ± 60 picocoulombs per
metre. (If this were the only
moving charge it would, indeed,

have to move at the speed of
light.) On the assumption that
each copper atom provides one

tronics applied to medicine.

Out of the 2nd conference in
1959, national societies

Paris

were formed, in particular the
Biological Engineering Society.

For information I enclose a
photocopy of MBEC News, No 6,
November 1982, "Founder of the
IFMBE dies aged 93".*
R.E. George

Ilford
Essex

*Enclosed - Ed

Glasses
improve your
hearin

I have been severely deaf since

mobile electron, each wire

birth and I wear two hearing

actually has 10,000 coulombs of
moving charge per metre and its

aids; my comments below are

sions, I give this wire a pull, and
if Thrimble (for such is his name)
is awake (an unusual state with a

not the electrons themselves.
Alex Wilding
Crabbs Cross

microns per second.

short time -constant, I might
add), he confirms with a return
tug. Likewise if visitors are present he gives me a bell, and if I
am not deep in meditation I will

Redditch

I do not think this letter is as

In answer to Catt's question,
the surface charge on the negative wire does come from the left.
When a wave of rightward move-

amusing as Mr Wilding thinks it

return confirmation that they

is. He has the equivalent of a

ment progresses rightward

Ivor Catt replies:

the report of Dr Zworykin's proposal for the formation of an inter-

level of understanding of national organization for elec-

who dubs his puzzle the Catt
September 1987, p.903).

EWW for October, in which is

criticisms are so valuable. He kin's great interest in medical
electronics.
stirs things up and forces us to
May I draw your attention to
think, and not all his ogres are
p.357 of Wireless World, August,
windmills. (I would like him to
1957 under 'World of Wireless' to
turn his powerful lance against

ble opens the tap outside his irrational units and "point mean hovel (there being no poles".)
drainage within) the displaceConsider a pair of parallel cop-

I note that it is Ivor Catt himself

Vladimir Kosma
Zworykin

drift velocity is only about 2

through the mobile electrons at
3x 10 ms-I, the effect is to

based on experience and not on
experimentation (See Research
Notes, September, 1987).
I have 20/20 vision but when
an optician asks me to read the
bottom line of his chart my hearing aids do not enable me hon-

estly to reply, "Made In Hong
Kong". On the other hand, I

may begin the climb.

rigid rod (the cable) buried in his

Measurements have shown
that Thrimble, arthritic as he is,
cannot move his hand with a

story. The rigid rod is used to

vant than T.C. Mits (The Cele-

velocity greater than about

forward. This is a forward E field
which contradicts the concept of

the exit. In the positive wire, it is
like shouting at the exit end and

a TEM wave.

the leftward moving electrons
become slightly more spaced

brated Man in the Street).
Rare is the person who has a
hearing loss which is flat across
the frequency spectrum; equally
rare is the hearing aid which has
a flat response and no such de-

10cm/s, and even the straightish
path of the cable is some 300m.

concentrate them, rather like
warn electrons ahead of the TEM shouting "fire!" at the end of a
wave that they must start to drift crowded corridor remote from

The steepness of the mountain
(whose precise location I must
keep secret, for obvious reasons)
requires visitors to make a climb

of some 2km on foot, which
usually takes them the best part

of an hour. A little calculation
will show that if the speed with
which movement of the cable
propagates were limited to the

would appear to be more obser-

Pure resistance is presented to

out. It can be shown (!) that these

vice has a high-fidelity or

its terminals by any capacitor at
one or more spot frequencies.
However, the value of this resistance and the frequency at which
it occurs are dependent on the

effects are just sufficient to produce the ±60pCm- I of unbalanced charge, which moves to
the surface and terminates the
electric flux.

omndirectional microphone.
Consequently, the choice of

construction. Therefore, it

R.J. Sharp

models currently available.

might well be helpful to shunt a
large capacitance with a much

St Austell
Cornwall

There can be no perfect matching of man to machine and it is a
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hearing aid is a compromise be-

tween the requirements of the
individual and the selection of
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FEEDBACK
fallacy to say that a hearing aid
corrects the hearing loss. The
user finds, as a rule, that most
frequencies have been amplified

person? After all, such extrapola-

which may be part of the evi-

tion is the way in which good

dence which the RIS needs to put

lipreaders operate, focusing (sic)

their attention on key aspects

before the Court during the prosecution of an unlicensed broad-

to some degree and thus he is left

and filling in bits which they

caster.

with the task of discriminating

miss by putting in context.

required amplifying and the in-

I would just like to add that
most of the imperfections in

I should underline that this is
a detail which in no way undermines the general accuracy of

channels used are so approved,

between those which he actually

creased amplitude of the fre-

hearing aids are a direct result of

Pat Hawker's reporting.

quencies which are redundant to
him. The result is that the brain,

the need for compression. De-

D. Cane

face precincts of a mine (or even,
in one case I know, to the mana-

spite their defects, these devices

Director

ger's house in the next county

far from being able to relax a

do have one or two extremely

Radio Investigation Service

little from the strain of hearing,
instead has to work at least as
hard; things are louder, but everything is louder. It is hard to

positive benefits aside from their
original purpose, e.g: I am the
one who does not have to get out

by means of a conventional surface aerial. The price of all this is
the installation underground of a
special type of cable - the leaky

see how my brain can have more

balance setting - I simply adjust
the volume control on one of my
cylinders! More, what better way
to avoid the nagging mother/wife
than to switch off, in full view of

I was pleased to read Dr B.A.

times alleged, such feeders can

Austin's review article on

be simply bunched with other

through -the -rock radio propagation (September 1987 issue). He

cables in the normal cable hangers; nor need they be nearly as

better than that of T.C. Mits. This

course!

rightly points out the compara-

expensive as is sometimes

skill was derived instinctively - I
have never had a lesson. It is a
necessity to supplement the product of the hearing aids. However, if I remove my hearing aids

Simon Tushingham
Whitefield
Manchester

tive neglect of this aspect of

quoted.
However, it could be inconvenient or uneconomic to lay leaky

time to spare to process any
interaction between sight and
sound.

My lipreading is considerably

my lipreading ability deteriorates compared with what it is
when I simply turn them off but
leave them in place! My conclu-

sion from this is that the presence of the hearing aids gives
me confidence in some way, i.e.,
a psychological phenomenon.

of my chair to adjust the hi-fi

Catching the
irates

In his Radio Broadcast article in
the September 1987 issue - page
959, Pat Hawker makes a small
but very understandable mistake

in quoting the House of Lords'
decision on the case of Department of Trade and Industry v

Underground
radio

required range, with the ability
to employ conventional v.h.f.

radio sets of one's choosing
(which nowadays can be truly
pocket -sized). If the particular

the system can be extended
above -ground to cover the sur-

feeder - throughout the mine:
but contrary to what is some-

underground communications
in the published literature. At
the same time he himself has
now redressed the balance substantially and authentically, and
his well-chosen references will
allow the serious student to follow the subject up.
Dr Austin himself meticulously avoids making any extravagant

claims for this form of com-

feeders throughout the extracting areas of some types of mine
worked on room -and -pillar or
stoping principles, even though
very cheap and expendable 'ribbon feeder' will usually serve in
such situations, and here may be

the appeal of the through -the -

rock possibilities. But in this
respect one statement of Brian

empirical view that Nature

Since the sentence could en-

munication, or suggesting that
through -the -rock propagation
could take over the general role
of leaky feeders in day-to-day
mine radio communication; in-

makes up in one area for a deficiency in another, wherever
possible, because I appear to

courage unlicensed broadcasters

deed he deliberately and properly

would be a fair statement in

mistakenly to attempt to resist
lawful seizure of records and

uses the epithet 'mine -wide' in

respect of the earlier leaky -feeder

systems where the utmost longi-

register more than T.C. Mits
hearing aids.
Research Notes comments on

tapes, I should be grateful if you
could publish a sentence of correction.
Their Lordships ruled that re-

respect of leaky -feeder systems,
while speaking of typical ranges

of 300m or so for through -the rock propagation in normal conditions.

squeezed out of each base station, but modern systems using
in -line repeaters in the v.h.f.

our ability to put up with poor

cords and tapes are not apparatus

And yet, the article does seem

High Band (150 - 174 MHz)

sound quality on television sets
and appears to suggest that we
use our sight to rectify the quali-

for wireless telegraphy and are
therefore not liable to forfeiture

maintain a very high and consistent signal level, typically with a

ty. On this point I would disagree: I have a better reason than
most to use my sight as such, yet

14(3) of the Wireless Telegraphy
Act 1949. However, an RIS officer has power under section 79 of

to be giving the impression in
some quarters that here is a
recently rediscovered form of
underground communication
that can eliminate the need for
costly leaky feeders. This mis-

I find it near impossible to watch

the Telecommunications Act

the box because the picture is
small and fuzzy, and because
often the speaker is not in any

1984 to "seize and detain, for the

Within the general context of
observation ability, however, I
would tend to subscribe to the

whether or not I am wearing my

case shown on the screen in
full -face. Could it not simply be
that T.C. Mits uses what he does

hear to extrapolate for that
which he does not hear, given

Rudd given on 4 June 1987.

by the Courts under section

purposes of any relevant proceedings, any apparatus or other
thing which appears to him to
have been used in connection
with or to be evidence of the
commission of any such off-

understanding is probably a result of too perfunctory a reading
of what is essentially a serious
scientific paper with no axe to
grind. It is therefore perhaps

Austin's perhaps needs qualifying. He speaks of communication being possible 'within some

metres' of a leaky cable. This

tudinal range was being

margin of some 20dB over the
earlier standards. Such surplus
would normally be good for a
lateral range of 25 and perhaps
50 metres into a side tunnel or

workings not equipped with
feeder, making use of tunnel guided propagation. In fact, by
installing a local repeater feeding

worth pointing out briefly the

directly into a conventional ae-

different roles that the two forms
of radio propagation can play.
Leaky feeders can be guaran-

rial such range may often be
pushed up to 200m or more,

depending on the size and

that he will have a relatively high

ence". This seizure power is not
affected by the judgement. Re-

teed to provide reliable under-

straightness of the side tunnel.

'hit rate' compared to a deaf

cords and tapes are "things". ground communciation over any

These possibilities should
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Self -repairing
computer for space
perhaps be considered before
looking to specially designed and

quite expensive through -the rock equipment, even though

that equipment by being
purpose -designed might better

withstand mining conditions
and use.

The really awkward situation,
fortunately rare, is where a long
winding tunnel has to be served
and any form of laid conductor is
expressly ruled out. It is here
that through -the -rock propagation offers the best hope. In such
cases some form of composite
system seems to be called for leaky feeders at v.h.f. in the long
trunk routes and on the surface,

through -the -rock using lower

frequencies for the working
areas.

I

have sometimes won-

dered whether a specially designed dual -band personal radio
set would meet a need here.
There is, of course, a third type
of underground radio system us-

ing inductive techniques. Brian
Austin touches upon this subject

in his mention of guidance by
existing conductors. Generally,
it is considered worthwhile to lay
special conductor wires for the
purpose, held clear of the tunnel
walls and metal structures. This
principle is still used as the basis
of some proprietary systems, for

which somewhat extravagant
claims are sometimes made.
Perhaps a specialist in this type
of communication could redress
the balance there with a similar
authoritative treatment?
D.J.R. Martin
Great Bookham
Surrey

Readers' letters for publication
are always very welcome, and it is
helpful if they can be kept as
short as possible to enable us to
print a varied selection. Please do

not feel inhibited about starting
new hares for correspondents to

chase - there is no need to
confine your letter to matters
already mentioned in the journal
- Ed.
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A demonstration computer system has been designed for the
European Space Agency by a
British company, Smith Associates of Guildford. It is based on
the transputer and can offer, for

program each other. A further control can be carried out autoncheck involves having four diffe- omously. Similarly, the compurent versions of the software; one ter can undertake image comfor each processor.
pression and relay an image back
All this can be accomplished to base every 10 to 20 seconds,

with three processors but the instead of taking up to 100
the first time in space, super- fourth is provided in case of a seconds as is the case with some

computer power in a small hardware fault caused by radia- recent deep -space probes. Such
enough package for use in satel- tion which could occur after images could be received by a
lites and other spacecraft. The
principle involved is fault tolerance and self -repair which
makes the computer overcome
the soft errors caused by radia-

about ten years. The demonstra- number of users directly instead

will not affect the hardware but
may corrupt the computer memory or program. The Smith system uses four transputers oper-

ple, which met Halley's Comet, is another comet approaching
had an eight -bit computer less Earth and there is a proposal to
powerful than the average desk- land a craft and attempt to sam-

tion model uses a standard In- of their having to wait three

mos four -processor development months or more to get processed
board with voting logic added.
remote -sensing images from a
The advantages of such a sys- space agency.
tion in outer space. This also tem are considerable. Up to now
Other uses include control of
allows the use of components `radiation hard' components on -board experiments; and conhave been used in on -board com- trol of robotic vehicles in unthat are not radiation hard.
Cosmic rays cause, on aver- puters of comparatively low stan- manned missions to, for examage, one soft error in a day. This dards. The Giotto craft, for exam- ple, Mars. In the year 2003, there

ating through 'voting' logic so

top device.

ple the nucleus for analysis.

Such systems have depended

Smith Associates is an indethat control or communications principally on ground control, pendent consultancy of systems
commands need to be confirmed but deep -space missions offer engineers. They developed the
them. In the event
delay in signalling; transputer-based fingerprint
of an error, the faulty transputer message and response takes ab- recognition system for the Home
can be reset by the others. All out a 20 minutes round trip at Office, which is now manufacfour have copies of the software the distance of Mars. So there is a tured commercially and used in
for all functions and so can re- great advantage if much of the many countries.
Traditionally, it has been necessary to send relatively old technology into space to ensure
reliability. Fault -tolerant design makes it possible to take advantage of the latest devices.
Fast processors provide efficient image compression, reducing the bandwidth required to
transmit pictures back to earth.

until then maintained Oracle's system. The

BBC's present system was supplied by
Logica.
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Broadcasters in the Netherlands, Belgium, Sweden, Ireland, Dubai, Malaysia and
Australia are among the overseas users who
now have teletext systems installed or main-

tained by Softel. But to have gained contracts for both UK systems will provide Softel
with a valuable showcase to promote further

14/R-14.20,34
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sales abroad.

Burnt Bridges
Irish Call
Europa Dreams
Sweepstake
Slakes Bullet

1-4

Accents and special characters for foreign

16-1

languages are no longer the obstacle they
were in the anglocentric early days of teletext. Dubai's system is bilingual in Arabic

10-1
7-5
50-1

I

and English, with hybrid decoders developed

by Mullard and special editing terminals
from VG Electronics. Even Japanese characters are now included in the expanded World
System teletext specification.
New freedoms offered by advanced decoder i.cs such as those from Mullard now make
it possible for newcomers to teletext to adopt
the higher -level specifications from the outset. Teletext is a hierarchical family of

system, with the Level 1 standard now
familiar in British homes at its base and
Level 5, which is equivalent to photo -

New teletext
for BBC-tv

videotext, at the top. Spain is likely to be the
next major European broadcaster to begin a

Level 2 teletext pages are among the features
Ceefax will soon be able to offer with its new computer from Softel.

brings in addition the further benefit of

teletext service; and the need for the tilde
and special punctuation marks may encourage her to begin with Level 2.

Level 2 teletext also offers a marked
improvement in appearance at a fairly small
cost in transmission time. Pages can include
smooth mosaics and can be made up of 16
standard colours plus a further 16 redefinable colours out of a choice of 4096. Level 3

dynamically-redefinable character sets, and
here the characters can be graphic elements
as well as text characters.

Softel is also active in the field of non Improvements in BBC television's teletext service Ceefax are coming, though
few viewers at first are likely to notice

Level 2 teletext (above) provides more
foreground and background colours aid

minicomputer system which has been in

can give double -width characters as wall
as double -height. Up to 193 control characters are allowed per page: the extra cost

operation at the Television Centre in West

in transmission time is relatively slight

London since 1979 is to be replaced by more
powerful hardware. Besides having support

Pages can be assembled quickly by pouring Level 1 text on to Level 2 backgro _Inds
prepared in advance.

them. In a few months' time the DEC

for extensive modem links to outside information sources, the new computer will
process pages faster and will be able to
handle enhancements to the basic teletext
format. The hardware will still be based on
DEC equipment, but support for it will come
from Softel, the company behind ITV's rival
Oracle system. Peripheral items such as
monitoring decoders and editing terminals
for the new system will be manufactured by
Softel's hardware offshoot, Softel Electronics.
Softel is a relatively new company: it was
started in 1983 by George Berry and Steve

Gould, both of whom were previously with
the special projects group of Digital which
Right: preparing a Level 2 teletext page on

a Softel SE3030 terminal. By pressing a
key, the operator can quickly switch to
Level

1,

revealing any features of

his

design which will show up badly on older tv
receivers equipped with Level 1 decoders.

broadcast teletext systems. Among these is a

pair of installations for the Manpower Services Commission, which make up pages of
job advertisements for transmission on the
Central and Yorkshire independent tv networks during the night. The advertisements
are composed as Level 2 teletext pages and
transmitted in vision.

Another rather unusual closed-circuit
system was commissioned by Softel at the
Yeovilton naval air base in conjunction with
another company, System Skill. This feeds

air traffic control information to some 50
screens around the base, using full -field
teletext distributed by cable. Teletext pages,
which can include block graphics, are sent in
groups of four, then re -formatted into 80 column screens for display. Individual pages
can be accessed in less than a second, which
is very much faster than would have been
possible with a system based on RS232 serial
links.
Softel says its software -based approach
enables it to adapt systems easily to satisfy
individual customers' needs. And improvements devised for one can be made available
to all. Software for Softel's broadcast teletext
systems is written in PDP-11 assembly language and in the Pascal -like RTL-2.
Softel is at Pangboume on 07357-2151. System
Skill is at Woking on 04862-24766.
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for the speed of light and the two were later
shown to be equal. This was a momentous
discovery.
Two schools of thought had arisen as to
how magnetic and electric forces acted on
objects with which they were not in contact.
The action -at -a -distance school assumed in-

stantaneous action. Maxwell and others
assumed the forces were transmitted by
action between neighbouring particles,
rather like a train shunting. This takes time.
Hertz had shown that, incredibly fast though
electromagnetic radiation is, its velocity is
finite. This fact killed the widely -held concept of action at a distance.
Also in 1887 he discovered the photoelec-

tric effect (the increase in current caused in
some materials by incident light). He left its
further examination to others, even though
he recognized its importance. His goal was
to test Maxwell's electromagnetic theory of

light.
Demonstrations of standing waves, polarization, interference and diffraction followed. By the end of 1888 Hertz had proof
that, like light, electromagnetic radiation is
propagated as waves.

Walls covered with zinc sheeting reflected
the radiation and enabled standing waves to

be produced by interference between the

Pioneers
13. Heinrich Rudolf Hertz (1857-1894) and the discovery
of radio waves.
W.A. ATHERTON

incident and reflected waves. A 100kg prism
of hard pitch was used to obtain refraction.
Parallel wires arranged as a grating polarized
the waves, a phenomenon which could also
be achieved by reflection from the wall. The
waves cast a shadow when directed at tin foil

or gold paper and this demonstrated their
ray -like properties. A screen with a hole in it
produced diffraction.
Hertz had even found that the electric and
magnetic fields oscillated at right -angles to
one another.

EQUIPMENT

Because he died young we think of
Hertz as a 19th century scientist, a
man from long ago. It is a salutary

wire was formed into a circle, with only a

thought that, had he lived into his eighties,

discharge was produced at a nearby indura-

His equipment was modified several times
and it is impossible to know exactly all the
frequencies at which he worked, although
estimates have ranged from 50 to 500MHz,

he could have ended his days in a Nazi

tion coil. This happened even when there

in what are now the v.h.f. and u.h.f. bands.

concentration camp.
Heinrich Hertz needs no introduction. A

was no physical connection between the two.

For the final set of a long series of
experiments the transmitter (or primary

hundred years ago today he was deep at work

on what was to become the experimental
verification of Maxwell's theory of electromagnetism. His work proved the existence of

electromagnetic or radio waves, shattered
the concept of action at a distance, posed
problems for electrical science and paved the
way for radio communications.
Hertz found himself in the foremost rank
of world physicists, lauded in science publications and the popular press. He was just
31 years old and the new scientific megastar.
Six years later he was dead. Blood poisoning
had robbed the world of his genius.

ELECTRIC WAVES
Early in his investigations Hertz found that

tiny gap between the ends, a spark could be

made to cross the gap whenever a spark

provided the resonant frequencies were
similar. He had transmitted and received

adjustable spark gap, set at 3mm, in the
middle of a 26cm long brass dipole. The

assumptions and predictions. It was a task he
now set himself.
Early in a series of experiments performed

be dismantled quickly for the frequently -

in 1887 and 1888, he studied the effects of

a dipole aerial. Each arm was 50cm long.

placing different dielectrics between the
transmitter and receiver. Wood, sulphur,
paraffin and asphalt were used and his

Two wires connected the arms to a tiny spark
gap formed between a brass sphere and a fine
copper point. A wafer spring and micrometer
screw gave exceptionally fine adjustment to
the spark gap.

results confirmed one of the basic principles

electric waves move with finite velocity

of Maxwell's theory: the polarization of a

along a wire. Oliver Lodge performed similar
work at about the same time in London and
both men had been anticipated by Wilhelm
von Bezold in 1870.
But Hertz made another discovery which
set him apart. He observed that if a piece of

dielectric by electromagnetic forces.
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conductor as Hertz called it) consisted of an

electromagnetic radiation through the air.
Others had in fact made similar observations but they had not realised what it was
they had seen, nor had they linked it with
Maxwell's ideas. Uniquely, Hertz now had a
thorough understanding of Maxwell's theory
and a rudimentary transmitter and receiver
with which to investigate its physical

Next, by measuring the length of the
electric waves and calculating the frequency
of his oscillator. Hertz was able to calculate

the velocity of transmission of the waves
through air. It was close to the known value

poles of the spark gap were formed by two
spheres and fed by a small induction coil. A
parabolic reflector was made from a zinc
sheet two metres square. This simple and
elegant device was held together with paper,
wood, sealing wax and rubber bands. It could
needed repolish ing of the pole surfaces.
The receiver, or secondary conductor, had

With this simple equipment, for which he
measured the wavelength at about 66cm
(455MHz), Heinrich Hertz conducted ex-

periments which led to a revolution in
physics and a revolution in electrical communications.
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HERTZ'S EDUCATION

Hertz was born on February 22. 1857 in

Part of

Hamburg, the son of a prosperous barrister
who later became a senator. He had three

metal reflector

-40cm

parabolic --

Support

12m long)

himself. His father's family was Jewish, a fact

which drew the attention of the Nazis some
fifty years after Hertz's death. Hertz himself
was a Lutheran.

Bross knob
11,

From Inductor
co,

-Copper point
Outgoing

Engineering was a career he never followed but a year was spent gaining practical

experience and reading for the state examination. As a side interest he also studied

natural science and mathematics, a hint of
an internal conflict between the rival attractions of science and engineering.

-0

90P

Scale is acproximcte

nine papers about his work on electro-

with the Germany's greatest physicists.

versity researcher was as an unpaid lecturer

magnetic radiation. The ramifications of the
discovery of the photoelectric effect he left
for others to work through. In fact it was the

at the bottom of the hierarchy. This he

future quantum theory which solved that

undertook at the University of Kiel.

particular puzzle and that was begun by Max
Planck, the man who had succeeded him at

The next career step for a budding uni-

As Kiel had no physics laboratory, Hertz
concentrated on theoretical work: meteor-

In 1888 Hertz's fame was such that the
university headhunters were after him. He

fitting into place.

Giessen. Berlin wanted him as Kirchhoffs
successor but in December it was the University of Bonn that succeeded in acquiring

KARLSRUHE

the Technische Hochschule. Instead, with

position. So he moved again, his seventh

his father's financial backing, he entered the
University to begin an academic and scientific career. The mental tug of war between
engineering and science had been settled.
At Munich he alternated between theoretical and practical studies, a pattern which

move in eleven years, this time to the
Karlsruhe Technische Hochschule as a professor of physics. He went there in 1885. The
next year changed his life in two ways.

In the first half of the year he met
Elisabeth Doll, the daughter of a colleague,
courted her, and in July they were married.

In November he began the experimental

studies, having also considered Leipzig and

work which earned him his place in history.

Bonn. Berlin was the right decision.

Throughout he kept in touch with Helmholtz. Whilst at Karlsruhe Hertz published

mann von Helmholtz, a major figure in
German physics and the man who was to
become his mentor.

Immediately on his arrival in Berlin,
Hertz was drawn by a prize offered to solve a
problem concerning possible electrical inertia. Though a university student for only a
year he decided to go for it. He won it by
showing that electrical inertia, if any, is
either zero or very close to it.

Helmholtz, who had suggested the problem, provided facilities and his own growing
respect.

Helmholtz had by now suggested that

0

ica approached him and the University of
Graz tried to tempt him to become Boltzmann's successor. The tale is reminiscent
of the transfer market for a modern-day
football star.

In Bonn he lived with his family in the
house where Rudolph Claussius had lived.
He took on one research assistant - Philipp
Lenard, who later won a Nobel Prize. More
scientific papers and books followed.
By now Hertz had received many awards
and medals by way of international recogni-

tion. One was the Rumford Medal of the
Royal Society of London for which he came
to England and was welcomed by the leading
British physicists and electrical engineers.
Whilst at Karlsruhe Hertz had complained
of toothaches. They were so bad that in the
middle of his epic work one hundred years
ago he underwent an operation on his teeth.

The next year all his teeth were removed.
followed and, understandably in an age of
limited anaesthetics, he was often depressed.

It would seem probable that he had a
100cm

assumptions of Maxwell's theory. Helmholtz

was pointing his star student at a problem
which would eventually make the student
greater than the master. But Hertz turned

developing brain tumour but, whatever the
cause, it was beyond his doctors' full understanding.
In the autumn of 1893 he worked on the
last stages of his book on mechanics. This
went to the publisher early in December. On
December 7 he gave his last lecture.
At the age of 36 he still had much to offer,
but he died on New Year's Day 1894. He was
survived by his wife and two daughters, all of
whom fled to England from Nazi Germany in
1937.

away.

After writing his doctoral dissertation,
which took him a mere three months, he
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his services. Later Clark University in Amer-

nose and throat pains. Head operations
50

experimental decision about the crucial

published papers and attended scientific

refused an offer from the University of

Later he stopped work for a time because of

Hertz try for another greater prize. This one
was offered by the Berlin Academy for an

became a salaried assistant to Helmholtz at
the Berlin Physical Institute. It was a position he held for three years from 1880. He
performed his duties, conducted research,

Kiel.

ology, electric and magnetic units - and
Maxwell's theory. This was his first deep
study of Maxwell. Slowly everything was

The lack of a laboratory at Kiel caused Hertz
to turn down the eventual offer of a salaried

brought him directly into contact with Her-

I

meetings which brought him into contact

with the railway regiment in Berlin. Then in
1877 he moved to Munich, planning to enter

It

Dipole
arms

Hertz's transmitter and receiver: frequency of operation was about 455MHz.

There followed a short spell at Dresden
Polytechnic and a year of military service

continued in his professional life. After a
year he moved to Berlin to continue his

Micrometer
screw

Spark

bench and wookworking tools. Later he

the first of a series of moves.

rac11311on
10

skills were such that he had his own work-

prepare for a career in engineering. It was

Insulator

Incoming

radiation

he did not demonstrate much artistic or
musical aptitude, by twelve his practical

private lessons in Arabic.
When he was 18 he moved to Frankfurt to

Spark gop

-20

At the age of six he started school. Though

acquired a lathe. These practical skills were
to prove important in his career.
He also had a great aptitude for languages,
coming first in his class at Greek and taking

-30

Support

brothers and a sister, all younger than

Reflector

The parabolic reflector arranged on a Next in this series of pioneers of electrical
wooden frame. (After W.F. Magie: A Source
Book of Physics, McGraw-Hill, 1935.)

communication will be Alan Blumlein. the
British electronics genius.
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Lossy ells for pie tea
Matching networks for r.f. power transfer come in several
forms. In spite of J.W.'s weird title, this is h:s
subject this month
JOULES WATT

Most electronics people on the communications side know that, to get

r.f. power from the p.a.. up the
transmission line and into the aerial, equal
impedances on each side of the interface

between system and aerial, or between
stages, in some way become involved.

Strictly speaking, there is an error in my
last comment. A closer look shows that you

require not just equal impedances, but

From your basic studies, you might remember that a parallel LC circuit offers a
very large impedance at its resonant frequency. This impedance is real, and we call it

vs

by the old radio engineer's term dynamic
resistance, RI,. The following quick review

0

shows how we derive the value of RI). From
Fig.2(a), the admittance from A to B is,

complex conjugate impedances for max-

RI +j(014.

By adding up and rationalizing the denomiimum power transfer matching: I discussed
nator, this is,
this in an earlier article. But there is more
to it than that in r.f. circuit design, because
R
.roCR 12 - (014 1 - w2LC I
1
I
+7other frequencies, such as harmonics, tend Y
2r 2+1
2
-4-(0
Ri2+w2L2
jX,,
to arise that require the coupling circuits to
filter them out.
so that Rp and X,, correspond to the shunt
As you know, there are strict rules about
equivalent circuit of Fig.2(b).
harmonic suppression and the elimination
For the reactive part to disappear, the
of spurious emissions. This means that the
numerator in the 'j' term of the expression
networks used must not only match the
for Y has to be zero. This yields the resonant
stages one to another or the aerial to the
frequency fo.
final stage. but in addition they must tune to
1
12 2
the appropriate frequency. Even this does
not end discussion about the question,
27r V LC L2
because the Q of the tuning sections has to
Putting this back into the term for R,, for

be correct for efficient power transfer between stages and to give sufficient off channel attenuation to carry out the said

frequency ro) simplifies R,, down to 12,=U
R,C, which is what we have also called R,,.

harmonic suppression and so on. And which
Q are we talking about in any case? A recent

You can see that with a very small 121,R1, is
huge. In addition, with R, small,

article in this journal discussed how more
than one Q value can appear in the description of the same circuit-.

L- NETWORKS
If you consider Fig.1(a), the coil and capacitor form the common or garden series -tuned

circuit. or acceptor circuit we all know
about. The reactance of the capacitor equals

that of the inductor at a certain frequency
and we talk about the circuit being resonant
at that point. But you can redraw the series
LC circuit as in Fig.1(b), which emphasizes

its potential -divider aspects. In a kind of
intuitive way, you can see that the L circuit
will offer a large reactance in the inductive
arm and a low one in the shunt capacitance
branch to all frequencies above resonance.
The circuit forms a simple low-pass filter.

In a way not so obviously seen as the
tuning action I have just described, this L
network also acts as a resistance -matching
transformer.
The plot thickens, because the L section

hardly ever gets described via the series

0
o

CT0

b

Fig.1. A series L -C circuit can be thought of

a reactive potential divider, as well as a
resonant circuit

1

Y= jurC+

vs

I

B

Fig.2. The parallel resonant circuit has
some interesting properties, not least the
fact that smaller and smaller R5 gives rise
to a larger and larger R.

rather using it in the form of the angular

f

approaches a value given by the simpler
expression for resonant frequency,
1

27r1/LC'

which is given in all the elementary text
hooks for high -Q tuned circuits.

If we use this expression in the form

Fig.3. The impedance seen between 1 and
2 in both these circuits is the same, so that

transformations can be made between
them as desired.

(04= 1/LC in the R1) equation above, then we
obtain all the alternative descriptions.
L
(012L2
121,=-RIC=
R,

1

wo2C2RI - woC
w

from which you can take your choice in
applications.
These show that RI, increases with Q - as

you would expect from knowing that Q
describes the 'goodness factor' of the coil.

TRANSFORMING IMPEDANCES
You might ask at this stage, "What has this
elementary theory of tuned circuits got to do

with impedance matching - such as coupling my high -Z transmitter p.a. output
circuit into the low -Z aerial?"

b

Fig.4. The transformation of the L circuit

resonant circuit approach I tried above. The

We have actually found the answer

shown here employs the series -to -parallel

more detailed parallel resonant circuit, or

already. The low -impedance aerial corresponds to the low R, position and would he

conversion, which simplifies calculations
considerably.

rejector circuit stands in for this service.
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placed there in practice. The value of RD
corresponds in value and circuit position to
the high -impedance output -stage load requirements. The factor that connects the

10

a=1

two is Q. (Have another glance at the

08

equations above).

A few points arise immediately from the
discussion in the way I have given it. Firstly,
the reactive parts of, any source and load
impedances to be matched combine with the

8

10

I-?06

a=2

L network components and end up tuned

out. This means that we only have to
consider resistive values. Another point
04

shows that the series arm has to contain the

a=3

lowest resistance - while the high value
must go across the shunt arm. Lastly,
because there are three quantities varying

but only two components which you can

adjust (the L and C), the value of one

0-5

1

quantity (the Q) cannot be independently
chosen, and this has implications for those
harmonics that we said need suppressing.

The way you can design L - networks
usually proceeds slightly differently from my

discussion, which I intended as a familiar
path to assist understanding. Before going
on to summarize the procedure, there is a
transformation that most people soon get
rusty about and some students fail to see as
at all relevant to anything. You will find the

transformation of shunt values to series
equivalents and vice -versa valuable in cir-

cuits containing, say, transistors at high
frequencies. Figure 3 shows the two circuits
and the transformations arise from,
Z=12,-FjX,
1

1

and

,

1

1-27,' jX

where Z is the same in both networks.
Adding and rationalizing the second expression, then equating real and imaginary parts
gives us,
RX2
12,-R

PA P2
and

R 2X

X

R

RP2+XP2

-R
XP s

12

15

f
fo

R2. Solving for the reactances gives the
design values for this piece of work,

Xi=±Ri

V R2
Ri+R2

Fig.5. With a shunt capacitor in the L network, the high frequencies become more
attenuated than the low. This is a low-pass
filter property.
LI

L2

X2= T- VRARI -R2).

and

A few more points of interest arise again.
You might notice that the reactances must
be of the opposite kind. If X1 is an inductance, then X2 must be a capacitor, or vice
versa. The quantities under the square root

LI

signs will only be positive if RI >R2, agreeing

with my earlier statement. In passing, you
could note that if the capacitor is in shunt,
then we have the low-pass solution. If you
swap over the inductor and capacitor, then
you get the high-pass version, of course.

This has ramifications for the harmonic
suppression.

ci

Q

The resistors determine the reactances, so
for the shunt capacitor version the Q automatically follows,
RI
w0L
Q=_=_.

.

to0C

R2

Ci

C2

Therefore from the relation,
Similarly you can derive

-12,2+

R

XP

RI=R2(1+Q2)

R',2+ X',2- R
X

RiX12

we obtain,

Rs

P

and

R9-

X,2

d

-,R

X,

P.

L NETWORK MATCHING SECTION
Discussion has reached the stage where you
can see how to match any source impedance

which shows the relation between R1. R, and
Q. Larger transformation ratios give increas-

Fig.6. When two L -sections combine in va

ing Q. Figure 5 illustrates the filter -like

circuits can be derived. In (a) the two Ls
form a T network. as shown in (b). (c) and

characteristics as well as the increasing Q
with larger transformation ratios.

rious ways, all the interesting T and
(d) show the high-pass version of the same
T -network.

to a load differing in value. Consider

FROM L TOT (AND Tr)

Fig.4(a), where source resistance R1 is to be
matched to load resistor R2 by means of the
reactive L network X1, X2. A direct use of the
parallel -to -series transformation allows us
to write series equivalent values R1' and X1'.

The awkwardness we find in having to put up
with a Q we cannot choose disappears if we

would add four variables. But the two inner

resultant. which means only three really
there. The discussion so far shows that L

so that the L network now looks like the

introduce a third variable to add its effect.
You can always use two L networks, one
transforming R1 to some intermediate resistance R,,. then the other network going

circuit in Fig.4(b) with

from R, to the final resistance. R2. Of

formation have their shunt arms inside,
then a T -network results, as shown in

121'-

RX12

RI

R1- + X1-

X1

,

=-X2

because for matching. X, must tune out X,
and the transformed value. R1'. must equal

38

course, as Fig.6(a) shows. 12, comprises a
virtual resistor, but drawing it in as a

stepping stone through the network. as it
were, helps us visualize what is going on.

You might think that two L networks

ones add or subtract to leave a single
networks and the combinations have many
forms. If the pair suggested for the trans-

Fig.6(b). Series arms facing inward give the
-rr- networks.
The story does not end there. As we saw
above. the L networks matching two resis-
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tors can have their inductive arm swopped
with the capacitive. In other words. if you are

in the low-pass configuration, you can
change to the high-pass version without
altering the matching. The result gives, at
resonance, an electrically equivalent, but
physically different T -network, as Fig.6(c)
and (d) show.

ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF T AND
NETWORKS

Li

LOSSY L's
You may ask, "What about the lossy L' of the

title?" I have always wondered about that
question also. Apparently this term arises in
the literature to describe an L.C.C, T -type
network that we obtain by exchanging the
second C and L. as in Fig.7. When Ri < R2.
Ri<R2

the result of C1 and L, is a single capacitor C
whose reactance is given by.

11

Glance back at Fig.6(a). Li and C1 transform
R1 into Rm across the capacitive arm. This
means Q1 = XLI/R1 = R,/Xci. Similarly, you
can see that C2 and L2 transform Rm to the

final value R2. The Q this time is Q2 =

1

1

1

)(C

XCI

XI.2

w L2

xr _ XCl XL2
XC1.XL2

or C.

w2 L2 1 Ci

By procedures very similar to the T -network
C2

derivations, you can show that the three
reactances and the chosen Q, relate to the
second Q (=Q' I. R1 and R2 by.

RrnAc2 = X12/R2. In general, you will find
these Qs not necessarily equal. The largest Q
value sets the overall circuit. or operating Q.

1/1210+Q) -1

Q' =

R2

Combining the two capacitors into the
single equivalent yields the shunt C in the T
network in Fig.6(b). The design procedure

Fig.7. By making a kind of 'hybrid' with the
Ls as in (a). assymetrical T -networks, such

XLl =QR1

as the lossy L shown in (b) can be obtained.

is:
select a Q

2

XC2 =112

nI (1

I- 1

X1,1 = Q121

The Q of the second half of the circuit
follows,

and

Rill +Q2)

Xc -

Q-

1/1,110+Q) -1
n2

The last equation shows that RI has to be less

Rm is given by,

lim=11111+Q2)

model. (The sign of the reactance changes,

or
Rm=R211+0).
From these equations you can see that, for
the T network, Rm must be larger than R1

so that you would have to use an induct-

and R2.
1

=

AC AC

1

1

nC2

Rm

R

R

1

L2

ance.) When R1 equals R2, the limiting case
occurs - Xc goes to infinity. In other words,
the capacitor C goes to zero and you are left

---rnNt

V fl =
nC2 Rm

11C I

Fig.8. By turning round the L -networks, the
circuits result, as seen here in (a) which

equal resistors.

1

)

Xc=m

therefore

Q+Q.

Our job now is to get Q', X11 and Xc in terms
of RI, R2 and Q. After being presented with
R1 to be matched to R2 and then choosing

the Q. if we can derive these quantities we

FINALLY THE 7r CIRCUIT
The two L sections form a 7r network when
their series arms face inward, as you can see
from Fig.8. Now Rm must be less than either

RI

Xi,'

Xci

R.,

==
R2

and

f

15

-

2

Similar, substituting for Q' and Rm in the

K2

0

and Rm-1

011+0-1
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Cl

b

be smaller than either of the other two.
Exactly the same as before you can show
that.

Fig.9. This shows a typical application. In
(a) a non -resonant aerial and its terminal
equivalent circuit is converted to the para-

llel form by the transformation. A 7 network then matches it to 7518.

Cr= V=O+Q1-1
VVV

X 1=RI
Q

with

These design equations give us the reactances of all arms of the T -network to match a
given source resistance R1 to a load R, with a
circuit Q chosen independently.

,75

R2

which justifies the statement that 12, must

R111 + Q2)

Q+

VVV

Rm- I +Q -

expression for X,

Xc-

20' fl

RI

)-1

Xi9=13.)0111-Q21-1

"C p

2682

By doing a shunt to series transformation at

2

and we can check this against Q to see which
is the largest. Using this expression for Q' in
the equation for X12, gives,

di 1,,

220p

each end, we obtain,

Q'=

type matching net-

z.115 -i200111

Xi

XC2

Rill +Q2)=R2(1+Q'2)

-r

work.

tionships.

nating Rm from the two equations containing it gives,

forms the low-pass

R, or R2 as you can see from the Q rela-

can design the network.
The results accrue from manipulating the
equations written above. For example, elimi-

or

=

with a series tuned circuit coupling the two

Now
1

L

than R2. or else no real capacitor fits the

9).13

>75

1n6

15p6

< 2682

R.
XC2

V11 +Q2)- 1

Fig.10 The final network for the aerial with
values.
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and

XL-

Now calculate X,1

RIR2

121Q+RIR2(1+Q2)-R12

RIQ+

1 + Q2

1

75

Y
sC2
Q2

These appear slightly more complex than
the other network design equations, but you

will not find that significant. More important, if your R1 turns out to be less than R2 in
the 7r -network, inconveniently small inductances become involved, while the capacitors

\a"

New r.f.i. test
centre

-32.511

+152)-1

Similarly for XL
x2682
,XL= 15 x 2682+7532.5
=205.41/

With r.f.i. emission regulations

become very large. In that case, the T

and a quick check to see that Q' comes out

network might be the best choice, or you can
notionally invert the IT network, making R1
the R2 value, letting XCI become X,2, and so
forth, as the example below illustrates. The
final outcome rests on your decisions from
experience as a designer.

reasonably.

=

\a"

+152)-1=2'3

which is lower than Q.

The only tiny little pitfall to watch is that
Xc2 contains the existing aerial capacitance,

EXAMPLES
This is the kind of discussion that rounds off
well if you try an example or two.
Take a typical h.f. radio transmitter operating, say, in the 3.5MHz band, which has an
output impedance of 75 + j0. The problem is

so that the lumped component we have to
add will be considerably smaller than expected by the reactance value. In fact it is a
capacitor C2', such that its reactance at
3.5MHz is,
XCant X XC2

200 x 178

Xc2

200 - 278

XC2'-y

to feed an electrically short aerial. Aerials
shorter than the first resonance will have
large capacitive reactances, which require
tuning out and will offer rather low radiation

..Cant

- 161811

and, as the frequency is 3.5MHz, the actual
component values from the usual formulae
follow immediately,

in series with a reactance of -j2000, as

Radio Frequency Investigations, has
been set up by two former staff of the
test equipment manufacturer Rohde &
Schwarz. Stephen Kirk and Brian Watespecially popular with small manufac-

turers because of the confidentiality
they can offer. At present, almost all
r.f.i. test centres are offshoots of large
electronics companies who use them
and outside users of their facilities are

tance of the wire aerial turns out to be
220pF. We convert this series circuit into its
shunt equivalent, which gives It, = 268211
and Xci, = 20111. Fig.9(b) shows the final

As a final example, suppose you want to
match the 2N4072 driver stage in a 145MHz
exciter to a 2N3866 p.a. which you intend to
deliver 1 watt into a 5011 load. If the details of

might require good harmonic suppression,
calling for a Q of say. 15. If you try this value
in XL.' = RI/Q, a very large capacitor (to give

the circuit are as shown in Fig.11(a), with

a reactance of 50) turns up in the C1

a Q of 8. Answers next time.

the equivalent in (b), try designing a lossy L
network, say, to accomplish the match with

position. Also, you will find that Q' is larger
(in fact its predicted value from the equation

data processing equipment will have to
he tested for radio emissions.
To cope with the expected demand
for test facilities, a new company,

to evaluate their in-house products:

C1= 1400pF, L=9.3 p.1-1, C2' =15.6pF

Fig.9(a) illustrates. At 3.5MHz. the capaci-

need for compatibility testing of new
electronic equipment is likely to increase dramatically. In particular, it is
probable that for the first time all new

son believe their service will prove

We know all the reactances of the 7r -network

resistances. Suppose measurements show3
that the aerial looks like a resistance of 1511

to be harmonized
throughout Europe in 1992
(and the likelihood that any new requirements will conform to the stringent West German standards), the
expected

152+1

often uneasy about exposing their
prototypes to a potential rival.

Besides testing new products and
giving advice and technical solutions,
RFI can provide consultancy services
and radiomonitoring facilities on cus-

tomers' own premises. Details from
Radio Frequency Investigations Ltd on
0256-851193.
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H.f.c
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Co_
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Rm
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2p75

Using fully -automatic test equipment
dramatically reduces the time taken

20

b

Fig.11. The circuit in (a) shows a driver stage and p.a. with the equivalent output and input

impedances of the devices running at the power level assumed, shown in (b). The
problem is to calculate suitable values for C1, C2 and L for maximum drive to the p.a.
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to produce results. says the company: operator error in recording
measurements is eliminated and the
systems are self -documenting.
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Multiprocessor systems
When designing a multiprocessor system, one of the first
steps is to consider the various bus -structure options.
G.A.M. LA13113

Microprocessors are used for their low

cost, small size and wide range of
processing and control capabilities.
Compared with logic i.cs, software controlled microprocessors are much more
flexible.
Nevertheless, some microprocessors are
not fast or powerful enough to keep up with

demanding real-time applications. In such
situations, an alternative to choosing a faster
and much more expensive device is to use

many cheap microprocessors working in
parallel. Having each processor executing a

different task compensates for the speed
drawback, increasing system throughput
the flexibility.
In order to work together harmoniously
in a multiprocessor system, the microprocessors need an efficient means of exchanging data with each other. If the com-

munication paths are not efficient, bottlenecks occur.
Data is usually exchanged between mic-

roprocessors in one of two ways - either
through i/o ports or using shared memory.

Even with specially designed microprocessors, communication through i/o ports
is not particularly fast and each additional
connection within the system requires special hardware.
Figure 1(a) shows a widely known multiprocessor architecture in which all processors
connect to a shared global memory through

one bus. Such a configuration has limita(a)

tions; increasing the number of processors
to more than about three causes bottlenecks

plementing an asynchronous bus, differing
in control -bus structure: one relies on centralized bus control and the other decentral-

in the system 1.

Allocating a private memory to each processor, as in Fig.1(b), reduces the number of

ized bus control.

With centralized asynchronous bus control, one processor is master of the common
bus and is responsible for giving control of
the bus to a requesting slave processor. It is
the duty of the master processor to resolve

accesses to global memory and hence the
problem of bottlenecks. Each processor is a
complete microcomputer with its own readonly and random-access memory, peripherals and direct -memory -access devices.

request contention by applying a priority control policy when simultaneous requests

Removing global memory in the previous
configuration and allowing each processor
to access the private memory of the other
processors as in Fig.1(c) reduces bottlenecks

for access to the bus occur.

Decentralized asynchronous bus control
involves control of the common bus being
distributed among the processors and requires extra hardware for each processor.
Contention between processor requests for
bus control is resolved by hardware which

and memory requirements, but requires
more complex control hardware.

SYNCHRONOUS vs ASYNCHRONOUS

coordinates the distributed bus -control sections.
In a synchronous -bus system, each pro-

Buses for connecting several microprocessors to common memory and i/o devices can operate either synchronously or
asynchronously. There are two ways of im-

cessor takes control of the common bus

Fig.1. Three multiprocessor structures. In
(a), the simplest structure, each processor

whenever it requires it. independently of the
other processors. Synchronous bus control
is achieved by dividing the bus -control cycle

connects to shared memory and i/o
through a common bus. Bottlenecks

permanently assigned to one processor.

into equal time slots, each of which is

caused by the processors making heavy
demands on memory are reduced when
each processor also has its own memory
(b). A further enhancement is to give each
processor its own memory and allow this
memory to be accessed by other proces-

Each bus -control cycle must contain a
number of time slots equal to or greater than
the number of processors connected to the
common bus. A central control circuit maintains synchronization so that each processor
can only access the common bus during its
allocated time slot.

sors in the system (c).
Common bus

Proces5or

lb)

Procos,,,

Shared
memory

Shared00
peripherals

Common bus

Private bus

Private bus

Cpux

CpJy

(t)

Private

Private

memory

ho

Common bus

Private bus

C pU x
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X

Address

01

-

t 1.-70ns

60ns

.12Ons

4dOns

02
CS

I

I

Ons
DBIN

--I 1.-

WE

140ns

I

120ns

120ns

I

.75ns

WR

High impedance
150ns
33ns

(To memory)

50ns

°0-7

Write cycle

CS

Data out

Data in
A0-15

I

O-

High impedance

Address (IN)
available

QM.

Data in

220ns r-

70ns

availaple

35ns-....

Output enabled

Data out
(from memory)

Address (OUT)

165ns .220ns

[:7ons
I

Data available
Read cycle

Conmor bus
available

Minimum specifications

Fig.2. Timing characteristics relevant to
connection of an 8080A microprocessor

011

to a common synchronous bus.

021

012

Fig.3. Memory timing specifications for
2114 static rams, top right.

Fig.4. Microprocessors such as the 8080
can operate together synchronously over a
common bus when their clock signals are
phased shifted.

4,22

013

023
014

024
015

Asynchronous buses readily accommodate different types of processor running at
different speeds whereas with a synchronous

bus all of the processors must run at the
speed of the slowest processor, reducing
overall performance.
Increasing the number of processors connected to an asynchronous bus is done by

adding control circuits. The number of
processors on a synchronous bus is limited

to the number of time slots in the bus control cycle: in turn, size of the common

bus cycle and the number of time slots
within it are limited by memory and i/o
device access times.

But synchronous buses also have advan-

tages. Their control circuits are simple
compared to an asynchronous bus with
decentralized control. Adding a processor to
a centrally -controlled asynchronous bus in-

volves altering the master c.p.u. software:
synchronous bus operation does not have
this drawback. Finally, processors attempting to access an asynchronous bus while it
is in use will be forced to wait, which wastes

time. This does not occur with a synchronous bus.

The remainder of this article deals specifically with processors linked via a synchro. nous bus of the type shown in Fig.1(a).

MICROPROCESSOR BUS
REQUIREMENTS
Consider an 8080A microprocessor with a
typical cycle time of 480-2000ns and a global
memory built from 12Ons 2114 static rams.
Timing requirements relevant to connection

of an 8080A microprocessor to a common

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

025
Processor
Processor2

I

Processor 3
Processor 4
Processor 5

bus are shown in Fig.2 and timing character-

istics of the rams forming the global memory are shown in Fig.3.

In order to transfer data from global

the 225ns gives the timing value relative to
the +2 clock rising edge.
Thus each processor should gain control
of the common bus for at least 385ns during

memory to either one of two processors

each machine -state period.
connected to a common bus, the bus should
be available to each processor at least 220ns
PROCESSOR SYNCHRONIZATION
before the rising edge of the processor's +2
clock signal. This period comprises 7Ons for In a multiprocessor system, having all the
chip -select signal cs to activate the memory processors running at the same speed, i.e.
and provide stable data, and 150ns during with equal machine -state periods, gives each
which the data on the processor's data bus processor an equal share of the bus and
must be stable before its +2 clock -pulse reduces hardware complexity.
Phase shifting between the clocks of each
rising edge.
Transferring data from either of the pro- c.p.u. provides a time slot for each procescessors to the global memory involves hav- sor. Applying clock shifting as shown in
ing the bus available to each processor for at Fig.4 to the 8080 example gives each micleast 225ns after the processor's +1 rising roprocessor machine state its own time slot
edge. This requirement can also be inter- of at least 385ns, assuming a 6Ons +1 pulse
preted as being at least 165ns after the +2 width and no delay between the falling +1
edge and +2 rising edge.
clock rising edge.
With this method, each bus -control cycle
Of the 225ns period, 120ns is delay between the write signal We becoming active is equal to a c.p.u. machine -state duration
and the +1 clock rising edge (vr produces and is divided into equal slots, one for each
write -enable signal WE for the global mem- processor in the system. How many procesory). A further 35ns is taken for the memory sor can be connected to the system in this
devices to change their data -line states from way is estimated using,

output to input, and the remaining 7Ons is
385max =2000-,Nrnax =5
the period during which data is stable on the
bus. Taking the +1 6Ons pulse width from where the figure of 2000 represents the
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Fig.5. Main functional blocks of an 8080
dual -processor system.
Central
clock

Control

8080's maximum cycle time of 2000ns and N
is the number of processors. Faster memory

signal

Control

signal

18432MHz

alignment

alignment

devices allow faster clock speeds and/or
more processors to be connected to the

Phase

DBINI

WRI

system but,

WR

shirt
generator

385n =480-,Nmin= 1

shows that it is not possible to run two
System

processors at their minimum cycle time of

controller

480ns.

Multiplexing between the common bus
and the address and data buses of each
microprocessor ensures that only one procesor is linked to the common bus at a time
and that it is only linked during its allocated
time slot. Each c.p.u. has its own system

Interrupt vector 2
01

m2

02

4,1

INT

INT

Processor- 7

Processor 1

plexed over the common bus in the same

DBIN

way. Figure 5 shows the main elements of an
8080A dual -processor system.

Data

control
Lfut 2

WR

WR

controller whose output lines are multi-

interrupt

DBIN

111,

Add

To common

data bus

Design details for a dual -processor system
based on Fig.5 will be given in a subsequent
article.
Reference

Data bus

Address bus

multiplexer

multiplexer

Rothlisberger, H., A standard bus for multiprocessor architecture. Euromicro conferem
proceedings, 1977.
Multiprocessor
system controller

Interrupt acknowledge 1

nterrupt acknowledge 2

Closing the loop
This discussion oft, s and z -domain representation of
delayed signals supplements last month's article
illustrating a practical approach to closed loop
microcomputer control.
In my last article' I described using a
microcomputer to control the speed of a

Stated formally, the transformation from
the time domain to the complex frequency

d.c. motor. Although the article was

domain is given by,

primarily concerned with the practical details of interfacing and system configuration. some mathematics were necessary to

F(s)=

describe the signal -processing operations.

f

The reverse process of inverse transformation.

a+jw

sampled -data systems.

f(t)=-0

Laplace transformation decomposes a dif-

ferential equation into an algebraic equation, allowing much of the manipulation to
be done in a simpler domain. For example.
differentiation in the time domain is equivalent to multiplication by s in the complex
frequency domain. This is illustrated in
Fig. 1 . where double -headed arrows symbol-

ize the integral relationship between domains.
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fitle-s`dt
0

This month I would like to establish a
more comprehensive understanding of the
mathematical techniques associated with

oc

the solidarity of the mathematical scaffolding - it increases confidence in the results.
You will find these topics, covered comprehensively in Jaeger', Lynn, Hutchings' and
other literature.

Flsre'lds

A CLOSER LOOK AT A -TO -D
CONVERSION

When computers are used to control engineering systems the best they can do is to
take occasional snapshots, or samples, of
events. Providing that the events are chang-

-jet)
is not so straightforward. The complex limits

make this integral tricky: fortunately in
practice it is seldom necessary to employ this
heavy artillery.
I

make use of the method of partial

fractions together with tables of Laplace
transform pairs. If you have time, confirm

ing slowly and the computer is sampling
rapidly. Shannon's sampling rule should be
satisfied and it should be possible to recover

the processed signal without al iasing5.
However, to produce a valid mathematical
model. asynchronous conversion must be
avoided; instead, the a -to -d converter must
be synchronized with the program to ensure
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that the time between samples is constant.
This validates the use of the z transform to
model time delays.

Complex frequency domain

Time domain
f(t)

domain

Transform

Rs)

i_lldt

THE Z -OPERATOR

df(t)

In the following development, some important z -domain properties and relationships
with the Laplace transform are established.
The s -domain model of delayed signals in-

by S

Transform

f(t)

F(s)

Differentiation

df(t)
dt

SF(s)

Integration ff(t)dt

F(s)/s

(f(0)=0)

S9s)

Fig.1. To evaluate the Laplace transform of

makes it difficult to use.

df(t)/dt, trace the top right-hand path giving F(s) followed by the operation of multiplication by s. Alternatively follow the left

fit-kT14--,e-skrt.( kis)

perform the transformation - both routes

hand path to obtain df(t)/dt and then
are equivalent.

Fortunately there is another transform
specially for this application - the z transform - which models time delays and adv-

Time delay

isTFis)

fit -TI

Fig 2. A few important results demonstrating the equivalence of time -domain and
frequency -domain signal processing.

Shirt conversion

(a

Analogue

Analogue
signal input

ances with ease. Simply substitute z=esT
time advance) or z- I = e-sT (a time delay).
As an aid to understanding, recall that the
operation of multiplication by s in the
complex frequency domain was equivalent

A -to -d
converter

0- to- a

Computer

signal output

converter
y(kT)

f(kT)

Comer sioniCompleted

to time domain differentation. Similarly
multiplication by CI in the z domain is

Fig.3. How the a -to -d converter receives signals from an analogue source. To ensure
that the conversion time is independent of input amplitude, conversion by successive
approximation is employed. The a -to -d converter is synchronized with the program by

equivalent to a single time delay in the time
domain.

control signals, to enable the complete signal -processing time (T) to be fixed. A
constant conversion rate and fixed processing time are essential to good design,
because they allow the behaviour of the system to be predicted by a suitable

Referring to Fig.3, the output of the a -to -d

converter is the set of sampled data, 00),
f(T), f(2T). etc. As a first attempt at describing the behaviour of the sampled -data system, consider the a -to -d converter modelled
as an impulse modulator, Fig.5.

choice

Table 1. Some Laplace and z -transform pairs

The output pulse train of the impulse

Signal f(t)

modulator assumes the pulse width of each
sample to be infinitesimal, while the height
is a precise replica of the sampled signal at
that instant only.

u(t)[stepj

tframp]
exp( - at)

f* (t) = f(0)8(t) + f(T)8(t-T1+ f(2T)8(t -2T) +

1-exp(-at)

Itransforming (Laplace)
F(s)=1101+e-' rfcn+e-2sTft2T)

Transform F(s)

Transform F(z) of
sampled signal

analogue form via the d -to -a converter.

Tz

1

Sampled signal

(Z_1)2
1

z

s+a
a

z-eT

f lt)

output of impulse
modulator

z(1-e .1)

(z -1)(z
z -domain

s -domain

Signal f(t)

.

configuration.

pole -zero

z-1

z -transform

Laplace
transform LT

Itransforming (z)

of

Processed output is converted back to

z

1

Time domain

. .

Original signal

Multiplication

dt

cludes the exponential term e-sla which

Flz1=z"f(0)+z- IfiT)+z-2f(2T) +

Complex frequency
domain

Time

ZT

F(z)

F(s)

Fig.5. Periodic processing of a continuous

time signal can be represented by this
simple switching circuit. Asterisk notation
denotes a periodic sampled signal occurring every T seconds.

Now the way is prepared for a more practical
a -to -d converter - the zero -order sample and -hold. Its effect is to take a sample in zero
time and to hold this snapshot constant until
the next sampling instant occurs one period
later.
Notice that sampled signal NO has been
decomposed into a train of rectangle pulses
each of width T.

isT

Delay T

Delayed

signal. f(t-TI

iI

ZT

LT

z 'F(z)

esTFlsl

Fig.4. The t s and z domain representation
of delayed signals.

SD

f*(0=f(011u(t)-u(t -1.)1

+fiTllult-TI-ult -2T)
+f(2T)10-211-u(t-3T)

z

+...

2T

3T

4T

transforming

Fig.7. Modelling the sampled signal as a
train of weighted pulses. The effect of the

F*(s)=f(0111/s-e-Ts/s)

f(i)!

m/s

a -to -d converter is to take a sample in zero

+ f(2TII e m/s _e-31-:,/si

+...

2T

31

4T

period later.

taking out the common factor,

Fig.6. Modelling the sampled signals as a
train of weighted impulses. Suppose the
signal to be sampled is represented by the
dotted vines. Provided that the samples are

1 -e- Ts

F*(s)-(1-e

IIf(0)+11Tle

'1+1(2Tle

tame and to hold this snapshot constant
until the next sampling instant occurs one

I+

1

f(t)

f *(t),

ylt)

T

of infinitely short duration, the sampled

signal can be modelled as a train of
F*(s)-(

Fls)
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weighted impulse functions depicted by

Fig.8 Transfer function model of a -to -d

the vertical arrows.

converter.
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Thus the linear behaviour of the zero -order
hold a -to -d converter can be modelled by
equation (1).
The Laplace transform of the sampled signal
is more usefully expressed in terms of its z
transform. To simplify the algebra associ-

ated with this type of transfer function
simply substitute z I =e -'T in equation (1).

Flz)=(1-z-1),
asj
z

s

The symbol Z means look up the z transform of the Laplace transform within the
brackets.

Hence to conclude, F(s) is the transfer
function of the continuous system and F(s)/s
is the unit step response. F(z) is the model of

the pulse response of the sampled data
system.
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Industry Insight
a new series

-

The February issue sees the start of the
new series. Every two months, a
complete section of the journal is to be
devoted to a detailed examination of
one area of the electronics industry,
starting with a look at instrumentation.
In each Industry Insight, we outline
the evolving design techniques applied
to the type of equipment under
discussion and consider the research
being carried out by companies and
universities. In addition, production
techniques are investigated and some of
the latest dedicated chins.
On the commercial side, we analyse
market trends and indicate the
specialities and long-term aims of some
of the leading companies, presenting
interviews with their decision makers.
To illustrate the state of the art, there
is a listing of the characteristics of
equipment currently on the market. In
the first Industry Insight, on test and
measurement, we cover oscilloscopes,
digital meters and frequency -

measuring instruments.
This completely new series will be of
value to all who have any involvement
at all with the electronics industry either on the technical side or with a

role in marketing or management.
Industry Insight Number 1 appears
in February. It has its own cover and is
separate from the rest of the journal. It
even has its own Editor - Geoff Shorter,
who until recently was Deputy Editor of
Electronics and Wireless World.
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The Archer Z80 6bC

The SDS ARCHER - The Z80 based single board
computer chosen by professionals and OEM users.
* Top quality board with 4 parallel and 2 serial ports,
counter -timers, power -fail interrupt, watchdog timer,
EPROM & battery backed RAM.

* OPTIONS: on board power supply, smart case,
ROMable BASIC, Debug Monitor, wide range of I/O &
memory extension cards.
ENTER 27 ON REPLY CARD

The bowman 68000 61EV
The SDS BOWMAN - The 68000 based single board
computer for advanced high speed applications.
* Extended double Eurocard with 2 parallel & 2 serial
ports, battery backed CMOS RAM, EPROM, 2 counter timers, watchdog timer, powerfail interrupt, & an
optional zero wait state half megabyte D -RAM.
* Extended width versions with on board power supply
and case.
ENTER 56 ON REPLY CARD

acrwood Data 6y8tem Ltd
Sherwood House, The Avenue, Farnham Common, Slough SL2 3J X. Tel. 02814-5067
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The conquest of truth
Catt presents his views on why apparently liberal scientists
combine in seeming to suppress the facts
IVOR CATT
Einstein rejected the legacy of the early

twentieth century, which I call "Mod-

ern Physics", with which his name
tends to be associated. In the 1940s, he
wrote*
". . . I am quite convinced that
someone will eventually come up with
a theory whose objects, connected by
laws, are not probabilities but consi-

dered facts, as used to be taken for
granted until quite recently."

"Any physical law which contains a derivative (d/dt or d/dx) is wrong because it implies
instantaneous knowledge of two things which are separated by distance or by time. This
transgresses the principle 'No instantaneous action at a distance'.

fEds =
is one such faulty equation.

Michael S. Gibson
Please note, in amelioration of Gibson's assertion, that he is writing about physical laws - prescriptive
statements. Also, he is writing about fundamental laws in physics. In contrast, should a mountain get
steeper higher up in a certain way, it is perfectly valid to make the descriptive statement

. . We all of us have some idea of
what the basic axioms in physics will

turn out to be. The quantum or the
particle will surely not be amongst
them the field, in Faraday's and Maxwell's sense, could possibly be, but it
is not certain."

"Quantum Mechanics and Reality. In
what follows I shall explain briefly and
in an elementary way why I consider
the methods of quantum mechanics
fundamentally unsatisfactory."

While this rejection by Einstein is occa-

sionally admitted,** the main thrust of
today's scientific propaganda makes out that
Einstein was a card-carrying member of the
Modern Physics party.
In the July issue of EWW, page 683, I listed
some of the characteristics of 'Modern Physics', describing it as a soft subject, lacking
the brittleness of true science, which it has
usurped. In his book The Structure of
Scientific Revolutions, T. S. Kuhn opposes
the softness of Modem Physics. On page 97,
he writes,

dh/dx = kh
should that happen to be true for that particular mountain. Also, this could even be a prescriptive
statement should it be a necessary result of the wind or ice shaping the mountain. However, in such a
situation, we are not dealing with a relativistic universe; in the case of erosion, we are within a universe

of discourse where we can conceive of "instantaneous' action at a distance. Gibson refers to the
deeper level of physics, with fundamentals, where there is no instantaneous action at a distance.

"Vet the developed theory of elec-

In stark contrast, 'Joules Watt' had this to
say in EWW, July 1987, page 697, paraphrasing the same book,

The Born -Einstein Letters by Max Born, pub.
Macmillan 1971, further discussed in Electromagnetic Theory Vol 2, by I. Catt, C.A.M. Publishing 1980, p307. Also see I. Catt, EWW, July
1987, page 683.

"P. E. Hodgson, Fontana Dictionary of Modern
Thinkers, ed. A. Bullock and R. B. Woodings,

suppression. Also. it is encouraging to find

tromagnetism still holds sway. If that the central circle, the least common
there are some phenomena such a denominator, is so large. The consensus is
theory does not explain, then any new obviously the centre of gravity of so many
model must explain all that has gone mildly divergent views. It then becomes a
before - plus the new aspects. At least short step to rewrite the aberrant views of
that is the way Thomas Kuhn outlined some of the more troublesome great scienthe situation."
tists. In fact, if Kuhn is regarded as one of the
A clue to the attitude which could have led 'greats', then any reading of his works which
to these two extracts is given in the assertion
by Professor Ziman on television, quoted in
the July 1981 editorial, "the aim of science is

to achieve consensus." His assertion that
science is monolithic is supported by the fact
that the medieval method of achieving consensus, or suppressing heresy, in religion,
using anonymous censors, has been copied
in today's science.
Let us investigate the consensus view of

science. I feel that Kuhn is describing it in
". . . The successful new theory must
somewhere permit predictions that
are different from those derived from
its predecessor . . . It is hard to see
how new theories could arise without
these destructive changes in beliefs
about nature."

dt

what follows.
"If science is the constellation of facts,

might indicate that he falls significantly

outside the main consensus circle must be a
misreading. If he were so different, then he
would not be known.

Having dealt with the conquest of truth
about scientists, we now turn to the conquest of truth about scientific experiments.
It seems that any book called Relativity for
Tiny Tots, or The Ascent of Man, or such like,
contains clear assertions about a number of
pivotal experiments in the history of science,
nearly all of those assertions falsifying the

experimental results. This falsification of
most of the key experiments extends all the

theories, and methods collected in way up to about first -degree physics -level
current texts, then scientists are the textbooks. It is galling rather than pleasing
men who, successfully or not, have to find that post -graduate books generally
striven to contribute one or another admit to such errors, but on page 500, not
element to that particular constella- page 5. My position is that if there is any
tion. Scientific development becomes
the piecemeal process by which these
items have been added, singly and in

uncertainty as to the conclusion indicated by

combination, to the ever growing
stockpile that constitutes scientific
technique and knowledge." - T. S.

elementary texts, for instance those used by

Kuhn, op.cit.,

Relativity. All are disputed.

A Great Scientist has successfully contributed one or more elements to the body of
knowledge. Any aberrant, heretical offering
merely indicates that he is not as great as he
might have been. Something like 80% of his
work takes its place within the consensus,

the results of one of the key experiments,

then that should be reported in quite
17 -year olds.

There are four so-calledt "acid tests" of
Hawking/Israel admit that light bending
round the sun contradicts Einstein's predic-

tion*. Brillouin says that the Mercury
perihelion results, properly studied, contra-

dict Einstein's prediction* . Polanyi and

Fontana, 1983, p208. However, if we read 1 lodg-

and the remaining 20% we must forget in

continued on page 54

son on page 604 we see the ambivalence and

order to help the Forward March of Science.
From the consensus point of view, this is not

f I myself find Relativity flawed at other levels
anyway.

confusion in the admission.
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IMAGE -10
HIGH PERFORMANCE SINGLE BOARD GRAPHICS COMPUTER
Image -10 is a high performance single board computer optimised for
graphics intensive applications, and it's fast - very fast. Motorola's
68010 cpu and Intel's 82786 graphics co -processor work
concurrently to produce displays of dazzling speed
and quality. All graphic operations, including
window manipulation, are generated by
dedicated hardware which frees the cpu to
concentrate on running your programs.
An impressive hardware specification is
complemented by the availability of two
professional disc operating systems.
OS -9/68K -A powerful UNIX like multi -tasking
operating system supporting real-time applications.
C, PASCAL, FORTRAN, BASIC, FORTH and PLuS
languages available.
TRIPOS-3 -A well established multi -tasking operating
system with propriety window management scheme. Supplied
with assembler, disassembler, debugger, screen editor, BCPL and C
compilers.

Image -10 Specification:
Central Processor - MC68010 16/32 bit microprocessor.
Graphics co -processor -182786 running with 16Mhz pixel clock.
Display resolution is 768 by 576 pixels (user definable). Actual
resolution limited only by memory with instantaneous scroll and pan in
vertical zoom from x 1
to x 64. Displayed colours may be 256, 16, 4 or 2 at all resolutions.
Colour look -up table provides a pallette of 262,144 colours.
Hardware managed windows.
Hardware generated lines, polylines, polygons, circles, arcs, fills,
characters and bit block transfers at up to 20Mbit/sec.
Unlimited character fonts and character sizes supported.
Memory- 2.0M byte (Image -10.20) or 512K byte (Image -10.05)
dynamic ram. 256K byte fast static ram. Shipped with 64K byte. 512K
byte eprom. Shipped with 128K byte system firmware. 32K byte high
security battery -backed static ram plugs into RTC.

Floppy disc -WD1772 contooller supports one or two 5.25/3.5 inch
drives. Format may be single/double sided, single/double density. Step
rates selectable from 2, 3, 6 or 12m secs.
Winchester disc - SCSI interface capable of supporting up to 7 drives.
Serial I/O - MC68684 provides two independent RS232 input/output
ports. Independently programmable baudrates 50-38.4K baud.
External clock permits transfers up to 1Mbit/sec. IMSC012 link adaptor
provides 20Mbit/sec transfers to optional transputer co -processor.
Parallel I/O - Two MC68230 PIA's provide up to 48 lines of
programmable input/output with multi -mode handshaking protocols.
Disc operating systems use some of these lines for SCSI, parallel
printer, mouse, digitizer etc.
Real-time clock - DS1216 maintains date and time to 1/100th of a
second.
Sound generator - SAA1099 generates stereo sound output. Contains
six frequency generators. two noise generators, six mixers and twelve
amplitude controllers.
User expansion -A full 16 bit buffered bus is available via DIN connector.

Board format - Extended double eurocard. 218mm by 243mm.

Image -10 is available as a board level product or as a compact packaged system at prices starting at

UNIVERSAL CROSS ASSEMBLERS for all
MSDOS OS -9 FLEX computers
Supports the following devices
1802

1805

6301

6802
68HC11
8039
8050

6803
8020
80C39

6804

8051

Z8

Z80

8021

8040
8080
68000

6303
6805
8022
8048
8085

MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED
EPROM EEPROM and SINGLE CHIP
MICRO PROGRAMMER
Programs the following devices:

6502

6800

68HC05 6808
8031

80C48
8748

8035
8049
8749

6801

6809
80C35
80C49
8751

Extensive directives support odular, conditional and
structured programming. Powerful Macro Preprocessor, xref generator and output conversion
utilities provided.
COMPLETE SUITE
£295
INCLUDES FULL 'C' SOURCE CODES
(NOT 68000)

£1,295

2508
2564
2732A
27(C)128
57(C)256
2758
2847A

48Z02
521333

68766
8744
8748H
8755
CY7C292

2516
27(C)16
27(C)64
27128A
27(C)512

52B13
68732

27011

9761

8741

8748
8749H

2864A

AT -ROM

PC -ROM

2532
27(C)32
2764A
27(C)256
27513
2816A
28256

521323

68764
8742
8749
8751

CY7C282
DS1225

XT -ROM

No Personality Modules required. Controlled via RS232
interface.
Accepts Intel, Motorola, Ascii-hex and binary data. Ultra -fast,
fast and standard programming modes.
Low and high byte programming supported.
Completely self contained but uncased.
Price £295

All prices shown exclusive of VAT and carriage

Mir ro Concepts

2 St. Stephens Road, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL51 5AA
Telephone (0242) 510525
ENTER 33 ON REPLY CARD
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600W uninterruptible
power supply
In the presence of mains -supply drop -outs and mains borne interference, a u.p.s. will prevent the destruction of
computer data and corruption of readings from measuring
instruments.
CHARLES FRIZELL
using a personal computer on anything

battery volts, which produces a wave func-

like a regular basis, one becomes

tionally similar to a sine wave. Since the
power supply in much equipment is of the

aware of the severe problems caused if
the mains supply fails for even a few hundred

milliseconds. Mains -borne transients can
cause even more of a problem, leading to
corruption and loss of data. Although the
mains supply is normally reliable in western
Europe. transients and noise, particularly in
industrial areas, can wreak havoc with sensitive equipment. And it is not only computers
which need a reliable and noise -free supply.
This design is based on very well proven
technology. The emphasis is on reliability: it
is not helpful to have a supply which is less
reliable than either the normal mains, or the
equipment it feeds.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The load is fed at all times from the inverter
section, rather than switching over on mains
failure. The battery is kept fully charged by

the charger, which is of the c.v.c type
(controlled voltage and current): when the
mains supply fails, the inverter carries on
running.
The output waveform from the inverter is
a nominal square wave, arranged for 120

degrees electrical conduction at normal

switching type, the waveshape and frequency are of no great consequence - even the

fans in most equipment operate from d.c.
However, some peripherals (many printers)
still use linear power supplies, in which it is
important that the input is equivalent to the
normal sinewave supply in r.m.s. terms. In
particular, the peak value must be adequate.
A straight square wave of adequate peak

designed for a 20V minimum battery voltage: its r.m.s. voltage is therefore 14-0-14
volts.

The secondary (output) winding is de-

transformer, causing overheating and early
failure. As an option, the design of output

signed to give a nominal 225 volts. A special

distortion, but at a considerable increase in

feature of this design is the driver supply
winding, which provides a voltage to the
driver transistors in phase with the main

size and mass.

transistors which they di lye. This provides

filter shown produces a sine wave of very low

A point to note is that, with this type of
design, there is absolutely no connection
between the supply and the load. With a
well-grounded system, it is almost impossible for transients and noise to be passed to
the load.

INVERTER POWER CIRCUIT
A 24V supply voltage is obtained from two
"maintenance free" car batteries, which give
about 40 minutes operation at full load. I

Inverter transformer

area product no
output power (watts)
former thickness mm
total winding height

charged, they will not take a charge without
special treatment.
Operating voltage (float voltage) is 27.6
volts, equivalent to a cell voltage of 2.3 volts,
with end -point voltage around 22 volts. To
allow for the transistor forward voltage drop,
the primary transformer winding in Fig.1 is

value, however, will usually saturate the

Table 1

Core
Core type

would not recommend the smaller sealed
type, since once they become heavily dis-

246
1030.4
849.49
2

32.82

core mass (kg)
stack depth (mm)
tongue width (mm)
window height (mm)
free space (mm)

7.64
50.8
50.8
34.9

0.08

the ideal drive conditions - a high supply
voltage to turn on followed by a drop to only
a few volts when the transistors are on. Drive
current is limited by the winding resistance.
Since the primary current is high - in the
order of 30A- it is necessary to use a parallel
arrangement of transistors. Although 100A
and 200A Darlington transistor modules are
available, they are not really cost effective.

However, contrary to popular belief, it is
very easy to parallel bipolar power transistors: Emitter resistors ensure load sharing
and maintain physical symmetry. The emitter resistors are not resistors as such, but
equal lengths of relatively thin, stranded copper wire, all brought back to a common

point: Collector leads are also of equal

length. The positive temperature coefficient of the copper also helps to equalize
current.

Collector diodes are essential, as they
Primary
primary r.m.s. voltage
primary resistance
primary turns
turns per layer
winding height (mm)
Secondary 1
secondary r.m.s. volts
secondary resistance
secondary turns

turns per layer
winding height (mm)
Secondary 2
secondary r.m.s. volts
secondary resistance
secondary turns
turns per layer
winding height (mm)

30

230
0.48 ohm
405
54
16

14.1

8.520001 mohm
25 + 25
20

primary current
primary copper loss
bare wire diameter (mm)
number of layers

3.88

secondary current
full load volt drop
bare wire diameter (mm)
number of layers

29.69

722
1.9

8

025
5
3

15.78

12

0.1 ohm
21

105
1.04

secondary current
full load volt drop
bare wire diameter (mm)
number of layers

1

0.1

0.95
1

carry the reactive current in the circuit,
which would otherwise reverse bias the
power transistors, with unpredictable results. Voltage spikes are generated by the
switching of the primary current, and, if no
precautions are taken will quickly destroy
the power transistors through avalanche
breakdown. If the primary transformer
windings are bifilar, the snubber circuits are
not strictly necessary, as the leakage inductance is low. Beware of any switching which
do not take this into account. The designer
has forgotten Lenz's law!
A 31.5A magnetic circuit breaker protects
the inverter circuit against overloads, and is

also an essential safety feature in any
ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

Table 2

Table 3

Sine filter series choke. C 60 u F.

Sine filter parallel choke. C 20 u F.

15 A battery charger choke

inductance (mH) 168
Output power
443.86 core mass (kg)
2.35
(watts)
tongue width
149
core type
(mm)
38.1
stack depth (mm) 38.1
free space (mm) 1
maximum flux
bare wire
1.11
(1.2 Tesla)
diameter (mm)
1.32
former thickness
2
copper loss (watts) 6.61
mm
number of turns 425
gap loss (watts)
9.01
each airgap (mm) 122
wire resistance
0.78
6.1
current (rms) in
iron loss (watt)
total airgap (mm) 2.4.4
choke
2.9
primary r.m.s.
wire length
voltage
153.05 (metres)
56.71
impedance (ohm) 52.77 calculated area
loss watticm'
0.039 cm'
547.9
turns per layer
36
number of layers 11.8

Output power

158
core type
.98
core mass (kg)
tongue width (min) 28.58
inductance (mH) 3.58
stack depth (mm) 28.58
68
number of turns
bare wire
2.36
diameter (mm)
7.79
copper loss
7.84
total losses
15
turns per layer
total airgap (mm) 1.65
loss watt cm'
.025
mean turn
(metres)
.1

area product no
energy (watt

50.7

second)

.4

465.42

a.c. volts r.m.s.

14.08

14.5

max mum flux
(1.2 -esla)

1.09

impedance (nhm) 2.24
designed temp.
rise
50 C

Table 5

inductance (mH) 506
(watts)
334.22 core mass (kg)
2.35
149
core type
tongue width
stack depth (mm) 38.1
(mm)
38.1
maximum flux
free space;mm) 1
1.09
(12 Tesla)
bare wire
former thickness
diameter (mm)
1.06
mm
2
copper loss (watts) 3.93
number of turns
653
Gap loss (watts)
6.53
wire resistance
1.87
each airgap (mm) 0.92
iron loss (watt)
5.87
current (rms) in
total airgap (rn) 1.84
choke
1.45
primary r.m.s
wire length
voltage
230.49 (metres)
87.07

impedance (ohm) 158.96 calculated area
loss watt/cm'
0.035 cm?
turns per layer
45
number of ayers

stack depth (mm) 28.58
frequency (50Hz) 100
tongue width (mm) 28.58
d.c. current (A)
15
current (r.m.s.)
in choke
6.26
fringing factor
1.22
loss watt cm'
0.025
number of layers 4.5
each airgap (mm) 0.825
wire length
(metres)

6.8

- --011-6m-1

-

168m

6c4j

220V output
20,u

15V

506m

15V

31 5A

To drive

To drive

circuit B

irk2N3771

circuit C

4x2N3771

A

2 N6055

24V

(Vfloot.27 6V).

2N 6055

k 35A
40C

10

10

x

see text

IF

I

Fig.1. The inverter circuit. Winding information is given in Table 1, with filter

17V
1f.

choke details in Tables 2 and 3.

17V

Fig.2. Charger power supply. The current sensing shunt is 50mm of 1.6mm brazing

Tic

N

MCC 25-06 Ti

battery -powered equipment. As the voltage
is so low, normal a.c.-mains type are suit-

To control

In 100y

65A

rod. Choke details are in Table 5.

E

1----1-"3 5A

L,,,,,.1

Shunt -see text

able, and a special d.c. type is not necessary.

CHARGER POWER CIRCUIT

The circuit of Fig.2 is quite conventional.
The mains feeds the stepdown transformer
(see Table 4) via a 6.5 amp circuit breaker,
which doubles as the on/off switch, its

secondary being applied to a thyristor
bridge, the firing angle of which is controlled to vary the output. Two series diodes
make the circuit self-flywheeling. A choke
shown in Table 5 is essential to limit the
ripple current and to control the transfor

mer form factor, which means that the
transformer can be dimensioned to supply
the d.c. load power only. As full power is not
drawn continually, it is sufficient to rate the
charger for around 400 watts.

The capacitor -resistor combination
across the input side of the choke is to

Table 4

Battery charger transformer 15A
Core

core type
area product no
output power (watts)
former thickness nim
total winding height

Primary
primary r.m.s. voltage
primary resistance
primary turns
turns per layer
windirg height (mm)

233
395.2

45721
2

19.7

230
0.88 ohm
327

48
8.89

core mass (kg)
stack depth (mm)
tongue width (mm)
window height (mm)
free space (mm)

5.01

primary current
primary copper loss
bare wire diameter (mm)
number of layers

2.09
3.84

60
44.45
22.2
0.5

1.18
7

Secondary 1 single winding

secondary rills volts
secondary resistance
secondary turns
turns per layer
winding height (mm)

30
0.01 ohm
43
17

secondary current
full load volt drop
bare wire diameter (mm)
number of layers

15

0.21

3.35
3

10.34

ensure there is sufficient holding current to
latch even worst -case thyristors.
Current in the negative -line shunt is used

by the control circuit to vary the thyristor
firing angle and keep the battery terminal
voltage at 27.6V. This signal is used to
ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

Secordary 2 centre tap winding
secondary r.m.s. volts
secondary resistance
secondary turns
turns Der layer
winding height (nun)

17

1.13 ohm
24
24
135
-

secondary current
full load volt drop
bare wire diameter (mm)
number of layers

0.21

0.24
0.4
1

0.46

.I
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160k
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Fig.3 Charger control circuit.
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=100p

100k
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100n
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10k
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10k
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10k
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4013
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Fig.4 The inverter is controlled by varying the power transistor conduction periods by means of the waveforms at B and C.
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reduce the firing angle to maintain the
current at the limit value. The shunt is

series resistors ensure proper current sharing, and the parallel 1k resistors improve the
dv/dt characteristics. The primary is snubbed by means of a diode/resistor network.

nothing more elaborate than about 50 mm
of 1.6 mm brazing rod, giving a voltage drop
of around 50 mV at 15A.

An important point is that all the power

Ramp circuit. A linear ramp is generated by
IC Ha) starting at a high level and ramping

wiring must be short and of adequate cross
section. I have found the best material is
6mm2 wire, known as "Autoflex" here. Do
not use anything thinner.

down. It is reset to the high level at every
mains zero crossing point by Tr) and this is

output voltage to ensure that the circuit is
not in the voltage -control mode. Light emitting diodes can be connected to give an

indication of whether the circuit is in the
voltage or the current mode.
Connections between the pulse transformer and the thyristor gates should be made
from a twisted pair of wires.

compared with the d.c. control -voltage signal in IC 1(b). The output of this comparator

MAGNETIC COMPONENTS

is used to gate the oscillator signal to the
pulse amplifier Tr2.

I have included designs for all the magnetic
components, which should be sufficient for
any transformer manufacturer. The design
temperature is 50°C above ambient, which
gives a running temperature of 75°C - just
too hot to hold. There is absolutely no point
in designing for a lower temperature rise,

INVERTER CONTROL CIRCUIT
Output voltage of the inverter is controlled
in the circuit of Fig.4 by varying the mark/
space ratio of the current conduction time of
the power transistors.

Linear control circuit. Comparator IC2a
compares the output voltage of the charger
with the set voltage, its output varying the
voltage at one of the inputs of IC h, thus
controlling the firing angle.
The current sensed in the shunt is amplified to about 5V by IC3,,, and is then compared with the current set value in IC3b. This

since this merely wastes material and
money.
The pulse transformer for the charger is a

commercial item with a ratio of 3:1+1. Do

signal is also applied to ICIb, via an analogue
Or gate, such that the signal demanding the

not try and make this yourself.

CHARGER CONTROL CIRCUIT

lowest output will always prevail. The de-

The supply to the circuit shown in Fig.3 is
derived from a 17-0-17 volt tertiary winding
on the main transformer, rectified and
smoothed to give an unregulated supply of

stringent, it should have a fast response, and

18 to 20 volts.

two time constants before going to the

This supplies the thyristor gate -drive circuit, and it is important that the supply lines
to this are short and of adequate width. The
driver transistor is not critical; a Darlington
with about a 1 amp and 60 volt Vce rating is

comparator amplifier.
Since there is a spare op -amp available.

mands on the current limit circuit are
yet also be stable in continuous current

limit. To this end, the amplified actual
current value is passed via a network with

IC2b,

it is used to provide a slowly rising

sufficient. Pulse transformer ratio is 3 to

reference voltage at switch -on. A 5V1 Zener
is chosen because of its near -zero temperature co -efficient.

1+1: the two secondary windings drive the

Output voltage is set on light load of

two thyristor gates in the charger with

around 0.5A. The current limit is then set
using a flat battery, while monitoring the

narrow, positive -going pulses: 33 -ohm

stood that the on time of the power transis-

tors must be in inverse proportion to the
battery supply voltage. Capacitor C1 is
charged from the unregulated battery voltage via a noise -removing network. Across it

is a linear, positive -going ramp, which is
compared with a fixed voltage by comparator

IC ia. The higher the battery voltage, the
sooner the voltage across C1 exceeds the
reference, switching off the conducting output transistor.
Secondly, the output voltage of the inverter is transformed to 12 volts, rectified, and
applied to control ICib. The action of this is
to reduce the reference voltage slightly if the
inverter output is high, and vice versa.

It is not strictly necessary to have both
control loops, but the reasoning is as follows. The battery -voltage control gives a
large measure of pre -compensation with
excellent dynamic characteristics, whilst the
feedback circuit enables the output voltage

to be held to close values under varying
conditions of load. If you decide to discard

L

100n

L

Fig.5 Alarms indicate failure of the charger
supply and low battery voltage.

There are actually two control loops in
operation. Firstly, it will be readily under-
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one, discard the feedback circuit. This is
because most equipment is not unduly fussy
about the actual voltage, within fairly gener-

ous limits. However, if you use an output
filter, the feedback circuit becomes neces-

sary because of the far higher effective.
output impedance of the inverter.

The main clock is the ubiquitous 555,
which is run at a frequency higher than the
desired output frequency in order to achieve
stability with economical components. A
flip-flop provides two outputs which are used

to gate the drive alternately to the two
output power transistors. At the zero crossing points a monostable is triggered

which resets the input ramp circuit and
ensures a dead period between the conduction cycles of the two power transistors. This
is essential to prevent both sides being on at
once due to the long storage times of high
current transistors.
ALARM CIRCUIT

When the supply to the charger fails, its 12V

rail fails to zero, triggering bistable 2 in
Fig.5. This enables the two oscillators,
which together give an interrupted tone to
the piezo-electric sounder. This can be reset
to silence the sounder.
When the battery voltage falls to 1.9V per
cell, comparator IC la triggers bistable 1. to
give a continuous tone. and you have about
10 seconds in which to close down. After this

time, the inverter is automatically turned
off. Reset is inhibited during the "battery
low" condition.

This design is very rugged and relatively
simple: the output power circuit is extremely reliable if well laid out. C-mos i.cs are used

throughout because of their vastly superior
properties in this type of circuit. That is to

say, the power consumption is very low,
supply voltage is uncritical, the noise margin is very good and they are not too fast
(which helps greatly to reduce problems of
interference to the electronics). The lack of
any significant heat generation also helps

continued from page 48

fixed frame of reference -

others say that the Michelson-Morley experi-

theory of relativity merely implies the
negation of this preliminary assump-

ment does not produce a null result"

In

of history focusing on those past
developments which anticipated the
present."
"The 'Whig' interpretation of his-

tory has had a powerful influence
within the history of science
Some historians of science have,
therefore, seen the present state of
scientific knowledge as an absolute
against which earlier (and we would
say later) attempts to understand Nature could be evaluated.,"

Like the Whig historian, today's Estab-

lishment Scientist, although apparently
progressive, is in fact conservative.

AETHER

The conventional story is as follows.
Maxwell followed in the wake of a physical,
non -mathematical Faraday, who thought in
terms of tubes of flux in space. Faraday had a

space in which resided electric flux and
magnetic flux. His space had physical reality

inverter can deliver 600 watts, and fault

He constructed a mechanical model for
the aether, with large rotating wheels and

Maxwell set out to make Faraday's ideas
more rigorous and scientific (a) by firming

up the physical model for space, or the
aether, and (b) by placing a mathematical
structure over them.
small idler wheels, on the lines of a gear box
run riot in complexity. Using this model, he

constructed his Equations of Electromagnetism.

However, the reported' failure of the
Michelson-Morley experiment and the birth

of Relativity led to the removal of the

mers, subsequently returning to Rhodesia to

work on radio telemetry for the Kariba
hydro -electric project. Since then he has
been chiefly concerned with high -power
electronics in Zimbabwe and South Africa
and is now with Brown-Boveri in Harare,
Zimbabwe.
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the discovery of the electron and the
development of relativity theory have

removed the physical props upon
whch they were built."3

All of this flows along swimmingly until

observations.
In 1949 Einstein wrote4;
"The special theory of relativity owes

its origin to Maxwell's Equations of
the electromagnetic field."
Here we reach the point where Einstein says
that the foundation of relativity is Maxwell's

equations excluding, of course, its now
defunct physical origin, the aether; that is,
space with physical properties.
Now add my own discovery that Maxwell's

equations are devoid of any information
except that on the physical properties of
space.

"The only purpose served by Max-

well's equations is as a package to
deliver the constant Zo to the theorist
and to the practitioner."5

Here we have closed the loop in the argument, and the whole crazy structure underlying 'modern physics' collapses.

To sum up. Einstein says that relativity,
which he believes to have been based on the
disappearance of a space with physical properties, is based on Maxwell's equations,

which are now found to contain only in-

making it able to accommodate his fluxes.

he worked at Racal on coils and transfor-

"Now although Maxwell's Equations have survived to the present day,

MAXWELL, EINSTEIN AND THE formation about the physical attributes of

However, when powering up the circuit,
check it out slowly and thoroughly before
connecting the supply to the transformer.
When you do this, start at a low voltage with
a current limited supply and check that all is
well before connecting the full 24 volts. The

Charles Frizell was born and educated in

. the

unstable juggernaut if we read about the we assemble the next disastrous pair of

term "Whig History" in the dictionary of the
History of Science, 1981, page 83.
.. . Although favouring progressive
movements in the past, the thought of
Whig historians was essentially conservative. They saw their own beliefs,
practices and institutions as the goals
for all previous beliefs, practices and
institutions. The historian's task was
reconstructing the progressive march

and physical properties, these properties

Rhodesia. He came to the UK in 1965, where

.

antithetical."2

apparently liberal, progressive scientists

reliability.

currents can be high. The cost of 10 power
transistors destroyed with a single blow is
not inconsiderable.

.

tion, so that the two are exactly

any case Einstein did not develop relativity
as a result of the Michelson-Morley experiment****. The formula e = me pre -dates
relativity. Relativity pre -dates Einstein. And
soon.
We are helped in trying to understand why
should combine to create such a reactionary,

.

physical model upon which Maxwell constructed his equations
.

.

.

one is almost exactly the

antithesis of the other: the primary
function of the ether was to provide a
*See I. Catt, Electromagnetic Theory
published CA.M. Publishing 1986, p.111.
**See I. Catt, op.cit.,p116

that disappearing space.5
By analogy, it would be possible to proc-

laim a new theory of mechanics which
lacked the concept of mass, but which
contained both velocity (v) and moment
(my) within it, and which preferably in-

cluded lots of fancy maths involving
momentum and velocity. Then, unknown to
any one among the awed observers, the new
theory could be made to function, produce

results, and correlate with reality. The
necessary parameter m, like the rabbit in the
hat, could go about its business, staying all
the time firmly hidden inside the hat, the hat
being in our case the term momentum and a
fog of mathematics.
Can we not chase this obscurantist 'modem physics' out of our universities, and start
to prepare for a 21st century of real scientific
progress?
References
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PROCESSOR PROJECT...?
For complete turn -key instrumentation and systems, Cavendish Automation offers delivery at little more
cosi than stock items. This is achieved by our calling on our own comprehensive range of standard hardware
and configuring it to customers' exact requirements. In addition to hardware, we are able to write and
include user -requested software drivers for scanning keyboards, driving displays, sensing front panel
switches, driving DACs or reading analogue.
Our existing experience
includes medical diagnostic
equipment, marine
instrumentation, control of
real-time video as well as
many forms of industrial
process control.

Even if you don't want a
complete system, we will be
happy to talk about any level of
custom option you may need.
Advantages:

Very low cost
No advance payment
Guaranteed working system
Delivery normally around 6
weeks from RPO

So, for professional implementations at super -low cost, call us on (0480) 219457.
Cavendish Automation, 45, High St., St. Neots, Huntingdon, Cambs PE19 1BN. Tel: 0480219457. Telex: 32681 CAVCOM G.
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MULTIMETERS
Affordable
Accuracy
A comprehensive range of
quality Multimeters at very
competitive prices
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EXPRESS SERVICE.
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DM1C5
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,nge!.. 2V - IkV DC.
100V -?50 V AC. 2mA2A DC
current ant' 2k -2M resistance
,nqc It., c accuracy 0 59

IN 10/14 WORKING DAYS

All models feature full ranges. 3.: digit
0 5 in LCD, low battery indication, auto
zero and auto polarity, strong ABS
casing. 10 Amp range (except DM105).
overload protection Prices from E21.50
to E52.50. Battery. spare fuse. test leads
and manual included with each model

ANALOGUE
A choice of four meters with prices
ranging from E5.50 to £21.00. All
models include battery, test leads and
manual

Cirkit

Cirkit Distribution Ltd.

Please add 15% VAT to all
prices and 70p for post and
packing.

CRYSTALS (FAST
AEL Crystals carry full specifications
for most Communications Equipment
used today.

For further details contact the Sales Office.

U
Phone or write for full
catalogue price £1.20 to

Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts EN10 7N0.
Telephone (0992) 444111.
ENTER 37 ON RENA ('AHD
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STANDARD SERVICE.

I LONGER TERM SCHEDULES
AVAILABLE.

CRYSTALS LIMITED
GATWICK HOUSE HORLEY SURREY ENGLAND RH6 9SU TEL: HORLEY (0293) 785353
TELEX. 87116 & 87180 AERO G CABLES: AEROCON TELEX HORLEY FAX: 0293 774658
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THE GNC Z4

- THE SBC CHOSEN BY OEM'S
HARDWARE
64K EPROM
128K BATTERY BACKED RAM

8 CHANNEL A/D (7581)
20 KEY ENCODER (74C923)
8 DARLINGTON DRIVERS WITH CLAMPS

8 DIGIT 7 SEGMENT DISPLAY (7218)

2 CTC's -4 PIO'S WITH MODE 2 INTs
2 RS232 SERIAL CHANNELS WITH H/S

SOFTWARE

Min

32K ROMDISC - 64K RAMDISC
DISC COMMS TO PC OR CP/M80
Further details and technical manuals on request

AS ALWAYS....
CROSS ASSEMBLERS - 8048, 8051,6801,6805

GNC Electronics

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS

Little Lodge, Hopton Road, Thelnetham, Diss,
Norfolk IP22 1JN. Tel: Diss (0379) 898313

PRODUCT SUPPORT

CUSTOM DESIGN
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SOWTER AUDIO FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMERS
You name it! We make it!
f or 7ie Lki.,t 47 year, we nave concentrated Oil Ili,' cli ..01 .Intl ,1.1:,
grade audio transformers during which period our total sold exceeds half a million. W.
continually take full advantage of all the improvements in magnetic and insulatin,
materials and in measuring techniques utilising the most up to date instrumentation
We have a very large number of original designs made for clients all over the worh i
but naturally there are certain types of Sowter Transformers which are in constafr
demand. These have taken into account the tendency towards small size withoc
sacrifice of performance. particularly for PCB mounting. and a few of these are listr,:
below They can be supplied with or without mumetal shielding cans. Performanc.
requirements can be molt -I .1 - .,,, ,1.. ', or readily available questionnaire
and generally without alter,.
'

We specialise in LOW COST AND QUICK DELIVERY which means a few days only ,
ex -stock
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[SATELLITE SYSTEMS
intervals from a high -resolution
scanning radiometer carried in
each spacecraft. This instrument
has one channel for visible pic-

India's second
multi -purpose
satellite

tures (0.55-0.751.Lm wavelength)

with a resolution of 2.75km. and
a second channel for infra -red

Due to be launched by Arianespace in the next few months is
the second spacecraft for India's
national satellite system. Called

images (10.5-12.5µm) with
11km resolution. It uses a 20°
scan in the North -South direction corresponding to 1137 scan
lines and a sector scan measuring 5° N -S by 20° E -W corres-

Solar wind balanc,na .satl'

Insat-IC, it will join the similar
Insat-IB which has been operat-

ing in geosynchronous orbit at
74°E since October 1983. Among

ponding to 285 scan lines.

its first uses will be to provide
additional regional television

Information is transmitted to

the ground as digital data at

programme feeds to broadcasting stations in Karnataka, Orissa
and the north-eastern regions of
the country. This second satellite
bears the code letter C because,
although an Insat-IA was actual-

400kbit/s on a 4GHz downlink

with an e.i.r.p. of 8dBW. It
Telecommurucabons

C -band antenna

available at 22 secondary centres

spread around the country.

ly launched into orbit (in April
218m

1982), it failed mechanically and
was never put into service.
This new spacecraft, together

194 m

....Broadcastrng

with the present IB and a ID to
follow later, constitutes a first

C/S band
antenna

Rachome ter scanner

geosynchronous satellites, lnsatI. (A second generation, Insat-II,

Also providing meteorological
measurements, and hydrological
and oceanographic ones as well,
are 100 land- and sea -based data

Uhf antenna for
data recep bon

collection platforms distributed
around the country. These are

450 N

is planned for the 1990s.) The
system is multi -purpose in that
each satellite carries four distinct payloads for different purposes - telecommunications,

thruster

N.

Orb,

dtrection

EARTH

meteorology, broadcasting, and
the relaying of information from

Among the users of this data is
the World Weather Watch organization (see June 1987 issue,
p.603).

Earth sensors
T t c ornm antenna

generation of multi -purpose

automatic and unattended. They
transmit their data at u.h.f..
(402.75MHz) to a special anten-

na on the spacecraft (see diagram). A data relay transponder
then sends the information on a

terrestrial data collection platforms. As such it is a joint opera-

4GHz downlink to the proces-

Soar array

sing centre at Delhi.

tion run by the Indian government departments of space, telecommunications and meteorolo4
gy, together with the broadcasting authorities. Overall management is by a co-ordinating committee in the Department of
Space, which is directly responsible for the space segment India's second multi -purpose satellite has an asymmetrical structure with a solar array on one side and a balancing solar -wind 'sail'
of the whole system.
For India, with her huge land on the other. Diagram shows the orientation of the spacecraft in its

area of over 3 280 000 square geosynchronous orbit, with its antennas facing the Earth' (somekilometres, the wholesale adop- where off the picture to the bottom left). Overall height is 1c..4m.
tion of satellite communications
is

is

processed at a meteorological
data centre in Delhi and is also

both practical and cost-

effective. The government realised the potentialities after con- cost of running the equivalent
ducting their Satellite Instruc- landlines to thousands of remote
tional Television Experiment in towns and villages would be pro1975 (Wireless World, Sept. hibitive for the Indian economy.

For broadcasting services,
each satellite carries two high power S -band transponders giving national coverage. Their up-

links are actually in C band
(5.855-5.935GHz) and the S -

band downlink are at 2.5552.635GHz. ' The transmissions
are in fact within the 2.52.69GHz frequency band allocated at WARC 1979 for community satellite broadcasting in
national and regional systems.
Each transponder has a band-

width of 36MHz, a travelling
vice (large, medium, small and
transportable). Altogether this

wave tube amplifier r.f. output
power of 50W per channel, a

part of the Insat system has

transmitter antenna gain of

provided 3961 two-way voice or
equivalent circuits over 68 trunk

27dB and a minimum e.i.r.p. of

Insat system works in C band,
p.59).
Monochrome tv pictures were with uplinks at 5.935-6.425GHz

routes. But already more than

transponder will handle one

300 additional earth stations

transmitted on 860MHz from

have been approved for secondary telecomms services such as
private business and public sec-

direct broadcast television channel for community reception and

The telecomms part of the

1975, p.441 and Sept.1976,

and downlinks at 3.71-4.2GHz.

NASA's geosynchronous satellite Each satellite carries twelve
ATS-6 to community viewing 36MHz bandwidth transponders
centres in villages all over the for national coverage and these
country. The present satellite give a transmitter e.i.r.p. of

coverage reaches over great dis- 32dBW over the primary cover-

tances and rugged terrain into age area. So far there are 38
very inaccessible regions. The telecomms earth stations in ser-

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

tor networks, rural telegraphy
and computer communications.
Meteorological information is
transmitted in the form of complete Earth images at 30 minute

42dBW. Altogether, each 36MHz

five low-level carriers for radio
broadcasting signal distribution,
disaster warnings and standard
time and frequency signals.
As well as directly broadcast-

ing television programmes to
about 3200 community tv receiv-
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ers installed around the country,

the spacecraft.

the S -band downlinks also do the

I am greatly indebted to Professor Jai P. Singh, programme
director of Insat, for much of the
information in this report.

important job of providing signal
feeds to 197 stations in the
national terrestrial television
service. In fact the rapid expansion of the Indian tv service over
the past two or three years has
been entirely due to the availabil-

ity of this satellite signal distribution system. Educational

Europe's new
weather
satellites

programmes for schools and special programmes for selected rural areas are also distributed

The cloud patterns currently

through the system. A further

weather forecasts are derived

1100 direct -reception tv sets are

from a European Space Agency
geostationary weather satellite

being installed in the north-east
region of the country.
For sound radio broadcasting
the Insat system transmits high
quality five -channel signal feeds
to national and regional stations
run by All India Radio. So far 96
of these radio stations have been
equipped with S -band earth terminals. A sixth radio networking

channel is being prepared, not
only to provide programme feeds

but also for synchronization of
m.f. transmitters in the national
radio broadcasting service.

The mechanical structure of
Insat-IC (also of IB and ID) is
somewhat unusual. As seen in
the diagram, the spacecraft, built

by Ford Aerospace & Communications Corporation to Indian specifications, has a solar

seen by viewers of UK television

called Meteosat-F2. This was
launched in 1981. From its position at 0° longitude, it carries on

the work of Meteosat-Fl which
started transmitting in November 1977 but became defunct in
October 1985. A third ESA met sat called Meteosat P2 is due to

be launched by Ariane rocket
during 1988.
All three of these weather
satellites are pre -operational de-

signs, and Meteosat P2 will be
the last of the group. Europe's
future satellite -based meteorology will then be carried on by a
second generation of permanent
spacecraft called Meteosat Operational Satellites, MOP -1, -2 and
-3. These are now being manu-

factured, with Aerospatiale of

array on only one side of the

France as prime contractor, and

main body. The purpose of this

the first launch, MOP -1 on an
Ariane 4 rocket, is provisionally
planned for late 1988 or early

design is to ensure an unobstructed field of view into cold
space for the radiation cooler of
the Earth -imaging radiometer.
But this asymmetrical arrange-

ment on its own would disturb
the attitude of the spacecraft

1989.

Meanwhile an international
organization has been set up

specifically to run the whole

because of the solar wind pressure on the 11.5m' solar array. So

Meteosat operational programme. Called Eumetsat (European
Meteorological Satellite Orga-

the mechanical system is ba-

nisation), it is made up of 19

lanced by a solar -wind 'sail' on a

12 metre boom projecting from

participating countries from
Europe and North Africa. A

the other side of the spacecraft.

Eumetsat secretariat has been

Apart from the normal taking over various meteoro-

ing images by scanning in the
visible, infra -red and water -

tional antennas. All three of the

vapour spectral ranges.

geostationary orbit at about 0°
longitude.

new metsats will be put into

This electro-optical instrument comprises a telescope with
a focal length of 3650mm and a

Geostationary
satnav trials

set of detectors, located in the
focal plane, measuring the

radiance of the Earth and its Inmarsat is planning a satellite
cloud cover. The spin of the radionavigation system similar
satellite causes the radiometer to

in principle to the GPS/Naystar
and Glonass schemes (see April
axis, while a N -S scan is achieved 1987 issue, p.377) except that it
by incrementally tilting the tele- will use geostationary satellites.

scan the Earth along the E -W

scope a small amount at the end

of each E -W scan. Raw image
data from this scanning process
will be sent to ground at either
333kbit/s or 2.66Mbit/s on the
L -band frequency of 1.686GHz.

Secondly, the spacecraft will
be used as comsats to disseminate weather facsimile pictures
(Wefax) or high -resolution digit-

al pictures from Darmstadt to
weather forecasting services in
Europe, Africa and the Middle
East. For this there will be two

S -band uplink channels at
2.1GHz and corresponding L band downlinks at 1.69GHz. This
part of the system also provides a
service channel using similar up-

link and downlink frequencies
for data exchange purposes.

The third part of the satellites'
job will be to collect weather data

transmitted in 66 channels at
402MHz in the u.h.f. band from
unmanned automatic buoys in
the Atlantic Ocean. An L -band
downlink will then relay this data

to Darmstadt for near -Earth
weather forecasting. Finally,
there are the t.t.c. communications for operating the satellites
themselves (see September 1987
issue, p.927). Telecommand data

from a ground control station at
Michelstadt, near ESOC, while
telemetry data will be sent back
to the control station on L -band
downlinks.

logical activities previously per-

for attitude and orbit correc-

formed by ESA.

Each MOP spacecraft is
formed from two concentric

Meteosats, also geostationary,

cylindrical structures. The main,
larger -diameter cylinder, which

has an electromagnetic torque
system for fine position control.
This comprises a loop of wire
running around the periphery of
the satellite body. When a current is passed through this loop
it interacts with the Earth's
magnetic field rather like a coil

The new operational

will be similar to the current
pre -operational ones but will do
more. The enhanced service they
provide will have four main parts
to it. The principal task will be to

is covered with solar cells to

take pictures of the Earth and
send them to a central control

The second, smaller -diameter,
cylindrical structure carries an
electronically de -spun antenna,
the bulk of the communications
transponder equipment (made
by ANT Nachrichtentechnik of
West Germany) and some addi-

on the rotating armature of a
permanent -magnet electric
motor. Thus a small force is
applied to the wire loop and it

and processing station at Darm-

becomes a torque on the body of

camera is a radiometer, produc-
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stadt, W. Germany (actually
ESA's present Space Operations

Centre, ESOC). For this the

just started to transmit L -band
test signals for position finding
through its Marecs B2 geostationary comsat at 26°W over the
Atlantic Ocean.

The test transmissions are
spread -spectrum signals generated by direct modulation with a
pseudo -random noise (p.r.n.)
sequence at 1.023Mbit/s. A comparison of such signals coming
from several sources enables the
exact position of a receiver to be
found.
The similarity to GPS and Glonass offers two advantages. One

is that participants in trials will
be able to use modified existing
satnav receivers to receive the
signals. The other is that, if the
trials are successful, manufac-

turers of satellite communications terminals will be able to
design composite equipment
that will allow reception of satnav signals from both the existing 12 -hour period satellites
and those in the new Inmarsat
scheme. By transmitting p.r.n.
signals on a regular basis, Inmar-

sat could improve the coverage
of GPS/Glonass as well as provide

built-in navigation service, inwill be transmitted to the acluding
integrity information
spacecraft on S -band uplinks

reaction -propulsion thrusters
tions, the 1089kg spacecraft also

The 50 -member co-operative has

provide electrical power, carries

the scanning radiometer and
most of the satellite sub -systems.

and differential correction data,
with its normal satcoms service.

The current test transmissions are at a variety of power
levels in order to determine the

minimum power needed for
effective performance and to demonstrate that such signals can

co -exist with communications
signals in the same band. Organizations with L -band receiving

equipment, especially for GPS
reception, are being invited to
take part in the trials. Later on
another possible satnav scheme,
based on coherent narrow -band

carriers, will be tested over the
Inmarsat system.
Satellite Systems
is written by Tom Ivan
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Microcoding and bit -slice

techniques
Bit -slice technology and microcoding represent the point where
hardware and software meet. Together they produce high
performance processors with flexible instruction sets.
A.N. EDMONDS

State machines - the simplest and hence
fastest digital processors - can be made from
hard -wired logic and registers. Provided that

the number of states required is small, the
design of a state machine is quite easy, but
when the number of states reaches double
figures. working out the logic becomes a
daunting task.
Microcoding simplifies the design work,

allowing state machines with many
thousands of states to be produced with
relative ease. Read-only memory and a register make up the simplest form of microcoded

machine, Fig.1.
Outputs from the prom are split into two
fields, one controlling some external devices
and one producing the next address for the
rom. But such a configuration is of little use
if the next address can not be determined
externally..

Next address

rate with the number of address lines needed
to control the proms. It is possible to buy an

f

entire controller on a single chip: an example of this is the AM29PL141.

Rom

Rom

MICROCODE CONTROL STORE

Registered proms are normally used in
microcoded designs since they reduce the
number of chips needed. They ensure that all

the parallel outputs of the microcode are at
the same pipeline depth, which makes coding easier, and produce clean control signals
that are valid throughout
Most devices that would be controlled by
bit slice have a flow -through architecture,
making the microcode proms the source of

synchronization in design, minimizing

HRegister

Control signals

Clock

Fig 1. Read-only memory and a register
make up the simplest form of microcoded
machine.

Fig2. In this general-purpose
sequencer, a microcode field

Figure 2 shows a general-purpose sequencer. It is built around a multiplexer; a

from the rom determines

further microcode field from the rom selects
the source of the next rom next address.

comes from.

where the next rom address
Lost -in -first -out

Clock

stock

The source options are an instruction
counter for stepping through a sequence of

locations in ascending order, the next
address field from the rom used to jump to a

new sequence, a mapping input used to
jump to a new address supplied externally,
and a stack, where a number of previous
addresses can be stored in a last -in -first -out

Inc rementer

Mopping input

manner to provide subroutine linkage. All or

I I

some of these choices can be made conditional upon the state of an external line to

Mu' tiplexer

give conditional branching.

Frequently, a counter is provided for
'for -next. loop counting. Source selections
for the next address form a primitive series of

control instructions analogous to control
functions found in high-level languages, like
IF. FOR. WHILE, GOSUB. GOTO and RETURN. Microcode

"meta assemblers" can make the writing of
microcode much easier than it seems at first
glance, and much more like writing a program in a high-level language.
Thus the primitive controller consists of a
sequencer with a single line -condition input, some proms connected in parallel to
give a microcode width as large as required,
and a mapping input of a width commensu-
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Rom

Condition

input

Instruction
decoder

Clock

Register
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Fig.3. This controller, based on the 2910, is optimized to work with the a.l.0 of Fig.5 to produce a simple 16bit c.p.u.

clock skew problems and simplifying timing

originally from AMI) but now also from

discrete tasks, each requiring one or more

calculations. The exception to this is the

many other manufacturers. Address/data
width of the 2910 is twelve bits, giving a
maximum microcode depth of 4K. This is
frequently all that is needed. The diagram

microcode words. These sequences of words

Analog Devices range of 16bit digital signal

processing chips. They have internal

can be placed arbitrarily in the microcode
depth, and each has a unique start address.

ner must use a mixture of registered and
unregistered parts to bring the pipelining

shows 2K registered proms, so most significant bit Y11 of the NA bus is disre-

Assuming that the instruction to start one
of these sequences is received as a coded
word on the ID bus, the mapping prom IC2 is

back into line.
It is not a problem to have different parts
of a circuit at different pipeline depths. But if
the circuit you design must respond instantly to some external stimulus, for example an

garded.

used merely to convert the code to the

interrupt, it is important that elements
controlled at different depths have no interaction.
Figure 3 shows a complete design for a
controller using the well established 2910,

Devices IC12 perform the mapping func-

Controller Fig. 3 is optimized to work

tion. Often, as in my later example, a

with the a.l.u. in Figs 4,5 to produce a simple
16bit c.p.u.

control -path registers, meaning that a desig-

Four instruction -bus bits of the 2910

appropriate start address. If the decoding

provide 16 instructions. These assume inputs from various sources, and outputs PI..

were not too difficult, IC2 could be replaced
by a pal, or even discrete logic. If you were

MAP. and vEcT can be used to selectively switch

very lucky with the instruction format and

several different drivers onto the 2910 D
input.

start addresses used, you might even be able
to do without a mapping prom.

controller is required to perform a series of

Fig.4. Block diagram of the processor in Fig.5. This 16bit c.p.u. performs simple operations on data from 32 registers.
16 -bit

Mapping

type

prom

register
Internal data and command

Oota 16 bits

Register

To ram

16 -bit buffer
Address

1111

16 bits

16 -bit buffer
Input
16 -bit presetable
counter

A

Select

test

I

u

Sequencer
and microcode

t
Control
16 -bit Otyp,
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Fig.5. Demonstration 16bit c.p.u. design
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Arithmetic instructions
15 14 13 12

10

11

98

7

6

5

4

Instruction
code

3

2

1

0

SRC2

SRCIIDEST

15 14 13 12

10

11

code

98

7

6

Condition

pies of the standard instruction form I have

ratios in performance can be even more

chosen. You can see that IC13.15 form a

impressive.

multiplexer selecting either the source/

SUPPLIERS OF BIT -SLICE
DEVICES

Conditional jump instructions
Instruction Oda

considers floating-point performance, the

5

4

3

2

1

0

x Address reg.

YP

Fig.6. Examples of instruction words for
the 16bit processor, Fig.5.
15

It is impracticable to list all the manufactur-

ers of microcode controllable devices, but
here are a few. AMD produces a range from
the humble 2900 family, to the 29100 16bit
family and 20300 32bit series. Most are now
available in c-mos. Analog Devices makes a
series of 16bit i.cs including a sequencer and

destination operand, the second operand, or
microcode onto these bottom five bits. Figure 7 shows the assignments for the 29117
registers that I have selected.

Which aspect of the internal status is
selected for tests is controlled by T Inputs of
the a.l.u., IC12. Component IC20 latches the
conditional field of the instruction for con-

ditional jumps etc. The 29117 condition
output connects to the 2910 test input.

address generator, but notably lacking a
General registers
27

Reserved for constants

28
29
30

Stack pointer

31

Intruction counter

Fig.7. Allocation of the demonstration processor's 32 registers.

BIT -SLICE DEVICES

Originally, the name bit slice applied to a
family of parts from which a general proces-

sor could be made, and which are now
largely superseded. A 16bit a.l.u. for instance
could be made from four of these parts, each

of which would deal with four bits, a 32bit

a.l.u. with eight and so on. Data into the
a.l.u. is thus "sliced" horizontally.

Now the term bit slice is used rather
inaccurately to cover any devices that perform processing tasks that are not capable of
standing alone and require external control.
Examples are sequencers, a.l.us, floatingpoint processors, interrupt controllers, multipliers, direct memory access controllers,
etc.
Bit -slice devices are mainly used in com-

putation and control. The same can be said
of microprocessors, and bit -slice techniques
can be applied over the same wide field. It is

general purpose a.l.u.
INSTRUCTION FETCHING
Integrated Device Technology has a c-mos
In
such
a design it is common to use the
range from four bits to 32, some modelled on
a.l.u.
for
both address and data calculations.
AMD parts. Cypress Semiconductor provides
c-mos versions of AMD parts with various This means that for every instruction perspeed and performance improvements. formed the a.l.u. has to modify the instrucFinally, Wietek produces a formidable range tion counter. If you assume that for perhaps
of floating-point processors for microcoded 80% of the time the processor is merely
accessing the next sequential instruction,
systems.
performance can be drastically enhanced by
off-loading the incrementing of instruction
A SIMPLE 16 -BIT BIT SLICE CPU
counter lc to a separate counter.
To help illustrate the writing of microcode I
This counting is done by IC25_28, arranged
have included the design of a simple 16bit as a 16bit presettable counter. When the
c.p.u. using the AMD AM29117 a.l.u., Fig.5. value of lc is modified by a jump the counter
It performs a range of primitive operations is merely reloaded. During normal sequenon data from two internal registers or from tial accesses the counter is incremented
its D input and deals with byte or 16bit word while the a.l.u. process the instruction. A
values.
similar tactic could be tried with the stack
Most operations are completed in two pointer, but this would over -complicate an
cycles. The design lacks several of the re- illustrative design. Devices 1C21.22 allow the
quirements of a complete c.p.u., for instance lc value to be used in address calculations by
d.m.a. and interrupts, although these could passing it back to the a.l.u. D input.
easily be added. It is, however, exceedingly
Clock and enable lines of the registers and
fast, and with a clock speed of 8MHz, three buffers all receive individual microcode bits

mega -instructions per second can be ex-

pected, depending on the instruction set.
I have already chosen an instruction set,

which the configuration of IC1,2 in Fig.3
suits. Similarly I have made choices in Fig.5.
like a 16bit address and data bus and a Von

Neumann architecture. My final circuit is
still capable, merely by changing the contents of IC2 and IC4.9, of running a wide
range of instruction sets. It is one of the
strongest features of bit -slice technology

the speed and flexibility of these devices that

and microcode that with them one can

make them preferable in many high speed

emulate other processors, and quite possibly
improve on their speed.

applications like signal processing.
For high -volume production a custom i.c.

design gives a much lower chip count and
power consumption, although low -power
bit -slice products are now available in cmos. Fo? smaller runs, however, these devices are often the optimum choice, and it is
interesting to note that custom -chip cell
libraries frequently contain bit -slice a.l.us
and sequencers.
It

is now common to breadboard and

Referring to block diagram Fig.4 and
circuit Fig.5, incoming data from the ram is
latched in IC10.11. These values could be
instructions, pure data, or addresses. For an
instruction value, IC1.2 of Fig.3 define the
appropriate start address in the microcode
for that instruction. The sequencer jumps to
that start address as the previous instruction

ends. If the value is data, then the a.l.u. is
instructed to load it and operate on it. If the

gy. Complexity of microcode controllable

value is an address, the a.l.u. passes it or
operates on it, and the result is latched in
IC18.19 for use in the next cycle on the

devices has kept pace with microprocessors,

address bus.

debug in bit -slice, and ultimately implement
designs in application -specific i.c. technolo-

and 32 -bit slices are now available from
several manufacturers.
When comparing microprocessors and bit

slice for a design

it

is often difficult to

compare like with like. A 12.5MHz 68010
takes 400ns to add two registers. A design

using the AMD 29300 family clocked at
8MHz could do it in 125ns. When one
62

Components IC 13-15.20 are concerned with

a.l.u. control. I have decided in my instruc-

tion set that

all

arithmetic and logical

instructions, i.e. all data -related instructions. will act only on registers. The lower
five instruction bits of the 29117 select the
register for each operation and decode non register instructions. Figure 6 shows exam -

where possible; my first rule of bit -slice
design is, if in doubt assign a microcode bit
to it. Once the micrcode is written you can

look for duplication in the use of control
lines, but at this stage it is better to assume
that the lines need to be separate.
An active -low reset line is assumed for the

design. The proms specified have an initialization function that forces the outputs
to a programmable state at power up.

ADJUSTING THE CYCLE PERIOD
Life is easier if the clock -cycle period of the
system is constant. This does however mean
that the worst -case delays for all the data and

control paths in the system must be calcu-

lated, and the clock cycle adjusted to
accommodate the longest.
If the worst delay occurs in a subset of the
possible cycle types, i.e. only while a condi-

tion is evaluated for a conditional jump,
another tack can be taken. Length of the
clock cycle itself can be microcode selected

by using a much higher clock rate and a
programmable divider. The AMD Am2925 or
IDT IDT49C25 are examples of such devices

and 15-30% speed improvements can be
obtained by using them.
In his next article A.N. Edmonds looks at

the writing of microcode and writing aids
available.
Andrew Edmonds is consultant digital design engineer and Director of Guyvale Ltd.
Hitchin.
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CIRCUIT IDEAS
Three-way crossover network

10

v

This is a slightly different line of thinking on

low-level crossover networks, the chief
1

merit ofwhich is that it leads to an unusually
simple three-way design.

B

BK

inn
6k45

Transmission functions for maximally
flat, two -pole high and low-pass networks

1.0

are,

DO

A

W4

22a

6k 41
1

High pass

22n

_F356

LF356

BK w

A

and,

10e

input -V\A's

+

-"

10k

ITL12- 1 +A4w4
1

LF356

10

V

10

J.

I

Mid

ramie

22n

respectively where A is the cut-off frequency
for the high-pass network and the reciprocal

BK

of the cut-off frequency for the low-pass
network. In a two way system with cross-

25i. 8

wt

15k

over w=1.0, A=1.0 and the sum of the

F356

expressions is 1.0; this means that, ignoring
phase angle, the total power delivered to the
two channels is constant.
In a three-way system based on w=1.0,
the sum of the power contributions from the

go

Low

LF356

K=4

high-pass and -low pass channels is,
to4

-7(1+A4W4)-1+V

I

A

kr2 +.4

11'1-12=

'TH12+11112- A(1+110(1+A.4)

WA

The general form of these functions sug-

gests that all three can be produced in a

014
+w8
1+2-

single network, and further that the network

A4

will consist mainly of two cascaded dif-

(A4 +Ifs ) +w8

BK(1+3A) 12 =0

2K

1
4

2

K2

A-

-2 BK(1 +3A)

accepted, the mid -range channel must have,

.4
w4(A4+I)-2--A4

1.4112-

K2

+ (04 (A4

+1) +
A4

the circuit shown

Crossover frequencies are V K and
Assume output voltages of w2, -K and

(

2+

+4=K2+2

Kf---

K2+2

Solving (1) for B

1iw2 as shown. Find voltage V for each of the
g

(13

034/A4_

j4)

1+w4(A4+A-4)+0)8
which is not maximally flat but approaches it

as A grows larger. It is a common and
satisfactory practice to use a maximally flat
bandpass filter for the centre channel.

Iwo feedback paths and set the two values

+K-2 +1/0. There will be a term in

(412+1/cu2 which must equal zero, equation
(11, and a constant term which must equal

both gives,

solved for A and B in terms of K.

tion, but otherwise performance was as

A
v=1 e+3A

1+3A

=j. BK

+ (0)

K (w2+
e=w w
A
1

2, 1

expected.

A

w2) 1+3A

USA
cl)

+l

BK(1+3A) /0,
2A

k

Don't waste ideas
I We
prefer circuit ideas contributions with
w)

neat drawings and widely -spaced typescripts
1
+0,4+4+2

2 K
E

=

A

1?Ck

(1)2

W
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rBK(1 3A)1 [(0,2
2A

McKenny W. Egerton jr.
Owings Mills

w - I-

2

4+K2+,04

14 -1 -K24 -W4

1 +3A

I tound it necessary to shunt resistor A with
200pF to suppress high -frequency oscilla-

K2

I2=

-V81

it2, equation (2). The two equations are

values of A, say 2 or greater, A4- /A4 hardly

differs from A4+1/A4. Substituting K4 for

B=

equal. Solve this equation for e and then set

Observe, though, that for reasonable

ELIT

A-

V K and coefficients A and B are most

ie 2=104

ITMI2=

4-K
A

' A'

easily found as follows.

A4

=K2-

square,

These clues and some trial and error produce
is

2

2A

Substituting (1) in (21 and completing the

ferentiators and two cascaded integrators.

If the constant total power criterion

(1)

2A

but we would rather have scribbles on the
'back of an envelope' than let good ideas be
wasted.

1-2]

Minimum payment of £35 is made for
published circuits, normally in the month
following publication.
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CIRCUIT IDEAS
5V rail for telephone
circuits

From diode bridge and protection
+5V 5mA

DOK 1N4148
R2

33

11

81

5

6

D2v 1N4148

Obtaining a 5V rail from a telephone line is
difficult because a.c. speech and d.c. occupy
the same pair of lines.

BC856 Li
3

Direct voltage, which at a line current of

1m

6.5V, one has to allow about 2V peak for the

R1

3V3

10k

IN
4148

D3

or 3V by the polarity guard bridge and
protection circuits. Of the remaining say

C1

speech signal, which makes a 5V supply

difficult to achieve. In addition, circuits
across the line have to present a high

t

2

470p

A Maxim MAX230 i.c. with its oscillator

This circuit provides 5V at 5mA. Supplying the 3.3V zener diode is a transistor

running at about 40kHz (set by C2) provides
d.c.-to-d.c. conversion. Supply voltage determines whether the oscillator is on or off.

Peripheral sharing
It is often useful to share one serial peripheral such as a printer between two computers.
This sharing circuit consists of readily avail -

Efficiency of the converter depends mainly on the inductor; 60/70% is easily achievable.
T. Segaran, York

able components, is easily adapted for more
than two channels, and can be modified to
suit either RS232 or RS422 periperals.

acts as a clock for ICI;, to keep the osi( signal

While the first channel is sending, the

break, IC23 hold off its access for a period

second -channel input is disabled. Input data

low. To prevent the second channel from

breaking in during a brief transmission
depending on the settings of switches S1 s.

Input devices ICI

From

150

7404
3

PC1 -

150

(data)

9

7404

75189
4

6

75188

7404

7400

i330p
From

Data present

2

1

work at up to

19.2kbit/s.
B. A. Randall
Coventry
Warwickshire.

7400
1

5k1

4

C2 T 47p

impedance to a.c. signals.

constant -current source set to about 12mA.

7

MAX 630

°is

30mA must be less than 9V, is reduced by 2

75189

15k

3

Tr1

8

2

3

To pr in

0

7400

7404

7400

3

PC2

6

a
7474

+5

Idatal
330p

3

T220

5

7400

12
11

7404

12
11

13

5

13
CK

CLR

7402
7400

75188

Select time-out
(optional)

2

7400

3

7474
3

To PC2

1

6

+5

CK

2

CLR

MR)

16

4

a

74164

10

S1 to8

11

220

PC1 selected

7404

75189

12

13

9

5

From

10

printerIDSRI

10
9

-L

7402
12

330

a

9

7404

7474
11

8

CK

CLR
13

7404

11

10

220

PC2

selected

7404

9

J
I

Master
clear

1p

Power -up clear

Time-out
clock
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CIRCUIT IDEAS
+5V

To pins 20

'1100n

-1- loon

-T-

at IC11 & 12

100n

100n

To pins 10
at 1C118,12

16 F-114

F-11

-SS-

IC2
13C

LS390

1C3

-SS

13.4

IC5
13

CK LS193

16

16

13

4

8

8

IC6

12

10 9

msb

,.s.,
lops

Programmable
+sv
pulse
generator

lms

;100
1

10ms 100

Is

ITS

s

3

15

2

loon

12 Is ,619 119115

13

12 15 16 19 119115116112

16112

x 1J6

DO

16

14

m.s.b

I.s.b

Msb

Ise
4

13

LS193

17-179-

Si

3

11

11

LS151

IC9

11

10

11

6

8

9

1 s b 13 14 17 18

-0-

ICio

LS3 74

1(12

1811711413s

I
I st3.13 14 P 18 118117116113s
b

067

DB2
13

15
2

11

12

10

16

LS3 74

OBO

8

+SV

It -1

Out

LS17 5

,

DB1
0130

ICo
OS

LS138
CKA

AO

CI%

Al

Ckc

J9
15

ICOF011)

1100n

14

CK
IC 7,3

13

GND-a.

I COF1H)

LS74
COF 2H)

D

0

r-DG_7toapple expansion slot

A few t.t.l. devices provide a software -

to address COFO selects 1MHz output and
writing 6 selects 1Hz.
Two further programmable divide -by -n
computers. Both the pulse's mark/space
counters. IC5m, determine the pulse mark/
ratio and frequency are programmable.
Output from the I MHz clock generator space ratio. Latch IC11 holds the count value
passes through six divide -by -ten stages to for logic one while latch IC ,2 hold the value
provide seven output frequencies. One of for logic zero. Values for these latches range
these outputs, selected by demultiplexer IC,. from 0 to 255 and are written to addresses

alternately to the counters. If slot 7 is not

programmable pulse generator for Apple Ile

used. addresses required are,

passes to the next stage. Assuming that

Virgilio Lattanzi
Civitanova Marche. Italy.

Apple slot seven is used, writing a zero value

COF1 and COF2.

Bistable device IC7 connects ICI! and ICI.,

Slot

Address

Slot

Address

6
5
4

COED -2

CODO-2
COCO-2

3
2

COBO-2
COAO-2

1

C090-2

Stop -band pilot filter

These filters may be difficult to obtain. Webster
Electronics can supply 20kHz filters in standard

ln the pass -band filter circuit in the September

HC34/U 2in can with H -type element. Inductance

5k0. Supply voltage for that circuit was 15V.

In frequency -division multiplexing, pass and

of these filters is around 2000H and equivalent

stop -band filters are used to split pilot

series resistance is 161(1/.

frequencies from telephone channels. This
stop -band filter, and the pass -band filter

Vcc(-154)

shown earlier*, avoid using differential
transformers.
Requirements for the filter were a pass
band from 2 to 19.85kHz, attenuation ripple
Lc 0.3dB, stop bandwidth of 20kHz ±4Hz and
15dB. Using the equations

attenuation of

given for the pass -band filter gives this
circuit. For narrower stop bandwidth and/or
lower stop -band attenuation, inductors L12
can be eliminated.
Laka kvan, Beograd. Yugoslavia
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issue. A 1 .2 should read 21.2 and 501(11 should read

auortz fc.20kHz

1k

1---"JVV---

I

1000

BCY78

_

_J

130k
1k

li5

CIRCUIT IDEAS
Sensor crystal
oscillator

With a 5MHz crystal, optimum circuit

A simple calculation shows that the condition of oscillation is Rx<R3R4/R6, where Rx is

values are 2.2k1/ for RI, 1500 for R2, 3300
the crystal's equivalent series resistance. for R3, 120 for R4, 2200 for R5, 680 for R6
Limiting Schottky diodes set the final and 8200 for R7. Resistor R1 needs to be
oscillation level. Crystal dissipation in this reduced for higher frequency crystals and
circuit is very low - another important point increased for lower frequency crystals. All
decoupling capacitors are 0.33p.F ceramic
for sensor applications.
Output buffering is provided by the three types. Output is a good sinusoidal waveform
remaining transistors; Tr4 works as an emit- of over 100mV r.m.s.
ter follower into current -sink Trs, which is T.H.O'Dell
London
biased by Tr2.

Quartz crystals may be used as very senstive
temperature or mass sensors by monitoring

changes in the resonant frequency. This
circuit was developed for such applications.

To prevent fluctuations in resonant frequency caused by stray capacitance, the
crystal is used as a series -resonant circuit.

This is important in sensor applications
ince a few centimetres of screened twin lead
ust separate the crystal from the circuit. It

01 53 Scho-tky

also important that the circuit presents a
ery low impedance at the two points where
e crystal is connected.

Ri

Transistors in the circuit are part of a

R5

R7

' 046 high -frequency, low -voltage array.

Their numbering corresponds to the data
sheet; this choice allows compact p.c.b.
layout.
The oscillator is a Meacham bridge con-

1

Tr3
C

figuration. Transistors Tr1.3 form a wide band amplifier with an inverting output at

Tri rj
C

the emitter of Tr3 and a non -inverting

CLOY

output at junction R4,5. Positive feedback is

via the crystal while a smaller amount of
negative feedback, which also fixes d.c.

D21

1r2

R

levels, is provided by R3.

Reversible proportional control for small d.c. motors
One quad i.c. and a few driving components
provide smooth bidirectional power control,
with centre off, for a small d.c. motor.
Triangle -wave amplitude is set by R1,2 and

tions is controlled by the 101d1 potentiometer and the preset potentiometer varies
width of the dead band at the centre of the

supply but the motor -drive circuit supply
voltage can be selected to suit the motor -

control -potentiometer travel.

R.A. Beck

within reasonable limits.

Use of power mosfets would increase Hook
efficiency. Control circuitry needs a 12V Hampshire

frequency is set by timing components R3
and C1. Power to the motor in both direc-

12v

47k Z 10k

4k3
3

2k

-Z1N4001

2k

C1

',.TL084

100n

130n

10k

v,

11

2'.

p

.> 2k

2

TIP126

111.
2k

TIP126

1N

4001

O

10k

HH
10y

1N

4001

5k

""100n Z15k
BC182

TIP121

1)p

& 1N

TIP121

4001
13

47"
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2k

1k
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Eight...Sixteen...ThirtyTwo
The Most Versatile Multi -Processor Trainer In The World.
for multidisciplinary training,
interface the basic trainer with
processor Training System
other Lab -Volt Systems. Other
is different things to different
unique features:
people. Yet, it is the same to
everyone-cost effective. The
Three Central Processing Units
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Open Access Hands -On
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Completely Integrated Training
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Courseware
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The future of leaded
components
The surface -mounted device business is forecast to grow
ten -fold over the next five years, though the market for
leaded components is still likely to rise. For many
companies, if and when to move over to surface mounting
will not be a simple choice.
GRAHAM FOSTER

WI*thout

leads, components offer

higher -speed digital circuitry and less

COSTLY EXERCISE

susceptibility to electromagnetic interference. But the irresistible attractions of

Despite all these advantages there will be

surface -mounted devices to most producers of

ing is not yet right, especially for companies
that have already invested heavily in conventional insertion machinery. The real cost of
throwing out existing automation equipment
and remodelling the factory can make surface

electronics are miniaturization and potentially lower automation and manufacturing costs.
Board -area savings are typically between 40
and 60% when converting a traditional
through -hole design to a surface mounted
one. The cost per unit area for a multilayer
board suitable for surface mounting may be
about 20% higher, but the cost of the bare
boards can still be significantly reduced. With

cost parity between leaded and unleaded
devices now commonplace, surface mount
can offer lower overall board costs.

many cases where the time for surface mount-

mounting actually more expensive in the
short to medium term.
If there is an existing design which perhaps

requires minor modifications rather than
major redesign, then a conversion to surface

mount may be an unnecessary and costly
exercise. In some cases there may even be a
requirement for the product to be made using

conventional technology. Some telecomms
MATERIALS AND AUTOMATION

With a little lateral thinking, however, the
production of smaller boards can be turned
either into more compact products or alternatively into systems with many additional

features but no bigger than their conventionally manufactured counterparts. These
cabinet materials savings are perhaps the
most tangible and immediate benefit of surface mounting on raw materials costs.

When automation is considered. surface

equipment falls into this category.
Another field where designs will stick with

leaded components is military applications
where there is no particularly strong pressure
towards miniaturization. In large parts of this
inherently conservative and protected business, designs will change only slowly over to
surface mount. Paradoxically, however, the
military industry, because of its need in some

areas, such as airborne and man -carried
equipment which need to be as small and light

mounting also compares favourably with
leaded component assembly. While auto-

as possible, is in a better position to adopt
surface mounting than most commercially

mated production equipment for radial components will typically not be able to handle
axial devices, for example, pick -and -place

In the consumer area, it may often not be
possible to realise one of the major benefits of

machines for s.m.ds are generally more
flexible.

A single type of machine will be equally
capable of placing resistors, capacitors, induc-

tors and active components. Surface mount
assembly can require less factory space and
labour and is generally simpler and cheaper to
implement. Savings of up to 50% on assembly

based companies.

surface mounting, i.e. smaller and cheaper
cabinets, so designs may stick with conventional leaded components for some time yet there is little to be gained from making
telephones smaller. And until there are radical
improvements in television tube technology

or flat panel displays there will be little
incentive to reduce the size of tv electronics.

costs are currently being claimed by pro-

The same applies to sound reproduction

ponents of surface mounting.
The use of solder creams in surface mount-

number of knobs and buttons on the front

ing, which must be applied and processed
within perhaps 10 to 12 hours, also provides a

potentially cost -saving discipline to the
assembly process. The time that partially
assembled boards spend languishing on the
shop floor will tend to fall - along with storage
space and cost.
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equipment whose size is dictated more by the
than by the electronics inside.

LIKELY CANDIDATES
If, on the other hand, a project calls for a new
design or a substantial re -design of an essen-

tially obsolete product, then this is a likely
candidate for surface mount. Even when a

Leaded Schottky diodes from ITT

company has significant investment in
through -hole assembly equipment, it should
still implement the new design practices and
embrace surface mount when appropriate,
even if this means subcontracting in the first
instance.
Every design, especially a new one, should
now be considered for surface mount. The
benefits are clearly there. There are lessons to
be learnt, but these should be tackled as soon
as possible if British industry is not to miss the
boat. Just as component manufacturers have
had to adapt their production methods to the
trend towards surface mounting, s.m.d. users

need to adapt their thinking to the new
technology.
Stuffing boards with leaded components is

essentially a mechanical job based around
producing good solder joints between compo-

nent leads and copper tracks. It is a skill at
which many assemblers are masters. But with
the reflow processes widely used for surface

mounting, a new range of skills needs to be

gained. Screen printing, the use of solder
creams. reflow profiling and thermal shock all
need to be carefully managed to avoid disaster.

Rework on through -hole boards is bad
enough, but on surface mounted boards is
even worse.

Graham Foster is with AVX Ltd ofAldershot.
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8-10A ON, S/C protect
2-135A ON, S/C protect + sense
All: ex-VAT/Works, Call Bingo for details.

hob 111.11.0 Camp.

INI12110- 10

th Midlands Communications 1,

S.M. HOUSE, SCHOOL CLOSE, CHANDLERS FORD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, EASTLEIGH, HAMPSHIRE S05 3BY, UK
TELEPHONE: [+44] ([0)703) 255111 FAX: [+44] ([0]703) 263507 SMC FX TELEX: 477351 SMCOMM G
ENTER 54) ON REPLY CARD

IN VIEW OF THE EXTREMELY RAPID CHANGE TAKING
PLACE

IN

ELECTRONICS

THE

INDUSTRY.

LARGE

QUANTITIES OF COMPONENTS BECOME REDUNDANT.

QUALITY QUARTZ
CRYSTALS QUICKLY
Our frequency ranges are.

WE ARE CASH PURCHASERS OF SUCH MATERIALS AND

M. P. U. Crystals

M.P.U. Oscillators

WOULD APPRECIATE A TELEPHONE CALL OR A LIST IF
AVAILABLE. WE PAY TOP PRICES AND COLLECT.

R. Henson Ltd.
21 Lodge Lane, N. Finchley, London, N12 8JG.
5 mins. from Tally Ho Corner

I

I

1 0 k Hz

50kHz

100kHz 500kHz

1MHz

Professional Crystals
We also supply quartz crystal filters.
oscillators of all types and
communication antennae

Webster Electronics
iL MINSTER, SOMERSET TA19 90A. ENGLAND

Telephone: 01-445 2713/0749
1

\1

1.

It 19 (

RE1'1.1
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100MHz 250MHz 360MHz

TEL:10160157166 TELEX: 46571 FRONCY G
FAX (0460) 579E5

ENTER 460N REPLY CARD

rTELECOMMS TOPICS
Telecom '87:
standardization
at Geneva
The Telecom series of events,

held every four years by the
International Telecommunications Union (ITU), are the most
important events in the Telecom

calendar. As such, companies
spent vast sums of money and
put on impressive displays. For
example, it was rumoured in
Geneva that IBM had spent $8M

on its stand and that it had
already been sold so that, after
the show, it was going to be

dismantled and rebuilt elsewhere as a disco. This indicates

the way that reality and future
prospects are mixed with pure
hype - but which is which?

Virtually all the major companies are demonstrating their
ISDN capabilities with, for exam-

ple, Northern Telecom showing
that its switches are capable of

interworking with terminals
from a variety of vendors. And on

the APT stand the Hayes (of

144kbit/s ISDN connections

KDD (Kokusai Denshin Denwa of

two companies will examine how

(CCITT I 420) with full inter working between 80kbit/s and

Japan), NTT, the Swiss PTT,
Telenet Communications Cor-

the former's expertise in database and network management

144kbit/s.

poration and the French packet switching service, Transpac.
Vendors included DEC, Hew-

can be combined with Siemens'
experience in switching technol-

lett Packard, IBM, Nixdorf,

munications services. This study
is part of a worldwide effort with-

Even though a growing num-

ber of PTTs are making their
intentions public, with 1990
being the date by which enough
ISDNs will be implemented and
connected to form the nucleus of
a global network, there is a question mark over the real arrival of

Olivetti, Philips, STR, TelicAlcatel and Unisys. Their con-

ISDN. As with any service, this is
because it can only be considered

large.

certed presence underlines the

fact that the X.400 market is
perceived as potentially very

ogy to create new telecomin the industry to develop and
offer innovative services that
combine telephone networks
and computers.
Similarly, Plessey is to collaborate with Digital Equipment

ings of ISDN should appear in

Work on X.400 is truly international and it now appears that
in due course it will provide the
universal e-mail access required
by users. Even though over 500
tests have been completed by the

countries across Europe and
around the rest of the world

participants to prove that the
different systems and services

within the next year, with international interconnection following from 1989/90. For example,
the Norwegian Telecommunications Administration announced
that it is planning an ISDN test
programme from 1988. This will
lead to a field trial in 1989 and a

interwork correctly, services will

processing power of the compu-

not be introduced overnight. A

ter to be married to the com-

representative of Telecom Gold,
the UK Dialcom service, said that
as soon as all the tests are satis-

munication power of Plessey's

factorily completed they will
start "populating" their database. As this is a task that will
pilot service for customers in apparently take two or three
1990 A limited number of large months to complete, a service
customers owning ISDN- cannot be expected to start be-

nology will be available to the

to exist when a critical mass of

subscribers has been reached
and its growth becomes selfsustaining. Commercial offer-

Corporation, the world's third

largest computer equipment
manufacturer, on the develop-

ment of computer integrated
telephony (c.i.t.) services. The
aim of the project is to develop

products that will enable the

ISDX, in such a way that the
unique capabilities of each techuser as if in a single system.
Much of the applications work

within the c.i.t. programme has
been completed in co-operation
with British Telecom in the UK

and Northern Telecom in the
USA under joint development
agreements with DEC. Within

and Philips Telecommunications

compatible p.a.b.xs will partici- fore next March.
pate in the pilot scheme, with a
AT&T and Philips Telecomgradual extension to small and munications were stressing the
medium sized users. A nation- importance of their SLC 120

(APT) 5ESS-PRX switch. This

wide ISDN service is due to oper-

Network Access System which is

capabilities that extend c.i.t.

product occupies one -full length
expansion slot in an IBM p.c. or
compatible and is controlled by
Hayes telecommunications soft-

ate in Norway as a commercial
operation from 1992. This will

intended to offer PTTs a costeffective and versatile way of

across a broad spectrum of tele-

include telephony, Group 4 facsimile, teletex and teledata.

allowing them to introduce

manufacturers and service pro-

digital and optical technology

ware to give the computer full

Even if there is some uncer-

viders will be available. Digital is
also working with other telecom-

access to the Basic Rate Interface
(2B+D).
However, the most impressive
ISDN demonstration at Telecom
'87 was the first multi -exchange

tainty regarding ISDN, the X.400

into the subscriber loop quickly
and economically. It is an adv-

modem fame) ISDN PC Card was

shown connecting the ubiquitous p.c. through an AT&T

working using two satellites
linking System X switches in the

UK network and the USA with
the System X exchange at the
show. A remote concentrator in
Washington was operating as an

integral part of this System X
exchange 4 000 miles away. With
the co-operation of British Tele-

com, the Geneva System X was
operating as an integral part of
the UK telephone network and

was providing a 'London' exchange and ISDN lines to five

message handling system anced primary 4x30 channel
appears to be going critical. multiplexer capable of connec-

X.400 is a series of recommenda- tion to any higher order metallic
tions published by the CCITT to or optical fibre transmission sysdefine the mechanisms for inter - tem with a 2Mbit/s CCITT -

working between different mes- compatible interface. It can
sage handling systems. A notice- group any combination of voice
able proportion of the users of and data services and is capable
the two million or more mail of handling the ISDN services of
boxes on electronic mail systems the future. In particular, the SLC
are no doubt already fretting at 120 is claimed to be ideal for

their inability to communicate
with uses on systems other than
their own. Thus, the potential
user base for X.400 already exists

quickly supplying extra line
capacity; for modernizing and

replacing smaller public exchanges; and for providing a

in the user bases of existing broad range of services to PTT
e-mail systems.
customers. SLC 120, to be

the next twelve months, software

communications equipment

munications companies to implement a variety of c.i.t.-based
products and services. These include Sweden's Ericsson, Philips

Telecommunication and Data
Systems in the Netherlands as
well as Siemens.
However, Geneva was not just
for the giants. Austin Taylor, part

of the British joint venture,
attracted much attention (including that of Prince Michael of
Kent) with its key -and -lamp systems. Not only has it introduced

a smaller version that supports
four lines and four desk units,
but it has designed a portable
electronic key -and -lamp system.

other exhibitors at Telecom '87.
These were Comsat Corporation,

The Geneva demonstration,
following on from one by 14
companies at the CeBIT trade

BT, STC, Plessey and GEC.
To date, BT, System X's largest

fair in Hanover, West Germany
last March, involved 21 of the

customer, had operated a commercial ISDN revenue -earning
service using 80kbit/s connections. However, System X has
now been upgraded to provide

world's leading developers of

highlight the reality of the con-

X.400 products and services. The

vergence between telecommunications and computers.

communications needs, such as

Under the terms of agreement

incident centres, or for back-up

between IBM and Siemens, the

for main switch failures.
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PTTs and service providers included AT&T, British Telecom,
Deutsche Bundespost, Dialcom,

manufactured by APT in Malmesbury, Wiltshire, is expected

It is essentially a Sprite 16 x 16

to account for a major portion of
the company's business.

robust aluminium cases which

Alliances being announced

up in minutes. The system is
aimed at meeting temporary

system configured into two
can be easily transported and set

at special events or in emergency
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Pan -European
cellular
alliances

over 100 data communications
companies internationally, including more than 40 modem

The international cellular radio
industry is starting to polarize in

Access Protocol (LAPB or LAPD)

manufacturers and several
value-added networks. The use of

a modified version of the Link

was supported by the United

preparation for the panthat will enter service in the

Kingdom and Japan while the US
delegation stated that it was "inclined to favour" a protocol based

1990s. The aim is to enable costs

on these standards. However,

to be spread among more than
one company and also to ease
entry into national markets.
Alcatel NV, Nokia and AEG
have announced that they will
form a European consortium to
design, produce and sell cellular

since CCITT requires unanimous

European digital radio systems

consent on such matters, no
""r-rrr-

3i

Band Three Radio

standard was officially selected.

mobile telephone systems. Erics-

Camden's
Mercury phones

son and Orbitel, the joint ven-

Cable Camden, the North Lon-

ture between Racal and Plessey.

don cable tv company, now offers

have similarly announced that

Mercury's switched telephone
service. Already a number of

they are to co-operate, while
reports emanating from Ger-

business customers in its service

many indicate that Robert

area have been connected and
will enjoy the advantages of the
latest digital transmission and
switching technology employed

Bosch. Philips Kommunikations
Industrie and ANT are discussing
a similar co-operation.

Alcatel, the largest telecom-

by both companies.

munications company in

The arrangement will provide

Europe, has digital switching

Cable Camden with an added
dimension that will broaden the
range and attractiveness of its
service to potential customers.
In return, Cable Camden will

and radio technology capability,
while both Nokia and AEG have
complementary expertise in
mobile communications.
Ericsson, through its subsidiary Ericsson Radio Systems, is a
major supplier of analogue cellular radio systems, including the

give Mercury a ready-made dis-

tribution network enabling it to
expand into the local residential
and business sectors quickly and
cost-effectively.

Vodafone network. Orbitel will
develop, manufacture and mar-

UK trunked radio goes live

ket the radio base stations required by the network.

The third group, all -German
at present, could well extend to
the UK where Philips Telecom
(previously Pye Telecom) is the
lead company in mobile radio for
the whole Philips group.

New v.h.f. trunked mobile radio
systems have been launched in
the UK, using the Band 3 channels previously occupied by 405 line television.

One operator, Band Three
Radio Ltd, claims that it will offer

the user a truly nationwide

Euro cellular
r&d in UK
Motorola is to establish a new

mobile radio service for the first
time, covering 60 per cent of the
population by mid -1988 and 80

Prince Michael of Kent from the
Comex mobile communications
exhibition on November 3. Band
Three Radio's first customer is

the company already has a cellu-

lar subscriber products manu-

facturing plant. The centre,
which will begin operations early

1988, will become an integral
part of a worldwide r&d team, its

initial main thrust being on research for the pan-European
digital cellular system.

Cellnet has been awarded a con-

sultancy contract by Japanese
Cellular Network Licence hol-

Bass, the brewing and leisure
group. Its initial subscription
order, won by Philips Telecom-

ders Daini Denden Inc. (DDI) for
work leading towards the intro-

munications, covers 100 mobiles
all over the UK.

Japan. DDI will design and oper-

GEC National One, the rival

operate on the TACS specifica-

duction of a cellular network in

ate the new system which will

service, will open in January and

tion used by the UK cellular

per cent when the network is

will extend its coverage to the

operators.

fully developed. The first public
call on this service was made by

major part of the UK mainland by
mid -1989.

Cellular Group r&d centre in
Europe. It will be located at
Stotfold in Bedfordshire, where

TACS in Japan

Compromise on error -correction
CCITT Study Group XVII, whilst
backing LAPB (X.25) and LAPD
(Q.921) as the basis for modem
error -correcting standards, has

European administrations (Ger-

many, Belgium, France, the

Netherlands, Italy and Sweden)
together with IBM Europe suprecommended that a method ported the use of MNP (Microshould be defined for interwork- com Networking Protocol). MNP
ing with existing MNP modems.
has an installed user base of
During the deliberations, six 300 000 and is currently used by

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

System X order
from China
Plessey is to supply 26 System X

exchanges with a capacity of
24 000 lines to China. It will
supply the local exchanges and
remote concentrators as part of
the modernization programme
for China Railways.

Telecomms Topics is written by
Adrian Morant.
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rAPPLICATIONS SUMMARY
Numerically controlled oscillators

L

A Phase

Adder

register

Phase
accumulator

took -up

latch

table

Sine

Clock

In frequency synthesis, frequency hopping
and digital signal processing, numerically controlled oscillators produce digital sine
and cosine waveforms of very precise fre-

sin (rzfri I

2116 fc

!If n

quency. One of their great advantages is that

their frequency can be changed almost instantaneously. How these oscillators work is

briefly discussed in Stanford Telecommunications note AN002.

An n.c.o. consists of an adder, a phase
accumulator, a look -up table (rom) and a

T

4/16

parallel -input phase register holding a value
representing output frequency. To obtain an
analogue waveform, a d -to -a converter is
connected to the look -up table output.

8/16

12/16

16/16

20/16

28/16

24/16

32/16

*011t

36, lb

NORMALIZED FREQUENCY fnl.fo/fcl

frequency but decreases resolution of the
output waveform.
Most of the note discusses the effects of
altering the modulus on purity of the output
waveforms. Stanford makes two n.c.o. i.cs.
one designed for a 25MHz clock with 32bit

On each clock cycle, the input register
value is added to the phase accumulator
value so look -up table addresses are stepped

through at a rate determined by the clock
frequency and an increment determined by
the value in the input register. Increasing

Stanford Telecommunications
Chiptech Ltd. Alban Park. Hatfield Road
St Albans. Hertfordshire AL4 OJJ

072740476
Motorola. Stirling Robertson. ITT
Multicomponents. 346 Edinburgh Avenue
Slough. Berkshire SL1 4TU 0753824131
Ferranti Electronics, Fields New Road
Chadderton. Oldham. Lancashire OL9 8NP
061 624 0515

resolution and a 28bit resolution device with
a 300MHz clock specification.

the value in the input register increases

T12V

XTAL

Higt frequency power inverter

12V
t 10 k

OUT

IN
16V

10k
T1

10

Ca

SIC

MR850

240

68

PE -2226k

T21
Ca

Gate drive
9k1

PE -2226k

adjust

2k

1C

100n

-12V
100n

240p
100p

5V1

01
100n

2V
5V

Ferrite bead

100n

220

1I

10k

Audio in

E emte
bead

2

700
10

F-

100n

100p

100n

K4

13 V6

7

3

-12V

12V

.12V

SV1

01
20V

100n

3k3

SV
Symmetry

330

adjust

2

.5V

Ferrite

1(10
HCPL- 2601

330
3

bead

2N4401

14

^.^,/v--200

Gate drive

adjust

13 7V
100p

Rf

NC

300k
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APPLICATIONS SUMMARY
Interfacing a -to -d

5V

converters

390

AROY 10

lsb

An

18

VCc

8

Ref out

7

Ref ,r1

"114j7

4k

A

ZN 448

lsb

Two notes from Ferranti describe connection of eight -bit a -to -d converterse to microprocessors. The first, Application report

A0

3-t\AA,---Ain10-2 5V)

ZN448

4k

2/.1. details connection of ZN447/8/9 converters to a Z80 p.i.o. and the second, report 21,

-Ext clock

5

GNO

shows how to connect the ZN439 to 6500
family processors. Both notes discuss connecting single and multiple converters for
poll or interrupt operation; software exam-

Bo

ples are included.

A7 -.

11

A7

R

msb
4

1,T7 BUSYGt[
2

C

9

82k

AS -TB

insb

x
CK

x

>8

5V

This example shows two ZN448 conver-

ters configured for connection to a Z80
parallel -interface controller. Port B of the
controller is set up to cause an interrupt

B7
131

BROY -

20

BSTB -

CLR

74 LS 74
3

CK

12

5 11

7

LS7r.

CK4

PRE

Asynchronous start i/p
Asyichronous start 1/p

when any bit goes high, which means that all

CLR

0

4

x

For a given clock
frequency the capacitor

PRE

required will vary

10

between devices

bits of port B must initially be low and set
back low after the interrupt has been serviced.

-LF
Main program

Start

200W class -D power

amplifier

Requirements for a class -D power amplifier
are much tighter than those for convention-

able of passing high currents and have an
extremely low on resistance. This design.

200 watt
Class 0

providing 200W continuous power into a 411
load, is one of about 50 designs illustrating
the merits of Tmos power fets in Motorola's
Tmos power-fet design ideas book.

Power arrplifier

50V

Output of 200W is obtained for a 1.5V
input. At full output, response of the ampli-

fier is +0.5 to -1dB from 20Hz to 20kHz
and total harmonic and intermodulation
distortion together are <0.5%. The ampli-

r--

To

MTM1ON15

speaker
1r1

T

1n

Output

MTMION15

filter

fier's slew rate is 6.6V/p.s and its A -weighted
s -to -n ratio is 69dB.

A 2MHz crystal clock provides a stable
250kHz carrier for driving the input op -amp.

which also serves as an integrator. Audio
input is summed with the integrator triangl
wave and fed to the LM361 comparator to
produce a p.w.m. signal. Fast opto-isolators
feed the p.w.m. signal to the power stages.

Upper and lower drive circuits are identical except for their power sources. An LM317

regulator feeds the lower circuit with -30V
and the upper circuit is fed by the power

L
MTM1ON 5

4

10a

100n

Ferrite
bead

la,
MT M1ON15

-4
50y

Set port A to

Set port B to i/p
To make f3081 high

Set port B to control
mode (mode 3)

Set B0-B3 os o/ps
and 84 -B7 as i/p's

0/p FFH to port B

Takes B2 back high

1

Enable port B interrupts
and set to generate

Load I register with

interrupt on Bit. or Bs
going high
Load vectored address
land address.1) with

int vector high byte

MEI

starting address of
interrupt service routine

Lood port B with
int vector low byte

Set processor to
interrupt mode 2
1

Enable processor

require Vcs to be referenced to the output

interrupts

line so a bootstrap supply is needed - hence
the inverter.
Switching of the output devices between
the +50V and -50V rails is complementary.
Output passes through a sixth -order Butter -41
worth low-pass filter which demodulates the
audio signal and attenuates the carrier and
high -frequency components. Feedback is
provided by resistance IR( and amplifier gain

and B2 low when
o/p's subsequently
enabled

0/p FBH to port B

inverter. The upper two output devices

is ROI,.
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I

NO

Interrupt service routine

Stop
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APPLICATIONS SUMMARY
The note, entitled Low -power Lincmos

ZVP21064

- 5V

switching regulator, is only two A4 sides, but

0000
13(1)

100p

1

includes further details on how the circuit
works and its performance.

1C1b

1N4002

360k
1/2TLC 3702

100

See note A

2M2

75k

90

TLC271

'02

80

-IF-

70

33k
IC L8069
0-

60

f 50
,..,
LL

40

Switching regulator

5UmA load currents with only a 6V input.
Short-circuit protection is inherent.
Pulse -width modulation controls a non isolated forward converter output stage.
Comparator ICIb oscillates, producing a

with low drop -out
voltage
Designing a switching regulator in c-mos

triangle wave to feed the p.w.m. comparator,
ICIb. Output from error amplifier IC2 varies

drastically reduces standby current. This 5V
regulator, from a Texas linear applications

the p.w.m. comparator reference level
according to the difference between its

brief, takes 350µA in standby mode and

inputs - the reference diode voltage and the
output voltage.

achieves greater than 90% efficiency at 5 at

Log -linear conversion routines for d.s.p.
In telecommunications applications, digital
signal processors perform many functions
including multichannel d.t.m.f. receivers,

p.b.x. mail -box vocoders, repeater line
equalizers, echo cancellers and speech
scramblers.
Monocircuits (coder -filter -decoders) con-

vert analogue signals to eight -bit

log -

compressed data which is fed to the d.s.
processor as a 64kbit/s p.c.m. stream. There
the data stream is converted to parallel form

30

20
10

50

05

50 100

OUTPUT CURRENT I rnAl

'

and expanded to a 13 or 14 -bit linear word

Software routines for this log-to-lin
expansion, and for the log compression
needed for output data. are the subject of
Motorola application note ANE008. The
note, called Logarithmic/linear conversion
routines for DSP56000/1, includes an introduction to digital signal processing in tele-

-Ili

Response

Texas Instruments, Customer
Centre. Manton Lane. Bedford MI41 7PA
0234 22300

Motorola. SIC Electronic Services
Edinburgh Way, Harlow, Essex CM20 2DF
0279 442971

56000

Signal processor

communications, theory behind the cornpanding, and specific conversion routines
for the 56000.

8 bit logarithmic data

PCM monocircuit

Fs7.8kHz

Expansion
logarithmic -to -linear
conversion

Logarithmic
compression

A -to -d

converter

oL.kb,tis cdtd

13/14 bit linear data

300-3400Hz

Digital
Processing

24bit linear data
64k bi /s data
Compression
inear-to- logarithmic
conversion

8 bit logarithmic data
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RESEARCH NOTES
Low -

flammability

transformers
ERA Technology has published a

research report on low flammability transformers of be-

nefit to those involved in the
selection and operation of distribution transformers in large

buildings such as factories,
offices or blocks of flats.

For many years two kinds of
transformer have been used to
satisfy safety requirements; the
dry -type in which all or most of

the materials used are nonflammable, and the liquid -filled

transformer which until 1986
used askarels, a term generally

applied to synthetic, fireresistant liquids composed of
polychlorinated biphenyls or
p.c.bs. In 1986, regulations were
introduced banning the installa-

tion of further askarel-filled
transformers.
ERA's report provides a com-

prehensive review of dry -type
transformers and the new liquids

available in the UK for use as
transformer impregnants and
coolants. Information is pro-

vided on their composition,
properties, handling, flammability, their use in transformers and

their suitability for replacing
askarels in older transformers.

As many of these are still in
service a summary of their properties is included.
The report concludes with the
results of flammability tests conducted on filled transformers in
simulated service conditions.

Who wants a

human computer?

be acted on in different ways
simultaneously. But the basis of
virtually all today's computers is
the philosophy that data resides
in fixed places, such as points on
a disc or memory elements on a
chip. To make use of the data, it

is extracted from its point of
storage, processed in some way
and returned to another storage
location. From then it is retained
or outputted to some peripheral
device to perform a task.

intelligence remains to be seen.
The Columbia group are realistic
when they state that the field of
neural networks is far from being

mature and that it is difficult to
know what will eventually prove
to be relevant, even as far as
principles are concerned, let
alone v.l.s.i. implementations.
Nevertheless this uncertainty

mally exists when the heart to
which they are connected is beat-

ing of its own accord. Modern
pacemakers, of the 'demand'
variety are rate -programmed
pulse generators that respond to

the natural electrical activity of
the heart. So however much the
pacemaker itself may be electrically screened, it has to be sensi-

has not deterred a number of US

tive to external fields to work

groups from attempting limited

properly.

implementations in software.

The second part of these

Current brain research sug-

Critics have commented, howev-

gests that while data is undoubtedly stored in individual

are already becoming too

wave exposure but with the pace-

human -like to be of any use.

makers covered with a metallized fabric manufactured by
Bayer A.G. of West Germany.

nerve cells, or neurons, it is also
stored in the form of networks or
connections. An extreme form of

this argument suggests that a
single bit of data exists more or
less everywhere in the brain. A
theory advanced by Professor
Boris Kotlyar of Moscow University likens the brain to a symphony orchestra. Even by being,

silent, a musician takes part in
the performance. By analogy,
whatever kind of activity a per-

son engages in, there are no
resting neurons in his brain.
According to Professor Kotlyar,
the brain is always busy forming
new functional states or neural
networks in which the links are

bench -top experiments coner, that such implementations sisted of repeating the microThey are said to be desperately
bad at arithmetic and disinclined
to explain their reasoning! Worst

of all, but predictably, they

Under these conditions the pacemakers behaved normally.
The final exercise was to do the
same comparison under clinical

sometimes have a mind of their
own. One neural network at Colorado, when left with nothing to conditions with human volundo, would doodle random pat- teers. 20 pacemaker wearers
terns on its screen - the electro- were exposed to the 2.45GHz
nic equivalent to daydreaming?

radiation for 10 seconds, first

without any protection and
secondly wearing protective

Electromagnetic interference
to pacemakers

vests made of the metallized fabric. A team of cardiologists stood
by with e.c.g. equipment during
the entire tests.
What the experiments showed

was that the same modest r.f.

unique. He believes each experience or skill is represented by a

Those who wear cardiac pace-

levels caused pacemaker inhibi-

makers are usually warned about

tion in 11 out of the 20 unpro-

separate neural network laid

the dangers of deliberately exposing themselves to radiation

tected volunteers. E.c.g. records

fields, be they X-rays or r.f. fields
associated with metal detectors

pacemakers were being 'fooled'
into their inhibit mode. The doc-

or baggage -screening equip-

tors say that this could be extremely dangerous for a patient

how the human brain outstrips

ment. A problem is that with the
growing use of electromagnetic

its mechanical counterparts, it is

devices such as radio -telephones

not the only one. Other experiments in Russia and the USA
have shown that intelligence, or

it is not always easy to avoid the
danger.

certain aspects of it, can reside in

ports experiments undertaken at

single neutrons. One isolated
nerve cell can be conditioned,

the Institute of Aviation Medicine in Zemum, Yugoslavia, to

like Pavlov's dogs, to react to a
stimulus that is no longer pre-

discover how susceptible pacemakers are to r.f. fields and what
can be done to protect patients

ventricular heart block.
When the experiment was repeated with the protective vests,
none of these problems occurred. The obvious conclusion is
that pacemaker wearers who are
especially likely to encounter r.f.
fields in the course of their work
should consider wearing a protective metallized vest. It is safe
and simple.

down in the memory. Learning
consists essentially of the ability
to form networks.
But, while this holistic view of
intelligence is one explanation of

Mikrowellen Vol.13 No 5 re-

For a very long time scientists

sent. In the jargon of psychology,
it has become habituated.

and engineers have puzzled over
the efficiency of the human body.

Returning to computers, it is
perhaps hard to imagine how a

jeviC and his team used as their
source a microwave generator

They have wondered how, for

single diode or magnetic particle

example, it is possible to have an

could exercise intelligence, but

operating at 2.45GHz, the frequency allocated to microwave

intelligent brain that consumes
only a few watts of power and

on the holistic level considerable
progress is being made. Simulat-

needs no external data store.

ing neural networks electroni-

Long ago, it was realised that

the intelligent functions of the
brain could not be duplicated
efficiently by any machine that
only processed a few bits of data
at a time, however rapidly. Artificial intelligence reseach began to
look for new parallel systems of
architecture in which data could

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

cally is now becoming a popular
academic exercise. Electronic
Letters, Vol.23, No 18 describes

one example from a group at
Columbia University in New
York based on switches, capacitors and inverters.
How far this approach will lead

in the development of artificial

against them. Dr Zoran Djord-

ovens and industrial microwave
heaters.

The first part of the experiment consisted of taking five
different pacemakers and sub-

jecting them to fields varying
between 10 and 60 mW/cm'.
Under these conditions all the
pacemakers malfunctioned in
various ways, usually going into

their 'inhibit' mode. This is the
standby condition which nor-

showed quite clearly that the

suffering from complete atrio-

Terabit

transmission
lines
Scientists at the University of
Rochester and Cornell University
have discovered that new high -

temperature superconducting
materials can conduct electrical
pulses as short as 10 picoseconds

without absorption or distortion
at very high current levels. On
this basis, they say, supercon75

RESEARCH NOTES
lines could be built with 100
times the capacity of optical

ductor on a chemically inert zirconium oxide is necessary because the highly reactive super-

fibres for transmitting computer

conductor reacts with silicon

data, television pictures and tele-

normally used as a substrate for
electronics.
The Rochester scientists subjected a pattern of superconduc-

ducting digital data transmission

phone conversations. Also, future computers could use superconducting transmission lines to
move massive amounts of data
rapidly between processing elements.
Such a superconducting data

transmission line could have

tor lines, cooled to its critical
(superconductor) temperature,
to tests in which they transmitted pulses between 10 and 15
In earlier tests using tradition-

of a terabit of information per
second. In everyday terms, it
could transmit the text equivalent of one thousand Encyclo-

al low -temperature supercon-

more than 15 million two-way
voice conversations or more
than 10,000 full -colour television channels.

The Rochester scientists
worked with a thin film of super-

conductor made of yttrium,
barium, copper and oxygen
grown on a yttrium -doped zirconium oxide substrate at Cornell
University and patterned into a
high-speed circuit.

According to Robert Buhr man, a professor of applied and
engineering physics who led the

Cornell team that synthesized
the materials, the ability to grow

Why the stars
are silent

functions of a simple beast like a
spider.

The amount of effort spent
trying to prove that we are not
alone in the universe has been

But why do it? What is the
value of a mechanical spider that
costs £1 or so? The answer is that
such mechanical beasties could
be pre-programmed to do more

x 10-12s.

information -carrying capacities

paedia Britannicas per second,

potentially as cheap. Although
yet in the future, some researchers at MIT believe it may be
possible to integrate fully all the

prodigious. It all started in 1960
with the US Project Osma that
used a 26m radiotelescope to
scan two nearby Sun -like stars
for radio signals around 21cm
wavelength. The choice of the
'hydrogen line' was based on the
philosophy that such a universal
frequency standard would be the

ductors cooled to much lower
liquid helium temperatures, the

obvious choice of any extra-

scientists had transmitted

terrestrial communications. La-

picosecond pulses more than
10m with virtually no loss. This
experiment demonstrated that
superconducting transmission

ter on the Russians joined in
efforts to scan the radio frequen-

cies, as did Canada, Australia,
France, West Germany and the
Netherlands. Between 1960 and
1983, there were 45 major ex-

links are superior to optical -fibre

systems, currently regarded as
the best way to transmit pulse encoded signals between two

periments which totted up a total

of around 75,000 hours' listen-

points.

ing time. Philosophies varied
greatly, as did the frequencies of
observation.

Beware the
creeping
robots!

More recently, attention has
moved from the technology even

further into philosophy. At a
symposium held recently in
Hungary, Sir David Bates, professor of theoretical physics and
member of the Royal Society,
analysed a proposal put forward

The Massachusetts Institute of
Technology could soon become

smooth, thin-film coatings of the creepiest place on earth if the
this superconductor on zirco- dreams of some of its robotics
nium oxide has important eco- researchers are fulfilled. You
nomic implications for the ap- may already have seen tv footage
plication of the material. The of some of the one, two, and
zirconium oxide is at present four -legged robots they have
about 10 times cheaper than already developed. But if these

cobwebs. Program them to

in 1982 by Carl Sagan and eight
Nobel Prizewinners. This proposal - published in the American
journal Science - urged the use
of more radio telescope time for
SETI projects.
Sir David has done the sums
on the likelihood of finding E.T.
and now concludes that the first

then prepare for worse!

scrape rather than spin and it

requirements would be a tele-

superconducting films with very
high current -carrying capacity

Robots, claim the MIT group,
don't need to be the large and

would be possible to feed a few

can be grown on substrates

clumsy devices that currently
grace our factories. In fact, if
their predictions are true, the

sewer or similar inhospitable en-

scope array of 5km effective diameter with a receiver capable of
scanning a million channels very

strontium titanate that has until

'creatures' make you feel uncom-

now yielded the best results.

fortable on account of their
anthropomorphic behaviour,

More significantly, this result

shows that high temperature

whose crystal structure differs
from that of the film. To form the

superconducting transmission

lines, Buhrman and his colleagues used their newly developed process of growing the
ceramic by depositing vapours of

yttrium, barium and copper in
an oxygen atmosphere on the
zirconium oxide substrate at a

robot of the future could be kept
in a match -box. Moreover, such
micro -robots would not be fixed
to a pedestal; instead they would
be able to creep about, rather like
mechanized spiders.

than just fill the laboratory with

into the end of a blocked -up
vironment. At £1 each (+ battery) there'd be no need to retrieve them. Fit them with solar

rapidly. That has already been

cells and rubber suction feet and
they could spend all day climbing

super -powers. Yet even that in-

a tower block cleaning the windows.

proposed and the necessary
budget is beyond all but the
vestment would only yield results within 100 years if the
extra -terrestrial governments

The MIT group believes that

had similarly been persuaded of

Wild speculation? Not at all.
Already the necessary intelli-

the commercial impetus to
mass-produce 'really cheap

the need to establish omni-

temperature of 700°. Previously,
formation of the superconduct-

gence can be accommodated on a

single chip that would easily fit

robots will come not from industry but from the toy market. And

with output powers of the order
of 109 watts. If the alien civilisa-

ing ceramic required tempera-

in the size of a spider. More

just as the cheap industrial

tures of 850° or greater. The

remarkably, MIT engineers have

micro -computer was a spin-off

tions restricted their transmitters to the puny sort used for

relatively low temperatures

produced a suitable motor and
gear -train weighing only a few
milligrams. These parts, like

from the home computer, so

earth -style broadcasts, then the

chances of us hearing them in
1000 years would, according to
Sir David, be extremely small.
Research notes is compiled by
John Wilson.

circuit with less likelihood of
damaging other chip compo-

their controlling circuitry, are
fabricated entirely by a process of

they believe that the really useful, cheap industrial micro -robot
will have as its progenitor a
somewhat up-market, if rather

nents. Growing the supercon-

etching - which makes them

creepy, domestic toy.

mean that the material can be
produced as part of an integrated
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DINERS

Shenley Road, Borehamwood, Herts WD6 1AA.
01-953 6009
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SPECIAL OFFERS Card No
.
/80A DMA. 1 )(Z80A ,
I , D8255
AC5 in holders I 0 5MHz. Xtal, 8 , MB8264 15. I 0SN741v8N, +53
various. new ex -equip £16.50

,, Winchester new ex -equipment ciwith u.
£135.00 , p i DO hard disk drive.

1

.

,

.

I.

inual

Hewlett Packard 9895A/010 8" disk drive cased power supply manuals
etc. New and boxed discount quantities 1.295.00.- VAT -+- carriage at

Card No 3 2, D8255 AC - 5. 2 A HLCD0437P in holder +10 various
chips, new ex -equip L4.95

cost

Card No 4 LCD 6 digit display 12 momentary plain keyboard rocket
switch 4 bar LEDs Green, yellow red Flat top type 16.95.

Hewlett Packard 86A Personal Computer with built in interfaces tor 2
disc drives and centronics compatible printer. 640 built in user memory.
14 user definable keys. display capacity 16 or 24 lines . 80 characters
c/with system demo disk, user programme. library pocket guide. full
user manual etc. complete new in sealed boxes L350.00 t- c .p.
discount for quantity

Card No 5 Peripheral Communication Controller 8 . MC68661
8x MCI4891 8, MC1488P. 13 Ass Chips all IC's in holders. L18.95

Card No 6 64. 646 16 pin Ram 150ns Access time + AM2964
controller IC -,- 14 various IC's £19.95.

Card No 8. Infra -red Remote Controller lAY-3-8470A Encoder IC
Card Ned Emitter 16 Keyboard membrane 13.50

Tektronix 191 Constant Amplitude Signal Generator 350KHz to 100MHz

Bryan's. A26000 A3 Pen Recorders complete from £175
We have a large selection of Pen Recorders
Datron 1030A RMS Voltmeter £145.00.
KSM 0-24V 0.15A Metered PSU new. L500.00
Tektr mix 178 Linear IC Test Fixture £375.00.
HML411 0-20KV Capacitor Charger L1.000.00 new.
Tektronix 2101 Pulse Generator 2 5Hz to 25MHz Repetition rage

Hewlett Packard 3330B Synthesiser £1.500.00
Hewlett Packard 33IA Distortion Analyzer 1230.00.
Hewlett Packard 431C Power Meter £69.00
Hewlett Packard 34508 Multifunction Meter L150.00
Hewlett Packard :161A Logic State Analyzer c/w 8085 Module 8
80 Module clock probes + 6 bit data probe £850.00 c/p /15 00
Hewlett Packard 5000A Logic State Analyzer 1230
Hewlett Packard DC PSU amp ±50V ± 1A £75.00

Card No 9- x MC68000L8 CPU 1 .16MHz Crystal Oscilloscope.
+37ass chips, including block clia 1.29.95
1

Card No 10: 1. HC68000L8 C'.0 1 0 16MHz Crystal Oscilloscope. 41
ass. chips L10.95

SEW Panel Meters First brand meters MR52P, size 60. 60. MR45P size

12V DC input. new and boxed. complete with circuit diagram and data
compatible to BBC. IBM computers. diagram supplied for connection to
BBC. 7511 comp. video circuit diagram supplied, discount for 10+

MR52P (SR) 30A AC Moving Iron L7.00.
MR52P (SR) IOA AC Moving Iron £7.00.

Model 1 1 1 £75.00

£17500

carriage and packing, please ring.

1

.,

£21500

Hewlett Packard 2645A terminal with tape storage system £69.00

Card No 7 Hard disk. floppy disk controller card SI00 series. Including
0765AC. D8237 AC5 8253 8085A 2764 64K [prom SN74L240N
224N 373 etc. inc. block diagram L26.50

.

E.H Research Labs Model I39L Pulse Generator L80.00
SchatMer NSG 200C/NSG223 Interference Generator £650.00
Singer Gertz Phase Angle Voltmeter c/with 400Hz module £250.00
Datron 1051 Multifunction Meter L250.00
Datron 1059 Digital Multi Meter 1250.00
Datroi 1030 RMS Voltmeter £115.00
Marccni Sanders Microwave Oscilloscope 27-40GHz £1.150.00
Sivers Lab Rotary Vane Attenuator 8 2-12 4GHz Cal to 22.8-88

L135.00c/p 5.75. c/with manual copy.

£1225.

__.,

.

WriVetiA out. Model 131 £78.00

Newbury Wyndsor 9412 80 Meg hard disk drive, ea -equipment

Card No. 2:1r WD1933B-01 in holder + 16 various new ex -equip

VISA

£115,00.
Ballaitine 323-01 True RMS Voltmeter £115.00
AMF Venner 7737A Digital Counter £150.00
Miles High Volt Insulation Tester 1130 c/with probe 30KV £316.00.
Krohn -Hite Wideband 10 watt Amp DC - IMC Model DCA10 1200.00
General Radio slotted line recorder type 1521-SLQ I £200.00
Farnr II Function Generator MI £90.00.
3212 25MHz D/Beam Oscilloscope 1350.00
Hewlett Packard 18IA Oscilloscope Mainframe storage c/with 180IA
d/chn, vertical amp 50MHz, 1820A time base with manual L375
Hewlett Packard 62605M DC PSU 5V DC ± 5% 100A £125.00
Hewelett Packard 301 Carrier Amplifier Recorder £150.00

50x50, MR65P 60 . 80, MR38P 42.42. accuracy 2%
Motorola TT L Monror Chassis. 7' green
phosphor. 22MHz bandwidthPhilips
MR45P IA DC M 'Coil £6.00
MR65P 2A DC £6.00

£20.60

MR65P 5V DC M. Coil £5.75MR45P

Thandar Composite 7511 Monitor Chassis. 9" £34.50 Green
Thandar Composite 7511 Monitor Chassis, 9" L34.50 B, White
Thandar Composite 7511 Monitor Chassis. 12" £43.50 Green
Thandar Composite 7511 Monitor Chassis. 12" £43.50 (3/White

300V AC kil/Coil with rect E625
DC M/Coil L5.75
MR38P (CR) 3008 AC M/Coil with red £6.00
MR52P
(CR)
3008
AC M/Coil with rest £6.25.
Monitors are new and boxed. 12 volt DC £4.00 c/p.MR52P 50V DC fd/Coil
£5.75
5" Green Phosphor Monitor, 7511 comp, video. I 2V DC input in plastic
MR38P 500µA CC M/Coil L5.00.
case 129.95 c/p £5.00
MR45P 20V DC M/Coil £5.75
MR45P 50.0.506 DC £625
l2" 7511 Comp.. Video 22MHz bandwidth monitor 230V AC input new
MR45P

40 Way DIL Low Profile SKT 401-986 50p
28 Way DIL Low Profile SKT 401-970 30p.
24 Way DIL Low Profile SKT 401-835 25p
Speedblock 26 Way PCB Plug 467.352 E225
Cherry TIL Alpha Numeric Ascii Coded Keyboard. including 8 colour
coded graphic keys, 108 keys form X.Y matrix, full cursor control keys.
6 encode keys. 9 graphic control keys, 5V rail, teak and black aluminium
case, diagram 515 0 36 30 10 circuit diagram supplied. new and boxed.

SD830 82.110 5A DC M/Coil £7.00

and boxed, green phosphor. In case and data £59.95 c/p 5 00

SD830 -11- VU Meter L625.

Shugart SA400 51/4 full height disk drives. single -sided. single density

MR65P 50A DC M/Iron £7.00.
Many more panel meters. quantity discount.

ex -equip. 120.60 data supplied 2+ £37.50

£24:95 3+ £22.00 each.

We would like the opportunity to tender for surplus equiprrent
Official Orders/Overseas Enquiries Welcome/Order by phone or post. Open 6 days. half day Thursday. Please ring for C/P details not shown Postal rates apply U.K.
mainland only. All test equipment carries warranty. All prices including 15% VAT & c/p unless stated. Save tine phone your order for quick delivery with Access, Amex,
Diners or Visa cards. Remember all prices include VAT and c/p t.nless stated.

Used equipment - with 30 days guarantee. Manuals supplied If possible. Tilts is a very
small sample of stock. SAE or telephone for LISTS Please check availability befog'
ordering Carriage all units f 16. VAT to be added to total on Goods and Carriage
SPECIAL OFFERS

OSCILLOSCOPES
02.000
L2.500
01400
11 000
01 500
L500

TEKTRONIX 575 Curve ' , vi
.7 %IRON% 576 Curve 1,0 ei
7 1RONIX 475 Dual Trace 200MH., [era, Sweet,
'RONIX 465.13 Dual Trace 100MHt Delay Sweep
- ROM% 2236 Dual Trme 100MHt Delay Sweep
'RON* 2215 Dual Trace 60M11, Delay Sweep

/500

' lrONIX 455 Dual Trace 501411, Delay Sweep

1300

RONIX 452 Dual Trace 50Mlit De* Sweep

1460
1300
0600
0500
0400
0350
1100
190
1300

7078 Dual Rate 751111, Delay Sweep
1800 Dual Trace 50Ml1t Delay Sweep
PS 3262 Dual Trace 100MHt Delay Sweep
PS 3244 Four Trace 50MHz Delay Sweep
,P5 3240 Dual Trace 50MHz Delay Sweep
, WIPMENT 1)83 Dual Trace 50MH, Delay Sweep
I QUIPMEer D43 Dual Trace 15MHz
DUIPMENT 5548 Single Race 10MHz
. 5 ADVANCE 053000 Dual Trace 40Mtit Delay Sweep

.

8225

.ANCE 05255 Dual Race 1564t
. drICE 05250TV Dual Race 10Milla
.

i

0150
12.000
£500

HONIX 46o STORAGE Dual Trate 100MHt
WS P613234 STORAGE Dual Beam 10M01,

GOSSOR OSCILLOSCOPE CDG150 Dual if ace (5MIN Delay Sweet

Man f owned 762 di -Storage 17044 7604 il. 'sin Mar,

NOW OW r 1180 vir
Optronal F ronl Protect., Cover Cuntarnrng 2 Probes and Ss:.
Hood
SOL ARTRON OSCILLOSCOPE CD 1400 Oval Boom ISMdit * 0
manual
ONLY 1.85 ea
AVO VALVE TESTER Cl 160 Surtcase style
22 bases

ONLY 025itai080 14

ULTIMETERS
150

AVO 8 Complete with bartered and leads Prim
I rather Cases available

ONi , 1950 each

GENERATORS
MARCONI If 2006 TM JO I ODOMHz
MARCONI 1E7006 FM 4- 500MH,

MARCONI TF2008 AM. FM IOW, 510MH;
MARCONIlf 2015 A14414 10MHz 52004H, wan IF 21 71
Synchronizer
MARCONI 117015 rollout Synchronizer

01200
4800
£1200
0900
L600

£250
0150
1100
L45

MARCONI TF995 rand AMIM I 5- 22014H, bond
t
TypeADVANCE

.

ADVANCE Type SG6213 AM 150KHz 22014Hz
VE NNER (MARCONI 712103)0SC% L 0700 1071, I MHz Sine
Square
L60 (p&p t h

EARN( LL L f 112 OSCILLATOR I Ht I MHz S.:Square L80 1PAP 1,
1200
DYMAR 1525 AM,FM 0 I 184MHt
.

H P 4243A Q Meter
01200
MARCONI Q Meter 71 1245 with TF1246 or T11247
moo
MARCONI ref MILLIVOLTMEIER1f 2603 OOKHr-1.500MH,
0150
MARCONI UNIVERSAL BRIDGE 112700 Battery Operated
1150
MARCONI TFI 31 3A Unwersal Bridge
0400
HP 3406A la: Vortmeter I OKHz I ?Gil,
1500
0350
H P True WAS Voltmeter 3400A 10MHz !OMNI
THANDAR LOGIC ANAL YIER T A20808 chard., 20MHt tun (neat

0700
RACAL 9081 Synihnited AM,fla 5 256MHt

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
RACAL RA17 500KHz 30MHt volt, man.'
EDDYSTONE 730,4 480KHt 30MHz * ti

,

-

'

dotTHE TECHNICALLY ORIENTATED

100Khz to 950MHz IN ONE BOX

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
SPECIALISTS.

THE YAESU FRG9600/TWC Mk3 Mk5 SCANNING RECEIVER
Are you looking for a commercial grade monitor receiver with options to suit your
requirements both in cost and performance?

'

A

000 Model 73 Porker Muenneter (Analogue) 33 ranges Co*,

wit, 'saltines & cads

118

A.T i Model 72 - Siemer to above but no AC Curerd Range V,'"

r Di

/14,0
120 0 25A. 50 11:4.
°

SWITCHED MODE PSU r

02rifs

e!.' (PI". '

120 each 1981712)
OTHER SWITCHED MODE PSG AVAILABLE Paa,..i, ..,
DATRON 3000 PROM COPIES (Copes up

/150 each (p&p /71

BRUEL 8 KJOER EQUIPMENT
0.3.500
. x
,.
I ARNI I i ii
CARRELL ill0 5, PG SG, u Ous
i

01200

:AGA

s

alAMEG OSCA 1

i Ydr

.

1200

,

i,. 60111111Deiay Sweep

,.,

Component Tester
L583
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 7015 Dmai Ira e 2/MHt Component
0314
Tester with two probes
AM other models available
BLACK STAR COUNTER TIMERS (PAP 15)

APOLLO 10- 100MHt Ratio Period Time interval etc
APOLLO 100-100Mdit rAd above wah more caldrons)

L219
4285

BLACK STAR FREQUENCY COUNTERS (P&p 241 Meteor

1041"H'

099
0176
0175

Meteor 600-603MHz
Meteor 1 000 IGO/

BLACK STAR 11.1PITOR 5(0 FUNCTION GENERATOR Sine, Swar P

triangle 0 111,500Klit (p&p 11)

1110

ORION COL OUR BAR GENERATOR Pei TV,Vdeo

11%

HUNG CHANG DMM 7030 31/2 digit Hand held 28 ranges )
10ArnpAC:DCO I%
Complete troth battery and leads (p&p iit)
039 50

.1.33 50

As above CIMM 6010 0 25%
OSCILLOSCOPES PROW '

-

::r Leg, a2)

All

EA
Callers welcome 9am to 5.30pm. MON-FRI. (UNTIL 8pm. THURS)
110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1PL

ENTER 53 ON REPLY CARD
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Ail Band Capability LW MW SW VHF tow Nr.band 1.37.Satelate HF Hfgh Mlaary UHFlow UHF f.

UHF -CB. Cellular /40 Broadcast A,, 1.4a0ne Amateur Bumness Rdclo0 Mattafy TV Cellular up to 95004,
now suotade ror use in any ma -dry as aa bands channel steps are now avadade

EQUIPMENT

OHL Y1150 each

00100110 each

8750
1450

.1 9ord

MARCONI MOD MEI FRS 1123008.2311013 2.04 irons
RACAL UNIVERSAL COUNTER 99C0 9901 9904 Nom

STEWART OF READING Telephone: 073468041

'W)

13 I MA) YAESU

11 n

1157 LEADS storable hp AVOMETERS Red A Black with 2 (
and 2 Prods (P&P 021

4M.'PMNEW
MARCONI 712316 AM 'TM 106Hz 12014H, with TT 21 71
Synchronizer
£600
.
MARCONI Tr 200213 *nth Synchronise 71217013 I OW 881411:
MARCONI T F 1366B AM 'FM 10MHz-47014Ht

TEL 021-644 6767FAX 02/.5447124
Arnaleor Radio, Business Radio. Radio Telephones. Sales. Service Accessories and antenna sysierns

000 8 WV Complere *nth barreled leads and lase
AVO TEST SET No I (Martary version or AVO 8:Complete w
batteres leads 1. carryng case

PO A

Rug in nelsons avalable

INTERNATIONAL HOUSE, 943 WOLVERHAMPTON ROAD, B69 4RL

DISK DRIVE PSU 240V in 58 1 60 8 12V 15A Our Sire V/175mtri
1175nun 0180on00 Cased unused
'1
, 110 00 each (p&pL31

7000 RANGE TEKTRONIX

MARCONI MOBILE RADIO TES, SET r i 2950

Manufacturers, importers and s pples of world famous communications products

manual

LI25

I (71.11PMENT DM64 STORAGE Dual (race 1084,

R. WITHEB8 commuzrzcAnozis LTD

Solid Slate Portal)* 8. 10, m Display reps

, cUIPMENT D63 STORAGE Dual lire 1580,
i

ENTER 14 ON REPLY CARD

All Mode Capability. MAFIA erode and nano* modest LSB USB Vxleo001,02layaflabre (NTSC PAL 5 SSW, IF)
Setectable Frequency Steps. Most modes have selectable twang steps whoch allow fast and easy frequency,hannet
.non (converamnat *rano)
100 Memones,Scanning. Any frequency m the range can be entered StOIKI onto a memory and SeleCled scanned n
(rws pride). funchon dam.. monaorong ,f (Important channel frequency MIIN searchong other bands channels Modes are
stored on memory

Fairy Computer Competible. Pas.. s CAT system is a standard feature and a RS232 fnlerface is avadabie plus other
mfdlaCeS for POPPLP NOW computer Watt thrs feature mernones can be expanded and the unit can be remote
controlled coo a modern

Clock Function. CAM, Iua.Yon a8ows one roggeN and auto scorch On off of the receive
Mgt. Receiver Sensitivity. In Me range 60-950042 a nowcat receiver sensftway rs
I SLIV tor I2OB SINAD (FM1 ,n the
range I 6MH2.60 000MH2 2LN for I2dB SINAO (FM,
600MH2 senstavay is nommaity LAW S meter lumbar(
allows nOtnonal lee SlAength measurement

13.8 Volt DC Operation. The undop.r.otes at

BV OC ar IA max which allows MODne GMPaDW base operation

Matching Antenna Options. Matcluns, antennas nor pOldbie mobile lad, applwations a, amode ex-stor, mctudong
rode -band doscones

Meese oak for full colour brochure and detailed specifications. *142 versions are available with coverer,*

8095041He all units now hew It connectors/Med lee VHF UHF and 50239 connectors for LF'HF.

The VAESU Mk23 RECEIVER rs only available loon' RWC L Id earlier models can nave the extended bands and HF

Nrk.

Tel: 021-544 6767 174hr answerphonei

Export enquiries welcome

Telex: 336483
answerback IDENTI-0
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;STEW PRODUCTS
Slimmer optical
drives
A 'second generation' of CD-rom
drive is intended by Hitachi to fit the
standard 5.25in floppy -disc drive slot
on a PC -compatible computer. The
drive is provided with a plug-in
interface card for the PC but a SCSI is
available for use with other computer
systems. Access time is typically 0.4s.
Up to four drives can be daisy chained to give a total of 2.2Gbyte of
storage. The CDR 3500 uses a new

CD cartridge with an automatically opening window which allows the
disc to be read within its case. This
not only protects the disc from dirt
and handling damage but also allows
the drive to be mounted vertically or
horizontally. Hitachi New Media
Products, Station Road, Hayes,
Middlesex UB3 4DR.
Tel: 01-848 8787.

NIA 1111/11111111

Data recorder for hire
Digital anti-aliasing filters are
included in the digital
instrumentation recorder, EDR 8000
from Earth Data. The instrument is
capable of recording up to eight
analogue signals and eight different
tape speeds are possible on a standard

cartridge tape. Digital filters allow
operation at varying bandwidths and
different selections of channels
without cumbersome and expensive

analogue filters.
Bandwidth depends on the
number of channels: one channel at
2048Hz or eight at 256Hz. Dynamic
range switching is unnecessary as
the instrument covers all the input
ranges required by such recorders:
96dB at 3200/ to ± 10V. Serial and
parallel interfaces allow the
instrument to be controlled remotely
and for downloading recorded data.

EDR 8000 can be bought directly
from Earth Data Ltd, Nutsey Lane,
Totton, Southampton SO4 3NB. Tel:
0703 869922. Hiring has some
advantages; the instrument is
calibrated and ready to run, it eases
pressure on capital expenditure and
can be used to evaluate the
instrument before purchase.

Available through Livingstone Hire.
Tel: 01-977 8866.

Multiscan monitor
Automatic adjustment to the
required scanning frequency is a
feature of a new colour monitor from
Hitachi. Resolution of the 0.3mm
tri-dot pitch allows 800 pels by 560
lines on a 14in screen. The Multi 560
uses I.s.i. circuitry to scan the input
signal to lock on to the sync
frequency and aspect ratio of the
computer and so will work with IBM
PS/2 VGA graphics as well as all the
various graphics adaptors developed
for the IBM PC. Hitachi New Media
Products, Station Road, Hayes,
Middlesex UB3 4DR.
Tel: 01-848 8787.

Newer Uher
Uher claims that there are over a
million of its portable reel-to-reel
recorders in use around the world.
However, a new version, the 6000
Report Universal, has certain
enhancements. The keys are easier to
operate, being touch -sensitive; there
are led status indicators, a 'repeat'

function for fast transcription of
recordings and a voice -activated

switch.
The rugged, cast -aluminium body
and head mounting have been
retained from the earlier model, as
has the 10mm diameter capstan, and
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a full range of components is
available. The recorder has four tape
speeds and offers a broadcast -quality
frequency response of 20Hz to 22kHz
at 9.5cm/s speed. Noise reduction
circuits give a signal/noise ratio of
77dB. At the lowest speed, 1.2cm/s,
for use in surveillance and the like,
12 hours of recording is possible with
a response of 20Hz to 4kHz. A range
of accessories completes the system.

Telecommunications Information
Systems Ltd, St Johns Road,
Isleworth, Middlesex TW7 6NL.
Tel: 01-847 3033.

Angle gauge for dish

installation
According to the OED, a goniometer
is an instrument for measuring
angles. This goniometer from
Moagon in Sweden, has the specific
purpose of measuring angles in
parabolic aerials. The instrument is
fitted with moire grids. Light beams
passing through the grids converge
to produce an arrow pattern until the
setting angle is correct, when the
beams emerge as parallel lines. The
goniometer can be secured to the
aerial stand by magnets during
vertical adjustments and can ensure
an accuracy of 0.2°. Developed from
earlier angle gauges, the instrument
includes a number of refinements to
improve its accuracy including
separate moire grids for coarse and
fine adjustment. Moagon AB, Box
53232, 8-400 16 Gothenberg,
Sweden. Telex 27805 SEYDON S.

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

COMPREHENSIVE STE bus HARDWARE SUPPORT
As you'd expect from a company with BICCVERO's reputation we're supporting fully the
increasingly recognized STEbus architecture.
We offer you STEbus backplanes, terminators,
extenders, and prototyping boards with interface, all
complying fully with IEEE Standard P1000, Draft 3.2.
And - better still - our comprehensive range of
STEbus support products includes all the additional
hardware, fully compatible with STEbus, you need to
buiid your STEbus system. The range includes: Power supplies: Single or multi -output plug-in
mcdules, or open frame switchers, up to 500 W.

Prototyping boards: A wide range of general
purpose boards, plus PTH microboard and Speedwire

with STEbus interface.

Cardframes: Choose from the well-known
industry standards, KM6 or KM7.
Racks and enclosures: Of all types, to suit your
STE application.
Connectors: An extensive selection of two-part
IEC 603-2 (DIN 41612) connectors, including pressfit.
Contact us now for more information on our
STEbus hardware support
products.
For immediate action,
phone: 0703 260211 (South)
or 0744 24000 (North).
BIC C ELECTRONICS
Or write to:

VERO

STEbus TECHNOLOGY

BICC-VERO Electronics Limited, Flanders Road, Hedge End, SOUTHAMPTON, S03 3LG. Tel: 0703 266300 Fax 0703 264159. Telex 477984.

LEADER S

IN

A MEMBER Of THE STE MANUFACTURERS AND USERS GROUP
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10KHz to 1024MHz
AM FM SIGNAL GENERATOR

£500
£225
£195
£750
£450

8007B Pulse generator
400F Voltmeter 100uV -300V 4MHz
738BR Calibrator
4800A Vector impedance meter
1160213 Transistor fixture for 8745A

5300A 6 digit measuring system with 50MHz
_

.

.

-

£110
counter
Rack mount
3300A Function generator.
£100
versions
0150
5326A 50MHz counter timer 8 digits
86408 with option 01 8 02. 1024MHz mg gen
P.O.A.
8745A S -Parameter test set 116028 trans
£550
fixture
£225
8004 pulse generator
£95
355E Programmable attenuator 1GHz 0-12db
£95
355F As above but 0-120db in 10db steps
£450
8733A Pin modulator
£850
8518/85518 10MHz -40GHz Spectrum analyser
£850
8601A Sweep generator 0.1.110MHz
C395
5023A Logic troubleshooter kit
C200
1122A Power unit for FET probes
£195
608F UHF AM signal generator
.

P controlled. synthesized 10101z-1024MHz signal generator

MARCONI TF2017 Superb specification, in mint condo.,
One only available from stock at under half current list price

TF2905/8 Sine squared pulse and bar generator.
TF2908 Blanking and sync mixer
TF995/L 5 AM/FM signal generator 1.5-220MHz
TF2303 Modulation meter 2.5-520MHz AM/FM
TF893A Audio power meter lmW-10W fsd
TF1020A 100W 250MHz RF power meter .
TF1152A/1 25W 250MHz RF power meter
TF2604 Electronic multi -function meter
TF2807A PCM multiplex tester
2829 PCM digital analyser.
2833 PCM digital line monitor
2828A Digital simulator.
TF2356 20MHz level oscillator
TF2167 RF amplifier 0 05 80MHz 47db gain
TF2092C noise receiver
TF2162 MF Attenuator 0 111db in 0.1db steps
TF2300 Modulation meter AM/FM to 1GHz
TF2300A 8 S as above with dev to 1.5KHz tsd
TF2300B Modulation meter as above
TF2012 I M UHF signal generator 400-520MHz
TF2020 AM/FM synthesized signal generator

£8000

£350
£250
£195
£325
£75
£75
£75
£150
£450
£750
£275
£750
£650
£450
£350
£100
£295
£395
,,,, £495
£295

SOKHz-52OMHz

£950

TK2021 GPIB adapter for TF2020 above
TF144H AM signal generator to 72MHz
TF2002B AM/FM signal generator to 88MHz
TF21708 Synchronizer for 2002E1 above
TF2016A/2173 AM/FM signal generator to 120MHz
TF2331 Distortion meter
TF2501 Power meter 1/3W fsd DC-1GHz
TF1245/1246 0 -meter and oscillator.

£75
£500
£150
£700
£350
£200
£500

DL905 transient recorder with XY display
TEKTRONIX 475 200MHz oscillos..ope with UM44
AVO B151 RCL bridge
TELONIC 1019 sweepers Band II (83-115MHz)
PHILIPS PM5509 TV Pattern generator colour
FLUKE D.M.M. 8800A 51/2 digit
GREEN 2601 Wattmeter 0.3-300W to 500MHz
TELETYPE Terminal model 41 RS232 i/face
TEKTRONIX 575 Transistnr curve tracer
OSCILLOSCOPE stock pi km ie Li best quote.
BRYANS 22020 XYT Plotter A3
GPW 7620 Telegraph 8 Data venerator
RACAL 383 4 -Trace display osvvoscope

FLUKE 8600A DMM 41/2 digit
AVO 8 MkV multi -meters
BIRD Thruline 4340 RF Standard wattmeter
SCHULUMBERGER remote controlled RF attenuator

£5,700)
9301A RF mV -meter 1 mV -3V fsd 1.5GHz
9303 Digital RF mV -meter. GPID c,r two heads
9906 200MHz counter -timer. 8 digit

£2,950
£395
£950
£225

£350
C90
C295

IS

SOLD

IN

EXCELLENT.

HEWLETT-PACKARD Spectrum Analyser system to 110MHz
comprising 141T main-frame. 8552B, I F plug-in and 8553B
£2950

110MHz R Plug -In Unit Excellent condition throughout

Hewlett-Packard spectrum analyser system comprising type
140S display. 85552A I.F. unit and 8554L 1250MHz analyser
C2500
unit. Excellent condition, one only

0250

VALRADIO 24V DC input to 230V 50Hz output 120W
£185 (new); £125 (used)
Sine Wave

ALL OUR EOUIPMENT

£350

9084 104MHz Synthesized signal generator opt 12 (GPIB
interface type 9934A) AM/FM 10kHz -104MHz (List price

£175
£195
£175

PHILIPS PM3310 Digital storage scope 60MHz bandwidth,
C1950
50MHz sampling rate less than half list price
£85
THURLBY oscilloscope multiplexer, 8 channels
£750
AC/DC ELECTRONICS Electronic load to 200 amps
£500
CUSHMAN CE5 Service monitor
£1,500
WAYNE-KERR Automatic digital LCR Bridge 8905
£200
LEADER TV signal generator LCG-392
£195
TELONIC Rho-Tector

150W Square wave £75 (used) 24V 5A chargers

9083 2 -tone signal source

£350
£1500
£325
£150
£200
£200
£250
£295
£250

£200
£750

RACAL -DANA 9906 200MHz timer/counter 7 digits
MARCONI 2435 2GHz 8 digit
HP5300A 6 Digit system unit with 50MHz counter
HP 5326A 8 Digit 50MHz counter timer

E110
E150

£45
FULLY

FUNCTIONAL CONDITION AND GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS
MAIL ORDERS AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOMED PLEASE
TELEPHONE FOR CARRIAGE QUOTE. ALL INSTRUMENTS ARE
AVAILABLE EX -STOCK AS AT COPY DATE. GOOD QUALITY TEST
EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED FOR STOCK. PRICES QUOTED
ARE SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL VAT

HP

8407A

Hewlett-Packard 8407A 110MHz Network analyser with types
8412A Phase -magnitude and 8414A Polar display units

S -Parameter test set with 116028 transistor fixture

C1756

£500

* * or COMPLETE KIT - C2000 ***
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HART - The Firm for QUALITY

CARSTON
ELECTRONICS

LINSLEY-HOOD 300 SERIES AMPLIFIER KITS
Superb integrated MosFet amplifier kits with an unbeatable
pedigree, circuit design by John Linsley -Hood and engineering by
HART

kVe specialise only in the sale of first

most discerning listener. Ideal basis for any domestic sound systems

quality "second -user" equipment.

it quality matters to you. Buy the complete kit and save pounds off
the individual component price.
K300-35. 35 Watt £98.79 Complete Kit K300-45, 45 Watt £102.36 Discount pace for Complete

guaranteed.

Ultra easy assembly and set-up with sound quality to please the

C102.36.

Kit

C1.05 no VAT
RLH485 Reprints of Original Articles from HiFi News
LINSLEY-HOOD SUPER HIGH QUALITY AM/FM TUNER SYSTEM
Our very latest kit for the discerning enthusiast of quality sound and an exotic feast for lovers of
designs by John Linsley -Hood. A combination of his ultra high quality FM tuner and stereo decoder
described in "Electronics Today International" and the Synchrodyne AM receiver described in
"Wireless World'. The complete unit is cased to match our 300 Series amplifiers. Novel circuit
features in the FM section include ready buillt pre -aligned front end, phase locked loop demodulator
with a response down to DC and advanced sample and hold stereo decoder together make a tuner
which sounds better than the best of the high-priced exotica but, thanks to HART engineering,
remains easy to build. The Synchrodyne section with it's selectable bandwidth provides the best

Original performance & specification
Up-to-date technology, at affordable
prices, in test & measurement equipment, data logging/recording, microcomputer
&
computers/controllers
peripherals.
All equipment covered by our comprehensive parts & labour warranty.

possible results from Long and Medium wave channels, so necessary in these days of split

programming. If you want the very best in real HiFi listening then this is the tuner for you. Since all
components are selected by the designer to give the very best sound this tuner is not cheap, but in
terms of it's sound it is incredible value for money. To cater for all needs four versions are available
with variations up to the top of the range lull AM/FM model, with any unit being upgradeable at any
time. Send for our fully illustrated details
HIGH QUALITY REPLACEMENT CASSETTE HEADS
Do your tapes lack treble! A worn head could be the problem. Tape

heads are constantly improving and fitting one of our latest

replacement heads could restore performance to better than new!
Standard mountings lit most decks and our TC1 Test Cassette will

make it easy to set the azimuth spot on. As we are the actual
importers you get prime parts at lowest prices. All our heads are

ail :0

HC20 Permalloy Stereo Head. Good quality standard head fitted as original equipment on many
E7.66

HS16 Sendust Alloy Super Head. Quite simply the best. Longer life than permalloy. higher output
E14.86

than ferrite, fantastic frequency response
H0551 4 -Track head for auto -reverse or quadrophonic use. Full specification record and play head

Special Otter Stereo R/P Heads
4 -Track Auto -Reverse Play Head
HS9510 2/4 Stereo DC Erase Head
H0751E 4/4 Erase compatible with H0551
Full data on these and other heads in our range are contained in our free list.

E14.60

£2.49
£3.50
£6.70
£39.70

50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
IN POWER CONVERSION
1937-1987

DC -AC Inverters (Transvertors)
SINE/SQUARE WAVE INVERTERS 30 to 2000
walls, 50 (or 60) Hz, 1 15/230V, single phase
AC. From 12, 24. 50, 110 or 220 Volts DC

HART TRIPLE -PURPOSE TEST CASSETTE TC1

One inexpensive test cassette enables you to set up VU (Dolby) level, head azimuth and
tape speed without test equipment. Vital when fitting new heads. Complete with instructions

C4.66

Send for your FREE copy of our lists with lull details of our complete range of Kits. Components.
PCBs. Cassette Heads and Decks: - Overseas please send 5 IRCs for Airmail Post.
Please add VAT to all prices. Postage on orders up to f10

50p. f 10 to 149 -

1. Over £50 - 11 50

ELECTRONIC KITS LTD
1, Penylan Mill. Oswestry, Shropshire SY10 9AF
24 hr SALES LINE (0691) 652894 Please add VAT

,
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I ill I tIl HIER DETAILS.

Vabtadio

suitable for Dolby machines.
decks

Mt LE 58
I

[1 DC -DC Converters
1:1 AC -DC Power Supplies
CI AC -AC Frequency Changers

AC POWER FROM
DC SOURCE

[1 Battery Chargers
Standby/UPS Systems
r I Line Conditioners

For details:
VALRADIO POWER LTD
LAWRENCE ESTATE. GREEN LANE, HOUNSLOW TW4 6DN, UK

Tel: 01-570 5622
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ANEW PRODUCTS
Measuring low

Thermal
transducers

resistance
Automatic compensation for thermal
e.m.f. effects is included in Ductor
D203 from Megger Instruments. The
micro-ohmeter has eight ranges
from 199.9p11 to 19991/ with a
resolution of 0.1p -f1. Battery or
mains powered, Ductor is used for
the commissioning and maintenance

A 64 -element array is one of a
number developed by Plessey for
infra -red sensor applications.

Uncooled pyroelectric linear
detectors find use in laboratory
development work, thermal imaging
and for detecting hotspots on a p.c.b.
or even on heavy machinery.
Intruder alarms and thermal
mapping can also benefit from the
improved performance of these

of power cables, metal -bond testing
in aircraft frames and railway lines,
measuring relay -contact resistance,
p.c.b. track resistance and many
other applications. Megger
Instruments Ltd, Archcliffe Road,
Dover, Kent CT17 9EN. Tel: 0304
202620.

devices. Special i.cs have been used

in the construction of the arrays to
improve reliability and allow a
flexible interface for the system
designer. A number of formats are
available and can also be made to
order. Plessey Research Caswell Ltd,
Caswell, Towcester, Northants NN12
8EQ. Tel: 0327 50581.

Eprom emulator
More facilities than normal are
claimed for the Trace E102 which
connects to a host computer through
the RS232 port. This connection
makes it useful for a variety of
computers from powerful desktop
systems to most home computers.
Emulation of most available eproms
is possible and a special feature of the
system is the ability to define a
window in the eprom space and write
to it directly, allowing editing and

debugging of a program
interactively. A number of additional
facilities include memory dump,
string search, copy, automatic data rate selection and an extensive 'help'
menu. The current model can be
expanded to emulate up to four
eproms and a 'breakpoint' card with
full memory trace is amongst other
enhancements, available soon. Trace
Technology Ltd, Swan Works, Box
End Road, Bromham. Beds MK43
8LT. Tel 0836 261643.
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Magnetic

measurement instrument
All kinds of magnetic fields; - steady,
alternating, peak or pulsed- can be
measured with the 701 Hall -effect
gaussmeter. Autoranging between
0.1 and 39999 gauss, the meter
comes with a variety of probes. For
production testing, 'classifier' lights
provide a rapid method of grading
magnets. B.c.d. and analogue
outputs are included for interfacing
with other test equipment. Trilec
Instruments Ltd, 17 Church Street,
Market Lavington, Devizes, Wilts
SNIO 4DT. Tel: 038081 2361.
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Digital temperature controller
Flexibility of operational facilities
makes the CAL 9000 series of

temperature controllers suitable for
a wide variety of applications. Fully
adjustable and offering proportional,
integral and derivative control, the
9000 can operate from any standard
thermocouple or PTIOO/RTD

thermistor.

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

Its small size makes it easy to fit

into equipment and it can be
pngrammed simply by the user with
ranges, limits and alarm signals.
Resolution is also selectable and the
displaycan be toggled between
Fahrenheit and Celsius. Available in
the RS catalogue or direct from
Controls & Automation Ltd, Bury
Mead Road, Hitchin, HertsSG5 1RT.
Tel: 0462 36161.

Soluble masking
tape
A self-adhesive solder -masking tape
completely dissolves in the solvent
cleaning and defluxing process, and
yet can withstand the temperatures
used in wave -soldering. The adhesive

is silicone free, eliminating the risk
of contamination to gold contacts. It
totally dissolves in fluorocarbon
solvent in about two minutes, using
an ultrasonic washing system. The
tape is available in various widths and
there is a variety of disc masks.

lntertronics, Allvalve House,
159 Brookwood Road, Southfields.
London SW185BD. Tel: 01-8712735.
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rNEW PRODUCTS
Talking chips

Processor system faultfinder

Alarm and emergency signals and a
range of information services can be
provided with high -quality speech

Pre -defined test sequences can be
run by a processor -board tester

from a miniature plug-in solid-state
unit. Programming the Amesa
Microvox is done through a
recording unit which accepts prerecorded speech from a tape
submitted by the user. The makers

can program the memory or, for
volume production, a recording unit.
Reprovox, can also be purchased.

Thick film hybrid circuitry is used to
integrate all functions into the
Microvox unit so that the only

plugged into the microprocessor
socket. The bench -top instrument is
provided with a number of test pods
to simulate the processor used in the
system and it is used to trace faults in
the board down to component level
and even off -board peripheral

circuits.
Tests include short-circuits on any
of the buses. dynamic memory tests,
display of control pin status, toggling

of data and address lines and the
generation of test data patterns.
Firmware is disassembled into
mnemonic codes. Other features
include a synchronous logic./
frequency probe and an RS232 port

for remote/automated testing. Polar
Instruments of Guernsey. make the
B3T which is available from Antron
Electronics Ltd. Hamilton House, 39
Kings Road. Haslemere, Surrey
GU27 2QA. Tel: 0428 54541.

Integrated digital to -analogue
The discovery of a matrix method for

constructing integrated circuit
d -to -a converters led to the
development of a whole company.

Brooktree Corporation, in
California. The Brooktree Matrix.
developed by Dr Henry Katzenstein,
offers a d -to -a converter with greatly
improved conversion speed,

linearity, stability and power
dissipation. The company was not
content to produce d -to -a converters
and therefore found ways of

integrating the converter into other
products, particularly computer
video circuits.

external parts needed are switches to
trigger it and a loudspeaker for

output. Digital p.c.m. recordings
ensure the maintenance of high quality speech.
Amesa Technologies, 2 The Maples,
Ottershaw. Surrey KT16 ONU. Tel:
093287 2471.

Ramdac
As the name suggests, Ramdac
combines memory with a d -to -a

converter. The memory is principally
used as a colour look -up table and

several other functions are combined
on an integrated circuit to provide a
complete computer video system. A
recently released example is the
Bt471 which incorporates three 6 -bit

Computer -aided
software
Computer -aided real-time design.
has be on contracted to 'Card' as the
brandname for a system which is
claimed to offer the software
to those
available to the hardware designer.
The system has a real-time

performance verification facility.
claimed to be unique. The design
system. Cardtools. is designed to
maintain complete and accurate
documentation of all phases of
software development and
maintenance. It draws on a
centralized data base which makes it
possible to verify all stages of design
and documentation. Cardtools offers
support for real-time embedded
computer systems, such as
performance verification. The
development tools were developed in
Palo Alto, California by Ready
Systems, and are available from their
French office. 16 bis, Rue Grande
Dame Rose, Velizy-Villacoublay
(Paris). France. Tel: 33-1-39468986.

d -to -a converters. It has a 256 -colour
look -up table, a 15 -colour overlay

Code analyser for radio pagers
All the test facilities for radio pagers.
bleepers and message systems are

included in Solartron's 4922 radio
code analyser. Intended for
production and repair testing it is
also a useful development tool.
Generation and analysis of all the
signals used by the various devices is
possible along with selective calling
and cellular systems. Messages can
be structured and analysed. all

directed through the menus on the
instrument. Plain -text entries are

converted into 'data telegrams'
which can be displayed and
manipulated on the screen. The
majority of regular transmission
modes are catered for, but user -

defined transmission protocols can
be programmed into the 4922. The
instrument can be programmed or
controlled through a GPIB link and
received messages can be output to a

printer. Solartron Instruments,
Victoria Road, Farnborough. Hants
GU14 7PW. Tel: 0252 544433.

A wide range of transformers:
toroidal. low -profile, isolating, auto,
p.c.b. mounting and low -voltage
power types, are all held in stock by
Parmeko Components and are
available for dispatch on the same
day in answer to a phone call. The
transformers have power ratings
from 2VA to lkVA and conform to
British Standards. Over 100 different
types are manufactured by Parmeko,
the parent company. and are kept in
stock. Parmeko Components Ltd.
Percy Road. Leicester LE2 8FT.
Tel: 0533 440044.
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gives it a 1024 by 768 display.
Bt478 has all the same facilities
but the d -to -as are 8 -bit devices and

the colour look -up memory is
consequently increased to 256 by 24.
It also adds sync on input as well as
the output sync available on both

models. Further facilities and higher
definition are available on the Bt461
which has a single output. so three
are needed for a colour system.

Timing

MOWN

MUMS

OWN.

Transformers
dispatched by return

palette and microprocessor
interface, compatible with the IBM
PS/2 computer system. The chip
includes 15 overlay registers for
manipulating windows, cursor
position menus and for the
simulation of IBM EGA graphics,
used with SECAM, PAL, or EIA
(NTSC I. The 80MHz operating speed

I I

The Brooktree Matrix also finds
applications in high-speed testing
applications. Intended for use in test
and measurement facilities, the
Bt6xx series offer a timing resolution
of 20ps. The timing range is set
externally in a range of 4 to 4Ons. The
devices produce a pulse of fixed width
at a programmed delay after a trigger
pulse. There are versions in which
the rise/fall time of the pulse can also
be programmed. As test signals need
to be an order of magnitude better
than the components under test, the
precision and accuracy of these
devices can become necessary. The
Brooktree Corporation is in San
Diego, California. Their products are
available in the UK through Thame
Components Ltd. Thame Park Road,
Thame, Oxon 0X9 3XD.
Tel: 084 4214561.

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

LANGREX
SUPPLIES
LTD
Climax House, Fallsbrook Rd., Streatham,
London SW16 6ED
Telex: 946708 RST

RST Tel: 01-677 2424
SEMICONDUCTORS
44119

010
017
030
030
030

AAY30

44213
44215
44717
AC107
AC125
AC126
AC127

0 55

035
0.35

040
035
035
045
040
045

AC I 78

ACI41
AC141K
AC142
ACI42K
AC176
AC187
AC188
ACYI 7

035
035
035
225

ACY18
ACYI 9
ACY20
ACY2I
ACY39

1 55

41139
A1186
A1239

AfIll

M212
*5126

BTS
BT17

8129
BT69
BT95

175

20

0192
DX96

1 75

2 00

D1472

DL 94

1 75

175
1400
12.50
12 50
12 50

20
20

DM71

475

DMI 60

150
1 50

5000

EBOCC
1130C1
11301

15 00
11 27
14 19

1801
181CC

27 50
8 00
13 17
8 10

NIL

E82CC
EB3CC

840

186C
188C

8 25
8 25
10 33

EBOCC

947
990

(90C(
1901

F918

6 75
8 75
9 10

197CC

1991
11301

18 50

BASES
BG Unskated

040

87G Skirted

050

B94 Unskirted

040

*1801

BC41
BC81

81274

22 51
12 00
17 50

250

FF93
1194
1195
EF98
11183
11184

1 25

118045

08055
EH90
EK90
1131
6133
EL34MUI
EL36

250

20

8 93
2 10

175

50
150
1 SO

El8 I

(182
(184

150
150
175

EC185
EC) 86

50
2 75
50

EF37A
EF39
1140
1141
1142

350
450

EF50

SO

50

1154
f f 55
1180
1183

2.03
30.00
18.50

F1509
11821
11822
11180
18634

350
175

13 97

25 00

80

2.00
2 75
2.50
25 00

EN9 I

FN92
1551
FY81

2 75

250
210
924

I 75
1.75

F45004
11802
1235

30

EZ40
1741

250
250

1780
1781

1290
1W4.500
1594-830

61371K
GSSIK

6180 7M
6740 70
6400 I1(
GN4
GN4A

1 75
1 75

ISO
150
3.00

350

44XI61

MX163
MX164

12 00
17 50
17 00

MXI66
MXI68

350
17 SO

90
9 00

160

40

6516

850

MPIA

9 00
10 00

51154

1S0

5UP7
DG7-5
DG7-31
DG7 37

63 32
58 07

GTIC

MX152

3 25

PCF802
PCf 805

10.30
1 75
12.25

PCLBS

5 00

1000

3FP7

6 00
6 00

3.111

B90
0 75
Int Octal 040
octal
0 55
Valve screening

302

800

31P7

3KPI
3R11
3WP1

54011
5071

1.1118441 Ilmitics. 4144

8 CO

10 00
15 00
35 00

200
55 00

100

200
750

750
PC1805/85 250
PC186

60

10503

1E06 40N 45.0
Pf1.700
250
P136
750

6.50

175

1181

935

2.0

P1814

11 75

825

P182
P183

SOO

11.84

I

2 OC

PLSOB

550

7 05

509
P1519

6 CO

6 00

P1801

P1807
P133

1 SC
6 OC

4.50

60
250

150
ISO
125

14.03

P181

115.0
250

P187
P183
PY88

.86.0

P15004

550

18 30
150 00
175 03
19 50
26 40

82 50

004/03-204

150

I50
S00

0(P71

150
1.50

10 00

300
1

75

350

RR3 250 40 00
R113-1250 45 75
5130
600
5130P
600
511E12
65 00
STV280 40 14 00
STV280 80 21 00
SU41

500

51.142

10 00

T003-10 35 00
1003-10f 35 00
50 00
37 50
37 50

600

78 75

8870
444 500 124 26
715 .500 272 50
TY6 800 231 00
TY6 50004
632 20
TY6 50008
TY4 44:0

395 00
TY6 5000W
573 20

TY7 60004
632 20
TY7 6000W
579 00
75 00

U1820

350

U19
U25
U26
U37
UABC80

13 75

250
250
17 00

I 25

UAF 42

2 50

UB4I

3 00

UBC41

76 65

UCF80
UCH47

2 00
7 50

67 20

UC H81
UC L82

250

U0133

775

11141

7 00

00706 40A
11 SO

OV03 I?

RG3 2504 32 68
RG4 1250 61 60
RG4 3000 99 45

UCC8A
UCC85

00507.50

01337

566 80
46 00
RIO
600
RI 7
31X7
RI 8
300
819
924
R20
250
RG3 12543 59 50

46 00

48 38

250
435

600
450

197 40

7140

680

U8189

140

I 75

21X108

550
700

27%109

240

195
2 25

700
048
2 10
75
75

I
1

200
500
75

1

700
400
2 25
15 00

185 00

XRI 15004

XRI6400

800
900
900
900
900

IM1070
IMI 071
ZMI 022
ZA41023

IMMO

ZMI0-47
111361
1E124

115354

IB63

19 36
16 66
17 77

3 00
25 00
48 00
64 00

150

Prices on

application

067 36

650

58 07

Texas

DH3-9 1
0117 I I

58 83

8

V(R138
VCR1384

1131?

14

12 00
17 50

16

pin

8 IX

VCRSI7B

10 00
10 00

V(R517(

7407
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410

low profile
pm
p.o

V(R1394

7401

I/C sockets

061
07p
07p

wrap: And pits -Ling s.o141.., M1%1,1111\ 0100001, II

I'm. 11111116 .11 11111. 11 .1,11.th lo

7411

7311
7413
1811

'I 0.1.

0 16

03S
036
036

036
0 42
0 42

048
0 55
0 .36

036
036
040
0 42

036

7416
7417
7420
7472
7473
7424
7427
7478
7130
7437
7433
7437
7438
7439
7440

048
048
048
036
036
036
036
036
036
036
0 55

036
036
036
036

I /111.1 VI PIK c csclutiong

ITX314
ITX500
ZTX50
71.0502
4832

75

045
035

144006
144007

0.45
0 45

N4009
N4148
N5400

048
045
048
085
085
085
060
045
060
0.45

025
021

054

20 00

4(35
120 CO
40(2508 58 00
4C%350* 105 00
401504
60 00

5U4GB

5546
SY3GT

5246
52461
6-3017

6487
6A(7

64/44
6467
6486
6AKS
6AK6

6415

64M4
6AMS
64446

6485
64884
6405
6456
64576
6416

300
250
250
250
400
250
250
175
175

300
300
415
300
500
599
2 SO

150

400
969
6 02
4 75
3 50

375
866
8 75
1 75

S0

3 25

3.0

II CO

6AUSGT

6AU6

7453
7454
7460
7470
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476
7480
7483
I

add Ii"..

In soolt(
pill., 111
\
.081 I
w1111, 1116111-1 111.1111h44,!,111.11 1.11111
iL. lllll I i.10111
..111.11,i, 10 111
i 01111,1111C 111111 1111111 llllllll i1nla 611.7411. l III I .6 to.ogc .1011 pa. 1.111.1 lI '41011 ns,ln OlLit l
1 1, co 111.1111111, pc. 01 s.iltes.1111,, .661 ...916 ,0616.1,0,
()1101.611,01.1.11
1,1v,1111111sic.1 s
1

6116(
61(661

750

6148

61406

300
800

61 66

S 00

2 75

350

61664
6166( 1611

5 75

300

61661
617

1 SO
2 SO

61471

250
300
400

6831
6747

6175

607

3 75
687
325
681188 61(88

6547

65(7

10 00
3 03

275

6587
65/7

3 00
3 25

6SK7

3 SO

30

651761

6U84

22S

6V6GT
6/14

4 25
3 00

68(6

6BW 7

680761
6876
6C066444

048

C 93
4 75

2 75

6(4
6(864

0 32

614
616
617

250

60 00
80 00

048

300
550

686

6816

600

0 65

14 00
7 75

6886
68K4

354
354

030
030
030
030
030
048
030
048
036

33 50

3 SO

47 00
45 00
2 00

7451

160
160

6f33

6U%

3E79

I 25

6128

I SO

12 00

7442
7450

6f23

6816

3(24

048

6f6

2 75

450
125 00
*SO
3 5C

7441

300
150
225
300

4 CO

6BR84
6857
68W6

870

4 75

6557

6807A
6887

2504

60068

6SR 7

20 05

75

300

60146

5.0

115 00

1

030

400

1 SO

681.71.1
6E1M6
68146

15 35

1 50

4 00

17 50
17 50

4-4004

300
375

400

6E1C4

25 00

4-654
4 125A

4 SO

120

658761
6507

6846
6647
68484

3824'M
3(23

XX10345

250

6(67
6(86
7484
7486
7490
7491
7497
7493
7494
7195
7496
7497

7410(
74107
74109
74110
74111

74116
74118
7411(

20
6 OC

3 SG

7(5
706
7117

7R7
757

6 OG

754
724

150

124148

60

5 03

2 75
1 25

250
5 00

3 00

340

60561
787

12416
12417
124U6
124U7
12456
124V7

1

75

250

40
2 SO
40

425
350
2 25
2 00

50
150
1.75

250
75
2 SO
1

1300

124%7

350
175

0 7?

74120

0 75

25C

054
0 72

036
054
054

078
065
060
390

084
036

054
048
051
ISO
1 2C

15C

74121

74122
74123
74175
74126
74128
74136
74141

74143
74145
74147
74148
74150
74151

74154
74155
74156

010
010

1111)6

0 10

2142270

282221

022

2142222

0.20
7 50
0 23
0 23

287773
287368
2742369
2117384

036

140

060
048

1

0 IS

030
030

'. 1.89

0.72
0 12
0 12

.1.t01

012
012
012

'. 1.102

0 17

459

045
040
040

. 1.810

022
0 12

030

16 00
75 00
35 00

0 55
0.70
0.60
0 75

40 00

500

.5

0 11
0 11
0 11
01

2143704

1

0 II
0 II

J500

IS

283702
283703

2 SO
5 SO

550
S00

400

21324
25701
25745A
25746A

1750
1

75

I 75

011
0II
0 11

0 10

I 20
120
160

050
060
0.80

400
350
250
250

17B44
17846
128E6

2 75

12E1147

300

12817
17E1111
12E14

78 00
65 00
20 00

17000
47 50
67 25

30(15
30(17
30(18

200
200
200

4 15

5651

450

5670
5675
5687
5696
5718
5725
5726
5727
5749

28 00

600
450
750
550

11 37

705
250

400

5751

450
400
400

5763
58144
40

17 00

3011/2

160
138

31 50

30E117

1.80

100

17 50

30E04
301.1

150

30115
30117
3014
30119

200
700
250
250
300

30E5

30111

SO( 5

180
180
100
150

7581

605

75C1

4 50

8541

750

301414
3011.15

3504

8542

9086
90AV
90(1

200

2000

60

14 SA

92AG
92AV
9541
15082
15083
150(1
150(4

20 00

90(V

111

7234B
803
805
807
5114
812A
813
833A
866A
872A
922

74192
74193
74194
74195
74196
74197
74198
74199

600
14 00
-A

8 35
3 25
6 00
35 00
125 00

7500
4500
3 75
18 33

4750

65 00
193 16
35 00

200

120
1200
190

1,5
14,4

/0

950

68838
6973
7025
70274

650

235 00

70000

8 45

11 10
20 CO
10 00
11 50

750

450

8 00
6 25

7551

7586
7587
7609
7868
7895
8068
8136
8417
18042
18045
18046

15 00
23 00
56 00

750

12 00
16 50

150
8 IX

1 53
10 49
1

1153

6 00

4 03

5552A
5642
5654

6 00
3 75

6150

18 50

555I4

600
10 25
11 75

15 45

1624
1625
2050
42171

5544
5545

775
450
12 25
12 34

2000

9314

421211

500
7 SO
3 SO

6 45

90CG

74191

I 40
160

24
26
48

,3

1985
2489

0.11

015
013
013
025

74461

-.1

100

I 30
1 50

1060
1061

7143442
7143614

060
060
054
055
070
046
077

,,,s9

0 75

283441

17E1
13E1

012
070
012

-.11+58

024

282646
282904
282905
282906
287907
282974
787925
787976
283053
283054
283055
283440

74159
74170
74172
74173
74174
74175
74176
74180
74190

054
070

110

282719

124474

100

300

ISO

6H3N

OS

0 32
0 32
0 22

C3 75

090
300

607

6111

2 75

7747147
7142148
7147218

500

180

100

2741

783705
183706
2N3707
783700
283709
283710
783711
283771
283772
783773
283819
183820
783823

800

6E88
60W6

51346

0 75
0 35
0 35

6CW4

6648

56 00
35 00
58755M
35 00
SC27
160 00
5111301
7500 00
SR4G1
5 50

030
036
038
250
020
017

274930

6(16

I

004

28708

582544

6BB

100

1.50
1 50

4%1500

150

34007
35007
345
3624
3828
3819
38240M

26306
28404
28696
78697
28698
28705

281671

6AV6
64X567
687

2021
2176
2142
2155
21704
21708
2K25

100
120

0 14

I 50
60 00
70 00
3 25
8 25
98 00
265 00
383 00
336 00
125 00
115 00
1

26301
26302

014

014

6AVSGA

X43

0 10
0 1?

281132
281302
281303
281304
281305
281306
281307
281308
781309
281613

1 75

2C394

921

281131

175

24515

5920

012
012

0 13
0 25

0.03
0 10

0I

2N706

014
014
014

070
020
075
003
003
004
004
004
004
004
004
005
006

N5401
S44

0 23
0 57
0 12
0.13
0 14

0 14

N4001

0.42
0.10

114

1

21X503
ZTX504
710531
ZTX550
N914
N916
N4002
N4003
N4004
N4005

IRS
155

INTEG RATED CIRC UITS
7400
7130

ZTX311

64E14

165 00
395.00
588 60
2500
25 00

2441001

IMI040

21X303
710301
710302
711303
710304

573
53 75

3200 81 97
X61-37004
XR 1

Z803U
2759

11P3053

ITX107

10000
X65-500 30 00
062 6400

101240

TIPI41
TIP142
TIP7955
TIP2951T

5 SO

ORP12

YDI 120

11P135
711137
TIP 140

5 50

250

U441
UY85
V1S631
XG I -2500

053
060
038

440
400

8.50

U(84
UM80

0.25

25140
25170
25178
75272
25278

18.00

13141

025

TIP305iT

10 00

U142
U180
Uf 85
U189

1136

18 00
18 00

4.40

R20088
R2009
R20108
11(44

111294
TIP304
TIP3I A
111324
T11334
T11344
TIP41A
TIP424
1I1110
1IP117
TIP125
TIP I30
TIP I31
1IP137

1700

0(201

0( 16

992.125

275
090
400
095

0(200

042206
042207

TT 100

140
140
160

0(171

1 00

1122

14S

0(170

04211
042200
042201

TT I 5
TT2 I

220

0(812
0(8?
0(83

0(202
0(203
0(204
0(705
0(206
0[207

0 15

275
150
175
185

00V06-404

78.50
15 00

60

CRT sockets

1 50

00503-10 26 25

325
250

4000

4 00
ISO

00507.6 380

16403

0(7

2 OC

PY800
P1801
01451

61 50

75.00

7 SC

5

750

1137

041
043
0A4
083

50

250

P1504

CRTs
7API
28P1
3811
3011
3161

31X/

PCL84

750

1478

250
250

1(1801

P(183

650
875

MX119
MX123
MX145

3 50

PC1201

815
800

M8725
M8148

MX151

250
200
325

200

10.85

M1114

P087
Kf MO

1(186

PC181

M8195
M8196
M8204
M8712
M8223

MD2901

150

8 10

60

+88190

200
200

170
170
170

1

4481 63

650
696

I 60

P0806
P0808

10.43

868162

250
160

085
065

0(141

0206-10

75

1 25

0.21

200

150

150

021
091

1 75
1 75
1 75
1 50

1

1 SO

1 40

PC95
PC97
PC900
PCC84

P(C85
PC(88
PC(89
PC(189
PC(805
PC(806

I 20

650
650

008
008
008
015

0495
04200
04202

3 SO

680

1025

M8099
M8100
M8136
M8137
M8140
M8141
M8147
M8144
M8149
M8161

100

EM84
EM85
EM87
EN32

825
982
969

A18098

13.0

18881

1231

M8091
888096
888097

0485
0490

0(41

0(17?
0(123
0(139
0(140

P(88

PC180
PC182

M80133

M8082
MONO

10.00

250
250

FM80

EY86
F188

30

(1.83

719

1195

1183
1484

150
175
150

CLOD

1191

2 25
2.75
3 25

0481

0.79
0.35

13(84

0.22

0Y3 65
63 24
013.125 78 48
0Y4-250 74 00
094.400 87.20
0Y5-500 208 00
045 30004

PCE82

44EI079

175
0 75

I 20

111709

0(81

3 SO

250
250

1500

250

M8081

0(3

17 00

2.50
2 50

KTW62
KIV463

250
5 25

11156
11360
- 61500

lion

K711461

2 BO

600

4 75
5.00
15 00

175

400

055
015

OVO4 7
OV08 100

400

KT88

060
075

0 45

047
0410
0447
0470
0479

750
250

4 75

KT6I
KT66
KT77 Gold

250
400
400
750

1183
1184
1L86
1190

250

250
250

1500
175
150

200

1 33
171

4.00

TX 2260

0(72
0(73
0(74
0(75
0(76
0(77

1I

1

150

550
440
400
400

0(71

0.17
0.17

MPSUO6
MPSU56
NE555
NKT401
NKT403
NKT404
OAS

0(26
0(28
0(29
0(35
0(36
0(42
0(43
0(44
0(45

055
055

MPSUO1

045

300
400

6737

0.55

G4103784
KS1004

20 00

GZ34

MPF103

4.00

45O

GY501

225
700

GEX541
6.13M

1090

6732
6733

12 00

1181

3.50

30
30

CH84

1L42

150

750
599
200
200
700

1 64

0.75
0 73

Mlf 3055

0(20
0(22
0(23
0(24
0(25

PC86

637

I OS

300
650
300

15 35

092

1 80

6E066

30 00

891

0 79
0 73

M1E371
4811570
M1571
M1E2955

0491

60 090

CR53

GXU2
GXU3
GXU4
GXU50

1191

800

Series
BZY96
Series
CRSI
40
CR53 40

2.50
2 95

3 SO

0483

81578

Series
BZ491
Series
BZ193
Series

1189

75
75
75
75
75

CH81

700

010

87188

003
074

450
450
550

(1135
(1142

BES71

030
030
030
030

0.15
0 17

Series

20 00

CC81

CC807

81258
81259
81336
81337
81338

030
030
030
030
030
300

Elf 757

BYI 27

2000

CC33
CC35
CC40

CC 189

87195

BY 1 26

GU51
GXU I

462 00

C(91

0.12
0.12
0 35

1 20

200
042
015

87561

GUSO

1 75

(C806
(180
(182
(186

84100

350

800

((89

030
025
030
030
030
030
015
015
015
015
033

FF86

C92

(C85
C(86
C(88

81211
BF744

BU206
BU208

05
25

(91

CC81
CC83
CC84

00

250
030

(90

C157

030
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FNEW PRODUCTS
68000 STEbus
processor
Full 16 -bit processing is available on
the STE bus through a 68000 -based
single -board computer. Although
the STE bus is limited to eight bits,
the 4020 card from the British
Telecom maintains a 16 -bit wide

implementation internally and is
claimed to have sufficient memory to
allow the c.p.u. to operate locally in
most applications.
Up to 500Kbyte of rom, ram or any
combination of memory types can be
fitted on the board. Three pairs of
32 -pin memory sockets will be able
to contain up to 6Mbyte of memory
when devices become available. The
card includes bus arbitration
protocols and can be used in a
multiprocessor system. An RS232
link can be connected to a terminal
for development, and then used as an
i/o port in a target system. The board
forms part of a range of STEbusrelated products and is designed for
systems that require extensive
processing facilities. It may be used

with multi -tasking operating
systems such as OS/9 and Tripos.

British Telecom Microprocessor
Systems, Martlesham Heath. Ipswich

Half-price GPIB for personal computers
An add-on card for IBM -compatibles
allows the computer to be a GPIB
(IEEE -488) controller and, at £195,
is claimed to be half the price of rival
products. Using a low-cost PC, such
as the Amstrad. it is possible to have a

complete controller for about £700.
The GPIB-1000 card comes complete
with the necessary drivers and
diagnostics for use with Microsoft
Basic. Further software packages for
assembly language, C, compiled

Basic and turbo Pascal are available.
Roalan, Britannic House,
28 St. Peters Road,

Bournemouth, Dorset BH1 2LP.
Tel: 0202 298676.

1P5 7RE. Tel: 0473 643101.

Asic design

enhancements

Uninterruptible
power supply
Standard UK mains output of 240V at
50Hz is available from the UPS250
for up to ten minutes at 250W in the
event of power failure. Lower output
loads are backed up for longer but the
figure is typical of a personal
computer system. Back-up power
takes only 4ms to take over the
supply. It emits warning bleeps while
it is operating. At a selected
threshold the supply cuts out to
prevent over -discharge of the
batteries. Current -limited p.w.m.
inverter circuits ensure a high quality sinewave output at <5%
t.h.d. Alphacam Products Ltd, The
Old Maltings, 135 (9) Ditton Walk,
Cambridge CB5 8QD. Tel: 0223
214214.
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At a recent Custom Electronics
Show, a high proportion of the
application -specific i.c.
manufacturers were displaying
products designed using the GenRad
Hilo circuit simulation system.
GenRad themselves were showing
enhancements to the Hilo system
which added a range of new facilities.
HiGen is a library modelling tool.
Whenever a new device is produced,
its characteristics need to be added to
the simulation library. Each device is
often produced in many versions
with different speeds or other
variations, every version must be
added to the library for the library to
be comprehensive. With HiGen it is
possible to enter the characteristics
directly from a specification sheet
and the software will complete the
model. thus saving a lot of time.
The other major addition to the
Hilo suite is HiTest, a new method of
generating test patterns for device
testing. Using a 'toolbox' of test
patterns, the user is guided by the
menu -driven software into
generating the pattern that will
achieve the level of fault detection
required. The system offers an
interactive process to ease the
problems of test -pattern generation
and to speed production. All of
GenRad's tools interact with each
other and several of them work in
collaboration with other design
systems as well. GenRad Ltd. Norreys
Drive, Maidenhead, Berks SL6 4BP.
Tel: 0628 39181.

Multi-Transputer VME card
Four Transputers.1800 or T414, are
included on a single p.c.b. for VME
applications. Each 'processing node'
has 1Mbyte of local memory and each
is switched into the bus
independently. VMTM, from Parsytec
in Aachen, can be used as a

supplementary processor within a
VME system with a conventional host
processor, or with the company's
own BBK-V2 master Transputer
module. It is also used in a multiuser development system and each
board can support up to four users.

Any number of VMTM boards are
combined within the same VME
system. Each performs 40mips or 6

million floating-point operations/s
(mflops). The system is supported
with the Occam parallel programming language as well as
compilers for C, Pascal and Fortran
77. For development work, a package
is available for OS/9 systems and for

Sun workstations running Unix.
Parsytec GmbH, Juelincher Strasse
338. D-5100 Aachen, Germany. Tel:
(24111822275.
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SEW PRODUCTS
Speech on an i.c.
Adaptive differential pulse code
modulation is the coding system
used in a family of speech synthesis
i.cs from NEC Electronics. The
family is intended for use in
telecommunications, car systems.
toys and many other applications.
Three members of the family cater
for different internal mask rom
capacities, while one can address up
to one megabit of external memory.
A complete evaluation kit is
provided by a demonstration box
which includes low-pass filters, an
audio amplifier and loudspeaker.
EBIBM-7759 can be programmed
from an IBM PC and software is
provided on a disc. NEC Electronics
UK Ltd. Cygnus House, Linford
Wood Business Centre. Sunrise Park
Way, Linford Wood. Milton Keynes
MK14 6NP. Tel: 0908 691133.

MAO"

rushom. a

deemed to have critical positions and
place them on the board, so that i/o
control, for example. is near the edge
connector. All other components can
be placed automatically by the
system which will optimize route
lengths for connectors. The user has
full control if needed and can adjust
and move components. All
connections are moved with the
component and when all the
components are positioned the
program will automatically route the
tracks. Up to 3500 connections can
be accommodated.
Surface -mounted components can
be used on either or both sides of a
board with up to 16 layers. If a
component is transferred to the
other side, the connections are
automatically reversed. Through holes, or 'vias' are automatically kept
to a minimum. Component icons are
available in a library but can be

-
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changed by the user so that if, say, a
111

111

AT -based p.c.b. cad
Racal-Redac lists 50 advantages that
its Cadstar p.c.b. design system has

over competitors. Without
reproducing the complete list, it is

High -power

possible to pick out some of the
major features. The program accepts

Darlington

a list of components and connections
(netlist) from the Redlog design
capture program.
It starts with a rat's nest of all the
components to be used in a circuit
piled up in a corner of the screen and
a blank p.c.b. pattern. The user can
select those components that are

transistor of a different housing is
used, its 'true' shape can be
represented.
When a design is complete.
components can be renumbered to
give them a logical sequence in
assembly. The system can run a 'rule
check' to make sure that there are no
unconnected pins or short circuits,
or that conductors are not too close
together. The software runs on an
IBM AT -compatible computer or on
the PS/2 computer. Outputs are to a
pen plotter or a photoplotter and
include patterns for silk screen
printing and a program for a drilling
machine. Racal-Redac Ltd,
Tewkesbury, Clos CL20 8HE.
Tel: 0684 29161.

Connecting the collector directly to

High -voltage lithium cells

the baseplate gives the Fuji ID500A

Darlington transistor improved
thermal conductivity and higher
power dissipation. Collector currents

An open -circuit voltage of 3.9V is
claimed by Suvicon to be higher than
any other type of primary cell. This
gives an energy density up to 16 times greater than the equivalent
carbon -zinc cells. The BCX range is
available in a variety of sizes with

up to 500A can be coped with at a

voltage rating of 300V. Direct

nominal capacities from lAh to
30Ah. Continuous discharge
currents have maxima between 1mA

and 350mA. The standby life is
claimed to be more than 10 years to
make the cells suitable for low

current -drain applications; memory
back-up and remote power supplies.
The cells are manufactured in the US
by Electrochem and available in the
UK through Suvicon Ltd, The
Square, Broad Street. Birmingham
B15 1AP. Tel: 021 643 6999.

Mains inlet filters

current gain is a minimum of 500 at
VcE of 2V and I, of 500A. Such devices

are suitable for electric vehicles, and

uninterruptible and high -current
power supplies. ECC Electronics UK
Ltd, 9 Blenheim Road, High
Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3RT. Tel:
0494 36113.

Protection against mains -borne
interference is offered by these inlet
filters which are designed to be a
replacement for standard CEE22
sockets. The filter is intended for use
with such interference -sensitive
equipment as v.d.us, computing
equipment and digital instruments.
Versions are rated from 3A to 6A and
fused versions are available. To
distributors and manufacturers its
price is12. Roxburgh Suppressors
Ltd, Haywood Way, Ivyhouse Lane,
Hastings, East Sussex TN35 4PL. Tel:
0424 442160.
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ANEW PRODUCTS
AT on a PC

expansion card
All the functions of an IBM AT.
including 512Kbytes of ram,
keyboard controller and a coprocessor socket are available on a
single PC expansion card.
ZyATB-1 was designed as an

evaluation system for the Zymos
Poach chip set and operates at up to
8MHz. Included is an IBMcompatible Bios. The high density of
the Poach chips makes the board very
compact. There are only 26
components. This enables an AT to
be incorporated into
instrumentation systems. Chiptech
Ltd. Alban Park. Hatfield Road. St
Albans. Herts A1A OJJ. Tel: 0727
40476.

Video distribution amplifier
By adding or changing the plug-in
daughter boards the Link 280 pulse
and video distribution amplifier can
solve cable equalization problems.
The high -impedance amplifier has
six isolated 7512 outputs. Up to eight
can be accommodated in a standard
rack giving a capacity of 48 channels.
Nine versions of the daughter boards
are available with fixed or variable
gain and cable equalization.
A variant of the amplifier, model
282. replaces the daughter board

Laboratory network
for
Archimedes risc

Intersil claim that their ICL 7673 is
the only device which will
automatically connect its load to the
higher of two inputs. So for ram,
real-time clocks and other devices.
the i.c. will switch in a battery backup supply if the main supply fails and

A range of products has been

introduced to interface the Acorn
Archimedes computer to laboratory
instrumentation. Paul Fray Ltd.
producer of the Spider 2 real-time
interfacing system for the BBC

86

Tel: 0203 341111.

Battery back-up
switch

computer

micro. has added the Cobweb
expansion card which allows the
computer to address up to 16Mbytes
through a backplane. The same
backplane can be used with a number
of interface and memory cards
including: a four -channel serial
interface with connectors and
termination characteristics chosen
by the user: 16 -channel optoisolation is offered on a digital
interface cars with up to 30V d.c.
Each channel can be configured as an
input or an output; eight inputs and
two outputs are provided on an
analogue card which gives 12 -bit
resolution at high speed. The system
is available for all Acorn computers.
The company is offering technical
support and consultancy for the
Spider 2 system which has already
found such diverse applications as
robot monitoring, car endurance
testing and satellite telemetry. Paul
Fray Ltd, Willowcroft, Histon Road.
Cambridge CB4 3JD.
Tel: 0223 66529.

with five front -panel controls for
direct manipulation of active
elements in the equalizer network.
Different parts of the response curve
are independently adjustable,
making the unit particularly useful
in outside broadcasts with varying
qualities on the incoming video
lines. Other variants are also
available. Bal Components Ltd.
Bermuda Road. Nuneaton.
Warwicks CV10 7QF.

then switch back as soon as it is
restored. VS1 Electronics Ltd,

Roydonbury Industrial Park.
Horsecroft Road, Harlow, Essex
CM19 5BY. Tel: 0279 29666.

Slimmer d.c.
converter
Mounting directly on a p.c.b. the
PKA 441140W d.c. to d.c. converter
from Rifa has the same footprint as
the company's standard 25 to 30W
models. The 19.8mm high package
allows p.c.b. spacing of 30.48mm in
electronic shelving. A wide
temperature range and very high
reliability are claimed for the device
which is also available for chassis
mounting. Input voltage is +48V and
output is 5V. Rifa AB Power
Products, Market Chambers, Shelton
Square. Coventry CV1 1D1.
Tel: 0203 553647.
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Advanced graphics card
Latest

in CMS's range of

industrial controller cards
based on the 6502 micro-

processor is an advanced

12:30:15
0:0

high -resolution colour monitor
whilst simultaneously driving a

0=1501/h
1.IL=90 k/h

separate text screen for the operator.

114S90 k/h

ment, the 6502 card can be operated as part of CMS's stand-alone

graphics card offering 512 by 512

During program develop-

resolution. One use for it is in
creating mimic diagrams, such
as the milk powder freeze-drying
plant illustrated here.
Built-in features include circle
and polygon drawing and filling
routines plus a lightning -fast
block move and copy. Up to 800
user -defined soft characters can
be stored, each of user -defined

dimensions. Picture elements
can be set, cleared or inverted;

development system, or as a

312c

second processor connected to a

59

t

37'5cir

h

16us:

bugged, the card will operate
324
SPRAY DRIER
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

and areas of memory can be

SEgj
4

1

ic/ h

50%

protected from reading or writing. The screen memory is splittable into two 256 by 512 screens
which can be swapped instantly. Additional
on -board memory can expand resolution to
2000 by 2000 picture elements.

Despite its advanced features, the
graphics card can be controlled very simply-

through extended VDU commands from
BBC Basic running on the 6502 card at the

heart of the system. This controller card

digital i/o devices on other cards.
The special Basic commands for each i/o
operation make control programs easy and

manageable units. Because each controller
operates independently, it need not shut

quick to write and debug: the programmer
has no need to grapple with inscrutable port

resolution card occupies no more than 64
bytes of the memory map. Users can, for
example, display a process diagram on a

Marcnni's communications research

laboratory. Red contours illustrate

But the 6502 card's powerful

control capabilities come into

factory. 11'ith this decentralized approach,

sion rom designed especially for real-time

This map of south-eastern England was
plotted by Covmod, a software suite for
predicting radio coverage developed at

programs or data files.

handled whilst the main program is running: these can include accesses to the
built-in real-time clock or to analogue and

addresses.

Network planning
service

alone. A paged memory feature
in its operating system means
that it can handle very large

their own when it operates in a
distributed processing system in
partnership with further 6502s.

combines the hardware features of the BBC
Micro with additional software developed by
CMS, including a multi -tasking Basic extenmeasurement and control.
Up to eight active background tasks can be

standard BBC Microcomputer.
When the program has been de-

Up to three graphics displays can be
supported by a single 6502: the high -

Such a system can control an entire
control tasks can be broken down into
down because of some problem elsewhere.
Control of the system can be effected from

a 6502 unit configured as a supervisory
station. CMS's software enables the supervisor to monitor system status at a glance, to

read or write to any memory location or
vector and to transfer programs or data to
any destination on the network.
Details from CMS on 0954-51122.

entre
15se09eo
.s 188.4 km on the side
1.
100080e
eceiaer height
1.5 m ogl
reauency
200.080 rliz
^Lica' Polarization

cafe

equirea Signal Strengths
aboix locirm

amours at

25.13 metres

coverage of a v.h.f. transmitter situated

at Sandy Heath in Bedfordshire and
yellow ones are those of a station at
Hann ington, Hampshire.
The software, which takes account of
terrain, ground clutter in built-up areas

and tropospheric ducting, is suitable

for use at v.h.f. and u.h.f. and for
broadcast or mobile radio applications.

Its accuracy is said to be excellent indeed, GEC used it in planning its
National One band III mobile radio

network, which opens this month
(January).

A bureau service is offered by the
laboratory to other radio users. Prices
begin at 1175 for a single plot or £1200
for ten. Details from the Marconi Research Centre at Chelmsford on 024573331, extension 3148.
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KENWOOD Oscilloscopes

bandwidths from 20MHz to 150MHz
prices from £319 to £1695 (+ vat)
Trio oscilloscopes are back with a new name, new

1.497iffilMINTIMITIO11111411WRIONT-N

models, higher specifications and lower prices.

Take the Kenwood CS -1065 illustrated here; a 60MHz,
dual-timebase, three -channel oscilloscope costing only
£795. It's part of an extensive range from one of Japan's
most experienced producers.

,sa_

Thurlby hold every model in stock for immediate delivery.
a

Contact us now for a copy of the full -range brochure

eni

listing technical specifications and prices.
Tel: (0480163570
New Road, St Ives, Cambridgeshire. PE17 4BG England.

Thurlby Electronics Ltd.
ENTER 44 ON REPLY CARD

Today's digital circuitry can't be debugged with just a logic probe and
oscilloscope. A logic analyser has become an essential tool.
The Thurlby LA160 system puts logic analysis within the reach of every
engineer with a wide range of options to suit many different applications.

Data pods for random logic
Personality modules for uPs

Prices from £395 plus vat
16 or 32 data channels
IBM-PC interface options

Microprocessor disassemblers

No other logic analyser system approaches the value for money of the
Thurlbv LA160. Contact us now for full technical data.
Thurlby Electronics Ltd

III Tht It -My
designed and built in Britain

. .

New Road, St.lves, Huntingdon, Cambs.
PE17 4BG, England. Tel: (0480163570

becomes a reality/

The PROTEL family is the answer to all these

The Circuit Designer's
Dream . . .

dreams - at prices you can afford!
When you look at its price, specification and
ease of use, it's not surprising that PROTEL
is fast becoming a world standard for LOW
COST PROFESSIONAL CIRCUIT DESIGN
CAD on any IBM PC or compatible.

TRY FOR YOURSELF!
For £25 per program you can try our "full
facilities" evaluation packs.

o
O

/ dreamt that the
computer was laying the
tracks automatically
right there on my IBM PC
screen

K))

-

.

0

.

dream

146111

£499

/ dreamt that the
computer was drawing
perfect schematic
diagrams for me . .
.

O
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co fres
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Engineering Solutions Limited
King's House. 18 Kings Street.

Maidenhead. Berks. SL6 1EF
Tel (0628) 36052 Telex. 849462 Fax: (0628) 74928

ENGINEERING
SOLUTIONS
LIMITED
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CONQUERING NEW HEIGHTS
35
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* Component Comparator
* Variable Hold Off
* Tn ple DC Source

* DC - 25 MHz
* 4Ons/div
* 2mV/div
* Low Cost

4319
To scale the heights, just call
us for your FREE copy of our
*(Ex VAT & Delivery)
catalogue

Crotech Instruments Limited
2 Stephenson Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4WJ
Telephone: (0480) 301818
ENTER II ON 11E1'1.1 CART)

Tel: 0703 631441

MicroProcessor Engineering Ltd
133 HILL STREET
SHIRLEY
Snt !Throknn-rnN SO1 5AF

'WORTHS

IMP PC

Software & Tools for Engineers

Chi-COOPILERS

01111.11=

For P.cpos anspos 0 9/68K cP14/1/68
for generating new Forth applications, including
ROM based turnKey systems fast, interactive,
debuggable code, high or low level interrupts,
technical support, source code, debug &
download tools, cross assembler included.
Practical solutions to real problems.
£250
Cross Compiler core
Targets include source, RAM and ROM versions
£225
Forth -83 targets
Z80, 80 x 86/8, 680 x 0
£175
Fig -Forth targets
6502/110, 8080/5, Z80/64180, 80 x 86/8,
1802, Z8, 6800/6303, 6809, 680 x 0, 99xxx
£350
Forth -79 targets
Brute Forth 8031/44/51

Modular Forth - award winning Forth 83 £475.00
very fast, multitasking, GEM, modules, 8087 fp
£55
WorkFORTH
£45
Viewtrace Debugger
£45
Software Floating Point
80 x 87 Floating Point
Windows & Graphics
Documentation Tool Kit
WorkFORTH Development Kit
includes ViewTrace, SoftFP, Doc Tools

£45
£45
£45
£145

MPE-Forth/68K 0S9/68K - fast
MPE-Forth/68K CPM/68K - fast
GEM-Forth/ST Atari ST - GEM i/f, fast
MVP - Forth Amiga
MM MasterForth Macintosh

£375
£375
£65
£150
£125

UniForth for RT11, RSX11, VMS
(inc micro)

righV

£175-£675

0

£145
EPROM Programmer 2716-27512
£325
PAL Programmer MMI, NS, TI 20/24 pin
GAL/EPLD Programmer Lattice/Altera
£350
20/24 pin
NOVIX 5Mips co -processor - ready for
£852
NC5000
MVP Microcoded - includes microcode tools £1225

FNTElt 16 ON REPLY CARD
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RADIO BROADCAST
Look no hands!

in the new computefized system
and "rediscovering engineering"

The new BBC overseas relay base

rather than routine antenna

in Hong Kong, with two Marconi

300kW h.f. transmitters, is the
first BBC h.f. station that can be

operated in a fully unattended
mode and in practice the station

is manned only during office
hours. Automating the operation
of an h.f. station involves many
of the same problems as with the
now well -established unattended

television and domestic radio
networks but in addition poses
severe problems of the daily frequency changes and switching of

the high -power r.f. outputs to

any of a number of directive
antennas, plus the operation of

e.m.c.-vulnerable computer
control units in strong r.f. fields.
A BBC engineering team led
by David King has spent several
years developing the new auto-

matic control system, which is

being progressively implemented at BBC h.f. stations in
the UK and overseas. The older

manually -tuned transmitters
still require manning at all
times, although on a reduced
scale.

Equipping five monitoring
and control centres at the stations has been made possible by:

(1) capital funds from the Foreign & Commonwealth Office
under the 'improved audibility'
programme; (2) availability of
h.f. transmitters compatible
with computer control; and (3)
the design and provision of a
suitable control system basically

involving a network of microcomputers, audio and r.f. matrices, transmitter and antenna
interfaces etc. The control systems are housed in screened
rooms.

The BBC is now about half-

way through the 'audibility'
programme and has been able to
reduce staff at h.f. stations by 70
posts with a saving of £1M a year.

switching and transmitter
tuning.
Phase 2, currently under de-

velopment, will see all visual
display unit facilities extended to
Bush House with automatic per-

formance measurement of the
transmitters displayed there. A

possible future development
would permit direct transfer of
data from the main scheduling
computer.

As at Hong Kong, the new
relay station now being built on
the Seychelles and due in opera-

tion at the end of 1988 will be
fully automated. BBC External
Services currently operate some
90 high -power h.f. transmitters
at eleven stations. both in the UK

and overseas. With frequency
changes and antenna switching

every few hours, transmitters
may be in operational use for 23
out of the 24 hours. Many of the
beam antennas can be electronically skewed by up to ±25°.

During the first month of operation (October) the new Hong
Kong transmitters suffered a sig-

nificant number of outages
ascribed to "teething troubles".
Reliable performance of this fully
automated station will obviously

be crucial to the success of the
automation project.

Doherty at

u.h.f.

The search fur higher overall
conversion efficiencies and consequent energy cost savings for
all high -power transmitters has
led to continuing interest in
such techniques as Tyler high -

efficiency Class C amplifiers

cies the usual LC quarter -wave

(with drive waveforms containing third -harmonic) and the various switching -mode Class D
and Class E amplifiers. In the
1970s, the BBC undertook considerable experimental work on
the high -efficiency system first

coupling networks can conveniently be replaced by quarter wave transmission lines which

proposed by W.H. Doherty (Proc.

can be implemented in printed circuit form. He notes that many

of the newer communications
systems that operate in u.h.f. and
s.h.f. (for example, a.c.s.b. land -

IRE, September 1936) and this
technique was used for the re engineering of the BBC medium

mobile and mobile -satellite repeaters) as well as broadcasting

and long -wave network of 10 and

power amplifiers which, at such
frequencies, would be difficult or

50kW transmitters with pulse
duration modulation used for
the 1kW units.

Basically a Doherty amplifier
combines the outputs of two or
more linear r.f. power amplifiers
through an impedance inverting
coupler. At low output levels the

transmitters require linear r.f.
impossible to implement with
high -efficiency Class D or E

amplifiers. The efficiency of
Doherty amplifiers, he claims, is

as good or better than can be
achieved by alternative techniques such as envelope tracking

first amplifier provides all the
output until it reaches satura-

or out -phasing.

tion, but above a transition voltage the second amplifier operates linearly providing the peak

three -stage Doherty system can

His analysis shows that a
improve effiency to nearly the

output with good conversion

p.e.p. efficiency of the individual
amplifiers, even when the peak -

efficiency. In effect, with conven-

to -average ratio of the output

tional a.m., the first amplifier

signal is large. A Doherty ampli-

provides the carrier, the second
the envelope peaks and hence is
often called the peaking amplifier. The 50kW BBC (Marconi)

fier can be considerably more

transmitters use a screen modulated Doherty circuit based
on two neutralized 4CX35000C
valves with positive 125% modulation capability. Valves operated in a Doherty configuration
can have a higher h.t. potential,
16kV in these units.
A detailed look at the efficiency of Doherty amplifiers, for im-

plementation by solid-state or
thermionic devices, has been

efficient than a conventional
Class B linear power amplifier.
For example, in multicarrier and
s.s.b. applications, for a typical
10dB peak -to -average ratio, the

30.8% efficiency of Class B is
increased to 58.7% for a two stage Doherty system, and to
68.5% for a three -stage Doherty

configuration, making the sys-

tem an important candidate
technology when transmitter
efficiency, power consumption
and/or heat dissipation are of
interest to the designer.

published by Frederick H. Raab

(Green Mountain Radio Research Company) in IEEE Trans-

actions on Broadcasting
September 1987. He shows that
at u.h.f. and microwave frequen-

Radio Broadcast is written by Pat
Hawker.

Simplified diagram of Doherty's high -efficiency modulation method as applied to u.h.f.

With full automation as much
again could be saved. Economics

A

has dictated the adoption of
automation but the integration

of mobile maintenance of
domestic transmitting stations
has meant that h.f. field engineering has, in the management's view, become an attractive high-tech posting. Despite
fears to the contrary, it has been
found that not all existing station

engineers over the age of 55
wanted to opt out of automation,
with many becoming interested
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STANDARDS
OFF MR FREQUEN
NPLTMCEA13LE -Now you have a choice!
Use the new QUARTZLOCK model 2A or 2A-01 now and after the change to 198 kHz to calibrate
TIMERS, COUNTERS, FREQUENCY METERS, SYNTHESIZERS, RADIO TELEPHONE TEST SYSTEMS
If you have five of the above instruments to calibrate,2A or 2A-01 is cost effective IMMEDIATELY!
The new QUARTZLOCK model 2A features:

..m.sas

01 MHz, 5 MHz and 10 MHz ttl outputs
0 1 x 10 -" long term accuracy NPL TRACEABLE
01 x 10-9 and 1 x 10 t0 short and medium term accuracy
0 Reliable 24 hour operation (Not MSF dependent)

I

Mr).

0 No frequency jitter No warm-up 0 No ageing
0 No VCO adjustments 0 H gh noise immunity
0 Use to VHF as calibrator
0198/200 kHz 'CORE' output gives ultimate reference certainty
0 Autolocking 0 No temperature effects 0 No price change

eaT

my

eerwler

MOOmoray 11.6

The new QUARTZLOCK 2A-01 with the above features plus:
0 Level, stable. very low distortion sinewave outputs @ 1 MHz and 10 MHz

0 Better than -50 dBc harmonic distortion
0 +10 dBm ± 0.05 dB 0/P 0 Output inhibited if unlocked
12 Option output frequency you can specify at modest additional cost

Matching products include:0 Active antenna 0 0.01 Hz -1 MHz divider
in 1,2,5 and 10 steps 0 Master quartz oscillator 0 Distribution amplifier

0 Uninterruptable/field PSI, 0 Lf meter 0

0 meter

DARTINGTON FREQUENCY STANDARDS
MOOR ROAD STAVERTON DEVON T09 6PB ENGLAND
Telephone 080426 282 Telex. 42928 A/B WETRAV G (OUARTZLOCK)
ENTER 57 ON REPLY CARD
C450
C375

5PG 8051 Colour

lolly MT4201. RS232

Quarthand

,,X) New

£2.500

PLOTTERS

ilP98/25 with Feed & Cutter

DEC Bought and Sold
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

All

LP,M3
Intel Development Systems
Ht 96tpi DSDD Floppy
M

Lifer 9533 Lnix
!

L500

from £400
£60

DR

C650

£375
£475
£75
£450
£200
£350
£210

I I( Gen Purpose 11

DN. 11

LP 11 Printer I/I
ROOT + Controller
RX 211 ROO? Controller

0411S
C575
E175

DIV I 114 oort serial

£1,503
£200
£100

11/23, 256KB. Dual RIO?
LPV II Printer 1/1

DIV II E/F
Bockplones with PSU
Phoenix (MD drive and controller
VAIKNESTER DRIVES
CORVUS IDMB'M for Apple

from £75

HP2621

HP2647A Graphics Terminal
Game OUT 101, German Keyboard
VT 100
VT 220

(175

£160
£875

DAISY MINTERS
Diablo 630R0 Serial (New)
Olympia ESW3000 Porolle
TIC Staiwriter f 10,40 (New) I ?Bit
Olivetti PR430 Serial

Gould MG12 10 Switch Mode
Gould MG24 5 Switch Moce

E25
C25

OSCIUOSCOPES
TEK 7603

Diablo 1345A 12 Bit I/F, 4 Tractor
NEC Spinwriter 3510, as new. RS232
(new)
Ourne Sprint I I.55 Parallel

£750

TEK7A22 DM Amplifier
TEK7A26 Duol Trace Amp 200MHt

£600
£800

TEK 7853A Dual Time Bose
TEK 7880 Delayed Tirnebose 400Mhz

C950
C850
C950

TEK 7685 Delaying Timebase 400MHt
DVM's
Datron 1051 5 9 Digit Autoranging
Solortron 1765
Solartron 7050
VARIOUS TEST EQUIPMENT

C575

Marconi TF2I 62 Attenuator 0

C375
El 75

£325
£525
£75
C50

£1,250

PRINTER PLOTS

Linear Circuit Analysis up to 32 nodes

.... _

.

Built- in Operational Amplifier 6 types

Full Mutual Inductors - up to 40
Bandwidth and Search Functions

PLUG -INS

£850
£140

£375
E550

SOLVE (ARCOT PROBLEMS FAST ON THE PCW 8256/8512

Upton(' R s 100 Cs 100 Ls.

PSU's

C350

£450

E425
C175
C200

HP3400A RMS Voltmeter
HP5326A Counter Timer
Fluke 895A Differential Voltmeter
'

-

-

- -.

Amstrad PCW Circuit Modeller ca lculates gain phase shift
impedances bandwidth and sear ches for a given gain
High quality plots are produced on the POW printer at 11 cpi

£650

£300

Fujitsu PSU's

AMSTRAD PCW CIRCUIT MODELLER

C375

£350
£100

Seagate 55725 20MB '9 height
Fujitsu M2312K. 84MB, SMD irf
Masi 4036, Voice (oil, 45MB
Fuptsu 23'2K, 84MB 8"

MATRIX PRINTERS
41650 Ink Jet
Genicorn 14104001pin

£160
E220
£275
E150
£350
£195
£150

£450

PDP 11 '03. RX0I, 64KB
PDP I 003, ROO?, 64KB

Smith Corpno TPI

VDU's
Televideo 925
Televideo 950
HP2624 with Thermal Printer

(der T2

UNIBUS

11 OA Ak8. 2 x FILOI's
DL 11A Max
RI I I RIO Controller

C720

I

I dB

Marconi TF2430 Freg Counter 80MHz
Racal Dana 9503 Counter Timer
HP5940I A IEEE Analyser
HP5004A Signature Analyser
HP10513 Quartz Oscillastor
HP612A UHF Sig Generator
HPI602A Logic Analyser
Solomon 3430 Portable Data Logger
Radford DMS2
Marconi (1452A Sig Gen

£1013

C700
C250
C550
£395
C150
C375
C450
C850
C275
L250

30 DAY WARRANTY
ALL PRICES PLUS VAT AND CARRIAGE

Quarthand Ltd, 01-885 5522

The built-in controlled current sources and controlled voltage
sources er able models of transistors, FETs, valves etc to be
constructed.
PCW CIRCUIT MODELLER costs just E38.00 inclusive.

Order (cash with order only) or send for more details from :

HARCOURT SYSTEMS

17 The Moorings
LANCING Sussex BN15 OPP
Tel. (0903) 763490

Unit 4, Hotspur Estate, West Road, Tottenham, London N17 OXJ.
ENTER 36 ON REPLY UARD
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FTELEVISION BROADCAST
Optical fibres
into homes

f.m. signal is then demodulated
and displayed using a low-cost

R. Olshansky and V.A. Lanzisera

of GTE Laboratories, Waltham,

Massachusetts have reported
successful experimental trans-

mission of 60 frequency modulated video channels over

Managing

4 has only a single small studio of

er with a 30MHz video band-

resources

width. A weighted s.n.r. of 56dB
is achieved for a 16.5dB carrier -

With the BBC licence fee rising

weekly Right to Reply programme. This is thus a very different
situation from that of the BBC or
ITV with their large studio com-

12 -channel satellite video receiv-

to -noise ratio at a modulation
depth of 2% per channel (r.m.s.
modulation depth of 15.8% for
all 60 channels).

18km of single -mode optical
fibre (Electronics Letters, vol.23,
no.22, pages 1196-8). They point

out that the distribution of
speech, data and video services

Stereo sound
forty
The determination of the French

one of the next major steps in the

Thomson group to build up its

Completely switched time-

consumer -electronics business
is in marked contrast to the long
retreat of major UK companies

multiplexed broadband subscri-

from this important branch of

ber networks have been proposed

the elecronics industry. With the
acquisition during 1987 of both
the American RCA/General Elec-

munications systems.

but the GTE team suggest that
"at present the high cost of the
digital electronics and the large
data rates required for each video
channel make such systems diffi-

tric and the UK Ferguson consumer businesses, Thomson is
now the leading producer of tele-

cult to justify economically". In- vision sets, having earlier acstead they propose that subcar- quired the West German Nordrier multiplexing of video signals mende, Saba and Telefunken
at microwave carrier frequencies consumer -electronics operaprovides an attractive alternative tions. From about a 30% conmethod for the distribution of tribution to Thomson revenues
video signals. They highlight the in 1986, its 1987 contribution is
use of f.m. subcarriers in the estimated to have risen to just

range 2 -8GHz. Since the re-

quired electronics have already
been developed for microwave
relay systems, much of it is relatively inexpensive and could
provide a very attractive system

that would take advantage of
recent progress in high-speed
lasers and photodiodes able to

provide transmission bandwidths of the order of 10GHz.

The GTE engineers have implemented an experimental 60

over 50%.

The increased reliability of
television sets in a saturated

European market means that

Thomson, Philips and their
Japanese competitors are increasingly relying on technological innovation to encourage
viewers to buy new models, always a high -risk undertaking.
Many years ago, a UK firm con-

ducted a marketing survey to
discover what made consumers

f.m. video s.c.m. system in a buy new sets and obtained the
2.7-5.2GHz band, with the car- answer "when they are con-

-

riers then electrically combined

vinced their old set is worn out"

and used to intensity -modulate a

a not very encouraging reply in

1.3µm GaInAsP high-speed,
vapour -phase -regrown, buried
heterostructure laser. A dozen
cable -television channels are
used to form a 60 -channel video
source and the optical signal is
transmitted over 18km of single mode fibre, including four elas-

next April to £62.50 (black &
white £21) but then linked for
three years to the retail price
index, and with both the BBC

and ITV under Government
pressure to increase to 25% their
independent -sector production,
there is little doubt that director-

all the way to the subscriber is

evolution of optical -fibre com-

its own, used to produce the

today's market conditions.
The dependence on technical
innovation is one reason why the
industry has expressed so much
displeasure at the BBC decision

to postpone the operational in-

troduction of its Nicam 728
digital stereo sound system. This

Bonner confirmed, the independent sector has proved capable of
providing programmes of a stan-

recent lEE meeting on "The
Management of Broadcasting
Facilities", Cliff Taylor (BBC deputy director of resources) de-

92

decoder chip.

it is clearly one thing for a
channel specifically set up to
depend on independent produc-

about £24M. He stressed that the

policy to be imposed on broadcasters which have developed a
structure of massive studio and
outside -broadcast resources.

r.p.i has little relevance to

The transition will not be an easy

labour-intensive broadcasting or
to the 14% annual rise in capital
equipment costs that stem large-

management considers stereo

BBC's more modest target of 500

hours (12%) per year indepen-

dent production at a cost of

ly from the need to introduce
new technology. He pointed out
that an electronic camera costing £50 000 may be needed to

replace a film camera costing
£15 000. Development of digital

special effects has similarly
meant high -cost new technology
adding to capital costs.
The BBC aims at reducing staff
and resource costs by 1 to 2% per

annum. Cliff Taylor, however,
emphasised that while the BBC
"trains for the industry" it has no

one. It is not surprising in the
circumstances that the BBC
sound a luxury it cannot yet
afford.

Universities
EMC Group
To add to the teaching of electro-

magnetic compatibility (e.m.c.)
at Hatfield (October 1987 issue)
both the University of York and

the Cambridge College of Arts
and Technology have brought to

intention of discontinuing its my notice that they have electrotraining programmes. He admit-

nic engineering courses placing

ted that the change to more considerable emphasis on this
independent -sector production increasingly important aspect of
could mean that "the best staff electronics. In addition, a Unimay leave and we will be left with versities EMC Group, comprisones that aren't very good". But ing researchers in universities
he noted that in three years time
the BBC expects to be still pro-

with an interest in e.m.c.,

ducing 88% of its programmes

ness of government and industry
of their activities and to encourage suggestions and support for

adding "I do not believe that
people work in the BBC to make
a fortune".
Paul Bonner (ITV Association)

nized on the basis of commissioning programmes from the

firms with a suitable Nicam 728'

dard not different from UK internal production and on time. But

scribed the financial and re- tion houses to show that this is a
source problems involved in cost-effective technique, but
meeting within three years the quite another matter for this

At the receiving terminal, the
signal from a photodiode detector is fed to a 2-8GHz low -noise
broadband amplifier with a noise
figure of 3dB and then downconverted to a 950MHz i.f. using a
mixer and tunable oscillator. The

ments, is only one of several

producers gives rise to much
discussion although, as Paul

being forced to seek significant
economies in all sectors of the
BBC, including engineering. At a

and Ellis Griffiths (Channel 4)

junction with Texas Instru-

Ellis Griffiths admitted that
the question of acceptable technical standards of material commissioned from the independent

general Michael Checkland is

tomeric splices, with a loss of was originally scheduled for
8dB.
1988 but the recent five-year
plan postpones this indefinitely
with no review of the situation
before 1991. Ferguson, in con-

plexes and staff.

explained how Channel 4 is orga-

is

seeking to increase the aware-

their work. By the time these
notes are published they will
have held a presentation of their
work in London at which speak-

ers are expected to include Dr
Peter Excel! (University of Brad-

independent sector (22% in

ford) and Dr A.C. Marvin (Uni-

1986-87), from 1W companies

versity of York).

(24%), ITN (8.2%) plus 45% "ac-

quired material" not specifically
produced for Channel 4. Channel

Television Broadcast is compiled
by Pat Hawker.
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RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
WARC-Mob87

mination Satellite Service
(RDSS).

Requirements of maritime

where, including the UK, only on
a secondary basis and with the
constraint that RDSS should not
be considered a 'safety' service.

discarding completely the old
and accepting something entire-

ly different... True progress is
achieved when improvements
are obtained without a signifi-

The Radiocommunication Divi-

operators proved a contentious

sion of the DTI is continuing

subject; the UK and 22 other

Mike Goddard referred to the

with its welcome glasnost policy.
Its second glossy annual report,

countries voted against accept-

cant increase in complexity".

published recently, takes the

carry personnel capable of pro-

"footnote disease" now evident at
the ITU conferences but it is
clear that the UK is by no means

story up to March 31, 1987. By

viding full maintenance of the
electronic equipment. The UK

immune to this infection which
when endemic can make non-

complex phased array antennas

view is that maintenance is best

sense of many of the Radio Reg-

radar, for some applications they

served by carrying spare modules
on the vessel, backed up by shore

ulations. Some members of the

are inferior to mechanically -

audience were uneasy at the idea

of the UK getting into bed with

were amateur radio licences

maintenance depots. The new
GMDSS will eventually replace

pointed antennas in having dwell
times so brief that detailed target
information cannot be achieved

(29 954 Class A, 27 434 Class B,
257 repeater, 47 beacon), 16 343

the existing, still largely manual,
system by an integrated global

private mobile radio (p.m.r.) licences (covering 406 401 mobile

then the number of UK radio
communication licences was
283 127 of which 121 696 represented the diminishing number
of Citizens Band licences, 57 692

ing an obligation for ships to

CEPT since the European PTTs
"have never been bullish about

David Barton noted that
although the now fashionable
offer important advantages for

by signal processing. Similarly
he noted inconsistencies in cus-

system involving rescue coordination centres, automatic

satellite communications" and
with differences of opinion between CEPT and the European

units, 10 426 radio -paging li-

and satellite systems including

Space Agency.

radar designers demanded that

cences, etc.

406MHz epirbs (emergency posi-

Equally impressive was the
promptness with which Mike
Goddard of DTI, who led the UK

tomers now demanding solidstate transmitters: "For years,

Nominally the conference also

maximum power be obtained

tion indicator radio beacons) covered the amateur radio serwith later abandonment of the vices, but no proposals were on
traditional 500kHz m.f. morse the agenda. A Mexican proposal

from a single thermionic device,

as a result of which they were
pushed to the limits of emission

and auto -alarm distress frequen-

that would have seriously

density, heat dissipation and

cy. It was agreed to introduce
GMDSS in 1991, possibly with
Mob87) at Geneva from Septem- full implementation in 1997 but
ber 14 to October 16, reported with no final cut-off date for the
the results to an IEE meeting on existing system. This has been
November 2. With ITU now in- left open so that for some years
cluding 162 member -countries both systems will be operational.

affected the amateur service was
defeated. The Conference has recommended that another WARC

breakdown voltage, with resulting reliability problems that re-

delegation to the ITU's World
Administrative Radio Confer-

ence on Mobile Radio (WARC-

there were nearly 900 delegates

The UK appears to have been

representing 108 delegations.

particularly active in acquiring,

The Final Acts of the conference
ran to 388 pages including sever-

often by footnote, additional fre-

Regulations.

countries have joined the UK in
making it possible for Band III
(174-223MHz) television frequencies to be used on a secondary basis for land mobile. Tele-

quency allocations for land al new chapters for the Radio mobile. Several more European
A new feature of UK strategy
was use on an unprecedented

scale of the machinery of the
CEPT (Conference of European
Posts and Telecommunications)
both before and during the con-

which a full revision can be made
to the frequency table between 1

main today. About ten years ago,
advances in transistor technology made it possible to consider
development of solidstate radar

and 3GHz, without the "minimum effect on other services"

transmitters. Even with advanced devices power levels were

constraint, to make further provisions for mobile and mobile -

(and are today) pitifully low in
the microwave bands. But the
solidstate industry was not discouraged and their marketing

be held not later than 1992 at

satellite services.

efforts found assistance from the

Costly r&d
In a keynote address to Radar -87,

reliability engineer. The deficiency in power output was
presented as a fundamental
advantage: many separate

"consumer education in radar",
David Barton (ANRO Engineer-

sources would have to be com-

862MHz) have been footnoted as

ference, with the active co- a 'secondary' allocation by the

ing Consultants) pointed out

reliability. Radar customers who

that no less than 90% of major
radar r&d projects end as failed
projects, often due to the lack of

dual -tube transmitters, now began to insist on modular trans-

operation of 12 to 15 countries.
The agenda for the conference
was established in advance, the
election of the Canadian chairman posed none of the political
in -fighting of some ITU conferences. The conference was con-

strained by the need that any
changes could have "only minimum effect on radiocommunication services not included on the
agenda". The 60 or committees
included over 50 ad hoc groups
on technical matters.

Most of the decisions will
affect land -mobile, maritime mobile and aeronautical -mobile
services from 1991, with major

vision Bands IV and V (470UK and a number of European

countries. The band 17002450MHz has been raised to
'primary' status for mobile use in
a footnote entered by the UK and

nine other countries, similarly
5150-5250MHz by the UK and 17
other countries.
Diverse views were evident in

respect of allocations for

understanding of the constraints
of new technology on the part of
the 'consumers' who always want

the latest state-of-the-art technology without recognizing that
established technology can often
meet their needs better -a prob-

bined. giving redundance and

previously would not accept

mitters having hundreds or
thousands of solidstate sources,

in the name of reliability. Even
with its multiplicity of modules.
the usual solidstate design cannot compete economically with
tubes unless the radar waveform
is changed to permit use of very

satellite -mobile services with the

lem that extends far beyond

USA seeking significant provision, the UK seeing no urgent
need and with every kilohertz
fought over. However satellite
service frequencies have been
opened to some extent to allow

radar development. He quoted
the classic dictum of Watson -

high duty factors. As a result.

Watt, the "Rule of the Third Best:
the best you never get: the
second best arrives too late: always go with the third best".

today in which the high-energy

His address thus echoed the
views of J.P. Costas of synchronous detector fame who wrote
some 30 years ago: "We may be
far better off to improve what we
now have rather than to seek a
cure for our present problems by

time."

low -priority passenger tele-

decisions involving the new phones (APC) in aircraft.
Global Maritime Distress and

Frequencies for the new RDSS

Safety System (GMDSS). Aeronautical Public Correspondence
(APC, i.e. passenger telephones
in aircraft) and the Radio Deter-

were approved on a worldwide
basis but as primary allocations
only in Region 2 and by 28 other
countries, mostly in Africa. Else-

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

radar systems are being designed

pulse, needed for maximum

direction range, consumes
almost half of that range as dead

Radio Communications is compiled by Pat Hawker.
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SOME. MEDIA MAY MAKE
YOU A HOUSEHOLD NAME.
THE. BUSINESS PRESS
WIL GET YOU TALKED
ABOUT WHERE IT COUNTS.
Business to business advertisers
in the national press get their name
across to thousands of people who
Couldn't care less. Grannies, housewives. and teenagers for instance.

The business press pushes your
message where it matters. Across
desks and boardroom tables.
That's why the first ever survey
of 8110 business advertisers proves it
to he the most effective means of
achieving 10 key advertising objectives.

Send for our free handbooks on
better business advertising. They'll
help you get your name across to the
decisitni makers who matter.
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Oasis Instruments

OASIS VIRTUAL INSTRUMENT SYSTEM

.

NEW VERSION - NEW INTERFACES - HIGH SPEED OPTION
The OASIS Virtual Instrument System (VIS) emulates conventional OSCILLOSCOPE,
CHART RECORDER PROCESS MONITOR, MULTI -CHANNEL DVM, X.Y PLOTTER
and DATA LOGGER in one easy to use package.

HARDWARE

VIS includes a precision 16 channel A -D converter, with programmable ranges
and read rates of 50k Ris at 8 bit, 25k at 12 bit (100k and 60k with high speed
option). This simply installed unit has proven long tern, stability and reliability.

-

SOFTWARE

. .

combine
programs
display
and
analysis
acquisition,
menu -driven
The
data
SPREADSHEET
parameters,
of
measurement
set
up
on -screen
manipulation and a range of display formats. with ZOOM and ON -SCREEN

MEASUREMENTS
Total data mobility from measured information tc memory. disk, screen and
HARDCOPY output. including screen dumps.
documentation ,o allow the beginner or
The OASIS VIS carries full
professional programmer to create new interface applications or personalised
instrument emulations.

de ivery,

For fast

phone your order

0603 747887. Technical queries

or,

answered and requests
information on this number.

further

for

PRICE
The price of the complete system is less than any one of ihe instruments it replaces.
Prices exclude VAT, P&P (£8). High speed option £160
The Virtual Instrument System is supplied complete - no ,urther components are
required - just plug in to your laboratory computer
Digital to Analogue and industrial interface options POA

PC-XT/AT - £499, Nimbus - £499, BBC/Master - £399, New Archimedes Version - £599

Design Consultancy

The Street, Old Costessey, Norwich NR8 5DF Tel 0603 747887
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WHO SAYS WE NEVER GIVE ANYTHING AWAY?
AN OFFER WHICH CAN ONLY LAST UNTIL STOCKS ARE EXHAUSTED
THE ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY TELEPHONE CODE BOOK AND DIARY 1988
Yours absolutely FREE when you next place an order worth E25 or more
Alternatively. you can order the diary on ds own at a price of E7 25 zero rated
ORDER NOW AND DON T BE CAUGHT WITHOUT IT'

Mail or Telephone Orders Only Please to

Dept 1C. Samuel Whites Estate. Bridge Road, Cowes, Isle of Wight, P031 7LP
Please add £1 for 1st class post and packaging, and 15% VAT to total.
Stock listing available soon, please send SAE to be put on the mail list

Tel: 0226 200717
Unit 4, Grange Lane
Industrial Estate,
Carrwood Road, Barnsley,
South Yorkshire
S70 1SE England
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HOW DO WE KEEP AHEAD OF THE TIMES?
50 -

ELECTRONICS
WEEKLY

4540ELECTRONICS

35-

TIMES

3025201510-

50

JICERS 1985

INDAL 1987

PROVEN READERSHIP

Things have changed since the 1985
JICERS readership survey.

The JICERS committee consisting of
Morgan Grampian, AGB, Reed Business
Publishing, International Thomson and BPL
reconvened in 1986 to commission a second
survey for 1987.
However, the decision of the

committee to appoint Indal and not NOP
who produced the first survey, was followed
by Morgan Grampian's resignation from
JICERS, and the resulting break-up of the
JICERS committee.

Reed Business Publishing nevertheless

felt that the electronics industry deserved

the current facts on the readership of the
various electronics publications. We
therefore decided to fund Indal's research
ourselves, with a six figure sum.
The results of this independent survey
could help explain Morgan Grampian's
sudden withdrawal. Electronics Weekly is
confirmed as a clear readership leader. Proof
that a superior editorial product combined
with a £300,000 investment in circulation
results in a publication which is picked up
and read.
For a copy of the full research report
call Richard Haddrell, Advertisement
Manager on 01-661 3140.

COMMITMENT INVESTMENT QUALITY
ELECTRONICS

WEEKLY
REED
BUSINESS
PUBLISHING

Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS
Tel: 01-661 3500 Telex: 89 2084 REEDBPG
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UPDATE
Satnav from

new generation of receivers
which are now reduced to a

Inmarsat

modular system that can be used
as a stand-alone receiver or integrated into a wider system. The
basic elements of a two -channel
receiver are two p.c.bs, a receiver
and a c.p.u. A third card can be
added to recover the time codes

Test position -determining sig-

nals are being transmitted by
Inmarsat as part of a series of
trials aimed at the eventual im-

plementation of a radio -

determination satellite system.
Transmitted spread -spectrum

signals are generated by direct
modulation with a pseudo -noise
(p.n.) sequence at 1.023Mbits/s.

A comparison of such signals

Science base
needs funds

-BA
In response to a discussion docu-

ment from the Department of

p.c.bs; two channels on each

base is essential to the national

role in linking science and indus-

card.

economic and social aspirations.

"The fundamental problem for

try and in creating a climate of
public understanding to lead to

British science is the shortage of

greater support for science."

Further channels can be received
by the addition of extra receiver

Cad for

replacement
hips

essential if an adequate science
base is to be maintained.

both. Inmarsat signals are in- ment hip, knee or other joints awareness of the frontiers.
cluding an almanac of the GPS
can be made to suit a particular

"Concentration of human and

patient by digitizing an x-ray financial resources is essential
picture of the joint and then and should be undertaken on the
designing the replacement by basis of departments or subject
superimposing directly on to the areas within and between inimage. The system was de- stitutions, not on the basis of

by Michael Tuke, man- institutions as a whole. BA will
Test transmissions will be veloped
aging
director
of Finsbury In- not support the proposed R (reconfined to the Atlantic Ocean struments of Chessington, in search), T (teaching) and X (liregion initially. A variety of powconjunction with IDO Systems of mited combination of research

Worcester, whose CadSolve and teaching) classification of
mine the minimum power that
workstation was used in the de- institutes of higher education.
can provide an effective performance and to demonstrate that the

navigation signals can coexist
with the communications channels within the same band.
A technical specification of the

test signals has been prepared
and any organizations with L band, and especially GPS, receiv-

ing equipment are invited to
report on the reception of signals

and suggest improvements to
the implementation and format
of the trials. At present, Inmarsat
satellites provide only onesignal
source for many areas. However.
they do have standby satellites in

velopment.
The development has won an
Archimedes award, sponsored by
SKF (UK) with Cahners Exhibitions and Eureka magazine.

of scientific research. The BA
itself will play a more effective

funds. Additional funds are

"It is important to distinguish
Positioning System (GPS), and it
A particularly beneficial applica- between research which extends
is intended that the same receivtion of computer -aided design is the frontiers of science and schoers could be modified to receive
used for the disabled. Replace- larship which maintains the

er levels will be emitted to deter-

overlap.
"Closer links between industry

and higher education are essential to the effective exploitation

those used by the US Global

bilities of Inmarsat.

interests of Research Councils

Education and Science, the British Association for the Advancement of Science (BA) has commented that an adequate science

transmitted by CPS satellites.

from several sources enables the
precise position of a receiver to
be determined.
The p.n. signals are similar to

satellites and it is intended that
both systems can be coordinated
to produce an integrated navigation service combined with the
two-way communications capa-

"Development of interdisciplinary research is crucial. Effective methods of developing such
cooperation must be developed,
especially in areas where the

"Effective management of re-

search in Universities is to be
strongly supported. This enables
ideas to flourish and individuals
to achieve their potential.

Tape levy

dropped in
copyright Bill
Copyright, designs and patents
are covered in a comprehensive
Government Bill which is in-

tended to reform and restate
existing laws. Of particular interest to the electronics industry
is the dropping of the proposed
levy on blank tapes lobbied for so

long by the recording industry.
Kenneth Clarke, Trade minister,
said that "any financial benefit to

copyright owners and performers would be outweighed by
the adverse effects the levy would

have on consumers, especially
visually handicapped people."
The bill extends copyright pro-

tection to computers, computer
software and satellite broadcasts,

The transistor - aged 40

and is "future proof' by making
provision for such developments

unprepossessing chunk of Germanium. It had the ability to transfer
resistance hence the name transistor, coined by a colleague of the
inventors, John Bardeen, Walter Brattain (see p.98) and William
Shockley of Bell Laboratories.

are: higher penalties for copy-

Two days before Christmas 1947 came the appearance of this

flight and further services will
become available in 1989 when
three of the second -generation
Inmarsat II satellites will be

launched. After the spread spectrum trials, another system
using coherent narrowband carriers is to be tested.

One manufacturer who makes
GPS receivers, Magnavox, has
only just heard of the Inmarsat

trials and has been unable to
comment on the feasibility of the
scheme. However it believes its
equipment could be fairly easily
adapted if the signals are as similar as Inmarsat says.
Magnavox has just annouced a

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

as artificial intelligence.
Amongst the other provisions

right piracy; legal protection for
original designs; easier litigation
for patent and design protection;
criminal proceedings against un-

authorized use of trade marks;

the protection of authors and
directors who 'will have the right

to be identifed on their works
and to object to any unjustified
modifications'.

Superconductors get
Nobel prize

Researchers at the Zurich Laboratories of IBM have been awarded

the Nobel prize for physics for
"their important breakthrough
in the discovery of super conductivity in ceramic materials."

Dr Georg Bendorz and Prof
97

[UPDATE
Alex Muller made their discovery

by abandoning hitherto conven-

tional materials and ex-

perimenting with barium on
crystals of lanthanum -copper ox-

ide. Their success has led to a

renewed search for high temperature superconductors

and many more materials have
been found. The new materials
have a critical temperature, i.e.

when they become superconducting, of that of liquid nitrogen. This is quite easy and a lot

cheaper to attain than that of
previous superconductors which
had to be cooled down to that of
liquid helium, close to absolute
zero.

an Inmos four-transputer plug-

in card for the IBM PC, the
computer can run the Unix operating system with "15 times the
power of a VAX 780 or 50 times
that of an IBM AT running Unix".
This has proved to be a relatively
easy implementation of the Unix

gratulations to the Nobel laure-

ates and was pleased that the
Royal Swedish Academy should

be able to recognize the important of the research so quickly, a
matter of months after the discovery.

Dr Evetts told us that there is
still much controversy between

"competent people" as to the
exact physical model of the su-

perconductor. Anti -ferrous

Board. We are told that although
Thorn has offered stalwart sup-

port through a difficult period,
there seems to be little return on
the investment. Semiconductor

manufacturers rarely make a

system as the software 'pipes'
that interconnect tasks in Unix
have a hardware parallel in the

profit unless they also make products that incorporate their own
integrated circuits, which is not
the case with Thorn.

inter -processor links of a transputee network; so the tasks can
be re -allocated between proces-

Transputer price cut

sors, speeding up the system
dramatically.

Meanwhile, Inmos has
announced a considerable price
reduction on the first generation

Microport Inc. specializes in
implementing Unix systems on

of transputers, the T212 (50%

the PC.

buyers who want 100 or more.

Dr Jan Evetts of the Department of Material Science at Cambridge University offered his con-

from the National Enterprise

off) and T414 (20% off) for

take -off

availability of the transputer processor from Inmos, a wide range

of products is becoming available. An Inmos representative
told us that this is the length of
time needed to develop products

and Inmos is now finding it
difficult to keep up with the
burgeoning numbers of even the
major applications; from computer and workstation accelerators

to digital signal and video processing, and even an embedded

controller for a Japanese
videophone.

Unix accelerator
One system, developed in the US
by Microport. is the V/TT. Using

98

the compiler; performance of
optimizers; efficiency of the tasking system; quality of diagnostics
and information provided by the

system and the compile time
performance. A 'test harness' is
provided to allow the entire test
suite, or selected parts of it, to be

run automatically and to produce reports.

Cambridge -based Qudos. Peter

John Bardeen and William

O'Keeffe of Qudos said: "We
already supply a number of Hong
Hong companies from the UK, so
a local design centre will consoli-

product will be a self-contained

Shockley invented the transistor, has died aged 85. The three
were research scientists at Bell
Laboratories at the time of the

Hanover fair in March.

sics (see also page 97).

expansion box which plugs into

the new -generation IBM person-

A prototype, on display at the
Comdex computer show, was a
plug-in add-on for the ST1000
home computer but the final

has been set up in Hong Kong by

workstation. The first appear- invention and were joint winners
ance in Europe will be at the of the 1956 Nobel Prize for phy-

4Mbyte of memory which may be
expanded up to 64Mbyte. The box

OS/2. The operating system for

date our position as an on -the spot supplier of low-cost design
and fabrication.
"It will also be a reference site
for the increasing interest in asic
technology shown by the People's Republic of China."

to the system have been

EXHIBITIONS
& CONFERENCES

also contains three expansion

Unix -based o.s.; local -area net-

transputers can be added to give
a processing speed of 130Mips or

the 3270 workstation program.

Electromagnetic compatibility
seminar and exhibition. Heath-

Brian Long, managing director
of Acorn Computers, has resigned from the company having
completed his assignment of returning the company to profit.

row Penta Hotel, London Airport,
Organized by ERA Technology,
tel. 0372 374151.

slots and up to a further 12 working; and a new version of
20Mflops.

The display software permits
up to 4096 colours on a 1280 by

1024 pel screen or up to 16

Less than two years after the

clude quality of code produced by

Walter Brattain, who along with

announced including AIX, an

Transputer

Checks on a compiler will in-

electron -beam -produced asics

become superconductors, but

be better specified. The next step
is to improve the critical current
flow in the materials, rather than
to seek even high temperatures.

British Standards Institute. The
language has found use particularly in military applications.

In Brief

exactly how they work is still a

matter of some conjecture. Delays in further advances are inevitable until the mechanics can

guage has been set up by the

A prototyping service for
Atari workstation with Mips
Another major announcement is
the Abaq workstation from Atari.

the computer and contains a al computer will be available
T800 25MHz transputer with from January. Several extensions

magnetic materials are doped to

An evaluation service for compilers of the Ada programming lan-

million colours on 512 by 480
pels. Brooktree Ramdac video
drivers and look -up tables are
used. The price is likely to be
about £3000.

Abaq has been designed in
Cambridge (England) by Perihelion and is still being developed.
It will incorporate a 'bit blitter',
designed on a gate -array which

His responsibilities will be taken
over by Bruno Soggiu, chairman

of Acorn. Mr Soggiu looks forward to further development of

the risc system used in the
Archimedes computer and to a
series of Unix workstations, currently under development.

High-speed, high -capacity eeproms are to be developed jointly
changes and animation. Perihe- by Seeq technology and National
lion Software, a sister company,
Semiconductor. Each company
is developing Helios, an operat- will manufacture the other's proing system for the workstation ducts acting as second sources
which it hopes will become a for each other. The flash eeprom
standard for the transputer. can be erased and overwritten in
Written in C, the o.s. will include
a minute compared with about

will allow very rapid screen

support for occam, the Inmos 20 minutes needed for u.v.
parallel processing language.

Inmos for sale?
Rumour has it that Inmos is to be
sold by Thorn -EMI who bought it

eprom. This takes a single operation and can be completed in the
host device, unlike the u.v.
eprom which needs an eraser and
a programmer.

2 February. 1988

29 February to 4 March

Electrex 88. International electrical and electronics exhibition,
NEC Birmingham. Electrex Ltd.
tel. 0483 222888.
March 8 to 10

CIE 88. Components in electronic exhibition. Business Design
Centre, Islington. Nutwood Exhibitions. tel. 04868 25891.
March 21 to 24
Video, audio and data recording.

Seventh international conference. University of York. Details
from the IERE, tel. 01-388 3071.
March 21 to 24

OCC 88. Offshore computer conference. Aberdeen Exhibition and

Conference Centre. Offshore
Conferences Ltd. tel. 01-549
5831.
March 22 to 24

Radionav 2000. International
conference of the Royal Institute

of Navigation. City University,
London EC1. Details from the
Institute, tel. 01-589 5021.
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Computers are fast becoming as much a
part of the workplace as machine tools

and tea breaks. The ever-increasing
need for higher productivity and shorter lead
times has created more and more interest in
computers and their industrial applications.

This has translated into an insatiable demand for qualified people who can get the
most out of these new machines. "A lot of
companies are expanding into computer
automation. creating a big demand for experienced people - the problem is there just
aren't that many on the market." said Maxime Dandy from Castle Recruitment.
One of the first stages towards complete
automation is computerization of the design
stage. According to a recent survey carried
out by the British Institute of Management
(BIM), companies are experiencing severe
teething problems with automation and are
hesitant about going too far, too fast.
However, over one half of the firms surveyed

said they were prepared to put a high
emphasis on computer -aided design (cad).

"This is a very, very fast growing market
with a very severe skills shortage, especially

in certain areas," said Hilde Bartlett from
Silicon Valley Recruitment. In terms of the
electronics industry there are three specific

areas of design interest, microchips,
printed -circuit boards and general design
work.

So what skills are most in demand?
According to Bartlett, chip design is really
taking off. "It's expanding like crazy and I
don't think we'll see it stop in the next fifteen
years," she said. Bartlett recognized shortages in this area, but described the market
as buoyant with a good number of qualified
people in it. She described it as an exciting
area which readily attracts well qualified

Cad/cam
STEPHEN HORN
The priority is for people to have experi- country. Its present cad system, bought
ence so they can come straight in to a from US suppliers Computervision, was incompany and perform. Firms are anxious for stalled in 1982 and has been updated since to
their employees to be able to get on with the give faster access and better functionality.
job straight away. "There is a very short Company employees were sent on a Com-

honeymoon period," according to Patton. putervision training course to familiarize
them with the system. As with many systems, it didn't quite do all the things FRS
and egg situation," added Bartlett, "some expected it to do, according to computer
companies haven't the experience to do the manager Craeme Stapenhill. Fundamental
training, so they need to bring the skills in gaps had to be bridged and the system
from outside."
tweaked to meet the firm's needs. In addiWith such a shortage of skilled personnel tion, standard designs and data had to be
available, companies with the necessary built up before new designs could be attempexpertise are prepared to take on trainees. A ted. "You're re -inventing the wheel for the
recent survey carried out by recruitment first 18 months of operations," said
consultants Kramer Westfield showed that Stapenhill. FRS's cad engineers clearly
over 70 per cent of companies in the cad field needed to know their system inside out to
are willing to take on new graduates, com- develop it to meet the company's needs.
Some companies don't have the expertise to
train peopie in new systems. "It's a chicken

pared to an average of nearer 40 per cent in
other, comparable occupations. Two thirds
of the 784 companies surveyed would welcome more information on the candidates.

Firms are particularly likely to take on
people with some cad experience and then
train them up in other aspects of the business, according to Maxime Dandy.

Test and measurement specialists Wandel
and Golterman recently conducted a recruit-

ment campaign in the national press for
design engineers. The company was looking
for recent graduate trainees, engineers with
two to three years experience after gradua-

tion, and senior engineers with analogue
experience. Personnel officer Nigel Night-

The more mature p.c.b. market seems to

Graham Heaton from ATA Selection said
that companies look favourably on youngsters who have completed a sandwich -type
course. After finishing a BITEC or HNC the
trainee has "five years of street savvy....
they're presentable, articulate, and can genuinely think for themselves." he said. Interpersonal skills are clearly vital. "There's no

be causing companies more of a headache. "I

reason why a young man with an HNC won't

ifications do count. Again, while they may

can't seem to get hold of people and when I
do they charge the earth," she said. More and
more companies are looking to computerize
their design facilities in this area and there
are too few people to meet the need. Bartlett

get employed - it's only when people walk
into an office in jeans and a tee shirt as if

open the door, they are not the final word. "If
somebody is a hot prospect, if they're good at
what they do. they should have no problem
in getting a good job on a good salary," he

people.

illustrated this shortage by pointing to the
number of contract people working in this

they're owed a living that they won't get very
far," Heaton said.
To be able to think for yourself is an asset
employers look for when employing people
for fast changing technologies. High on the

area of the market.

list also comes communication skills.

Mike Patton from RNW Engineering Recruitment agrees and says the problem is
especially acute when it comes to engineers
experienced in 3D design. "There aren't that
many 3D designers out there, pretty much
the same as software engineers a few years
ago.... there's a real shortage of these people." According to Graham Heaton from ATA
Selection, 3D modelling skills are in such
demand it took one automobile manufacturer 18 months recently to put a top-quality

"Firms will often take somebody's who's not
the last word in cad, if he has the personality
to fit into a team," said Heaton.
Developing skills is important as the
engineer moves up the corporate ladder. Too
many engineers, it seems. can use the

team together to work on the design of a new
range of cars.
In general design work there seems to be

cad/cam revolution has a good side and a bad

ingale said they found these vacancies hard
to fill. "We did fairly well in terms of

numbers but not in quality," he said. "We

had to work very hard to get the sort of
people we needed."
The salary on offer seems to depend on the

company and its location. On the question of
money, according to Patton, academic qual-

said.

For a trainee coming into a company with
an HNC or a degree, starting salaries appear
to be in the £8-9,000 range. After a couple of

years experience wages tend to vary, but

potential. "A lot of people can use the

£12,000 to £15,000 seems to be fairly common. "It's after two years salaries really start
to take off," according to Bartlett. With five
years experience, senior engineers can command salaries of £20,000 or more. According to Patton, senior salaries often depend
on how much responsibility the engineer is

system, but only around 15 per cent get the

able to take on.

full use out of it," said Heaton. A similar

Wages also depend, to some extent, on
location. With high costs of living and skills
shortages, Thames Valley companies often
have to offer the higher salaries. Even then,
according to Patton, some engineers just
don't want to relocate. Courses run by the
National Computer Centre are one example,

equipment without developing it to its full

point was made by other consultants. "The

side -a lot of youngsters can come up with

shortages of certain systems. Some recrui-

designs, but they don't really know what
they are doing." The elite engineers, and

ters point to problems attracting Racal -

those most in demand. are those who can

systems -skilled people, while Bartlett says
she needs more Medusa -trained people. For

write cad programmes for others to use.
The need for cad engineers trained to get
the best out of systems is well illustrated by

with no lack of takers in the north of

looking at the experience of Flight Refuelling Systems (FRS). The company is one of

salary, Patton describes this reluctance to
relocate as an "unrealistic attitude".
Stephen Horn was formerly Employment
Editor of Electronics Weekly

all these systems, the amount of training

available is at a premium. A number of
conversion courses and college courses are
available, but it takes time for these to come
through to the labour market.

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

the pioneers in deploying sophisticated
manufacturing computer equipment in this

England but a slow response in the south.

However, for an engineer chasing a top
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-APPOINTMENTS
DISPLAYED APPOINTMENTS VACANT: £25 per single col. centimetre (min. 3cmi.
LINE advertisements (run on): £5.50 per line, minimum £45 (prepayable).
BOX NUMBERS: £12 extra. iReplies should be addressed to the Box Number in the
advertisement, c/o Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS).
PHONE: PETER HAMILTON, 01-661 3033 (DIRECT LINE)

Advertisements
accepted up to
12 noon December 23
for February issue

rhequrs und Nstal Orders payable to REED BI'SINESS 1'1 'BUSHING and crossed.

Ha rdwa re/Software/Systems
£9,000 - £25,000
Asa leading recruitment consultancy we have a wide selection of opportunitie..
for high calibre Design, Development, Systems and supporting staff throughout the Li
If you hove experience in any of the following then you should be talking to us fo,
your next career move

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IMAGE PROCESSING ANALOGUE DESIGN
MICRO HARDWARE & SOFTWARE * GUIDED WEAPONS C PASCAL
ADA * RF & MICROWAVE * ELECTRO-OPTICS * SIMULATION C'l
REAL TIME PROGRAMMING * SYSTEMS ENGINEERING ACOUSTICS

SONAR RADAR * SATELLITES * AVIONICS CONTROL ANTENNA

DEPARTMENT OF TRADE & INDUSTRY

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
OFFICER

An interesting and challenging opportunity exists to join the
Engineering Support Group at the Department of Trade & Industry
International Radio Monitoring Station, Baldock.

The group maintains, modifies and installs a wide variety of
modern communication receiving and measuring systems. The
systems, both fixed and mobile, cover the frequency range 10kHz

VLSI DESIGN

to 18GHz.

Opportunities exist with National, Internationol and consultancy companies offering
excellent salaries and career advancement.
To be considered for these and other requirements contact John Spen,
Stephen Morley or forward a detailed CV in complete confidence quounq Ref. WW/66.

Spectrum.

Bail

Candidates must possess their own transport as there is no
1

ANTENNA DESIGN
(VHF/UHF)
Top opportunities for
Professional Engineers

public service to the station.
Salary range is £1 1,557 to £13,005.

For further details and application form please write to Mr P. L.
Ratcliffe, Department of Trade and Industry, PM/PRTU, 1st Floor
South, Allington Towers, 19 Allington Street, London SW1E 5EB,

VACANCIES in the

RF DESIGN (Rx, Tx)

Applicants should be qualified to full BTEC/SCOTEC certificate
or equivalent in subjects relevant to Radio Telecommunications
and have at least 7 years' experience in the field of radio
technology.

A STS Recruitment, 85 High Street, Winchester,
Hants S023 9AP. Tel: (0962) 69478 (24 hrs).

ENGINEER IN EUROPE

The station is part of Radiocommunications Division which is
concerned with the efficient utilisation of the Radio Frequency

Midlands, East Anglia,
Thames Valley and
Southern England to
£20,000.

quoting reference E85480 (E). The closing date for receipt of
application forms will be 8 January 1988.
The Civil Service is an equal opportunities employer.

First class employers.
Military/commercial
state-of-the-art
projects.

Further vacancies in
France and Germany at
senior level
(BSc + 8 yrs)

FASE CALL US FOR A CONFIDENTIAL CHAT. OR SEND YOUR CV TO THE ADPRESS BELOW

Professional
Career
Opportunities
£8,000-£22,000 pa

INGINEUR Ltd (AR), Pendicke St., Wham, Werke CV33 OPN. Tel: 0828 817812

The effective way to find your next job

UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM

TV/ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN
i he University of Birmingham Television and Film Unit, considerably
estaffed and re -equipped in recent years, works within all academic areas
f the University offering original production and technical services, and
iiso accepts commercial or sponsored production work on publicity and
-aining areas.
A vacancy exists for a qualified Technician to assist in the maintenance and
peration of equipment. A main studio offers 4 camera broadcast quality
colour. Recording is on Betacam and 1"C format VTRs, Cox T16 Vision
Mixer, EELA S3000 11 V.C.A. Sound Mixer, Aston 3 Caption Generator,
Aquis 224 Edit Control.
A second studio offers 3 low cost cameras and VHS off-line editing for
academic self -access and production experimentation.
Examinable Option Courses in Television and Film Production are given to
second year students.
Applicants should be qualified in electronics (Radio and TV servicing) to
BTEC National Certificate level and have several years' relevant experience.
Current salary up to £9.086 per annum. Reference 7486.

Application forms from The Personnel Office.
Birmingham University. PO Box 363, Birmingham B15 2TT or
telephone 021-472 1301, ext 2452.
An equal opportunities employer.
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We have many clients throughout the UK
seeking Engineers at all levels.

Systems Engineering Analogue Design
Real -Time Software Project Management

Digital Design Test Engineering
Name

Address

Tel.no.

Bus.no.
S0

John Prodger
S30

Recruitment

Freepost 499, St. Albans
Herts AL3 5BR

Phone: 0727 41101 (24 hrs)

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

CLIVEDEN

Sinclair House, 74 Willoughby
Lane, London N17 OSF

Technical Recruitment
SOFTWARE ENGINEER
Surrey
Degree
4 years computing experience
minimum 2 years programming
C . 24.35 years
software development using C m Unix
environrnere
to rI8,000 sae
ELECTRONICS TEST ENGINEER
Barks
In-house test and fault-finding on fire and secririty
equipment BTECIHNC with experience of A D
electronic cots and OA production
cE10,000
SOFTWARE ENGINEER
Berks
I years experience with
Degree
programming experience Ability to manage a
network evaluation system Maintain mot and
admin aids
from [11.000 sae
HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER
Bucks
To design and develop new instrumentation
products for medicaiclincial diagnostic
applications. Previous experience instrumentation
desigtcdevelopment essential

al6,500 bens reloc

R&D TECHNICIAN
Berks
RE and digital electornics experience minimum
B T EC 20 Breadboarding and testing of new fibre
optic cots
C12.000 bans
Barks
SNR ELECTRONICS TEST ENGINEER
Aged 25 with 5 years experience in a
microprocessor test/development environment
Good allirounder with some experience in 'C
PASCAL or BASIC languages. Development of test
procedures for new telecomms products
.

c[15,000 bonus

Hundreds of other Electronic vacancies
Roger Howard. C.Eng. M I.E.E.. M.I.E.R.E.

I

APPOINTMENTS Telephone 01-808 3050

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
LONDON
Department of Phonet cs and

Linguistics

TECHNICIAN
GRADE 5
required in connection with the
day-to-day running of an
established speech spcences
teaching laboratcry, Work involves
the setting up and maintenance of
equipment for student teaching
experiments as well as he.ping
staff and students in field and
laboratory work. Applications in
acoustic recording and

measurements (analogue
digital); microcomputer;; video and
audio techniques. Sorma
mechanical workshop experience
an advantage
Salary in the range £9.161E10.551 including London
Allowance
Application form from the
Personnel Officer (Technical Staff
BB10), University College London,
Gower Street. London WC1E 6BT

CLIVEDEN TECHNICAL RECRUITMENT

THE UK's No. 1 ELECTRONICS AGENCY
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS if you are looking for a
job in DESIGN, FIELD SERVICE, TECHNICAL SALES
or SOFTWARE ENGINEERING.

Telephone NOW for one of our FREE Jobs lists or
send a full cv to the address below.
Vacancies Throughout the UK to £18000 pa.

Co mm

NE

Capital Appointments Ltd., FREEPOST London N17 OBR.
Please send me your list for

Engineers

Name

Address
Post Code

647

92 The Broadway. Bracxnell. Berks RG12 1AR
Tel: 0344 489489 (24 hour)
163 Bitterne Road, Southampton SO2 4BH.
Tel: 0702 229094

TVNIDEO
TECHNICIAN
The Which? testing laboratory at Harpenden, Hertfordshire, has a
vacancy for a TVNideo Technician.

The job will involve the development and carrying out of testing
methods for TV and Video equipment for Which? magazine. There
will also be a requirement to assist in the testing of audio products.
The successful applicant must have a proven track recorc in TV
engineering and be able to demonstrate an interest in TV
performance measurements, together with an HNC or equivalent
in electronics preferably with TV/Audio specialization.
Excellent Conditions of Employment include 28 days anrual holiday,
contributory pension scheme and free life assurance.

Interested applicants should write with full career details to:

01-808 3050 - 24 HOURS
RADIO TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY
requires

Assistant Telecommunications
Technical Officers
up to 01,704
The Radio Technology Labo-atory of the Department of Trade and Industry is
pleasantly situated at Keeley in the Green Belt, eight miles south of Croydon. It
is in:et-nationally renowned for its unique facilities for undertaking investigations

throughout the radio spectrum. These extensive and modern facilities are
uniquely dedicated to the investigations of problems associated with radio
communications. electro-magnetic compatibility and type approval testing. The
laboratory undertakes a wide range of activities under these headings, for both
government and industry
We currently have several vacancies for Assistant Telecommunications Technical

Officers and we are seeking staff with the correct aptitude for the interesting
and varied work that is performed here.

Applicants should be familia- with a wide range of radio measuring instruments
and apparatus. althoJgh training in specific areas will be given. Versatility, use of
own initiative and the ability- to work with the minimum of supervision would be
an asset.

The individual should hold a CGLI Telecommunications Technical Certificate.
Part
(Intermediate Level) plus 3 third year subjects, a BTEC/SCOTVEC
Ordinary National Certificate in Electronics or Telecommunications, an EC
approved Eng Tech qualification, at stage
in an appropriate electronics or
telecommunications specialism, or an equivalent qualification. Applicants should
I

The Personnel Officer

/Consumers' Consumer Research Laboratory
Association Harpenden Rise
Testing and

Research

Harpenden,

Herts ALS 3BJ

I

have

3

years

relevant

experience

which

may

include

a

period

of

studying/training.

Starting salary depends on age and experience. For details and an application
form please write to: Ms J. English, Department of Trade and Industry. PRTU. I st
Floor South, Allington Towers, 19 Allington Street, Victoria. London SW I E SEB,

quoting reference E90379(W). The closing date for receipt of completed
applications will be 6 January 1987.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne Polytechnic
This is an equal opportunities advertisement

DEPARTMENT OF TRADE & INDUSTRY

FACULTY OF ARTS AND DESIGN
Department of Media and Graphic Design

Video/Computer Graphics Electronics Technician, Scale 5

Shalom Employmen: Action Centre

let No: 14/87

ELECTRONICS
SUPERVISOR

A Video/Computer Graphics Electronics Technician is required to assist the staff and
students working ir. the Computer Graphics area of the Department of Media and Graphic
Design

Responsibilities would include day-to-day maintenance and supervision of equipment
Including fault diagnosis and repairs) and the ordering of support material for work done in
the area.

The machinery is housed within the Arts and Design Faculty and at such sublect to

sustained long-term protect use

Enthusiasm for the area and a willingness to engage in inventive exploratory work is

essential. Applicants should have ONC in Electronics or equivalent expenence.
NJC salary and conditions Scale 5 C8.790 -C9.654 per annum Plus qualification
allowance where app icable.

For further details and an application form please ring the 24 hour answering service
(091) 2323126 or write enclosing foolscap sae to Miss Elsie Thorpe, Administrative
Assistant (Recruitment). Newcastle upon Tyne Polytechnic, Ellison Buildng, Ellison Place
Newcastle upon Tvne NE1 8ST to whom completed forms should be retained quoting the
reference number by 8 1 88

ARTICLES FOR SALE

G.W.M. RADIO LTD
4042 Portland Road. Worthing. Sussex
Tel: 0903 34897

Supervisor wanted to prrararde basic training 0,
electronics Appiicants should rave skills in Hi -Fr Ac,1
and Tot protect design and devckapment are the airr r,
10 pass on skills to a variety of users including *pc,
and people with disablities
r

33 lours per walk.

18MHz bandwidth C175 carriage extra. Elm::

multimeter type CT471 by Bradley RF vozaii
4p to t000MHz A/C CPC volts t2mV to 1200V

12 ranges AC DC current 124A-1 2A -

Scale: 8.27. C10.335113213 110,656 OW I year)
Closing data: 29 January HMO

Details and apokatichs forms from
Shalom EAC Appointments Group. 395 High Sheer
North. London Et2 Tel Of -472 357t
EOUAL OPPORTUNIT'ES EMPLOYER

SE Labs Oscilloscopes Type SMI 11 solid state
Portable /VC mains or external DC Dual Tract-,

544

12

ranges plus resistance ranges. input resistance
I2M Ohm low ranges 120M Ohm high ranges
Supplied with leads and 50 Ohm and 75 Ohm
unterminated RF probes C28 Inc p&p. Receivers
Racal RA17 Communication Receiver 500KHz-

30MHz Sae for further info 0175 Eddystone
730/4 A8OKHz-30MHz in 5 bands Xtal Filter etc
sae £110 carriage extra

534
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ARTICLES FOR SALE

SERVICES

NEW PROJECT?

TO MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALERS
BULK BUYERS. ETC.

LARGE QUANTITIES OF RADIO. TV AND
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR DISPOSAL

VOXAGE LTD will design and develop prototype equipment
to specification. Expertise in analogue and digital hardware,
high-level and low-level software with particular
specialisation in test equipment.
For a competitive quotation, call
FRASER BLACK on 0203 22799.

SEMICONDUCTORS, all types, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, TRANSISTORS,
DIODES, RECTIFIERS, THYRISTORS, etc. RESISTORS, C/F, M/F, W/W, etc.
CAPACITORS, SILVER MICA, POLYSTYRENE, C280, C296, DISC
CERAMICS, PLATE CERAMICS, etc.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, SPEAKERS, CONNECTING WIRE, CABLES,
SCREENED WIRE, SCREWS. NUTS, CHOKES, TRANSFORMERS, etc.
ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES - Come and pay us a visit ALADDIN'S CAVE

63 St Nicholas Street, Radford,
Coventry CV1 4BN.

TELEPHONE: 445 0749/445 2713
R. HENSON LTD.
21 Lodge Lane, North Finchley, London, N.12
15 minutes from Tally Ho Corner)

116131

CIRCOLEC
THE COMPLETE ELECTRONIC SERVICE
Artwork, Circuit Design, PCB Assembly, Test & Repair Service, Q.A.
Consultancy, Prototypes, Final Assembly. Full PCB Flow Soldering

Mains isolation transformer, two outlets. 1KW.
£35. Epsylon Crystal Millivoltmeter. seven
standard crystals £35 Marconi '0' meter £85.

Service

Kelvin Electroguage Clock Gauge on stand
£25. Sullivan Compact Mirror Galvanometer
£29 Frequency Counter 8 Crystal Controlled
Standard Generator 10K c/s to 3000 Mcis
£125. 60W IC Power amplifiers £6.50ea.

TEST EQUIPMENT

Caesium Alloy Fire Alarm Switch Units
*£3 50ea. TIA Four -range Geiger Counter.
calibrations 0.01-500 milloontgens in four
ranges. portable. battery operated £89.

£1250

Quality workmanship by professionals at economic prices.
Please telephone 01-646 5686 for advice or further details.

TAMWORTH MANOR
302-310 COMMONSIDE EAST, MITCHAM

6000 USED EQUIPMENT ALWAYS AVAIAILE

Solartron 1172 frequency response analyser

(13911

Packard 1741A 100Mhz. storage
scope £1.000
Tektronix 2215 Dual trace 60MHz scope £500
Hewlett Packard 17106 Portable 200MHz. D/T
with delay £650.
Hewlett

Vacuum Diffusion pump £39 Pocket microscope. internal illumination, case £4 Pressure
Control Switches £10 Silicon wafers for production and prototype semiconductors etc.
£1 50ea Bradley Electronic Testmeter. battery operated £75 Tektronix '0' plug-in. transducers and strain gauges etc. £35 Nail Gun

Tektronix 7603 100Mhz with plug in's from

PCB DESIGN ON THE BBC. Easy to
use programme for small procts. Plots
on H1-80, Plotmate or HPGL compatibles. Prints on Epson compatible dot
matrix printer VINDEREN associates,
DEP WW. PO Box 130, Belfast BT9

£750.00.

Considerably more always in stock send
for lists.

BUYING OR DISPOSING
Contact

and accessories £49. Tektronix and Advanced
oscilloscopes. Rechargeable Nicad batteries.
15V. may also be divided into twelve individual

COOKE INTERNATIONAL

Unit 4. Fordingbridge Site. Main Road,
Barnham. Bognor Regis.

cells or tapped for multiple or multi -voltage
outputs £3 ea Audio and RF Generators.
Oscilloscope probes Tektronix etc. 02 50ea.

6NB. 0232 667885 Microlink Mag
11652.

West Sussex P022 OEB.

Tel 0243 68 5111 2

P.C.B's DESIGNED. Artwork

also silk screens, solder masks, labels

ptech, Four Cabot, St Andrew's, Guernsey. Tel: 0481 35255.

Westbourne, Honeybourne, Evesham,

etc. For C.A.D./Photoplot, artwork &
photography, contact Mr Williams, 49
Worcs, WR11 5PT. Tel? 0386 832152.

STEWART OF READING

pages of bargains - only £1. Green - Belville House, Ponteland, Newcastle
weld, 443G Millbrook Road, South- upon Tyne, NE20 9BD. Tel: 0661

--IELECTRONICII

ampton, SO1 OHX. Tel: (0703) 772501.

516

analysers. Calibrators, Standards

Millivoltmeters. Dynamometers. 1(11

QUARTZ CRYSTALS OSCILLATORS AND FILTERS of all types.

Large stocks of standard items. Specials supplied to order. Personal and
export orders welcomed - SAE for lists
please. OEM support thru: design
advice, prototype quantities, production schedules. Golledge Electronics,

Merriott, Somerset YA16 5NS. Tel:

SCRAP. Melted assayed and paid for
within 24 hours relay contacts, therm°
couples, crucibles. Also printed circuit
boards, plugs, connectors, palladium,
rhodium, tantalum and ruthenium. We
have the technology to do the difficult
refining jobs that others can't handle.

Totally free sampling service. Send
samples or parcels I Regd post) or
contact Eric Henderson, 0773 570141

Steinbeck Refineries (UK) Ltd.

Peasehill Industrial Estate, Ripley,
Derbyshire DE5 3JG. No quantity too

102

meters, Oscilloscopes. Recorders.

Signal generators - sweep, loss
distortion, true RMS, audio, RIO
deviation. Tel: 040376236.

(2616,

495

PCBs MANUFACTURED
For yo_yr CircuitS

* No rob too big or too small
* Single or double sided
* Real professional finish

* Low cost * Delivery

1 to 3 weeks

* Precision artworks/photography
* 5 years experience
Talk to Graham Slee or Mark Fisher on

ARTICLES WANTED

0226 200717

(2472)

PLATINUM, GOLD, SILVER

large or small.

25515.

110 WYKEHAM ROAD,
READING RG6 1 PL.
TEL: 0734 68041
TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL
TYPES OF SURPLUS TEST
EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS

etc. ANY QUANTITY

'

BRIDGES waveformn/transistor

0460 73718.

WANTED

409

PCB ASSEMBLY including provision
components and sub assembly work.
IMHOF CASES - large range at half of
Quick turnaround and competitive

-1

ASSEMBLY OF PCB and sub assembly work undertaken. Competitive
quotes, small or large runs considered

components,

microwave

price! 16 page cat FREE. 1988 Compo- prices. Enquires to Newcastle Compunent and surplus catalogue out now. 88 ter Services, Contracts Department.

FIGOLL EDGE

(92)

microwave test equipment, manufacturing processes, technology licensing
and used microwave test equipment.
Please send your enquiry to SEMEX,
P.O. Box 26786, Tempe, Arizona
9102504420
Telex:
85282, USA.
us
SEMEX UG. Fax: 602-829-0130.

Surrey SM2 5AS

Wisbech. Cambs. 0945 584188.

with prompt turnaround. Phone or
write to Mr Paul or Mr Martin Corn-

equipment,

cio Electronics &
Wireless World,
Quadrant House,
The Quadrant, Sutton,

factory clearance. Contact COLESHARDING & CO, 103 South Brink,

EXPORTS OF USA SATELLITE capacity available for single/double

AND MICROWAVE communication sided, P.T.H. and multi -layer P.C.B.'s,
Box number replies should be
addressed to:
Box No

settlement. We also welcome the
opportunity to quote for complete

505

2016

BOX Nos

transistors etc. into cash, immediate

537

Variable Stabilised Power supply 40V. 6A £65

040-376236.

TURN YOUR SURPLUS i.cs

WANTED

Test equipment, receivers,
valves,

transmitters,

complete
the circuit.

on a
Grange La, Industool Estate
C arra...3 Road
Barnslay
Souls Yorkshore S70 ISE
Fadiund

Same Day Service
Any frequency from
2MHz-55MHz
McKnight Crystals
Amateur Radio Division
Department Z,
Hardley Industrial Estate,
Hythe, Southampton SO4 6ZY.
CREDIT CARD SALES

Hotline: 0703 848961

com-

ponents, cable and electronic scrap and quantity.
Prompt service and cash.

M & B RADIO
86 Bishopsgate Street
Leeds LS1 4BB
0532 435649

SleelDectro
Products

QUARTZ
CRYSTALS

When replying to classified
advertisement readers are
recommended to take steps to protect
their interest before sending money.

,,,56
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DESIGN SERVICE
Development and CAD PCB
Design/Artwork. Analogue and digital
Design

Tek 0103 004000; Fag 0401:1110;Tv..: 17271 110055 G

Velvs and Transisten - Itarabis oar

design and development to production
Microcontroller development facilities 4
bit

H400 and 8

bit

APPOINTMENTS

BIWI1GTIIN VIU.VIES
Svaciaiityl phone your enquiry on sent SAI today to
blond nen catalog. Enquiries Iron goo dept., universmes
and dealers weir care OwrSein engu,4es welcome
German Japanese spoken by orrongernerl

6305 one time

programmables, 6805 & 6809 NMOS &
CMOS. Emulators for 6305 and 6805

r

We stock HI transformers 'SOYA to 3ICuAl pWs Vonocv

constant gltoge 10 I xi Send for lot or ouutonor We oisc
stock capocitors and tronsmtler ccenponentS SAF quolohon

microcontrollers for sale

Wo wiN bay Valves and Transistors.

MED, 20 Greenock Road,
Streatham, London SW16 5XG.
Tel: 01-679 7109

Complete shop clearance etc wekorne omstan. no oboe,
equipment, circuit boards and RI plugs considered listing and
price required appreciated

RALFE ELECTRONICS

SURPLUS

10 Chapel Street, London NWI 51)N
101-72:1875:11

R.F. TEST EQUIPMENT

BUYING?? SELLING ??

ncluding Farnell SSG520/TTS
520 test sets at competitive
prices.
Call MRTC on:

050981 2610
We also buy used RF
testgear.

Tel: (0344) 52023

SENIOR HARDWARE ENGINEER
We are looking 'or an engineer with a minimum of 7 years'
experience in the field of digital/analogue design to work within
the Development department. Experience is 68000 microprocessor and audio design an advantage.

We offer an excellent salary to the successful applicant, and

Please contact our buyer
Chris Robinson.

Philip Drake Electronics Ltd,
497

01-661 3033
ADENMORE
LTD
27 Lengthen Estate, Bracknell RG12 1RL.

Philip Drake Electronics are the market leaders in the design and
supply of Audio Talkback and Intercom Communication Systems
within the Broadcast Inc ustry, and are currently seeking

We buy and sell hign quality
electronic test and measuring
equipment and require for stock
'high -line' signal generators/
analysers oscilloscopes etc. etc. any
electronic kit considered any
quantity

For Classified Rates call:
173 MHZ FM TELEMETRY
+ TELECOMMAND RADIO
LINKS
Remote Switching
Voltage Monitoring
Serial Data Transmission

drake

If you feel your abilities and experience make you suitable for this
position, then send your cv to:
Alison Chapman, Personnel,

37 Broadwater Road,
Welwyn Garden City,
Herts AL7 3AX

BOX Nos
Box numoer replies should be
addressed to:
Box No

CONNECTORS
ZERO INSERTION FORCE
NEW DESIGN - LOW COST - HIGH QUALITY

Details SAE.

14

pleasant working conditions.

JASP INTERNATIONAL
Tudor Close, Wokingham,

Berks RG11 2LR (trade welcome).
Tel: 0734 782084. Tlx 849021
510

c/o Electronics & Wireless World,
Quadrant House, The Quadrant,
Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Use this Form for your Sales and Wants
PLEASE INSERT THE ADVERTISEMENT INDICATED ON FORM BELOW
To "Electronics & Wireless World" Classified Advertisement Dept., Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS
Rate £5.50 PER LINE. Average six words per
line. Minimum £45 (prepayable).

Name and address to be included in charge if
used in advertisement.

NAME
ADDRESS

Box No. Allow two words plus £12.
Cheques, etc., payable to "Reed Business
Publishing" and cross "8, Co." 15% VAT to
be addeo.

REMITTANCE VALUE .....

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS. CLASSIFICATION

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

ENCLOSED

NUMBER OF INSERTIONS

,

MATMOS LTD, 1 Church Street, Cuckfield, West Sussex RH17 5JZ.
Tel: (0444) 414484/454377

COMPUTER APPRECIATION, 111 Northgate, Canterbury, Kent CT1 1BH
Tel: Canterbury (0227) 470512. Telex: 966134 COMPAP G
SWITCH VALUE
ASTEC SWITCH MODE PSU. 5V (a, 8A; + 12V 04 3A; -12V (a' 0.3A - to a total 65W. Compact
£14.50 (cam £3.00)
cased unit. BRAND NEW
DEC PDP 11-73 SYSTEM with DZV11 asynchronous multiplexor. DLVI 1 serial interface,

BAll-SB 9, 4 backplane. TANDON 8' floppy disc dove with DILOG Model RXV-21 controller.
2 - AMPEX PYXIS 27 5' a- Winchester disc drives with DILOG DO 614 controller. All contained
C2,250.00

in DEC cabinet with DEC power control. 512kb memory

ITT SCRIBE III WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM. Professional system originally selling at
around £6.000 without printer. Now offered with software included and a variety of different
options (including hard disc, comms. etc.) available. This system is available from us ALL
BRAND NEW at the cost of current budget systems, but with office -quality performance and
features. With dual processor workstation (TI 9995 & Z8OH). 12" green display with slow
scrolling. 128kbytes RAM, dual 500kbyte SHUGART 5' '4" floppy disc drives and comprehensive
£290.00 (carr. C10.00)
software. Various printers and options available

ITT SCRIBE III WORKSTATION. Monitor sized main unit of above system with high quality
high resolution 12" green screen monitor (separated video and sync). 5V and 12V cased
switchmode power supply, processor electronics as above incorporating TEXAS 9995 and ZE1OH
processors with 128kbytes and associated support chips, all BRAND NEW but with only monitor
C39.95 (carr. 05.00)
and power supply guaranteed working. Original cost at least £2,500

DATA GENERAL ECLIPSE CS/60 SYSTEM comprising: ECLIPSE processor with 512kbytes
MOS memory. 5 line terminal MUX type 005-8599. 2, 50mbyte cartridge disc drives Model
£1,650.00
6067-4. DATA PRODUCTS line printer. 8' floppy disc drive Model 6031-4
microNOVA Model MPT/100 SYSTEM with the following features: terminal sized desktop unit.
mN602 processor with 64kbytes RAM, 2, RS232 interfaces, connector for microNOVA I/O bus.
dual DSDD 5' a floppy disc drives. 83 key keyboard. green screen 12"monitor. 25,80
C165.00(carr. £10.00)
DATA GENERAL MODEL 6220 8 Winchester drive, 5 mbyte. Apparently suitable for above
095.00 (carr. £5.00)
£140.00
DATA GENERAL Model 6041 DASHER TP1 printer. Serial interface 300/600B
DATA GENERAL Model 6052 DASHER VDU TERMINAL. All Baud rates to 19200B
C95.00 (carr. C10.00)
MATMOS TERMINAL. MATMOS PC with Version 2 EPROM for terminal emulation. Probably
the lowest cost terminal available anywhere. With set-up menu and with data rates up to 9600
Baud. Machine is easily modified for split Baud rate operation. 75/1200B, EPROM plugs into
Rom socket accessible from exterior. Emulation is VT -52 compatible for cursor addressing: and
for character attributes as far as the MATMOS PC allows MICROSOFT BASIC is still available
from the keyboard. (EPROM card on its own, £20,00; EPROM card with socket only for user's
C69.00 (carr. C5.00)
own EPROM. £8.00) BRAND NEW
PLESSEY Model T24 V22/V22 bis 2400 Baud MODEM. Including free software disc for IBM
or MATMOS PC. Compact automatic modem featuring the lastest technology and the highest
possible data rate over the ordinary phone system. Offers: both V22 and V22 bis compatibility.
120012400 Baud operation with auto bit rate recognition, operation on both ordinary phone

(PSTN) and private circuit (PC), auto call and auto answer, duplex operation allowing

simultaneous transmission and reception of data at 2400 Baud in both directions over a single
phone line. compact size (9", 9", 2'/z"). BT approved and suitable for new PRESTEL V22bis
service. Price includes software for use with public domain comms packages for IBM PC and all
£169.00 (carr. 05.00)
manuals. BRAND NEW. NEW LOW PRICE
TRANSDATA Model 307 ACOUSTIC MODEM. Low cost self-contained modem unit allowing
micro or terminal connection to BT lines via telephone handset. V24 interface, up to 300 Baud.
C19.95 (carr C3.00)
originate/answer modes etc. BRAND NEW with manual

TRANSDATA Model 307A ACOUSTIC MODEM. As above, but originate only
£14.95 (carr. £3.00)
DUPLEX Model 100 green screen 12" high resolution monitor with composite video input. With
£39.50 (carr £5.00)
tilt and swivel stand BRAND NEW
PANASONIC Model JU-363 31/2 floppy disc drives. Double Sided Double Density 80 track 1
design.
SHUGART
megabyte capacity unformatted. Latest low component 1/4 height
compatible interface using 34 way IDC connector. Will interface to just about anything. BRAND
NEW. (We can offer at least 20% discount for quantities of 10 plus). Current model. We can
C59.50 (carr. £3.00)
supply boxes of 10 discs for 015.95 plus 01.50 carriage

HITACHI Model 305S/SX 3- disc drives. With SHUGART compatible interface as for

5'4"drives. Uncased. 125K (single density) or 250K (double density); 40 track: 100 tpi): soft
sector: 3ms track to track time: standard 34 way edge connector; 12V & 5V powered (standard
connector) with overall 3.7W typical power consumption. These drives have been tested by us
on the BBC with DFS. on the AMSTRAD 6128 and on the TATUNG EINSTEIN, and are also
known to be suitable for the AMSTRAD 664 and as a second drive for the AMSTRAD 464
Single sided. 250kb unformatted. BRAND NEW. Data cables are available from us for the
AMSTRAD 6128 and BBC at £7.50. and an installation pack including data and power cables
024.95 (carr. £3.00)
with instructions is available for the TATUNG Einstein at £12.00
FUJITSU Model M2230AS 51/4- WINCHESTER disc drive. 6.66mbyte capacity unformatted.
16/32 sectors, 320 cylinders. With ST506 interface. BRAND NEW

C75.00 (carr. C3.00)
same

DRIVETEC Model 320 high capacity 51/4" disc drives. 3.3Mbyte capacity drive

-

manufacturer and same series as KODAK 6.6Mbyte drive. 160 track, downgradable to 48 tpi. No
£45.00 (carr 03.00)
further info at present. BRAND NEW
SHUGART Model 405R 51/4" disc drive. Full height, single sided. 40 track, without guarantee
£16.95 (carr £3.00)

DEC Model BA11MF box, power supply and 8 slot backplane for 0 -bus. Easily upgraded for
£95.00 (carr. £5.00)
latest 0 -bus boards. BRAND NEW
ADAC Model 1822 128kbyte CMOS memory for 0 -bus. With battery backup
£75.00 (carr. 03.00)
C40.00 (carr. £3.00)
HATFIELD INSTRUMENTS Type 2105 Ohm attenuator
BRYANS Model 4500 UV recorder with 6,45001 amplifiers 1mV/cm-50V/cm and chart speeds
500mm/s. Timing line interval is adjustable from 0.0025-10s and Record
from 1mmirnin
£95.00 (carr. £10.00)
Duration 0.5s -20s. With remote control facility
HEWLETT PACKARD Model 59370A dual VHF switch. DC to 599MHz 50 Ohm switch for
C185.00

HP-IB

HEWLETT PACKARD Model 5045A digital IC tester with CONTREL Model H310 automatic
handler. With IEE interface and print out of test results either pass/fail or full diagnostic including
pin voltages at point of failure. With full complement of pin driver cards and complete with
substantial library of mag. card test programs for 74 series TTL and other ICs. CONTREL
handler allows fully automatic testing of ICs which are sorted into 2 pins. Price includes a
C1,250.00
second HP5045A (believed fully operational) for maintenance back-up
0160.00
TIME ELECTRONICS Model 9810 programmable power supply
TIME ELECTRONICS Model 505 DC current source, 0.05%. With leather case ex psu....C45.00
KRATOS MS30 DOUBLE BEAM MASS SPECTROMETER. Approximately 8 years old with
negative ion capability and fast atom bombardment (FAB). With gas and direct introduction
sample probes and with gas clvomatograph inlet system. Output spectra are available directly
via a HEWLETT PACKARD storage display and a UV recorder. An on-line DATA GENERAL
DS60 computer system, which includes a graphics printer and two TEKTRONIX 4014 terminals.
p.o.e.
analyses output
Please note: 'VAT & carriage (also - VAT) must be added to all prices.
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KENWOOD
the TRIO transformation!

vJ
In fact Trio was a trademark of the Kenwood Corpo

are also =tat leaders in communications and audio equipment.
The oscilloscope range is edensiw and expanding
time models from 20MHz to 150MHz plus advanced digital storage.
red below is the CS -1065, a superb new three channel dual timebase
Hz 'scope at an unbeatable price.
With its new models, competitive pricing and improved
support the Kenwood range is outstanding. To make a full evaluation, send .or

the data book quickly. You won't be disappointed.
Oh, if you need a translation of the Japanese text, o lei- se

see be'ow"

Nit A444/vvwnt

T4

CS -1.365

Send for the big
Kerrwood Databook!
Post to the address
opposite.
EWW Jan 88

Name

Company

Thu rlby I
Thurlby Electronics Limited
New Read, St. Ives, Huntingdon Cambs. PE17 4BG England

Telephone (0480)63570 Telex 32475
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ELECTRONIC BROKERS
OF SECOND USER
TEST EQUIPMENT
OSCILLOSCOPES

TEKTRONIX 7000 SERIES

7704A

200MHz mainframe with
7A26 dual channel input
amplifer, 7880 timebase and
7885 delta delayed timebase.

£5,995
7904 500MHz
Mainframe

£4,250

7834 400MHz
Storage Mainframe £6,500

TEKTRONIX
2445 er) 7cn
150MHz 4 -Channel Portable Oscilloscopes
411.irMI

1.4/%0

Tektronix 465B 100MHz Oscilloscope
£1,675
Tektronix 485 350MHz Portable Oscilloscope From £4,500
£2,250
Tektronix 475A 250MHz Portable Oscilloscope
Hewlett Packard 1804A Four Channel
Vertical Amp (150MHz)
£175

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
0111 HEWLETT
PACKARD
ar

3580A

PLUG -INS
7A11 FET Amplifier
7A18 75MHz Dual -Trace Amplifier
7B10 1GHz Delayed Timebase
7L12 Spectrum Analyser, 100KHz-1.8GHz
7L14 Spectrum Analyser, 10KHz-1.8GHz
7S11 Sampling Unit

£895
£650
£1,450
£7,250
£8,750
£1,500

SIGNAL SOURCES
Farnell SSG 520 Signal Generator, 520MHz
Hewlett Packard 3325A-001 Synthesized
Function Generator

£1,950

£3,500

Marconi TF2015/1 AM/FM Signal Generator, 520MHz £650

sin2,Anily9r5

Marconi TF2173 Synchroniser for TF2016
Wavetek 184 Sweep Generator, 5MHz

£250
£650

-11
Hewlett Packard 3585A Spectrum Analyser,

£13,500

20Hz-40MHz
Hewlett Packard 141T Spectrum Analyser,
Display Mainframe

£1,845

Marconi TF2371 Spectrum Analyser, 50Hz-200MHz
Takeda Riken TR4132 100KHz-1GHz
Spectrum Analyser

£6,500
£3,750

REDUCED FOR CLEARANCE
Hewlett Packard 5300B/5305B 1300MHz Counter
Marconi TF2603 RF Millivoltmeter, 50KHz-1.5GHz
Philips PM55191/G Colour Pattern Generators
Hewlett Packard 1332A X -Y Display

1=)

0

0

Electronic Brokers 0

)

£350
£295
£495
From £650

1 140-146 Camden St,
London NW1 9PB.
Fax : 01-267 7363
Telex: 298694
- Tel: 01-267 7070

For further informution contact our Sales Office. All prices exclusive of carriage and VAT.
Prices correct at time of going to press. A copy of our trading conditions is available on request.
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